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The 'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV�HIHMGEXIW�XLMW�MWWYI�XS�4VSJIWWSV�%RHVI[�8EWPMX^��ÿćăĄ���
ĀþÿĂ���

Professor Taslitz was a driving force behind the formation of this publication.  We are 
grateful to have had him as a teacher and mentor throughout our journey at the Wash�
ington College of Law.  Prof. Taslitz’s legal career began as a prosecutor in Philadel�
phia, Pennsylvania after graduating GYQ�PEYHI�JVSQ�XLI�9RMZIVWMX]�SJ�4IRRW]PZERME��.�(��
ÿćĆÿ���,I�WTIRX�SZIV�X[IRX]�]IEVW�MR�EGEHIQME�ERH�XSYGLIH�XLI�PMZIW�SJ�RYQIVSYW�PE[�
WXYHIRXW��QER]�SJ�[LSQ�EVI�TVEGXMGMRK�PE[]IVW�XSHE]���4VSJ��8EWPMX^�XEYKLX�EX�(YOI�9RM�
ZIVWMX]��:MPPERSZE�9RMZIVWMX]��4MXXWFYVKL�9RMZIVWMX]��,S[EVH�9RMZIVWMX]��ERH�LMW�GEVIIV�
prematurely concluded at American University.  While teaching at Pittsburgh Univer�
WMX]��4VSJIWWSV�8EWPMX^�[EW�REQIH�XLI�;IPWL�7��;LMXI�(MWXMRKYMWLIH�:MWMXMRK�4VSJIWWSV�
SJ�0E[���-X�[EW�XLIVIJSVI��RS�WYVTVMWI�XS�XLSWI�[LS�ORI[�LMQ�[LIR�1MGLEIP�,YRKIV�

7GL[EVX^¸W�FSSO��;LEX�XLI�&IWX�0E[�8IEGLIVW�(S�REQIH�4VSJIWWSV�8EWPMX^�EW�SRI�SJ�XLI�XST�X[IRX]�WM\�PE[�TVSJIWWSVW�
in America.

4VSJIWWSV�8EWPMX^¸W�I\TIVXMWI�GIRXIVIH�SR�GSRWXMXYXMSREP�ERH�GVMQMREP� NYWXMGI�� �,I�[VSXI�I\XIRWMZIP]�SR�WIEVGL�ERH�
WIM^YVI�MWWYIW��[VSRKJYP�GSRZMGXMSRW��WI\YEP�EWWEYPX��LEXI�GVMQIW�PIKMWPEXMSR��JVIIHSQ�SJ�WTIIGL��XLI�I\TVIWWMZI�JYRG�
XMSR�SJ�PE[��WXEXYXSV]�MRXIVTVIXEXMSR�QIXLSHW��ERH�IZMHIRGI���,I�[EW�XLI�EYXLSV�SJ�WIZIR�FSSOWÿ and hundreds of law 
review articles.

&IPS[�EVI�E�RYQFIV�SJ�VIÂIGXMSRW�JVSQ�;'0�WXYHIRXW�SR�XLI�PIKEG]�XLEX�4VSJIWWSV�8EWPMX^�LEW�PIJX�FILMRH�

�µ;LIR�-�WXEVXIH�[SVOMRK�[MXL�8E^��-�[EW�EQE^IH�EX�LS[�[IPP�[I�GSRRIGXIH�SZIV�PSZI�JSV�TISTPI��WSGMEP�NYWXMGI��GVMQM�
REP�PE[��ERH�TST�GYPXYVI���%W�-�KSX�XS�ORS[�LMQ�FIXXIV��-�VIEPM^IH�MX�[EW�RSX�XLEX�[I�LEH�IZIV]XLMRK�MR�GSQQSR��MX�[EW�
NYWX�8E^���,I�GEVIH�ÁVWX��XLIR�JSYRH�[E]W�XS�GSRRIGX�¶�

��'LVMWXMERI�'ERRSR���0

µ8E^�WIX�E�ZIV]�LMKL�FEV�JSV�[LEX�MX�QIERW�XS�FI�E�XVYP]�KSSH��IXLMGEP��GSYVEKISYW��ERH�WXIEH�JEWX�EHZSGEXI�JSV�ZMGXMQW�
SJ�ZMSPIRGI�ERH�GVMQI���-�[MPP�WTIRH�Q]�GEVIIV��EP[E]W�[MXL�LMQ�MR�QMRH��HMPMKIRXP]�[SVOMRK�XS�RIZIV�PIX�LMQ�HS[R��¶

��6EGLEIP�'YVXMW���0��

��µ4VSJIWWSV�8E^�[EW�SRI�SJ�XLI�ÁVWX�TVSJIWWSVW�-�LEH�XLI�TVMZMPIKI�SJ�QIIXMRK�EX�;'0���,I�XEYKLX�E�FVMIJ�WRMTTIX�SJ�
GVMQMREP�PE[�EW�TEVX�SJ�XLI�0%4�TVSKVEQ��ERH�-�GER�XVYP]�WE]�XLEX�LI�WIX�XLI�FEV�LMKL�JSV�TVSJIWWSVW�EX�;'0�¶

���6SFIVX�2SXLHYVJX��.V����0

�µ)ZIV]�GPEWW�XLEX�-�LEH�[MXL�LMQ�[EW�I\GMXMRK���,I�[SYPH�XIPP�JYRR]�WXSVMIW�EFSYX�LMW�GLMPHLSSH��IRGSYVEKI�QI�XS�
TEVXMGMTEXI��ERH�PIEZI�QI�[MXL�E�WIRWI�SJ�GSRÁHIRGI�XLEX�-�GSYPH�LERHPI�XLMW�PE[�WGLSSP�µXLMRK�¶��4VSJIWWSV�8E^�[EW�
ER�EQE^MRK�TVSJIWWSV�ERH�ER�I\GIPPIRX�QIRXSV���,I�[MPP�XVYP]�FI�QMWWIH�F]�XLI�;'0�GSQQYRMX]��¶

���%PI\MW�4EXXIVWSR���0 
 
µ;SVHW�GERRSX�I\TVIWW�XLI�PSWW�SJ�XLI�;'0�GSQQYRMX]���4VSJIWWSV�8EWPMX^�[EW�SRI�SJ�XLI�QSWX�KIRYMRI�ERH�ORS[P�
IHKIEFPI�TVSJIWWSVW�-¸ZI�LEH�[LS�WMRGIVIP]�GEVIH�EFSYX�IEGL�SRI�SJ�LMW�WXYHIRXW�¶�

��1IKER�4IXV]���0�

 “Taz was truly an incredible man.  The enthusiasm he brought to teaching was a major role in convincing many 
WXYHIRXW��Q]WIPJ�MRGPYHIH��XS�TYVWYI�E�GEVIIV�MR�GVMQMREP�PE[�¶

��'EPIR�;IMWW���0

1  RHFRQVWUXFWLQJ�WKH�)RXUWK�$PHQGPHQW��$�+LVWRU\�RI�6HDUFK�DQG�6HL]XUH, 1789-1868 (NYU Press, hardcover edition, 2006; paper-
back edition 2009; Kindle edition 2010), and 5DSH�DQG�WKH�&XOWXUH�RI�WKH�&RXUWURRP (NYU Press, 1999, Kindle edition 2010).

Dedication to PROF. ANDREW TASLITZ
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FROM THE EDITORs

(IEV�6IEHIVW� 

;I�EVI�TPIEWIH�XS�TVIWIRX�XLI�ÁVWX�MWWYI�SJ�XLI�WIGSRH�ZSPYQI�SJ�XLI�'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV��'04.  We  
[SYPH�PMOI�XS�XLERO�SYV�EYXLSVW�JSV�XLIMV�XMQIP]�ERH�XLSYKLXJYP�GSRXVMFYXMSRW�EW�[IPP�EW�SYV�)\IGYXMZI�
Board and the CLP staff who put in countless hours to publish this issue.  This issue was started in the 
7TVMRK�SJ�ĀþÿĂ�ERH�[I�GSQFMRIH�MX�[MXL�XLI�*EPP�ĀþÿĂ�MWWYI�XS�FVMRK�]SY�E�VSFYWX�GSPPIGXMSR�SJ�TVEGXMGI�
SVMIRXIH�EVXMGPIW�MR�GVMQMREP�PE[���;I�[SYPH�PMOI�XS�KMZI�E�WTIGMEP�XLERO�]SY�XS�1IKER�4IXV]��.�(���;'0�
·ÿĂ��PEWX�]IEV¸W�)HMXSV�MR�'LMIJ��EW�[IPP�EW�PEWX�7TVMRK¸W�'04�)\IGYXMZI�&SEVH�ERH�HIHMGEXIH�WXEJJ�JSV�XLIMV�
substantial contribution to this issue.    

This issue includes twelve unique pieces on varying topics in criminal law.  We are pleased to foster a dia�
PSKYI�VIKEVHMRK�XLI�GSRXVSZIVWMEP�MWWYI�SJ�XLI�HVYRO�HVMZMRK�TSPMGMIW�MR�XLI�(MWXVMGX�SJ�'SPYQFME���-R�SYV�
*EPP�Āþÿā�MWWYI��7IRMSV�)HMXSV�1SRMOE�1EWXIPPSRI��.�(���;'0�·ÿĂ�[VSXI�EFSYX�(�'�̧ W�HVYRO�HVMZMRK�TSPMGMIW���
As one of our goals is to facilitate debate on contentious issues, we were grateful to receive a response to 
LIV�EVXMGPI�JVSQ�XLI�3JÁGI�SJ�XLI�%XXSVRI]�+IRIVEP�MR�XLI�(MWXVMGX�SJ�'SPYQFME���3XLIV�EVXMGPIW�MR�XLMW�MW�
WYI�GSZIV�E�[MHI�EVVE]�SJ�XSTMGW�XS�LIPT�MRJSVQ�TVEGXMXMSRIVW�EFSYX�MWWYIW�WYGL�EW�HMWGVMQMREXMSR�SJ�0+&8�
]SYXL�ERH�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�HIJIRHERXW��EW�[IPP�EW�EVXMGPIW�XLEX�GSZIV�XSTMGW�WYGL�EW�TVINYHMGMEP�IJJIGXW�
of gang violence, U.S. Attorney guidelines for declining to prosecute cases and guidance for the court�
room.  We have also added a new section (conceived and written by last Spring’s Articles Editor, Calen 
;IMWW��.�(���;'0�·ÿĂ��%VSYRH�XLI�2EXMSR��[LMGL�LMKLPMKLXW�VIGIRX�GSYVX�HIGMWMSRW�ERH�TSPMG]�GLERKIW�MR�
criminal law throughout the country.  Just as criminal law and the criminal justice system change, the CLP 
hopes to constantly evolve to bring you new features and articles to help criminal law practitioners as well 
as foster important debate.  

)EGL�[IIO��]SY�GER�JSPPS[�SYV�FPSK�EX�LXXT���[[[�GVMQPE[TVEGXMXMSRIV�GSQ�JSV�RI[�EVXMGPIW�ERH�WXE]�YT�XS�
HEXI�[MXL�I\GMXMRK�'04�IZIRXW��

;I�LSTI�]SY�IRNS]�XLI�*EPP�ĀþÿĂ�MWWYI�ERH�[MWL�]SY�LETT]�VIEHMRK�

     
Sincerely,

 
6EPIMKL�1EVO 
Editor-in-Chief 6SFIVX�2SXLHYVJX��.V� 

Executive Editor
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Around 

Supreme Court
��Kaley v. United States�� ÿāĂ� 7��
'X�� ÿþćþ� �ĀþÿĂ��8LI� 7YTVIQI�
'SYVX� LIPH� MR� E� Ą�ā� STMRMSR�
that the defendants did not 
LEZI� E� ÁJXL� SV� WM\XL� EQIRH�
ment right to challenge a 
grand jury ruling that froze 
assets that the defendants re�
quired to pay their counsel. 
Kerri and Brian Kaley had 
TPERRIH�XS�YWI�E��ăþþ�þþþ�GIV�
XMÁGEXI�SJ�HITSWMX� XS�TE]�XLIMV�
defense attorney, but were 
WYFNIGX�XS�E�KVERH�NYV]���Ćăā�I
�ÿ� TVI�XVMEP� EWWIX� WIM^YVI� XLEX�
effectively froze all assets that 
were traceable to the offense. 
The Supreme Court, following 
Monsanto v. United States, held 
that a defendant is not entitled 
XS�NYHMGMEP�VI�HIXIVQMREXMSR�SJ�
a grand jury’s probable cause 
ruling that property will ulti�
mately be proved forfeitable, 
regardless of whether the 
property was going to be used 
to pay counsel.

�� Kansas v. Cheever�� ÿāĂ� 7�� 'X��
ăćĄ��Āþÿā��8LI�7YTVIQI�'SYVX�
distinguished Buchanan v. Ken-
tucky�� ÁRHMRK� XLEX� XLI� TVSW�
ecution was permitted to use a 
WXEXI�I\EQMRIV�XS�VIFYX�XLI�HI�

JIRHERX¸W� ZSPYRXEV]� MRXS\MGE�
tion defense. Cheever argued 
XLEX� XLI� VIWYPXW� SJ� XLI� GSYVX�
SVHIVIH� TW]GLMEXVMG� I\EQMRE�
tion were a Fifth Amendment 
violation because he had “nei�
XLIV� MRMXMEXIH� XLI� QIRXEP� I\�
amination nor put his men�
XEP� GETEGMX]� MR� HMWTYXI�¶� 8LI�
prosecution’s introduction of 
XLI� WXEXI� I\EQMRIV¸W� IZMHIRGI�
was consistent with the rules 
of rebuttal testimony because 
'LIIZIV� LEH� SJJIVIH� I\TIVX�
testimony that he was unable 
to form the requisite QIRW�VIE.

�� United States v. Davila�� ÿāā�
7�'X�� Āÿāć� �Āþÿā��%�QEKMWXVEXI�
judge’s suggestion to a defen�
dant that the defendant plead 
guilty does not result in an au�
tomatic vacatur of the guilty 
plea if the record shows no 
prejudice to the defendant’s 
HIGMWMSR�XS�TPIEH�KYMPX]��(EZMPE�
requested new counsel after 
his attorney did not discuss 
trial strategy and instead told 
him to plead guilty. The mag�
MWXVEXI� NYHKI� XSPH� (EZMPE� XLEX�
he would not get new coun�
sel, and given the strength of 
the government’s case, it may 
be best that he plead guilty. 
The Supreme Court held that 
though the judge violated rule 
ÿÿ�G�ÿ��MX�[EW�RSX�E�µLMKLP]�I\�
GITXMSREP�IVVSV¶� VIUYMVMRK�EY�
XSQEXMG� ZEGYXSV�� 6EXLIV�� XLI�
GSYVX�WLSYPH�I\EQMRI�XLI�TPIE�
[MXL�EPP�XLI�JEGXW�SJ�XVMEP�XEOIR�
into account and determine 
[LIXLIV� (EZMPE� [SYPH� LEZI�
gone to trial but for the judge’s 
comments.

 

��*IVRERHI^�Z��'EPMJSVRME��ÿāĂ�7��
'X�� ÿÿĀĄ� �ĀþÿĂ�� 8LI� 7YTVIQI�
'SYVX�LIPH�MR�E�Ą�ā�VYPMRK�XLEX�
a warrantless consent search 
is permissible, even if a po�
tentially objecting occupant 
is only absent because he is in 
police custody. Police observed 
Fernandez run into an apart�
ment while observing a violent 
VSFFIV]��3JÁGIVW�VIQSZIH�LMQ�
from the apartment and put 
him in police custody upon 
suspicion that he had battered 
another occupant. Police later 
gained access to the residence 
on the consent of the other 
occupant while Fernandez was 
in custody. The court held that 
because police had reasonable 
grounds to remove Fernandez 
from the property, he was in 
the position of any other oc�
cupant absent and unable to 
object to the search.

��,MRXSR�Z��%PEFEQE�� ÿāĂ�7��'X��
ÿþĆÿ� �ĀþÿĂ�� 8LI� 'SYVX� JSYRH�
that an attorney’s refusal to 
request additional funds to 
VITPEGI�ER�I\TIVX�XS�VIFYX�XLI�
7XEXI¸W�GEWI�UYEPMÁIH�EW� MREH�
equate assistance of counsel. 
,MRXSR¸W� EXXSVRI]� QMWXEOIRP]�
believed that an Alabama judge 
GSYPH� SRP]� KVERX� LMQ� �ÿ�þþþ�
XS� LMVI� ER� I\TIVX� [MXRIWW��%W�
E� VIWYPX�� LI� LMVIH� E� HIÁGMIRX�
I\TIVX� ERH�,MRXSR�[EW� JSYRH�
guilty. The Court held that an 
attorney’s ignorance of a point 
of law fundamental to his case 
combined with his failure to 
perform basic research on 
that point is a quintessential 
I\EQTPI�SJ�YRVIEWSREFPI�TIV�
formance under Strickland v. 
Washington.  

the Nation    by Calen Weiss



*EPP�ĀþÿĂ�������;EWLMRKXSR�'SPPIKI�SJ�0E[ ć

proceedings, but a judge is 
only required to provide ac�
commodations for impair�
ments that he is informed of, 
or should be reasonably aware 
of. Several times during his 
XVMEP�� 'VERHEPP� EWOIH� JSV� XLI�
microphone to be moved clos�
er or the volume to be turned 
up, to which the judge com�
plied. Because Crandall testi�
ÁIH�[MXLSYX�ER]�MWWYI�ERH�[EW�
provided with assistance when 
GSYRWIP�EWOIH��XLI�GSYVX�JSYRH�
that the trial judge had made 
reasonable accommodations 
XS� GSQTSVX� [MXL� XLI� 7M\XL�
Amendment.

3rd Circuit
��9RMXIH�7XEXIW�Z��+YQFW��2S�ÿĀ�
āĄāþ��ĀþÿĂ�;0�ÿĀąăĂĄą��āVH�'MV��
ĀþÿĂ��8LI�8LMVH�'MVGYMX�'SYVX�
of Appeals held that a judge 
was not required to question 
or remove a juror who cried 
while viewing a video of a de�
JIRHERX�IRKEKIH�MR�WI\YEP�EG�
tivity with his underage victim. 
The court found that the judge 
EGXIH� ETTVSTVMEXIP]� F]� XEOMRK�
into consideration the juror’s 
conduct throughout the entire 
XVMEP� ERH� ÁRHMRK� XLEX� JYVXLIV�
questioning was unnecessary.

�� 9RMXIH� 7XEXIW� Z��;SVSRS[MG^, 
ąĂĂ�*�āH�ĆĂĆ� �āVH�'MV�� ĀþÿĂ��%�
WIRXIRGI� SJ� JSVX]�SRI�QSRXLW�
for counterfeiting currency in 
I\GIWW�SJ��Āþþ�þþþ�[EW�JSYRH�
to be substantively and pro�
cedurally reasonable by the 
Third Circuit Court of Ap�
peals. The sentence was a re�
WYPX�SJ�E�X[IPZI�PIZIP�IRLERGI�
ment because of the face value 

amount of counterfeit curren�
cy. Upon determination that 
the sentence was procedur�
ally sound, the court followed 
the standard in United States v. 
8SQOS� ERH� EJÁVQIH� XLI� WIR�
tence because it was within 
the range of sentencing guide�
PMRIW� ERH� µQSVI� PMOIP]� XS� FI�
reasonable than those that fall 
SYXWMHI�XLMW�VERKI�¶

4th Circuit
�� United States v. Washington, 
ąĂā� *�āH� ćāĆ� �ĂXL� 'MV�� ĀþÿĂ��
The Fourth Circuit Court of 
Appeals held that the govern�
ment is not required to prove 
XLEX�XLI�HIJIRHERX�LEH�ORS[P�
edge that a victim is a minor to 
prove interstate transportation 
of a minor with intent that the 
minor engage in prostitution or 
WI\YEP�EGXMZMX]��0SSOMRK�XS�TEWX�
cases and statutes, the court 
held that previous decisions 
did not intend to “establish a 
FVMKLX�PMRI� VYPI� XLEX� WTIGMÁIH�
that QIRW�VIE applied to every 
IPIQIRX�SJ�XLI�SJJIRWI�¶�8LYW��
XLI�ORS[PIHKI�VIUYMVIQIRX�SJ�
moving the minor across state 
PMRIW�XS�GSQQMX�WI\YEP�EGXMZMX]�
did not necessarily mean the 
government must show that 
XLI�HIJIRHERX�LEH�ORS[PIHKI�
of the victim’s age.

5th Circuit
��9RMXIH� 7XEXIW� Z�� 0EKVSRI�� ąĂā�
*�āH� ÿĀĀ� �ăXL� 'MV�� ĀþÿĂ��%� HI�
fendant cannot be convicted 
of multiple felony counts if 
the defendant is only charged 
with two thefts and the aggre�
gate value of the theft is less 

Circuit Courts  

1st Circuit
��Ponte v. Steelcase��ąĂÿ�*�āH�āÿþ�
�ÿWX� 'MV�� ĀþÿĂ�� 8LI� *MVWX� 'MV�
cuit Court of Appeals found 
that a male employer had not 
GVIEXIH� E� LSWXMPI� [SVO� IRZM�
ronment when he drove his 
female employee home and 
rested his hand on her shoul�
der. The court found that this 
sort of contact was not severe 
or pervasive to create the nec�
essary requirements to even�
tually warrant a retaliation or 
discrimination claim.

�� Kosilek v. Spencer�� ąĂþ� *�āH�
ąāā��ÿWX�'MV��ĀþÿĂ��%�VILIEVMRK�
en banc has been granted and 
an original opinion was with�
drawn in this case involving 
a state prisoner who sought 
treatment for her gender iden�
XMX]�HMWSVHIV��1MGLIPPI�/SWMPIO�
ÁPIH� WYMX� [LIR� XLI� (3'� VI�
fused to provide her with 
gender reassignment surgery. 
The First Circuit held that the 
district court was correct in 
ÁRHMRK�XLEX�XLI�(3'�ZMSPEXIH�
/SWMPIO¸W� IMKLXL� EQIRHQIRX�
VMKLXW� FIGEYWI� /SWMPIO� LEW� E�
serious need for the surgery 
that was not provided to her.

2nd Circuit
��United States v. Crandall�� 2S��
ÿĀ�āāÿā�'6�� ĀþÿĂ�;0� ÿāĆĄĄăþ�
�ĀRH� 'MV�� ĀþÿĂ�� 8LI� 7IGSRH�
Circuit Court of Appeals held 
XLEX�XLI�7M\XL�%QIRHQIRX�VI�
quires reasonable accommo�
HEXMSRW� JSV� LIEVMRK�MQTEMVIH�
defendants during judicial 
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XLER� �ÿ�þþþ�� 8LI� *MJXL� 'MV�
cuit Court of Appeals vacated 
the lower court’s decision to 
charge Sheryl Lagrone with 
two felony counts for stealing 
�ĆĆþ�[SVXL� SJ� TSWXEP� WXEQTW��
Lagrone was sen�tenced to 
JSVX]�ÁZI� QSRXLW� MQTVMWSR�
QIRX�ERH�SZIV��Āþ�þþþ�MR�VIW�
titution. The court adopted the 
rule of lenity for ambiguous 
statutory law to avoid subject�
ing Lagrone to punishment 
that is not clearly prescribed. 

��Stauffer v. Gearhart�� ąĂÿ� *�āH�
ăąĂ� �ăXL� 'MV�� ĀþÿĂ�� 8LI� *MJXL�
Circuit Court of Appeals found 
a prisoner’s claims to be moot 
after he sued his prison for 
GSRÁWGEXMRK�EYXSQSXMZI�QEKE�
zines that may have contained 
WI\YEPP]� TVSZSGEXMZI� TMGXYVIW�
of women (the prisoner was in 
E� WI\�SJJIRHIV� XVIEXQIRX�TVS�
KVEQ��8LI�TVMWSRIV�QSZIH�JSV�
injunctive and monetary relief. 
The court found the claims 
to be moot because the pro�
gram changed their policies 
to require an individualized 
VIZMI[�SJ�QEKE^MRIW� JSV� WI\Y�
ally provocative content. The 
court also rejected Stauffer’s 
monetary claims because he 
received no physical injury in 
connection with the claims. 

6th Circuit
�� United States v. Duval�� ąĂĀ�
*�āH� ĀĂĄ� �ĄXL� 'MV�� ĀþÿĂ�� 8LI�
7M\XL�'MVGYMX�'SYVX�SJ�%TTIEPW�
found that a deputy’s omission 
of the defendants’ status as 
patients and caregivers under 
the state’s medical marijuana 
EGX�MR�LMW�[EVVERX�EJÁHEZMX�HMH�

not destroy probable cause to 
search the defendants’ farm. 
The defendants were permit�
ted to grow limited amounts 
of marijuana under the Act 
as caregivers and p a t i e n t s . 
The court upheld the warrant 
because the deputy had “clear 
ERH�YRGSRXVSZIVXIH�IZMHIRGI¶�
that the defendants were not 
in compliance with the strict 
VMKSVW�SJ�XLI�1MGLMKER�1IHMGEP�
1EVMNYERE�%GX��

7th Circuit
�� 9RMXIH� 7XEXIW� Z�� &EPXLE^EV, 
ąāă� *�āH� ĄāĂ� �ąXL� 'MV�� Āþÿā���
The Seventh Circuit Court of 
%TTIEPW� EJÁVQIH� XLI� PS[IV�
court’s ruling and found that 
TSPMGI�SJÁGIVW�HMH�RSX�GSRHYGX�
a search of an apartment when 
XLI]� EGGMHIRXEPP]� ORSGOIH�
down the apartment’s door 
Police were unable to control 
the momentum of the bat�
tering ram and erroneously 
FVSOI� STIR� XLI� HSSV� SJ� ER�
apartment. They immediately 
moved to the correct door 
without entering the wrong 
apartment. The court made it 
clear that while police do not 
have to enter an apartment for 
a search to occur, there has to 
be some showing that the po�
lice were actually searching, 
not just an ability to see into 
the apartment.

8th Circuit
��9RMXIH�7XEXIW�Z��6SHVMKYI^��ąĂÿ�
*�āH� ćþă� �ĆXL� 'MV�� ĀþÿĂ�� 8LI�
Eighth Circuit Court of Ap�
peals found that an eight min�

ute delay between removing a 
suspect from his vehicle and 
conducting a dog sniff was 
VIEWSREFPI��8LI�SJÁGIV�EVXMGY�
lated to the court that the delay 
was a result of him waiting for 
E�WIGSRH�SJÁGIV��EW�XLIVI�[IVI�
two suspects in the vehicle. 
The court found that this was 
a delay that had been found 
to be reasonable in other cir�
cumstances.

��United States v. Goodale,� ąāĆ�
*�āH�ćÿą��ĆXL�'MV��Āþÿā��%R�SJ�
ÁGIV¸W�WIZIRXIIR�WIGSRH�ZMI[�
ing of a defendant’s laptop fell 
within the scope of the private 
WIEVGL� I\GITXMSR� [LIR� XLI�
laptop was brought to police 
F]� E� XLMVH�TEVX]� ZMGXMQ�� 8LI�
Eighth Circuit Court of Ap�
TIEPW�EJÁVQIH�XLI�HIGMWMSR�SJ�
the lower court when review�
ing a case in which a thirteen 
]IEV�SPH� ZMGXMQ� FVSYKLX� XLI�
defendant’s laptop to police to 
WLS[�IZMHIRGI�SJ�WI\YEP�EFYWI��
Because the search was nei�
ther instigated nor performed 
by the police (the victim 
showed lewd, illegal websites 
XS�XLI�SJÁGIVW��ERH�XLI�SJÁGIVW�
RIZIV� XSYGLIH� XLI�GSQTYXIV��
the court held that the search 
was private and conducted by 
a private party. 

9th Circuit
��Haskell v. Harris��2S��ÿþ³ÿăÿăĀ��
ĀþÿĂ� ;0� ÿþĄāāćć� �ćXL� 'MV��
ĀþÿĂ��8LI�2MRXL�'MVGYMX�'SYVX�
of Appeals held that Califor�
RME¸W� (2%� ERH� *SVIRWMG� (E�
tabase Act did not violate the 
Fourth Amendment. The act 
requires law enforcement to 
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GSPPIGX� (2%� WEQTPIW� JVSQ�
all adults arrested for felo�
nies. The court followed the 
Supreme Court’s decision in 
Maryland v. King�� ÁRHMRK� XLEX�
searches using buccal swabs 
XS�SFXEMR�(2%�EJXIV�E�WIVMSYW�
offense were reasonable.  

10th Circuit
��United States v. Gordon��ąĂÿ�*�āH�
ĄĂ� �ÿþXL� 'MV�� ĀþÿĂ��8LI�8IRXL�
Circuit Court of Appeals found 
XLEX�ER�SJÁGIV�[EW�RSX�NYWXMÁIH�
in seizing a shotgun from a 
home, incident to arrest, when 
that shotgun was not related 
to the crime, and the seizure 
of the shotgun did not warrant 
WYTTVIWWMSR�� � 3JÁGIVW� WIM^IH�
the defendant’s shotgun after 
the arrest and after the scene 
and defendants were secure. 
The defendant moved to sup�
press, but the court held that 
it was a HI� QMRMQYW� intrusion 
on the defendant’s rights that 
was “seemingly benign and 
HMH�RSX�[EVVERX�WYTTVIWWMSR�¶ 
 

11th Circuit
��United States v. Rivera��2S��ÿā³
ÿþĂăć��ĀþÿĂ�;0�ĂĄÿÿā� �ÿÿXL�'MV��
ĀþÿĂ��*SPPS[MRK�United States v. 
&VSEH[IPP, the Elev�enth Cir�
cuit upheld an aiding and abet�
ting charge in a case involving 
WI\� XVEJÁGOMRK�SJ� E�QMRSV�FI�
cause “the aiding and abetting 
WXEXYXI�EPPS[W�XLI�NYV]�XS�ÁRH�E�
person guilty of a substantive 
crime even though that person 
did not commit all acts consti�
XYXMRK�IPIQIRXW�SJ�XLI�GVMQI�¶�
6EQMVI^� [EW� WYFWIUYIRXP]�

found guilty because the state 
was able to show that she men�
XSVIH� XLI� XVEJÁGOIV� ERH� HIQ�
SRWXVEXIH�[LEX�OMRH�SJ�WI\YEP�
favors the minor should com�
TPIXI��8LVSYKL�LIV�EJÁVQEXMZI�
actions, she associated herself 
with the crime and aided its 
success. 

D.C. Circuit 
�� United States v. Glover�� ąāĄ�
*�āH� ăþć� �(�'�� 'MV�� Āþÿā��8LI�
(�'��'MVGYMX�'SYVX�JSYRH�XLEX�E�
warrant for electronic surveil�
PERGI� SR� E� HIJIRHERX¸W� XVYGO�
[EW�MRWYJÁGMIRX�SR�MXW�JEGI be�
cause the court authorized a 
bug outside of its jurisdiction. 
Title III of the Omnibus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act 
SJ� ÿćĄĆ� EYXLSVM^IW� IPIGXVSRMG�
bugs “within the territorial ju�
risdiction of the court in which 
XLI�NYHKI�MW�WMXXMRK�¶�%� (�'��
(MWXVMGX�'SYVX�NYHKI�s i g n e d 
the warrant, and the bug was 
TPEGIH� MR� 1EV]PERH�� XLYW� MR�
validating the warrant.

Federal District 
Courts  
��9RMXIH� 7XEXIW� Z�� 6EQMVI^�� 2S��
ÿā³ĀþĆĄĄ³'6��ĀþÿĂ�;0�ÿþăāĀþ�
�7�(�*�0�� ĀþÿĂ�� 8LI� (MWXVMGX�
'SYVX� JSV� XLI� 7SYXLIVR� (MW�
trict of Florida found that a 
defendant’s statements after 
E� TSPMGI� SJÁGIV� [EVRIH� XLI�
defendant that “it would be 
worse for him if he did not 
WTIEO�XS�TSPMGI¶�[IVI�MRZSPYR�
XEV]��6EQMVI^�[EW�EVVIWXIH�ERH�
removed from his residence 
and subsequently warned by 

police that having a lawyer 
would be disadvantageous be�
cause the lawyer would advise 
6EQMVI^� RSX� XS� ERW[IV� UYIW�
tions. The court found that 
these facts, along with the fact 
that the defendant had poor 
)RKPMWL� WOMPPW�� VIRHIVIH� LMW�
comments involuntary.

Nationwide  
Policies 
- Eric Holder seeks to lower 
drug offenses by two levels. 
3R� 1EVGL� ÿā�� ĀþÿĂ�� %XXSVRI]�
+IRIVEP� )VMG� ,SPHIV� XIWXMÁIH�
in front of Congress in sup�
port of lowering by two levels 
the base offense associated 
with various drug quantities 
MR�GIVXEMR�XVEJÁGOMRK�WGLIQIW��
The United States Sentencing 
Commission projects that this 
change will lower the prison 
TSTYPEXMSR�F]�Ą�ăăþ�MRQEXIW�EX�
XLI�IRH�SJ�ÁZI�]IEVW��

- Bitcoin theft sparks law-
suits.1 3ZIV� �Ăąþ� QMPPMSR� MR�
bitcoins were stolen from the 
[SVPH¸W� PEVKIWX� FMXGSMR� I\�
change and hundreds of in�
ZIWXSVW� EVI� XEOMRK� EGXMSR� XS�
reclaim their lost assets. Unit�
IH�7XEXIW� VIWMHIRXW� LEZI� ÁPIH�
WYMXW�EKEMRWX�1X��+S\��XLI�8SO]S�
FEWIH� FMXGSMR� I\GLERKI�� &I�
cause there is no regulation or 
judicial precedence on bitcoin 

1  Martha Neil, 7KHIWV�RI�����0�
LQ�ELWFRLQV�VSXU�ODZVXLWV��FDOOV�IRU�
UHJXODWLRQ��D�µELWFRLQ�SDUDGR[�¶�ODZ�
SURI�VD\V, ABA JournAl (Mar. 5, 2014), 
available at http://www.abajournal.com/
mobile/article/multiple_reports_of_
hackers_stealing_bitcoins_spur_class_
action_litigants/. 
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I\GLERKIW��XLI�VIWYPXW�SJ�XLIWI�
PE[WYMXW�EVI�HMJÁGYPX�XS�TVIHMGX�� 

 
State Policies  
- Washington, D.C. decrimi-
nalizes marijuana. Incum�
FIRX� (�'�� 1E]SV� WMKRIH� MRXS�
PE[�XLI�µ1EVMNYERE�4SWWIWWMSR�
(IGVMQMREPM^EXMSR� %QIRH�
QIRX� %GX� SJ� Āþÿā�¶Ā The bill 
will decriminalize possession 
SJ� YT� XS� SRI� SYRGI� �X[IRX]�
IMKLX� KVEQW� SJ� QEVMNYERE�ā 
8LI�QIEWYVI� MW�RI\X�YT� JSV� E�
WM\X]�HE]�GSRKVIWWMSREP�VIZMI[�
because Congress is granted 
constitutional power to review 
PSGEP�(�'��PE[W��

- Decriminalizing marijuana 
is the new trend! Washing�
XSR��(�'��MW�RSX�XLI�XVEMPFPE^IV�
in the marijuana decriminal�
ization movement. Currently, 
%PEWOE�� 'EPMJSVRME�� 'SPSVEHS��
'SRRIGXMGYX�� 1EMRI�� 1EWWE�
GLYWIXXW�� 1MRRIWSXE�� 1MWWMW�
WMTTM�� 2IFVEWOE�� 2IZEHE�� 2I[�
=SVO�� 2SVXL� 'EVSPMRE�� 3LMS��
3VIKSR�� 6LSHI� -WPERH�� ERH�
Vermont all have laws that 
decriminalize small amounts 
of cannabis.Ă Colorado and 
Washington passed voter ini�

2  Eyder Peralta, '�&��0D\RU�
6LJQV�%LOO�'HFULPLQDOL]LQJ�6RPH�
0DULMXDQD�8VH, nAtionAl PuBlic 
rAdio, Mar. 31, 2014, available at 
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-
way/2014/03/31/297339798/d-c-mayor-
signs-bill-decriminalizing-some-mari-
juana-use. 
3  Marijuana Possession Decrimi-
nalization Amendment Act of 2013.
4  6WDWHV�7KDW�+DYH�'HFULPLQDO-
L]HG, norMl.org (last visitied Apr. 18, 
2014), http://norml.org/aboutmarijuana/
item/states-that-have-decriminalized. 

tiatives legalizing recreational 
marijuana use in the past year.ă 

- Eyewitness testimony pro-
cedures overhauled in several 
states. 4VMRGI�+ISVKIW�'SYR�
X]� MR� 1EV]PERH� RS[� VIUYMVIW�
its police stations to conduct 
PMRIYTW� YWMRK� XLI� HSYFPI�
blind, sequential method.Ą 
This trend is occurring across 
XLI� GSYRXV]�� WYGL� EW� MR�8I\EW�
where departments are re�
quired to adopt the Law En�
JSVGIQIRX� 1EREKIQIRX� -R�
WXMXYXI�SJ�8I\EW �̧KYMHIPMRIW�JSV�
lineups, or submit a different 
plan that conforms to the cur�
VIRX�8I\EW�PE[�ą�1IER[LMPI��XLI�
2I[� .IVWI]�%XXSVRI]� +IRIVEP�
LEW� FIIR� WYKKIWXMRK� HSYFPI�
blind, sequential lineups for 
almost thirteen years.Ć

 
 
 
 
 
 
5  Niraj Chokshi, $IWHU�OHJDOL]LQJ�
PDULMXDQD��:DVKLQJWRQ�DQG�&RORUDGR�
DUH�VWDUWLQJ�WR�UHJXODWH�LW, the WAsh-
ington Post, Oct. 9, 2013, http://www.
washingtonpost.com/blogs/govbeat/
wp/2013/10/09/after-legalizing-mar-
ijuana-washington-and-colorado-are-
starting-to-regulate-it/. 
6  Lynh Bui, 3ULQFH�*HRUJH¶V�
SROLFH�WR�WUDQVIRUP�SKRWR�OLQHXSV, the 
WAshington Post, Feb. 9, 2014, avail-
able at http://www.washingtonpost.
com/local/crime/prince-georges-police-
transform-photo-lineups/2014/02/09/
e1513fe4-8e8a-11e3-b227-
12a45d109e03_story.html. 
7  Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann. 
art. 38.20 (2011). 
8  Letter from John J. Farmer Jr., 
Att’y Gen. for the State of New Jersey 
(April 18, 2001), available at http://
www.njdcj.org/agguide/photoid.pdf. 

��%�ÁJXL�TIVWSR�LEW�FIIR�I\-
onerated in Washington, 
D.C. after reanalyzing hair 
samples found at the crime 
scene.9 /IZMR� 1EVXMR� [EW� SJ�
ÁGMEPP]� VIPIEWIH� JVSQ� TVMWSR�
after spending thirty years in 
jail for a rape and murder he 
HMHR¸X� GSQQMX�� ,EMV� EREP]WMW�
from the crime scene led to his 
arrest and eventual conviction. 
1EVXMR�XSSO�ER�%PJSVH�TPIE��FYX�
maintained his innocence. A 
resampling of the hair deter�
QMRIH� XLEX�1EVXMR�[EW�RSX� EX�
XLI� GVMQI� WGIRI�� QEOMRK� LMQ�
XLI�ÁJXL�TIVWSR�WMRGI�Āþþć�XS�
be released after a hair resam�
pling. 

9  Paul Wagner, �WK�'&�PDQ�
VHQW�WR�SULVRQ�RQ�IDOVH�KDLU�DQDO\VLV�
H[RQHUDWHG�E\�'1$, WWW.Myfoxdc.
coM, Mar. 13, 2014, available at http://
www.myfoxdc.com/story/24971004/5th-
dc-man-sent-to-prison-on-false-
hair-analysis-exonerated-by-
dna#axzz2vzzCm6kV. 
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On Demonstrative Evidence 
and Trial Graphics: 

What Works and What 
Doesn’t1

  

I.  Litigation Graphics, Psychology and Color 
Meaning2

As a litigation consultant, one of my 
primary responsibilities is to help litigation 
teams develop and effectively use demonstra�
tive evidenceā to support their trial presenta�
tion.  The primary means of doing this is to 
create litigation graphics,Ă which are most 
commonly used as PowerPoint slides that ac�
company oral argument and witness testimony, 
FYX�GSYPH�EPWS�MRGPYHI�HIZIPSTMRK�PEVKI�WGEPI��
TIVQERIRX�FSEVHW��ā(�ERMQEXMSRW��WGEPI�QSHIPW��SV�
SXLIV�ZMWYEP�EMHW�JSV�ÁRHIVW�SJ�JEGX�

A lot of what goes into creating effec�
tive litigation graphics relies on the evidence 
to be presented.  If the evidence relies on a 
HSGYQIRX�ERH��WTIGMÁGEPP]��SR�E�TEVXMGYPEV�TEVX�
of that document, a document calloută is stan�
dard fare.  If damages are the issue, it is not 
uncommon to use a chart or table to illustrate 
to the jury how they should add up the money 
XS�EVVMZI�EX�XLI�HIWMVIH�VIWYPX���,S[IZIV��E�PSX�
more goes into designing and developing re�
ally effective litigation graphics than the clever 
1  The following article is a compilation of blog posts 
written by Ryan Flax, Managing Director and Litigation Con-
sultant for A2L Consultants.
2  Ryan Flax, /LWLJDWLRQ�*UDSKLFV��3V\FKRORJ\��DQG�
&RORU�0HDQLQJ, A2l consulting (Apr. 30, 2013, 5:00 AM), 
http://www.a2lc.com/blog/bid/64599/Litigation-Graphics-
Psychology-and-Color-Meaning.
3  6HH A2L Consulting, :KDW�LV�'HPRQVWUDWLYH�(YL-
GHQFH", A2l consulting, http://www.a2lc.com/demonstrative-
evidence/#.UwxJ2l6Lg5D (last visited Feb. 25, 2014).
4  6HH A2L Consulting, /LWLJDWLRQ�*UDSKLFV��7ULDO�
([KLELWV��3K\VLFDO�0RGHOV��3RZHU3RLQW�3UHVHQWDWLRQV�DQG��'�
DQG��'�$QLPDWLRQ, A2l consulting, http://www.a2lc.com/
services/litigation-graphics-consulting/#.UwxK_l6Lg5A (last 
visited Feb. 25, 2014).
5  6HH Ken Lopez, ��6W\OHV�RI�'RFXPHQW�&DOO�RXWV�8VHG�
DW�7ULDO, A2l consulting, (Apr. 13, 2012, 10:35 AM), http://
www.a2lc.com/blog/bid/55124/3-Styles-of-Document-Call-
outs-Used-at-Trial.

QERMTYPEXMSR�SJ�IZMHIRGI���(MH�]SY�ORS[�XLEX�
color plays a major role?

Litigation graphics are almost never 
FPEGO�ERH�[LMXI�³�XLI]�EPQSWX�EP[E]W�MRZSPZI�
XLI�YWI�SJ�GSPSV���1SWX�GSPSVW�GEVV]�TW]GLSPSKM�
GEP��ERH�IZIR�TL]WMSPSKMGEP��GYPXYVEP��TIVWSREP��
IQSXMSREP��ERH�I\TVIWWMZI�MQTPMGEXMSRW�XLEX�
can impact how persuasive you are when us�
MRK�XLIQ�� �,IVI W̧�ER�I\EQTPI� 

 0SSOMRK�EX�XLI�X[S�TLSXSW�SJ�4VIWM�
dent Bush above, minus any personal political 
views you may have, which president is more 
XVYWX[SVXL]�PSSOMRK#� � I bet you said the one 
on the right.Ą  (S�]SY�ORS[�[L]#

In modern, holistic medicine, chromo�
therapy is used to heal with color.  This form 
SJ�XVIEXQIRX�HEXIW�FEGO�QMPPIRRME�XS�ERGMIRX�
Egypt, China, and India.  A more prominent 
use of color therapy occurs in environmental 
design, which considers the effect of color 
on health and behavior and develops interior 
design, architecture, and landscape design 
EGGSVHMRKP]�� �%R�MRXIVIWXMRK�I\EQTPI�MW�YWI�
of the color &EOIV�1MPPIV�4MRO��6�Āăă��+�ÿĂă��
&�ÿąă�ą�EJJIGXMSREXIP]�ORS[R�EW�µHVYRO�XERO�
6  6HH Walter Graff, &RORU�RU�&RORU��7KH�3V\FKRORJ\�RI�
&RORU, Bluesky-WeB.coM, http://www.bluesky-web.com/color.
htm (last visited Feb. 24, 2014).
7  6HH�James Gilliam & David Unruh, The Effects of 
Baker-Miller Pink on Biological, Physical and Cognitive Be-
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TMRO¶�FIGEYWI�MX�MW�GSQ�
monly used in jails to 
OIIT�ZMSPIRX�TVMWSRIVW�
calm.Ć

,YQER� VIWTSRWIW�
to color are not just bio�
logical, but are also in�
ÂYIRGIH� F]� SYV� GYPXYVI�
(in China the color yel�
low symbolizes royalty, 
but in Europe it’s purple 
XLEX� TPE]W� XLMW� VSPI�� (E�
ZMH� 1G'ERHPIWWć created 
this amazing color wheelÿþ 
�VMKLX� XS� MPPYWXVEXI� LS[�
different cultures inter�
TVIX� GSPSVW� �SV� µGSPSYVW�¶�
EW� 1V�� 1G'ERHPIWW� MW� ER�
author and designer from 
XLI�9�/��� �4ISTPI��ERH�F]�TISTPI��-�QIER�NYVSVW�
ERH�NYHKIW�EPWS�VIWTSRH�XS�GSPSVW�MR�MRHMZMH�
ual ways.  Although research reveals variables 
XLEX�LIPT�I\TPEMR�LYQER�VIWTSRWIW�XS�GSPSV��MX�
is also true that our own color preferences are 
important to us and partially dictate the effect 
color has on us.  

Color also causes emotional effects, 
which depend partly on the color’s surround�
MRKW�ERH�TEVXP]�SR�XLI� MHIEW�I\TVIWWIH�F]�XLI�
[SVO�EW�E�[LSPI�� �8LIVI�EVI�X[S�STTSWMRK�[E]W�
XS� YWI� GSPSV� MR� KVETLMGW� �EW� MR� EVX�� PSGEP� ERH�
I\TVIWWMZI�GSPSV�� �%X�SRI�I\XVIQI�MW�PSGEP�GSPSV��
which is the color that something appears when 
viewed under average lighting conditions, e.g., 
E�FERERE�MW�]IPPS[���%X�XLI�SXLIV�I\XVIQI�MW�I\�
pressionistic color, where artists use color to 
haviour, 3 J. of Orthomolecular Medicine 202, 202-206 (1988) 
(discussing the calming effects of the color Baker-Miller 
Pink).
8  6HH 'UXQN�7DQN�3LQN, color MAtters http://www.
colormatters.com/color-and-the-body/drunk-tank-pink (last 
visited March 3, 2014).
9  6HH David McCandless & AlwaysWithHonor.com, 
&RORXUV�LQ�&XOWXUHV, inforMAtion is BeAutiful (Apr. 2009), 
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/colours-
in-cultures/.
10  6HH &RORXUV�,Q�&XOWXUH, inforMAtion is BeAutiful, 
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/colours-
in-cultures/ (last visited Feb. 25, 2014).

I\TVIWW� ER� IQS�
tional rather than 
a visual truth.  
.YWX� PSSO� EX� XLI�
famous art from 
4MRO� *PS]H W̧ 8LI�
Wall�� LIVI� ³� XLI�
YWI� SJ� HEVO� FPYI��
KVE]� ERH�FPEGO� MR�
XLI� FEGOKVSYRH�
convey an intense 
feeling of sad�
ness and depres�
sion, while the 
FPEGOW�ERH�VIHW�SJ�
XLI� ÁKYVI� GSRZI]�
danger and an�
guish.  Both of these color concepts affect a 
ZMI[IV W̧�IQSXMSRW�� �8LI�I\TVIWWMSRMWXMG�YWI�SJ�
GSPSV�MW�ZIV]�MQTSVXERX�MR�XLI�ÁIPH�SJ�PMXMKEXMSR�
graphics.

 
 

11  6HH�Cover Art for Pink Floyd’s 7KH�:DOO, Pink floyd 
| the officiAl site, KWWS���ZZZ�SLQNÀR\G�FRP�GHVLJQ�VLQJOHV�
php#nn (click on thumbnail of the second album cover in 
the third row moving from left to right) (last visited Feb. 25, 
2014).
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Why?

.YVSVW��ERH�NYHKIW�XS�ER�I\XIRX��EW�LY�
QER�FIMRKW�QEOI�HIGMWMSRW�EX�XVMEP�FEWIH�SR�
their emotions above all else (download and 
read this paperÿĀ on the subject by Todd E. Pet�
X]W��%WWSGMEXI�(IER�EX�XLI�9RMZIVWMX]�SJ�-S[E�
'SPPIKI�SJ�0E[���'SRGITXW�WYGL�EW�GSRÁVQE�
XMSR�FMEW�ERH�VIWIEVGL�SR�HIGMWMSR�QEOMRK�
support this.ÿā  Two thousand years ago, Aristo�
tle observed,ÿĂ that the most persuasive argu�
ments are those that appeal, at least in part, to 
the audience’s emotions.

Traditional artists have used color to 
IZSOI�IQSXMSR�MR�WTIGMÁG�[E]W�ÿă 

Red ³�LIEX��TEWWMSR��HERKIV��STXMQMWQ

Yellow ³�[EVQXL��GEYXMSR��JIEV��GS[EVHMGI

Blue ³�VIWTSRWMFMPMX]��XVYWX[SVXLMRIWW��GSQ�
passion, honesty, integrity, morality, coolness, 
quality

Orange ³�GSRÁHIRGI��GVIEXMZMX]��JYR��WSGMEPRIWW

Green ³�REXYVEP��LIEPXL]��LEVQSR]��GLIIV��
friendliness, immaturity 

Purple ³�VIKEPMX]��MRXIPPMKIRGI��[IEPXL��WSTLMWXM�
GEXMSR��VERO��WLSGO�

Gray ³�RIYXVEPMX]��EQFMKYMX]��HYPPRIWW��WSQFIV�

12  6HH Todd E. Pettys, 7KH�(PRWLRQDO�-XURU, 76 ford-
hAM l. rev. 1609 (2007).
13  6HH��H�J���George Lowenstein and Don A. Moore, 
:KHQ�,JQRUDQFH�,V�%OLVV��,QIRUPDWLRQ�([FKDQJH�DQG�,QHI¿-
FLHQF\�LQ�%DUJDLQLQJ, 33 J. legAl stud. 37 (2004) (observing 
and documenting this bias in experimental settings involving 
litigants).
14  6HH�Aristotle, on rhetoric: A theory of civic dis-
course 112-13 (George A. Kennedy trans., Oxford Univ. Press 
2d ed. 2007) (noting “for it makes much difference in regard 
to persuasion (especially in deliberations but also in trials) that 
the speaker seem to be a certain kind of person and that his 
hearers suppose him to be disposed toward them in a certain 
way…”).
15  6HH Douglas Kipperman & Melisa McKinstry, &RORU�
5XOHV�RI�7KXPE, Write design online, http://www.writedesi-
gnonline.com/resources/design/rules/color.html#psych (last 
visited Feb. 23, 2014) (showing that artists have relied on the 
LQKHUHQW�HPRWLRQV�LQYRNHG�E\�FHUWDLQ�FRORUV�WR�LQÀXHQFH�YLHZ-
ers).

ness

Black ³�IZMP��YRORS[R��XVIEGLIV]��HITVIWWMSR��
undesirability, danger, falsity 

White ³�MRRSGIRGI��TYVMX]��JEMVRIWW��GSRWIVZE�
tism, harmlessness, transparency

Pink ³�JIQMRMRMX]��W[IIXRIWW��PMFIVEPMWQ

Brown ³�REXYVEP��WSPMH��WEHRIWW

These same principles are applied to�
dayÿĄ in information graphics and the graphic 
EVXW���*SV�I\EQTPI��EGGSVHMRK�XS�1V��1G'ERH�
PIWW¸W�GSPSV�[LIIP��EFSZI�ÿą the color black 
represents and connotes authority, the color 
blue intelligence and rationality, and purple 
ZMVXYI�³�MRXIVIWXMRKP]��LI�MRHMGEXIW�RS�GYPXYV�
ally based color in Western culture for wisdom 
or trust.

(MH�]SY�IZIV�RSXMGI�LS[�QER]�PE[�ÁVQ�
logos are blue#�;L]�HS�]SY�XLMRO�XLEX¸W�XLI�
case?

� ,IVI¸W�ER�I\IQTPEV]�PMXMKEXMSR�KVETLMG�
XLEX�QMKLX�FI�YWIH�F]�ER�I\TIVX�[MXRIWW�YWMRK�
XLI�EFSZI�HMWGYWWIH�GSPSV�TVMRGMTPIW�XS�IZSOI�
E�WIRWI�XLEX�XLI�I\TIVX�MW�LSRIWX��YRFMEWIH��
ERH�MRXIPPMKIRX� 

  
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
 

16  6HH�Katherine Nolan, &RORU�LW�HIIHFWLYH��+RZ�FRORU�
LQÀXHQFHV�WKH�XVHU, office.coM��-DQ���������KWWS���RI¿FH�PL-
crosoft.com/en-us/frontpage-help/color-it-effective-how-color-
LQÀXHQFHV�WKH�XVHU�+$����������DVS[��QRWLQJ�WKH�IRFXV�RI�
advertisers on the effect that certain colors have on consum-
ers).
17  6HH David McCandless & AlwaysWithHonor.com, 
&RORXUV�LQ�&XOWXUHV, inforMAtion is BeAutiful (Apr. 2009), 
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/colours-
in-cultures/.
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 -X�QE]�PSSO�WMQTPI��FYX�E�PSX�SJ�XLSYKLX�
went into its design.  The overall color palate 
of blue, purple, and gray MW�MRXIRHIH�XS�IZSOI�
trust and neutrality.  Furthermore, the light 
blue GSPSV�YWIH�MR�XLI�XI\X�FS\IW�MW�MRXIRHIH�
XS�EKEMR�I\TVIWW�XLEX�XLI]�EVI�VIPE]MRK�XVYI�
information.  The accompanying icons (the 
GLIGO�ERH�\�QEVOW�EVI�WMQMPEVP]�GSPSVIH�WS�EW�
to relay that the top statement of opinion is 
trustworthy (blue�ERH�XLEX�XLI�WIGSRH�X[S�EVI�
warnings (red�JSV�NYVSVW�XLEX�XLI]�WLSYPH�RSX�
believe what they heard from the opposition’s 
I\TIVX�[MXRIWW� 

II.  Don’t Get Too Cute With Your Trial 
Graphics18

You must use trial graphicsÿć and other 
demonstrative evidenceĀþ to be as persuasive 
as possible and win at trial.  But, if you use 
XVMEP�KVETLMGW�MRGSVVIGXP]��]SY�VMWO�PSWMRK�IZIV]�
XLMRK���8EOI�E�VIGIRX�XVMEP�WGIREVMS�XLEX�TPE]IH�
SYX�MR�3VERKI�'SYRX]��'EPMJSVRME�EW�ER�I\EQ�
ple and a warning.

8LI�4ISTPI�Z��3XIVS was a criminal pros�
IGYXMSR�SZIV�E�WI\YEP�EWWEYPX�SR�E�GLMPH���-R�XLI�

closing argument, the prosecutor discussed the 
burden of proof in criminal cases, which, as we 
EPP�ORS[��MW�FI]SRH�E�VIEWSREFPI�HSYFX����8LI�

18  Ryan Flax, 'RQ¶W�*HW�7RR�&XWH�:LWK�<RXU�7ULDO�
*UDSKLFV, A2l consulting (Nov. 5, 2012, 8:30 AM), http://
www.a2lc.com/blog/bid/60923/Don-t-Get-Too-Cute-With-
Your-Trial-Graphics.
19  6HH A2L Consulting, 7ULDO�*UDSKLFV�±�$�&ULWLFDO�
1HHG�IRU�$Q\�&RXUWURRP, A2l consulting, http://www.a2lc.
com/trial-graphics/ (last visited Feb. 23, 2014) (noting that 
trial graphics are information display mediums designed to 
support presentation of the case).
20  6HH A2L Consulting, 'HPRQVWUDWLYH�(YLGHQFH�6HU-
YLFHV�3URYLGHU�6LQFH������$�/�&RQVXOWLQJ�:RUNV�:RUOGZLGH, 
A2l consulting, http://www.a2lc.com/demonstrative-evi-
dence/#.uwqiblXTpjL (last visited Feb. 23, 2014) (describing 
various demonstrative evidence resources and types).

UYIWXMSR�MW��[LEX�HSIW�XLEX�VIEPP]�QIER#�8LI�
TVSWIGYXSV�[ERXIH�XS�QEOI�XLI�TSMRX�XLEX�XLI�
FYVHIR�HSIW�RSX�VIUYMVI�EFWSPYXI�ORS[PIHKI�³�
not every fact must be supplied and not every 
fact supplied need be perfectly accurate to 
satisfy this burden.Āÿ

,S[IZIV��XLI�TVSWIGYXSV�XSSO�MX�SRI�
step too far.

She used 
a trial graphic to 
demonstrate her 
point.ĀĀ  It was sim�
ilar to a combina�
tion of the graph�
ics I have supplied 
above and below.  
Instead of show�
ing an incomplete puzzle, it showed the state 
of California, without an identifying label and 
with some incorrect city locations and names.Āā  
7LI�FIKER�I\TPEMRMRK�XLEX�WLI�[ERXIH�XS�MHIR�
XMJ]� XLI� REQI� SJ� E� WXEXI� XLEX� PSSOIH� PMOI� XLI�
one in the image (the trial was in California, 
F]� XLI�[E]� ERH�IZIR� XLSYKL� XLIVI�[EW� WSQI�

incorrect or incomplete 
MRJSVQEXMSR�� WLI� ORI[� XLI�
state was California.ĀĂ  Well, 
the defense jumped right 
up and objected to that trial 
graphic.Āă

The court sustained 
the objection and instructed the trial graphic 
FI�XEOIR�HS[R�ERH�RSX�VIJIVVIH�XS�EKEMR�ĀĄ  
Then the judge further instructed the jury 
to disregard the trial graphic and the discus�
sion thereof.  The trial and closing arguments 
continued and ultimately, the jury found the 
defendant guilty.Āą

21  6HH�LG. at 869.
22  6HH�LG. at 870.
23  6HH�LG.
24  6HH�LG.
25  6HH�LG.
26  6HH 2WHUR, 210 Cal. App. 4th at 870.
27  6HH�LG. 

IF YOU USE TRIAL GRAPHICS

INCORRECTLY, YOU RISK LOSING EVERYTHING
“
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On appeal, the defense argued that the 
prosecutor’s little stunt with the map of Cali�
fornia amounted to misconduct warranting 
reversal of the conviction.ĀĆ  The Court of Ap�
peals agreed that the trial graphic and argu�
ment was misconduct, but that it was harmless 
FIGEYWI�MX�[EW�XEOIR�HS[R�WS�UYMGOP]�ERH�
because of the strong evidence for conviction 
in the case.Āć

8LI�GSYVX�I\TPEMRIH�XLI�TVSFPIQ��XLI�
prosecutor was misstating the law relating to 
its burden of proof.āþ  The beyond a reason�
EFPI�HSYFX�FYVHIR�MW�RSX�UYERXMXEXMZI�³�MX�
is not based on a certain number of puzzle 
TMIGIW�SJ�IZMHIRGI�ÁXXMRK�XSKIXLIV�āÿ  So, it is 
misconduct for the attorney to present it that 
way.  It is misconduct to tell the jury that if 
XLI]�LEZI�µ<¶�RYQFIV�SJ�TY^^PI�TMIGIW�XLI]�
should convict.  So, although it is always very 
XIQTXMRK�XS�QEOI�E�KVETLMG�PMOI�XLMW�FIGEYWI�
the subject matter simply lends itself to visu�
EPW��]SY�RIIH�XS�XEOI�E�WXIT�FEGO�ERH�HIGMHI�
NYWX�LS[�XS�QEOI�XLMW�TSMRX�ZMWYEPP]�ERH�ET�
propriately.

-�HS�RSX�ORS[�JSV�WYVI��FYX�-�MQEKMRI�
that the prosecutor’s path to this miscon�
HYGX�[IRX�WSQIXLMRK�PMOI�XLMW��µ,I]��-¸ZI�KSX�
E�KVIEX�MHIE�¶��%RH��MJ�XLI�PE[�HMH�RSX�QEXXIV��
WLI�GIVXEMRP]�HMH�LEZI�E�KSSH�MHIE���1EOI�]SYV�
GEWI�YWMRK�XVMEP�KVETLMGW���)\TPEMR�XS�XLI�NYVSVW�
XLEX�MX�MW�SOE]�XS�GSRZMGX�XLMW�KY]�IZIR�XLSYKL�
]SY�HS�RSX�JIIP�ÿþþ	�TSWMXMZI�SJ�LMW�KYMPX��LI�
EHQMXXIH�XS�XLI�GVMQI�F]�XLI�[E]���;LEX�XLMW�
attorney was missing was someone by her side 
XS�WE]��µLSPH�SR�E�QMRYXI��]SY�GERRSX�HS�XLEX¶�
SV�µPIX W̧�VIXLMRO�XLMW�FIJSVI�GSQQMXXMRK�XS�XLMW�
WXVEXIK]�¶

This is where a litigation consultantāĀ 
28  6HH�LG. 
29  6HH�LG. at 873.
30  6HH�LG. at 872 (alluding that the Prosecutor was giv-
ing the impression of a lesser burden of proof).
31  6HH�LG. 
32  6HH�A2L Consulting, 7KH�/LWLJDWLRQ�&RQVXOWDQW�±�
.H\�WR�<RXU�7ULDO�7HDP¶V�6XFFHVV, A2l consulting, http://
www.a2lc.com/litigation-consultant---your-trial-teams-best-
support/ (last visited Feb. 23, 2014) (explaining the advantages 
provided by retaining a litigation consultant).

MW�MRZEPYEFPI���2S�QEXXIV�LS[�QER]�XVMEPW�
you have been through as an attorney, we 
have seen more as consultants (we are attor�
RI]W��XSS��F]�XLI�[E]���3YV�WTIGMEPX]�MW�LS[�
XS�KIX�]SYV�µTIVWYEWMSR�SR¶�ERH�LS[�XS�HS�
it the right way.  A good litigation consultant 
is someone to bounce these ideas off of and 
[SVO�XLVSYKL�XLI�[E]�XS�KVETLMGEPP]�QEOI�
your case and how to stay inside the lines. 

 
III.  Watch Out for Subliminal Messages in 

Trial Graphics33 

A recent studyāĂ by University of Ari�
zona doctoral student, Jay Sanguinetti, found 
that people’s brains perceive objects and 
images in everyday life of which we are not 
consciously aware.  Even if you never actually 
ORS[�]SY�WII�WSQIXLMRK��]SYV�FVEMR�GER�µWII¶�
it and process the related visual information. 
&IPS[�MW�ER�I\EQTPI�JVSQ�XLI�9RMZIVWMX] W̧�
WXYH]�

33  Ryan Flax, :DWFK�2XW�IRU�6XEOLPLQDO�0HVVDJHV�LQ�
7ULDO�*UDSKLFV, A2l consulting (Dec. 12, 2013, 1:30 PM), 
http://www.a2lc.com/blog/bid/69053/Watch-Out-for-Sublimi-
nal-Messages-in-Trial-Graphics.
34  Shelley Littin, 8$�6WXG\���<RXU�%UDLQ�6HHV�7KLQJV�
<RX�'RQ¶W, uAneWs (Nov. 13, 2013) (citing Joseph Sangui-
netti et al., 7KH�*URXQG�6LGH�RI�DQ�2EMHFW�3HUFHLYHG�DV�6KDSH-
OHVV�<HW�3URFHVVHG�IRU�6HPDQWLFV, 1 Psychol. Sci. 256 (2014)), 
http://uanews.org/story/ua-study-your-brain-sees-things-you-
don-t.
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When test subjects (that means hu�
QER�FIMRKW�[IVI�EWOIH�XS�PSSO�EX�EFWXVEGX�
FPEGO�WMPLSYIXXIW��XLIMV�FVEMRW�EPWS�TIVGIMZIH�
XLI�VIEP�[SVPH�SFNIGXW�LMHHIR�MR�XLI�RIKEXMZI�
WTEGI�EX�XLI�MQEKI�FSVHIV���,IVI��]SYV�FVEMR�
perceives two seahorses, just as the test sub�
NIGXW �̧FVEMRW�HMH�HYVMRK�XLI�I\TIVMQIRX��IZIR�
though there are no seahorses in the graphic.

2S[��LS[�GER�XLMW�FI�ETTPMIH�SV�EFYWIH�
in the courtroom?  Well, I cannot give you a 
HIÁRMXMZI�ERW[IV��FYX�-�FIPMIZI�XLEX�MJ�]SYV�
brain is seeing seahorses in the image to the 
right, and if your subconscious has associated 
a certain emotion with seahorses, then that 
emotion will likely be evoked when you see 
the image above, even without you realizing 
it.  So, at trial, such a phenomenon might be 
applied or abused when designing trial graph�
MGW�XS�IZSOI�E�WTIGMÁG�IQSXMSR�JVSQ�NYVSVW��SV�
NYHKIW� 

 
What emotions 
might help one 
win at trial?  
;IPP��JSV�I\EQ�
ple, if the argu�
ment is that your 
client should not 
be punished for 
a simple mis�
XEOI��MX�[SYPH�

QEOI�WIRWI�XS�IZSOI�W]QTEXL]�MR�NYVSVW�[LIR�
QEOMRK�XLMW�EVKYQIRX�� � -J�VIEWSR�EPSRI�MW�RSX�
enough to do this, one could appeal to jurors’ 
subconscious.  What do you see in the image 
below? 

-R�Q]�I\XIRWMSR�SJ�XLI�9RMZIVWMX] W̧�I\TIVM�
ment, what you might consciously perceive 
LIVI��FIPS[�XS�XLI�PIJX�EW�E�WMQTPI�ERH�EF�
WXVEGX�HIWMKR�GLSMGI�ERH�QIWWEKI���µ(SR¸X�
4YRMWL�1]�'PMIRX�¶�]SYV�FVEMR�PMOIP]�TIVGIMZIW�
EW�X[S�FEFMIW�FSSOIRHMRK�XLI�QIWWEKI�� �8LI�
question then becomes, did you recognize any 
IQSXMSREP�VIWTSRWI�MR�]SYVWIPJ�[LIR�PSSOMRK�
at the graphic?  If you felt inclined toward 
sympathy for my hypothetical client, why?  
There is nothing really persuasive in the 
KVETLMG�SXLIV�XLER�Q]�WMQTPI�VIUYIWX�MR�XI\X�

If the baby 
FSSOIRHW� HMH� RSX�
persuade you, how 
about the graphic 
XS� XLI� VMKLX#� � (S�
the unseen, yet 
subconsciously 
perceived puppies 
QEOI� ]SYV� LIEVX�
melt for my imaginary client?  It is hard to say.

What other emotions might help a liti�
KEXSV�TIVWYEHI�NYVSVW#� �;LEX�EFSYX�IZSOMRK�
ERKIV�EKEMRWX�XLI�STTSWMRK�TEVX]#� �,S[�EFSYX�
IZSOMRK�MRGVIHYPMX]�MR�VIPEXMSR�XS�XLI�STTSWM�
XMSR W̧�HEQEKIW�HIQERHW#��-J�XLI�IQSXMSR�ÁXW��
MX�GER�LIPT�]SY�[MR�FIGEYWI�QSWX�NYVSVW�QEOI�
their decisions based on emotions rather than 
reason or even evidence.

-�MQEKMRI�MX�[SYPH�XEOI�QSVI�XLER�XLIWI�
simple subliminal inputs to get the result I am 
KSMRK�JSV�LIVI��FYX�-�XLMRO�[I�WLSYPH�EPP�TE]�
attention to this type of science.  When the 
facts are tough, a client is starting with a sym�
TEXL]�HIÁGMX�[MXL�E�NYV]��SV�GSYRWIP�MW�PSSOMRK�
for some edge for their case, anything is possi�
ble.  So, pay attention to your opponent’s trial 
graphics because even abstract shapes might 
be an attempt to sway emotions.  On the other 
hand, when designing your own trial graphics, 
VIEPM^I�XLIVI W̧�QSVI�XS�MX�XLER�QEOMRK�WYVI�XLI�
right dates are on your timeline.  

 
 

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT

VISUALS ARE A KEY TO

PRESENTING INFORMATION 

CLEARLY AND PERSUASIVELY
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IV.  Trial Timelines and the Psychology of 
Demonstrative Evidence35

6IWIEVGL�WLS[W�XLEX�ZMWYEPW�EVI�E�OI]�
to presenting information clearly and persua�
sively, be that presentation in a courtroom, 
an ITC hearing, the USPTO Trial and Appeal 
&SEVH��E�(3.�SJÁGI��SV�MR�E�TMXGL�XS�E�TSXIRXMEP�
client.  Because of what you can do with them 
and how your audience will psychologically 
react, if designed properly, trial timelines are 
one of the most important demonstrative aids 
you can use to be more persuasive. 
 
Studies show that the vast majority of the 
TYFPMG��[LEX�-¸PP�GEPP�µRSVQEP¶�TISTPI�³�RSX�YW�
PE[]IVW�PIEVRW�ZMWYEPP]�³�about Ąÿ	 ��[LMGL�
means that they prefer to learn by seeing.  The 
majority of attorneys, on the other hand, do 
not prefer to learn this way, but are auditory 
ERH�OMRIWXLIXMG�PIEVRIVW�³�about ăā	 ��[LMGL�
means we typically prefer to learn by hearing 
ERH�SV�I\TIVMIRGMRK�WSQIXLMRK�³�[I�EVI�HMJ�
JIVIRX�XLER�QSWX�TISTPI���8LMW�QEOIW�WIRWI��
[LIR�]SY�XLMRO�EFSYX�MX�³�[I�EPP�PIEVRIH�XLMW�
way in law school by sitting through class 
lectures and we continue to learn this way as 
practicing attorneys by hav�
ing to learn litigation by 
I\TIVMIRGMRK�MX���,S[IZIV��
most people do most 
SJ�XLIMV�µPIEVRMRK¶�
watching television 
SV�WYVÁRK�XLI�-R�
ternet.

2S�QEXXIV�LS[�WQEVX�]SY�EVI��]SY�X]TM�
cally teach the same way you prefer to learn, 
unless you carefully plan to do otherwise.  
Visual learners teach by illustrating.  Audi�
XSV]�PIEVRIVW�XIEGL�F]�I\TPEMRMRK���/MRIWXLIXMG�
learners teach by performing.  So, left to our 
own devices, we attorneys will usually teach 
by giving a lecture (consider your last opening 
WXEXIQIRX��JSV�I\EQTPI�

35  Ryan Flax, 7ULDO�7LPHOLQHV�DQG�WKH�3V\FKRORJ\�RI�
'HPRQVWUDWLYH�(YLGHQFH, A2l consulting (Dec. 4, 2013, 9:45 
AM), http://www.a2lc.com/blog/bid/68893/Trial-Timelines-
and-the-Psychology-of-Demonstrative-Evidence.

But, when you do this in an effort to 
TIVWYEHI�QSWX�µRSVQEP¶�TISTPI��]SY¸VI�RSX�
TPE]MRK�XLI�KEQI�XS�[MR���-X�MW�RSX�WYJÁGMIRX�
to just relay information because that’s not 
how your typical audience wants to learn.  You 
must bridge the gap between how you prefer 
to teach and how your audience prefers to 
learn, and demonstrative evidence, includ�
ing graphics, models, boards, animations, and 
trial timelines are the way to bridge this gap, 
QEOI�]SYV�EYHMIRGI�JIIP�better prepared on 
the subject matter, feel it’s more important, 
pay more attention, comprehend better, and 
retain more information.

&IWMHIW�WMQTPMJ]MRK�XLI�GSQTPI\��TVS�
viding an opportunity to strategically use fa�
QMPMEV��[IPP�YRHIVWXSSH�TST�GYPXYVI�XIQTPEXIW��
ERH�WEXMWJ]MRK�]SYV�EYHMIRGI W̧�I\TIGXEXMSRW�SJ�
a multimedia presentation, trial timelines are 
E�OI]�GSQTSRIRX�SJ�]SYV�TIVWYEWMSR�FIGEYWI�
XLI]�IREFPI�]SY�XS�IQYPEXI�KIRIVMG�ÁGXMSRW�XS�
produce a truth to be accepted by your audi�
ence.  These are the four rules of thumb to 
effective visual information design.

Social psychology studies show that 
different sources of information are not neatly 
separated in juror’s minds.  Trial timelines are 
SRI�SJ�XLI�QSWX�IJJIGXMZI�[E]W�XS�I\TPSMX�XLMW�
reality to be more persuasive at trial.

Visual meaning is malleable, so design 
]SYV�XMQIPMRIW�XS�WLS[�E�KIRIVMG�ÁGXMSR�]SY�
[ERX�XLI�JEGXW�XS�ÁX��I�K���XLIVI�[EW�E�VIEWSREFPI�
cause for your client’s behavior or the opposing 
TEVX] W̧�EGXMSRW�HMVIGXP]�PIH�XS�XLI�MRNYVMIW�[I¸VI�
here about�� �8LI�IWWIRXMEP�KIRIVMG�ÁGXMSR�JSV�

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY STUDIES SHOW

THAT DIFFERENT SOURCES OF INFORMATION

ARE NOT NEATLY SEPARATED IN JURORS’ MINDS.  

“
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PMXMKEXMSR��ERH�EPP�SXLIV�GMVGYQWXERGIW��VIEPP]�
is that of cause and effect ³�TISTPI�EVI�MR�
tensely hungry for a cause and effect relation�
ship to provide a basis, or perceived basis, in 
logic and reason for their emotional beliefs.

%�XVMEP�XMQIPMRI�MW�XLI�OI]�ZMWYEP�EMH�JSV�
establishing a perception of causation relat�
ing to any set of facts. Once you induce such 
a perception of causation in jurors, they can 
adopt this perception as the truth. This is the 
result you want in litigation.  If you can set 
the factual stage for why your view of things 
QEOIW�QSVI�WIRWI�XLER�]SYV�STTSWMXMSR W̧�ZIV�
sion, you’ve won (unless the facts are devastat�
MRK��MR�[LMGL�GEWI�]SY�WLSYPH�LEZI�WIXXPIH�

So, what perception of causation is 
FIMRK�IWXEFPMWLIH�F]�XLI�ÁVWX�XMQIPMRI��FIPS[�
in this article? This timeline relates to a trade 
dress case where the design at issue was a 
yellow casing for an electrical device. What 
you’re seeing is how long our client used this 
]IPPS[�GEWMRK�HIWMKR��WMRGI�ÿćĄć�ERH�XLVSYKL�
XLI�XVMEP�EX�XST��[LIR�XLI�HIJIRHERX�GLERKIH�
MXW�TVSHYGX�XS�LEZI�E�]IPPS[�GEWMRK��ÿććć��ERH�
how similar their accused design is to our cli�
ent’s product line.

You get all this information visually 
JVSQ�E�WMRKPI�XVMEP�XMQIPMRI�³�MX�HSIWR¸X�NYWX�
relay information, it tells a story.  Imagine hav�
ing the timeline at the top of this article on a 
large board and available to show the jury over 
and over again.

,IVI W̧�ER�EPXIVREXMZI�[E]�SJ�WLS[MRK�
the very same information that is far less effec�
XMZI�

The same information is there, but 
XLIVI W̧�RS�WIPJ�IZMHIRX�WXSV]�� �8LIVI W̧�RS�GEYWI�
and effect established.  This is just no good as 
a persuasion tool, but this is what most attor�
RI]W�XLMRO�SJ�[LIR�XLI]�GSRWMHIV�HIZIPSTMRK�E�
XMQIPMRI��YRPIWW�XLI]�IRZMWMSR�XLI�ÂEKW�SR�E�
WXMGO�GSRZI]MRK�E�WIVMIW�SJ�IZIRXW�

,IVI�MW�E�TVIXX]�WXERHEVH��MJ�EXXVEGXMZI��
trial timeline.  It shows two series of related 
events.  The series on top, as you might guess, 
relates to stuff our client did and the stuff in 
the shadows there on the bottom is what the 
opposing party did over the same period.

This rather simply, but clearly shows 
important interrelated events and very clearly 
IWXEFPMWLIW�XLI�OI]�JEGXW�to induce the percep-
tion of cause and effect in the jurors.  What 
do you learn from the timeline above?  You 
learn that while the plaintiff claims that he 
[EW�ÁVIH�EW�VIXEPMEXMSR�JSV�LMW�GPEMQ�SJ�HMW�
crimination against his employer (and if you 
SRP]�ORI[�XLEX�LI�QEHI�XLI�GPEMQ�ERH�[EW�
XLIR�ÁVIH�NYWX�HE]W�PEXIV�]SY�QMKLX�FIPMIZI�
LMQ��XLI�XMQIPMRI�WLS[W�XLEX�LI�LEH�E�XIVVMFPI�
ERH�[IPP�HSGYQIRXIH�LMWXSV]�SJ�YRI\GYWIH�
EFWIRGIW�JVSQ�[SVO�ERH�IZIR�E�ZMSPIRX�GSR�
JVSRXEXMSR�[MXL�E�GS�[SVOIV���8LMW�LMWXSV]�MW�XLI�
VIEP�GEYWI�SJ�XLI�IJJIGX��LMW�XIVQMREXMSR�ERH�
it’s all conveyed in this graphic.

You must feed a jury what it needs to 
ÁRH�JSV�]SY���8LI�QSVI�E�NYV]�JIIPW�XLI]�YRHIV�
stand where you’re coming from, the more you 
IQYPEXI�KIRIVMG�ÁGXMSRW�XS�IWXEFPMWL�E�XVYXL��
and the better you induce the perception of 
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6]ER�*PE\�MW�XLI�1EREKMRK�(MVIGXSV�JSV�0MXMKEXMSR�'SRWYPX�
MRK�ERH�XLI�+IRIVEP�'SYRWIP�JSV�%Ā0�'SRWYPXMRK��E�REXMSREP�
PMXMKEXMSR�GSRWYPXMRK�ÁVQ�LIEHUYEVXIH�MR�%PI\ERHVME��:%���
1V��*PE\�NSMRIH�%Ā0�'SRWYPXMRK�SR�XLI�LIIPW�SJ�TVEGXMGMRK�
-RXIPPIGXYEP�4VSTIVX]��-4�PE[�EW�TEVX�SJ�XLI�-4�KVSYT�EX�(MGO�
WXIMR�7LETMVS�004��E�REXMSREP�PE[�ÁVQ�FEWIH�MR�;EWLMRKXSR��
('���3ZIV�XLI�GSYVWI�SJ�LMW�GEVIIV��6]ER�LEW�SFXEMRIH�NYV]�
ZIVHMGXW�XSXEPMRK�[IPP�SZIV��ÿ�FMPPMSR�MR�HEQEKIW�SR�FILEPJ�
of his clients and has helped clients navigate the turbulent 
[EXIVW�SJ�XLIMV�GSQTIXMXSVW �̧TEXIRXW���,I�LEW�PIZIVEKIH�LMW�
WMKRMÁGERX�I\TIVMIRGI�MR�GEWIW�VIPEXIH�XS�E�[MHI�EVVE]�SJ�
technologies, including medical devices and systems, semi�
conductors, biotechnology, chemical engineering, mechani�
cal engineering, software, and more. 
 
1V��*PE\�MW�EPWS�ER�EHNYRGX�TVSJIWWSV��XIEGLMRK�EHZERGIH�PMXM�

KEXMSR�TVEGXMGI�EX�%QIVMGER�9RMZIVWMX]¸W�;EWLMRKXSR�'SPPIKI�SJ�0E[�MR�;EWLMRKXSR��('� 
 
1V��*PE\�IEVRIH�LMW�&EGLIPSV�SJ�7GMIRGI�HIKVII�MR�&MSPSK]�JVSQ�;EOI�*SVIWX�9RMZIVWMX]�
ERH�LMW�.YVMW�(SGXSV�HIKVII�JVSQ�7SYXLIVR�1IXLSHMWX�9RMZIVWMX]�(IHQER�7GLSSP�SJ�0E[���
&IX[IIR�LMW�YRHIVKVEHYEXI�WXYHMIW�ERH�PE[�WGLSSP��1V��*PE\�[EW�E�0EFSVEXSV]�7GMIRXMWX�
GSRHYGXMRK�(2%�VIWIEVGL�EX�XLI�6�.��6I]RSPHW�8SFEGGS�'SQTER]�

cause and effect in your audience using the 
JEGXW�]SY�ORS[�QEXXIV��XLI�FIXXIV�]SYV�GLERGIW�
of winning. 
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APPROXIMATELY 24.5 MILLION PEOPLE IN THE 

UNITED STATES SPEAK ENGLISH LESS THAN 

“VERY WELL,” AN INCREASE OF ROUGHLY 6.5 

MILLION PEOPLE SINCE 2000.
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Interpreting the Court Interpreters Act:
A Practical Guide to Protecting the Rights of

Non-English Speaking Criminal Defendants 

F]�.IJJVI]�%VGLIV�1MPPIV��.(�������%9�;'0

I. Introduction 

This article details the myriad of mine�
ÁIPHW�XLEX�EXXSVRI]W�JEGI�[LIR�XLI]�VITVIWIRX�
RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOIVW��E�WIKQIRX�SJ�XLI�9RMXIH�
States population that has been growing at 
ER�I\TSRIRXMEP�VEXI��%TTVS\MQEXIP]�ĀĂ�ă�QMP�
PMSR�TISTPI�MR�XLI�9RMXIH�7XEXIW�WTIEO�)RKPMWL�
PIWW�XLER�µZIV]�[IPP�¶ÿ which is an increase of 
VSYKLP]�Ą�ă�QMPPMSR�TISTPI�SZIV�E�WIZIR�]IEV�
period.Ā�8LI�RIIH�JSV�UYEPMÁIH�GSYVX�MRXIVTVIX�
ers is following a similar upward trajectory. 
7MRGI�ÁWGEP�]IEV�Āþþþ��XLI�RYQFIV�SJ�JIHIVEP�
courtroom interpreting events has almost 
HSYFPIH�JVSQ�ÿćþ�ÿĀą�XS�āăą�ÿąÿ�ā Throughout 
XLI�Āþÿþ�ÁWGEP�]IEV��XLI�RYQFIV�SJ�JIHIVEP�
court events requiring court interpretation 
MRGVIEWIH�ÿā�Ć�TIVGIRX�Ă  

1 6HH Hyron B Shin & Robert A. Kominski, 8QLWHG�
6WDWHV�&HQVXV�%XUHDX��/DQJXDJH�8VH�LQ�WKH�8QLWHG�6WDWHV��
���� at 3 (2010).
2 6HH Hyron B Shin & Robert A. Kominski, 8QLWHG�
6WDWHV�&HQVXV�%XUHDX��&RPSDULVRQ�RI�WKH�(VWLPDWHV�RQ�/DQ-
JXDJH�8VH�DQG�(QJOLVK�6SHDNLQJ�$ELOLW\�IURP�WKH�$&6��WKH�
&�66��DQG�&HQVXV����� at 13 (2008) (observing that according 
to the Census 2000 Supplemental Survey, approximately 19 
million in the United States speak less than “very well”).
3 Leonidas Ralph Mecham, $QQXDO�5HSRUW�RI�WKH�'L-
UHFWRU�RI�WKH�$GPLQLVWUDWLYH�2I¿FH�RI�WKH�8QLWHG�6WDWHV�&RXUWV 
13 (2000) (reporting 190,127 district court events using inter-
SUHWHUV�LQ�¿VFDO�\HDU������DQG���������HYHQWV�LQ�¿VFDO�\HDU�
2010); VHH�James C. Duff, $QQXDO�5HSRUW�RI�WKH�'LUHFWRU�RI�WKH�
$GPLQLVWUDWLYH�2I¿FH�RI�WKH�8QLWHG�6WDWHV�&RXUWV 37 (2010).
4  6HH $QQXDO�5HSRUW�RI�WKH�'LUHFWRU�RI�WKH�$GPLQLV-
WUDWLYH�2I¿FH�RI�WKH�8QLWHG�6WDWHV�&RXUWV (2010). 6HH�JHQHU-
DOO\��8QLWHG�6WDWHV�%XUHDX�RI�/DERU�6WDWLVWLFV�2FFXSDWLRQDO�
2XWORRN�+DQGERRN�(2010-2011) (expecting employment in 
interpretation and translation services to increase 22 percent 

 
 Courts, have struggled to come to 
XIVQW�[MXL�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOIVW �̧MREFMPMX]�XS�
comprehend legal proceedings, which poses 
E�GLEPPIRKI�XS�XLI�HIPMZIV]�SJ�NYWXMGI��9RPMOI�EP�
legations of ineffective assistance of counsel,ă 
XLIVI�MW�RS�[IPP�IWXEFPMWLIH�WXERHEVH�XS�HIXIV�
mine the required effectiveness of courtroom 
interpretation.Ą The Supreme Court of the 
United States has never addressed when in�
terpreters must be provided, nor has it opined 
on what quality of interpretation is required.  
This article argues that the broad discretion 
afforded to trial judges—paired with the ap�
parent willingness of appellate judges to place 
their imprimatur on misguided interpreta�
tions of law—has seriously compromised the 
PIKEP�VMKLXW�SJ�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOIVW��&IGEYWI�
ER�ETTIEP�WIIOMRK�VIZIVWEP�FEWIH�SR�E�JEMP�
YVI�XS�TVSTIVP]�EGGSQQSHEXI�E�RSR�)RKPMWL�
WTIEOIV¸W�GSQQYRRMGEXMSR�RIIHW�JEGIW�E�WXIIT�
YTLMPP�FEXXPI��EXXSVRI]W�VITVIWIRXMRK�RSR�)RK�
PMWL�WTIEOMRK��GPMIRXW�QYWX�RSX�SRP]�FI�JEQMPMEV�
[MXL�VIPIZERX�GEWI�PE[��FYX�EPWS�ÁVQP]�MRWMWX�
that those rights be respected.  It is important 
that attorneys advocate for proper language 
between 2008 and 2018—a much faster rate than average 
employment growth).
5  6HH Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984).
6  6HH Michele LaVigne & McCay Vernon, $Q�,QWHU-
SUHWHU�,VQ¶W�(QRXJK��'HDIQHVV��/DQJXDJH�DQG�'XH�3URFHVV, 
2003 Wis. l. rev. 843, 889 (2003).  This article addresses the 
rights of non-hearing non-English speaking criminal defen-
dants. The rights of deaf and hard of hearing individuals who 
use sign language would require an analysis of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 
of 1973, which are beyond the scope of the present article.
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accommodations from initial proceedings, as 
EXXSVRI]W�EVI�QYGL�QSVI�PMOIP]�XS�WYGGIIH�
MJ�XLI]�QEOI�XLIWI�HIQERHW�JSV�XLIMV�GPMIRXW�
from the outset.

4EVX�--�SJ�XLMW�EVXMGPI�I\EQMRIW�XLI�GMV�
cumstances under which judges are required 
XS�TVSZMHI�GSYVX�ETTSMRXIH�MRXIVTVIXIVW���-R�E�
WMKRMÁGERX�RYQFIV�SJ�GEWIW��ETTIPPEXI�GSYVXW�
EVI�I\XVIQIP]�VIWMWXERX�XS�UYIWXMSR�E�XVMEP�
judge’s decision not to provide a courtroom 
interpreter.  As a practical matter, this means 
that attorneys who represent clients with lim�
MXIH�)RKPMWL�WOMPPW�QYWX�FI�TVS�EGXMZI�MR�EHZS�
cating for their client’s right to an interpreter.  
If a judge does not appoint an interpreter 
at trial, the attorney’s chance of successfully 
arguing on appeal that an adverse decision 
should be reversed due to a linguistic impair�
QIRX�MW�GPSWI�XS�RMP���4EVX�---�I\TPSVIW�MWWYIW�
that may arise when more than one participant 
in a court proceeding requires an interpreter.  
,IVI�XSS��XLI�GEWI�PE[��SYXWMHI�SJ�'EPMJSVRME�
strongly suggests that a trial judge’s decision is 
YRPMOIP]�XS�FI�SZIVXYVRIH�SR�ETTIEP���%GGSVH�
MRKP]��ER�EXXSVRI]�QYWX�FI�TVITEVIH�XS�I\TPEMR�
to the trial judge why his client is entitled 
to his S[R interpreter throughout the trial.  A 
TSWX�XVMEP�ETTIEP�SR�XLIWI�KVSYRHW�MW�YRPMOIP]�
XS�WYGGIIH��4EVX�-:�I\TPSVIW�MWWYIW�VIPEXMRK�XS�
GSYVXVSSQ�MRXIVTVIXMRK�IVVSVW��LS[�XS�MHIRXMJ]�
them, how to challenge them in a timely fash�
ion, and how to prevent them from happening.  

II. The Non-English Speaker’s Quasi-Right 
to a Court-Appointed Interpreter 
 
 8LI�7YTVIQI�'SYVX�ÁVWX�HMWGYWWIH�
XLI�VMKLX�XS�E�GSYVX�ETTSMRXIH�MRXIVTVIXIV�MR�
XLI�ÿćþą�HIGMWMSR��Perovich v. United States,ą 
in which the defendant was found guilty of 
ÁVWX�HIKVII�QYVHIV��-R�ER�STMRMSR�XLEX�JS�
cused mainly on unrelated matters, the Su�
TVIQI�'SYVX�FVMIÂ]�EHHVIWWIH�XLI�EFWIRGI�SJ�
an interpreter during trial. The Court’s entire 
EREP]WMW�SJ�XLI�MWWYI�MW�VITVSHYGIH�FIPS[�

7 �6HH�Perovich v. United States, 205 U.S. 86, 92 
(1907).

One [assignment of error] is that the 
court erred in refusing to appoint an 
interpreter when the defendant was 
testifying. This is a matter resting 
largely in the discretion of the trial 
court, and it does not appear from 
the answers made by the witness 
that there was any abuse of such dis�
cretion.Ć

These two sentences have had an enor�
QSYW�MQTEGX�SR�XLI�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOIV¸W�
EFMPMX]�XS�VIGIMZI�GSYVX�ETTSMRXIH�MRXIVTVIX�
ing assistance. The Perovich approach, which 
provides the trial judge with broad discretion 
XS�HIXIVQMRI�[LIXLIV�E�GSYVX�ETTSMRXIH�MRXIV�
preter is necessary, has been cited in state and 
federal courts for over a century and contin�
ues to be cited today.ć

Following the Perovich decision, lower 
GSYVXW�KVEHYEPP]�EGORS[PIHKIH�XLEX�XLI�MR�
ability of a criminal defendant to comprehend 
court proceedings due to a linguistic impair�
QIRX�QE]�ZMSPEXI�XLI�7M\XL�%QIRHQIRX��
7TIGMÁGEPP]��MJ�E�HIJIRHERX�MW�YREFPI�XS�YRHIV�
stand a witness’s testimony, his or her right 
XS�GSRJVSRXEXMSR�ERH�GVSWW�I\EQMREXMSR�QE]�
be severely curtailed.ÿþ�*SV�I\EQTPI��MR�ÿćąþ��
XLI�7IGSRH�'MVGYMX�LIPH�JSV�XLI�ÁVWX�XMQI�MR�
United States ex rel. Negron v. Stateÿÿ that the 
'SRJVSRXEXMSR�'PEYWI�SJ�XLI�7M\XL�%QIRH�
ment, which applies to the States through the 
*SYVXIIRXL�%QIRHQIRX¸W�(YI�4VSGIWW�'PEYWI��
VIUYMVIW�XLEX�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOIVW�FI�RSXM�
ÁIH�XLEX�XLI]�LEZI�E�VMKLX�XS�WMQYPXERISYW�
MRXIVTVIXEXMSR�EX�XLI�+SZIVRQIRX¸W�I\TIRWI�ÿĀ 
The tension between the Perovich holding, 
8 �6HH�LG� at 91.
9  6HH Mollie M. Pawlowky, Note, :KHQ�-XVWLFH�LV�/RVW�
LQ�³7UDQVODWLRQ�´�*RQ]DOH]�Y��8QLWHG�6WDWHV��DQ�³,QWHUSUHWD-
WLRQ´�RI�WKH�&RXUW�,QWHUSUHWHUV�$FW�RI�����, 45 dePAul l. rev. 
435, 440 (1996).
10 United States v. Carrion, 488 F.2d 12, 14 (1st Cir. 
1973); VHH Gonzalez v. Virgin Islands, 109 F.2d 215, 217 (3d 
Cir. 1940).
11  6HH United States ex rel. Negron v. New York, 434 
)��G�������G�&LU���������¿QGLQJ�WKDW�D�GHIHQGDQW�ZKR�GRHV�QRW�
speak English and is denied a court interpreter is placed in a 
similar situation to a defendant who is not present at his own 
trial).
12 �6HH�LG� at 391.
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which provides wide discretion to the trial 
GSYVX�NYHKI�XS�HIXIVQMRI�[LIXLIV�E�GSYVX�
appointed interpreter is required, and the 
Negron holding, which suggests that the failure 
to provide an interpreter in criminal proceed�
ings may violate the Constitution, are mutually 
I\GPYWMZI�ERH�VIUYMVI�E�QSVI�I\EGXMRK�PIZIP�SJ�
judicial review. This inconsistency on the is�
sue of an interpreter, however, has never been 
resolved.ÿā

Following Negron��MR�ÿćąĆ��'SRKVIWW�
passed the Court Interpreters Act.ÿĂ The 
PIKMWPEXMZI�LMWXSV]�SJ�XLI�%GX�I\TVIWWIH�GSR�
cerns that several federal convictions were 
reversed on due process grounds when an 
interpreter was not appointed.ÿă  Though the 
EGX�LEW�WYFWIUYIRXP]�FIIR�GPEVMÁIH�XLVSYKL�
judicial interpretation, the initial version did 
RSX�VIUYMVI�MRXIVTVIXIV�GIVXMÁGEXMSR���8LMW�[EW�
problematic as the courts’ only basis for evalu�
EXMRK�XLI�UYEPMX]�SJ�XLI�MRXIVTVIXIVW �̧WOMPPW�[IVI�
the interpreters’ own averments.ÿĄ��8LI�PEGO�SJ�
quality control led to serious communication 
TVSFPIQW���*SV�I\EQTPI��MR�XLI�MRJEQSYW�GEWI�
of :MVKMRME�Z��)HQSRHW, in which a deaf woman 
had been raped, the court interpreter improp�
erly conveyed the victim’s characterization of 
XLI�IZIRX�EW�µQEHI�PSZI¶�VEXLIV�XLER�µJSVGIH�
MRXIVGSYVWI�¶ÿą 

The main stated purpose of the Court 
Interpreters Act is to provide interpreting 
WIVZMGIW�WYJÁGMIRX�XS�TIVQMX�E�RSR�)RKPMWL�
WTIEOMRK�TEVX]�XS�GSQTVILIRH�GSYVX�TVSGIIH�
ings and to communicate with counsel or the 
TVIWMHMRK�NYHMGMEP�SJÁGIV�ÿĆ  The Act requires 
XLEX�E�GIVXMÁIH�GSYVX�MRXIVTVIXIV�FI�YWIH�YR�
PIWW�SRI�MW�RSX�µVIEWSREFP]�EZEMPEFPI�¶�MR�[LMGL�
GEWI��ER�µSXLIV[MWI�GSQTIXIRX¶�MRXIVTVIXIV�
may be used.ÿć  A review of the case law per�
taining to the Act suggests that the legislation 
has not been as effective as its drafters had 
13 �6HH Pawlowky, VXSUD note 9, at 442.
14  6HH 28 U.S.C. § 1827(d)(1)(1988).
15  6HH 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4652, 4654.
16  6HH�LG� at 4655.
17  6HH�LG� at 4654.
18  6HH�§ 1827(d)(1). 
19  6HH LG�

hoped. 

1. Judicial Interpretation of the Court  
Interpreters Act

8LI�ÁVWX�GEWI�XS�MRXIVTVIX�XLI�'SYVX�
Interpreters Act, 9RMXIH�7XEXIW�Z��8ETME,Āþ had a 
profound effect on the case law pertaining to 
RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOIVW���-R�8ETME, the Fifth Cir�
cuit determined, consistent with Perovich���ÿ�
XLEX�XLI�HIGMWMSR�[LIXLIV�XS�TVSZMHI�E�GSYVX�
appointed interpreter rests within the broad 
HMWGVIXMSR�SJ�XLI�XVMEP�GSYVX���Ā�XLEX�XLIVI�MW�
RS�GSRWXMXYXMSREP�VMKLX�XS�E�GSYVX�ETTSMRXIH�
MRXIVTVIXIV��ERH��ā�XLEX�XLI�RIIH�JSV�ER�MRXIV�
preter is a question of fact.Āÿ  The Fifth Circuit 
I\TPEMRIH�XLEX�XLI�HMWXVMGX�GSYVX�LEW�E�HYX]�XS�
inquire whether a defendant’s ability to com�
prehend the proceedings and communication 
with his counsel would be inhibited without 
the assistance of an interpreter.ĀĀ  The ques�
tion of whether or not a failure to provide 
an interpreter was an error is whether or 
not “such failure made the trial fundamen�
XEPP]�YRJEMV�¶Āā  In United States v. Johnson,ĀĂ 
the Seventh Circuit elaborated on the hold�
ing in 8ETME��ÁRHMRK�XLEX�E�HIJIRHERX�MW�SRP]�
IRXMXPIH�XS�E�GSYVX�ETTSMRXIH�MRXIVTVIXIV�MJ�
the district court judge determines that the 
HIJIRHERX��ÿ�WTIEOW�SRP]�SV�TVMQEVMP]�E�PER�
KYEKI�SXLIV�XLER�)RKPMWL�ERH��Ā�LMW�MREFMPMX]�
XS�WTIEO�)RKPMWL�MRLMFMXW�LMW�EFMPMX]�XS�GSQ�
prehend the proceedings or communicate 
with counsel.Āă��,S[IZIV��RSX�EPP�GMVGYMXW�LEZI�
retained the factual inquiry requirement.  In 
9RMXIH�7XEXIW�Z��4IVI^,ĀĄ the Fifth Circuit found 
that the trial judge need not engage in a fac�
tual inquiry as to whether the criminal defen�
dant properly understands court proceedings 
MJ�XLI�HIJIRHERX�HSIW�RSX�QEOI�ER�EJÁVQEXMZI�

20  United States v. Tapia, 631 F.2d 1207, 1209 (5th Cir. 
1980).
21  6HH�LG� at 1209.
22 �6HH�LG�
23  6HH�LG� at 1210.
24  United States v. Johnson, 248 F.3d 655 (7th Cir. 
2001).
25 �6HH�LG� at 661.
26  United States v. Perez, 918 F.2d 488 (5th Cir. 1990).
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assertion that he does not understand.Āą A trial 
judge’s decision to refuse to provide an inter�
preter over counsel’s objection during trial 
is subject to abuse of discretion review.ĀĆ  If 
counsel waits until after the trial to raise the 
MWWYI��XLI�VIZMI[MRK�GSYVX�I\EQMRIW�XLI�VIGSVH�
under the plain error standard.Āć  In order to 
overcome plain error review, the moving party 
QYWX�TVSZI�XLEX�XLI�HMWXVMGX�GSYVX�VYPMRK�MW��ÿ�
ER�IVVSV���Ā�[LMGL�MW�TPEMR��M�I��GPIEV�YRHIV�XLI�
GYVVIRX�PE[��ERH��ā�[LMGL�EJJIGXW�XLI�HIJIR�
dant’s substantial rights.āþ

At least four arguments in support of 
the current standard of review can be dis�
XMPPIH�JVSQ�XLI�GEWI�PE[���8LI�ÁVWX��EW�RSXIH�MR�
Nuguidāÿ and its progeny, is that the ordinary 
VYPIW�SJ�IZMHIRGI�VIUYMVI�GSYRWIP�XS�QEOI�E�
timely objection. If no objection is made on 

27 �6HH�LG� at 490-91.
28  6HH�United States v. Salehi, 187 F. App’x 157, 168 
��UG�&LU��-XQH������������¿QGLQJ�WKDW�GLVWULFW�FRXUWV�DUH�DIIRUG-
ed discretion in implementing the Court Interpreters Act and 
no abuse of discretion had taken place); VHH�DOVR United States 
Y��/LP������)��G������������WK�&LU���������¿QGLQJ�WKH�GLVWULFW�
court did not abuse its discretion); VHH�DOVR United States v. 
Edouard, 485 F.3d 1324, 1337 (11th Cir. 2007) (reviewing 
failure of trial court to provide an interpreter under abuse of 
discretion standard).
29 �6HH�United States v. Sandoval, 347 F.3d 627, 632 
��WK�&LU���������¿QGLQJ�REMHFWLRQV�PDGH�GXULQJ�WULDO�DUH�
reviewed under abuse of discretion and under plain error when 
defendant fails to object during trial);�VHH�DOVR United States 
v. Hasan, 526 F.3d 653, 660–61 (10th Cir. 2008) (explaining 
that a district court’s denial of a motion will be evaluated for 
abuse of discretion but when a party fails to raise an issue 
before the district court, it is reviewed under plain error); VHH�
DOVR United States v. Arthurs, 73 F.3d 444, 447 (1st Cir. 1996) 
(reviewing under plain error); VHH�DOVR United States v. Huang, 
960 F.2d 1128, 1135–36 (2d Cir. 1992) (providing summaries 
rather than word-for-word interpretation is not plain error); VHH�
DOVR United States v. Amador, No. 05-4934, 2007 WL 162783 
at *2 (4th Cir. Jan. 19, 2007) (reviewing under plain error); 
VHH�DOVR United States v. Paz, 981 F.2d 199, 201 (5th Cir. 
1992) (reviewing under plain error); VHH�DOVR United States 
v. Markarian, 967 F.2d 1098, 1104 (6th Cir. 1992) (determin-
ing that the trial court did not commit plain error in failing 
to provide an interpreter on its own motion); VHH�DOVR United 
States v. Gonzales, 339 F.3d 725, 728 (8th Cir. 2003) (review-
ing under plain error).
30  6HH��H�J�, *RQ]DOHV, 339 F.3d at 728.
31  People of Territory of Guam v. Nuguid, No. CRIM. 
89-00073A, 1991 WL 336901 (D. Guam App. Div. 1991) 
aff’d, 959 F.2d 241 (9th Cir. 1992).

the record, the objection is waived, and cannot 
be overturned on appeal unless it can survive 
plain error review.āĀ  The second argument is 
that the trial judge is in the best position to 
evaluate the language ability of the defendant.  
8LMW�ZMI[�MW�I\TVIWWIH�MR�SRI�SJ�XLI�IEVPM�
est cases to interpret the Act, United States v. 
Coronel-Quintana.āā  In Coronel-Quintana, the 
Eight Circuit held that “[b]ecause the deci�
WMSR�XS�ETTSMRX�ER�MRXIVTVIXIV�[MPP�PMOIP]�LMRKI�
upon a variety of factors, including the defen�
dant’s understanding of the English language, 
ERH�XLI�GSQTPI\MX]�SJ�XLI�TVSGIIHMRKW��MWWYIW��
and testimony, the trial court, being in direct 
contact with the defendant, should be given 
[MHI�HMWGVIXMSR��������¶āĂ The third argument in 
favor of a heightened standard of review is 
that a less deferential standard would provide 
an unfair windfall for defendants. The most 
JVIUYIRXP]�GMXIH�I\TVIWWMSR�SJ�XLMW�GSRGIVR�MW�
found in Valladares v. United States,āă in which 
the court stated, “To allow a defendant to 
remain silent throughout the trial and then, 
upon being found guilty, to assert a claim of 
inadequate translation would be an open invi�
XEXMSR�XS�EFYWI�¶āĄ  The fourth argument, also 
raised in Valladeres, is the need to “balance the 
rights to confrontation and effective assistance 
against the public’s interest in the economical 
EHQMRMWXVEXMSR�SJ�GVMQMREP�PE[��������¶āą

3J�XLI�QSVI�XLER�ćþ�GEWIW�XLEX�LEZI�
MRXIVTVIXIH�XLI�%GX�WMRGI�ÿćąĆ��VIZIVWEP�MW�
I\GIIHMRKP]�VEVI�āĆ  Cases in which federal 
appellate judges have upheld district court 
decisions despite serious misgivings about the 
trial courts’ conduct are far more common.  

32 6HH Debra L. Hovland, (UURUV�LQ�,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ��:K\�
3ODLQ�(UURU�LV�QRW�3ODLQ, 11 Law & Ineq. 473, 489 (1993).
33 United States v. Coronel-Quintana,752 F.2d 1284 (8th 
Cir. 1985).
34 6HH�LG� at 1291.
35 Valladares v. United States, 871 F.2d 1564 (11th Cir. 
1989).
36  6HH�LG� at 1566.
37  6HH�LG� 
38  6HH Claudia G. Catalano, Annotation, &RQVWUXFWLRQ�
DQG�$SSOLFDWLRQ�RI�&RXUW�,QWHUSUHWHUV�$FW�����8�6�&�$�����
����������, 40 A.l.r. fed. 2d 115 (2009) (listing all cases 
citing to the Court Interpreters Act).
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For instance, in =ESLER�9�7�%��'SVT��Z��206&,āć 
XLI�2MRXL�'MVGYMX�SFWIVZIH�XLEX�EPXLSYKL�XLI�
defendant’s answers were “sometimes stum�
FPMRK�ERH�YRKVEQQEXMGEP¶�ERH�XLEX�MX�HMH�µRSX�
approve of the ALJ’s handling of the witness’s 

PERKYEKI�HMJÁGYPXMIW�¶�MX�[SYPH�RSX�HMWXYVF�XLI�
lower court’s decision to deny the defendant’s 
request for an interpreter.Ăþ 

9RMXIH�7XEXIW�Z��.YEVI^�(YEVXIĂÿ provides 
ERSXLIV�I\EQTPI�MR�[LMGL�E�JIHIVEP�GSYVX�SJ�
appeals reluctantly permitted a district court 
decision to refuse to provide an interpreter to 
stand. The defendant in .YEVI^�(YEVXI�EWOIH�
for an interpreter during his sentencing hear�
ing, claiming that he did not understand fully 
what had happened during an earlier appear�
ance.ĂĀ  The district court observed that the de�
JIRHERX�LEH�RSX�EWOIH�JSV�ER�MRXIVTVIXIV�EX�LMW�
detention hearing or at his prior arraignments, 
and that he appeared to understand English 
well enough when he entered his guilty plea. 
The district court agreed to set aside the plea, 
but warned, “an improper request could have 
ER�IJJIGX�SR�LMW�WIRXIRGMRK�¶Ăā On the defen�
dant’s third arraignment, the district court 
QEHI�KSSH�SR�MXW�XLVIEX��VIGSQQIRHMRK�E�X[S�
level enhancement for obstruction of justice 
for “providing materially false information to a 
NYHKI�VIKEVHMRK�LMW�RIIH�JSV�ER�MRXIVTVIXIV�¶ĂĂ  
The decision increased the defendant’s sen�
XIRGI�VERKI�JVSQ�ĂĄ�ăą�QSRXLW�XS�ąĆ�ćą�
39  Yaohan U.S.A. Corp. v. NLRB, Nos. 95-70818, 95-
70913, 1997 WL 453688 (9th Cir. June 30, 1997).
40 ,G��at *2.
41 United States v. Juarez-Duarte, 513 F.3d 204 (5th Cir. 
2008).
42 6HH�LG� at 207.
43 6HH�LG�
44 6HH�LG� at 208.

months.Ăă  On appeal to the Fifth Circuit, the 
court admitted that it was “not unsympathetic 
XS�XLI�PIKMXMQEXI�GSRGIVRW�VEMWIH�F]�.YEVI^�
(YEVXI�XLEX�MQTSWMRK�XLI�SFWXVYGXMSR�IR�
hancement on defendants who falsely assert 

XLI�RIIH�JSV�ER�MRXIVTVIXIV�QMKLX�QEOI�SXLIV�
defendants hesitant to request an interpreter, 
a right protected by the Court Interpreters 
%GX��������¶ĂĄ��2IZIVXLIPIWW��XLI�*MJXL�'MVGYMX�JIPX�
GSQTIPPIH�XS�EJÁVQ�XLI�HMWXVMGX�GSYVX¸W�VYPMRK�Ăą

2. Criticisms of the Case Law

The current standards of review gov�
erning the provision of court interpreting 
have been heavily criticized. One of the most 
sophisticated arguments is that they rest on 
an improper reading of the Court Interpret�
IVW�%GX�MXWIPJ��8LI�2MRXL�'MVGYMX�MR�+SR^EPI^�
v. United StatesĂĆ upheld the district court’s 
determination that the defendant did not need 
an interpreter. In +SR^EPI^, the district court 
RSXIH�XLEX�µXLIVI�MW�WSQI�PERKYEKI�HMJÁGYPX]�
FYX�RSX�E�QENSV�SRI�¶�ERH�XLI�QENSVMX]�SJ�XLI�
2MRXL�GMVGYMX�JSYRH�XLEX�·?XALI�HIJIRHERX¸W�
answers were consistently responsive, if brief 
and somewhat inarticulate, and he only occa�
WMSREPP]�GSRWYPXIH�LMW�EXXSVRI]�¶Ăć In his dis�
WIRX��.YHKI�6IMRLEVHX�EVKYIH�XLEX�XLI�WXEXY�
tory language and legislative history did not 
support the district court’s narrow application 
SJ�XLI�%GX��.YHKI�6IMRLEVHX�ÁVWX�EREP]^IH�XLI�
plain language of the statute, noting that ab�
sent evidence to the contrary, the court must 
45 6HH�LG�
46 6HH�LG� at 211.
47 6HH�LG�
48 Gonzalez v. United States, 33 F.3d 1047, 1052–54 
(9th Cir. 1994) (Reinhardt, J., dissenting).
49 6HH�LG� at 1050-51.

THE DUE PROCESS CLAUSE PREVENTS TRYING CRIMINAL DEFENDANTS 

WHO LACK THE CAPACITY TO UNDERSTAND CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS; 

THIS PROHIBITION HOLDS FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE HINDERED BY  

LINGUISTIC BARRIERS AS WELL AS MENTAL IMPAIRMENTS.
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follow its common, everyday meaning.ăþ  The 
%GX�TVSZMHIW�XLEX�XLI�TVIWMHMRK�NYHMGMEP�SJÁGIV�

shall utilize the services of the most 
EZEMPEFPI� GIVXMÁIH� MRXIVTVIXIV� �� �� �� MJ�
XLI� TVIWMHMRK� NYHMGMEP� SJÁGIV� HIXIV�
QMRIW�SR�WYGL�SJÁGIV¸W�S[R�QSXMSR�
or on the motion of a party that such 
TEVX]��� �� ��WTIEOW�SRP]�SV�TVMQEVMP]�E�
language other than the English lan�
guage . . . so as to inhibit such party’s 
comprehension of the proceedings 
or communication with counsel or 
XLI�TVIWMHMRK�NYHMGMEP�SJÁGIV�ăÿ

'MXMRK�XLI�6ERHSQ�,SYWI�(MGXMSREV]�SJ�
the English Language,ăĀ�.YHKI�6IMRLEVHX�GSR�

GPYHIH�XLEX�XLI�GSQQSR�QIERMRK�SJ�µMRLMFMX¶�
MW�µLMRHIV�¶�*YVXLIVQSVI��XLI�PERKYEKI�µWLEPP¶�
clearly indicates that the Act is nondiscretion�
ary.ăā�%�NYHMGMEP�SJÁGIV�µQYWX¶�ETTSMRX�ER�MRXIV�
TVIXIV�[LIR�E�HIJIRHERX¸W�PERKYEKI�WOMPPW�EVI�
WYJÁGMIRXP]�HIÁGMIRX�XS�XVMKKIV�XLI�%GX��.YHKI�
6IMRLEVHX�JSYRH�JYVXLIV�WYTTSVX�JSV�LMW�ZMI[�
MR�XLI�%GX¸W�,SYWI�6ITSVX��UYSXMRK�'SRKVIWW�
QER�*VIH�6MGLQSRH¸W�WXEXIQIRX�FIJSVI�XLI�
WYFGSQQMXXII�XLEX�µ?MAJ�PERKYEKI�LERHMGETTIH�
%QIVMGERW�EVI�RSX�KMZIR�XLI�GSRWXMXYXMSREPP]�
established access to understand and partici�
pate in their own defense, then we have failed 
to carry out a fundamental premise of fairness 
ERH�HYI�TVSGIWW�JSV�EPP�¶ăĂ�.YHKI�6IMRLEVHX�
concluded that the proper standard of review 
under these circumstances should not be clear 

50 6HH�LG� at 1053.
51 6HH�LG� (emphasis added).
52 Random House Dictionary of the English Language, 
732 (1979).
53 6HH�*RQ]DOHV, 33 F.3d at 1053.
54 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4652, 4654.

error, but de novo review.ăă

Several scholars have subsequently 
TMGOIH�YT�.YHKI�6IMRLEVHX¸W�µde novo¶�ÂEK�
and attempted to carry it further.ăĄ�1SWX�VI�
cently, Chao has advocated for a more nu�
anced approach, in which appellate courts 
I\EQMRI�HMWXVMGX�GSYVX�JEGXYEP�ÁRHMRKW�YRHIV�
E�GPIEV�IVVSV�WXERHEVH�SJ�VIZMI[��FYX�I\EQMRI�
matters of statutory construction under de 
novo review. This approach is similar to the 
ETTVSEGL�XLEX�XLI�NYHMGMEV]�LEW�XEOIR�XS�WIR�
tencing guidelines, federal statutes of limita�
tions, the Speedy Trial Act, and the Juvenile 
(IPMRUYIRG]�%GX�ăą  In Chao’s view, the ques�
tion of whether a defendant is entitled to an 

interpreter under the Court Interpreters Act 
MW�E�QM\IH�UYIWXMSR�SJ�PE[�ERH�JEGX��8LI�HMW�
XVMGX�GSYVX�NYHKI¸W�MRXIVTVIXEXMSR�SJ�µMRLMFMX¶�
and how the judge applies that legal standard 
to the facts of the case should be reviewed de 
novo.ăĆ

 
 
 

55 6HH�*RQ]DOH], 33 F.3d at 1053 (Reinhardt, J., dissent-
ing).
56 6HH�H�J., Mollie M. Pawlowky, Note, :KHQ�-XVWLFH�LV�
/RVW�LQ�³7UDQVODWLRQ�´�*RQ]DOH]�Y��8QLWHG�6WDWHV��DQ�³,QWHU-
SUHWDWLRQ´�RI�WKH�&RXUW�,QWHUSUHWHUV�$FW�RI�����, 45 de PAul 
l. rev. 435, 488 (1996); Leslie V. Dery, $PDGRX�'LDOOR�DQG�
WKH�³)RUHLJQHU´�0HPH��,QWHUSUHWLQJ�WKH�$SSOLFDWLRQ�RI�)HG-
HUDO�&RXUW�,QWHUSUHWHU�/DZV, 53 flA. l. rev. 239, 288 (2001); 
Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, 6D\�:KDW"�
6RXWK�'DNRWD¶V�8QVHWWOLQJ�,QGLIIHUHQFH�WR�/LQJXLVWLF�0LQRUL-
WLHV�LQ�WKH�&RXUWURRP, 54 s.d. l. rev. 33, 69 (2009).
57 6HH�David H. Chao, %LIXUFDWHG�5HYLHZ�RI�,QWHUSUHWHU�
'HWHUPLQDWLRQV�8QGHU�WKH�&RXUW�,QWHUSUHWHUV�$FW, 10 conn. 
PuBlic interest l. J. 139, 171-72 (2010).
58 6HH�LG�

IT IS NOT ONLY CONSTITUTIONALLY ESSENTIAL BUT ALSO EMINENTLY REASONABLE TO 

REQUIRE THE APPOINTMENT OF A SEPARATE INTERPRETER TO FACILITATE COMMUNICATION 

BETWEEN A DEFENDANT AND HIS COUNSEL “THROUGHOUT THE PROCEEDINGS” AND NOT TO 

PERMIT THE DEFENSE INTERPRETER TO PERFORM AN ADDITIONAL ROLE OF INTERPRETING 

WITNESSES’ TESTIMONY FOR THE COURT.
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3. Recommendations for the Practicing  
Attorney

)JJIGXMZI�VITVIWIRXEXMSR�SJ�E�RSR�)RK�
PMWL�WTIEOMRK�GPMIRX�FIKMRW�[MXL�VIGSKRM^MRK�
that the trial judge’s power to appoint—or 
refuse to appoint—a courtroom interpreter 
MW�ZIV]�YRPMOIP]�XS�FI�SZIVXYVRIH��8S�MQTVSZI�
XLI�PMOIPMLSSH�SJ�VIGIMZMRK�E�GSYVX�ETTSMRXIH�
interpreter, an attorney who represents a cli�
IRX�MR�JIHIVEP�GSYVX�[LS�HSIW�RSX�WTIEO�)RK�
PMWL�ÂYIRXP]�WLSYPH�MRJSVQ�XLI�GSYVX�SJ�ER]�
PMRKYMWXMG�HIÁGMIRGMIW�XLEX�LIV�GPMIRX�QE]�LEZI�
as soon as possible. Under no circumstances 
should an attorney rely on the trial judge to 
QEOI�E�sua sponte inquiry into her client’s lan�
KYEKI�WOMPPW��2SV�WLSYPH�XLI�EXXSVRI]�EWWYQI�
XLEX�MJ�E�GPMIRX�HSIW�RSX�EWO�JSV�ER�MRXIVTVIXIV�
then he does not need one. The frequency 
with which defendants are denied meaning�
ful access to the courts merely because they 
are unaware of their rights—and their at�
torneys fail to assert their rights—is grist for 
grim speculation. The seminal case of Negron 
provides a particularly apt description of how 
JEPPEGMSYW�VIPMERGI�SR�XLI�GPMIRX�QE]�FI�

*SV�EPP�XLEX�ETTIEVW��2IKVSR��[LS�[EW�
clearly unaccustomed to asserting 
‘personal rights’ against the author�
ity of the judicial arm of the state, 
may well not have had the slightest 
notion that he had any ‘rights’ or 
any ‘privilege’ to assert them. At the 
LIEVMRK� FIJSVI� .YHKI� &EVXIPW�� 2I�
KVSR� XIWXMÁIH�� ·-� ORI[� XLEX� -�[SYPH�
LEZI� PMOIH� XS� ORS[� [LEX� [EW� LET�
TIRMRK�FYX�-�HMH�RSX�ORS[�XLEX�XLI]�
were supposed to tell me.’ăć 

(IJIRWI�GSYRWIP�WLSYPH�FI�TVITEVIH�XS�
argue that the failure to provide an interpreter 
ZMSPEXIW�LIV�GPMIRX¸W�7M\XL�%QIRHQIRX�VMKLXW���
8LI�7M\XL�%QIRHQIRX�IRWYVIW�XLI�VMKLX�XS�
be meaningfully present at one’s own trial, to 
assist in one’s own defense, to have effective 
assistance of counsel, and to confront op�

59  6HH United States ex rel. Negron v. New York, 434 
F.2d 386, 390 (2d Cir. 1970).

TSWMRK�[MXRIWW�SR�GVSWW�I\EQMREXMSR�Ąþ To be 
µTVIWIRX¶�QIERW�QSVI�XLER�TL]WMGEP�TVIWIRGI��
MX�QIERW�XLEX�E�HIJIRHERX�LEW�µWYJÁGMIRX�TVIW�
ent ability to consult with his lawyer with a 
VIEWSREFPI�HIKVII�SJ�VEXMSREP�YRHIVWXERHMRK�¶Ąÿ  
8LI�(YI�4VSGIWW�'PEYWI�TVIZIRXW�XV]MRK�
GVMQMREP�HIJIRHERXW�[LS�PEGO�XLI�GETEGMX]�XS�
understand criminal proceedings;ĄĀ this prohi�
bition holds for individuals who are hindered 
by linguistic barriers as well as mental impair�
ments.Ąā 

The unfortunate reality is that if coun�
sel fails to convince the trial court that an 
interpreter is required early on in the process, 
XLI�SHHW�SJ�VIZIVWEP�SR�ETTIEP�EVI�I\GIIHMRKP]�
low.  Appellate courts have uniformly demon�
strated a very strong dedication to upholding 
trial courts’ decisions regarding the provi�
sion of interpreting services.  Even if defense 
counsel loses the argument at the trial level 
ERH�LEW�RS�GLSMGI�FYX�XS�WIIO�VIZIVWEP�SR�
appeal, it is still worthwhile to raise the need 
for an interpreter as early as possible.  At the 
very least, counsel will be able to point to a 
detailed record regarding her efforts to secure 
the appropriate services for her client.

III. The Controversial Question of Whether 
a Non-English Speaker Has a Right to His 

Own Court-Appointed Interpreter.

Lawyers often incorrectly assume that 
obtaining an interpreter for their client for 
GSYVXVSSQ�TVSGIIHMRKW�MW�WYJÁGMIRX�XS�IRWYVI�
that their client receives a fair trial. The courts 
employ interpreters to perform several dif�
ferent functions, and when an interpreter is 
EWOIH�XS�TIVJSVQ�XSS�QER]�JYRGXMSRW�EX�XLI�
same time, the attorney’s ability to represent 
his client is invariably compromised.ĄĂ The 
60  6HH U.S. const. amend. VI; VHH�DOVR United States v. 
Mosquera, 816 F.Supp. 168, 172 (E.D.N.Y. 1993).
61  6HH�1HJURQ, 434 F.2d 389 (quoting 'XVN\�Y��8QLWHG�
6WDWHV, 362 U.S. 402, 402 (1960)).
62  6HH�Drope v. Missouri, 420 U.S. 162 (1975);�VHH�DOVR 
Pate v. Robinson, 383 U.S. 375 (1966).
63  6HH�1HJURQ, 434 F.2d at 390-91.
64  The various functions include: interpreting all 
remarks in open court (proceedings interpreting), interpreting 
privileged communications in and out of court between coun-
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problems that can arise are illustrated in the 
JSPPS[MRK�L]TSXLIXMGEPW��*SV�XLI�WEOI�SJ�WMQ�
TPMGMX]��EWWYQI�XLEX�EPP�SJ�XLI�RSR�)RKPMWL�
WTIEOIVW�HIWGVMFIH�FIPS[�GSQQYRMGEXI�ÂY�
ently in Spanish, but do not understand 
)RKPMWL�

)\EQTPI�%´8LI�&EWMG�'EWI� The court 
appoints an interpreter because you have a 
RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�GPMIRX��=SYV�GPMIRX�MW�
XLI�SRP]�7TERMWL�WTIEOIV�TEVXMGMTEXMRK�MR�XLI�
trial. Your client chooses not to testify.  The 
interpreter sits between you and your client 
ERH�TIVJSVQW�X[S�JYRGXMSRW���LI�MRXIVTVIXW�XLI�
trial testimony for your client and facilitates 
communication between you and your client 
in and out of the 
courtroom.

)\EQTPI�
&´8LI�'EWI�SJ�
Interpreter Bor-
VS[MRK��8LI�GSYVX�
appoints an in�
terpreter because 
]SY�LEZI�E�RSR�
)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�
client. This time, 
however, your 
client is not the 
SRP]�RSR�)RKPMWL�
WTIEOIV�XS�TEVXMGMTEXI�MR�XLI�TVSGIIHMRKW��8LI�
prosecution’s star witness is also a Spanish 
WTIEOIV��*SV�QSWX�SJ�XLI�XVMEP��]SYV�MRXIVTVIXIV�
performs the same functions as in )\EQTPI�%.  
,I�WMXW�FIX[IIR�]SY�ERH�]SYV�GPMIRX��LI�MRXIV�
prets the trial testimony for your client and 
enables you to communicate effectively with 
your client during the course of the trial. But 
when the time comes for the prosecution’s 
witness to testify, the judge orders the inter�
TVIXIV�XS�PIEZI�XLI�XVMEP�XEFPI��WXERH�RI\X�XS�XLI�
prosecution’s witness, and interpreter the wit�
sel and the client (defense interpreting or table interpreting), 
and interpreting all non-English witness testimony (witness 
interpreting).  0DWKHUV, 1324 n. 33;  VHH�DOVR�Graham J. Steele, 
&RXUW�,QWHUSUHWHUV�LQ�&DQDGLDQ�&ULPLQDO�/DZ, 34 Crim. Law. 
Quarterly 218 (1991); Williamson B. C. Chang & Manuel U. 
Araujo, ,QWHUSUHWHUV�IRU�WKH�'HIHQVH��'XH�3URFHVV�IRU�WKH�1RQ�
(QJOLVK�6SHDNLQJ�'HIHQGDQW, 63 Cal. L. Rev. 801–23 (1975).

RIWW �̧XIWXMQSR]�MRXS�)RKPMWL�JSV�XLI�FIRIÁX�SJ�
the jury. You and your client have no means of 
communicating with each other while the wit�
RIWW�MW�XIWXMJ]MRK��;LIR�XLI�[MXRIWW�MW�I\GYWIH��
the interpreter returns to his seat between you 
and your client at the trial table.

)\EQTPI�'´8LI�'EWI�SJ�1YPXMTPI�(I-
JIRHERXW� The court appoints an interpreter 
FIGEYWI�XLIVI�EVI�XLVII�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEO�
MRK�HIJIRHERXW�MR�XLI�GEWI��)EGL�RSR�)RKPMWL�
WTIEOMRK�HIJIRHERX�MW�VITVIWIRXIH�F]�E�HMJ�
ferent attorney. The court provides the de�
fendants with headphones and instructs the 
MRXIVTVIXIV�XS�WTIEO�MRXS�E�QMGVSTLSRI��&]�
listening to the interpreter’s simultaneous 

interpretation, the 
defendants are able to 
follow the proceedings 
MR�7TERMWL��,S[IZIV��
the defendants have no 
means of communicat�
ing with their attorneys 
while the proceedings 
EVI�XEOMRK�TPEGI�

The scenarios 
described above, and 
variations on them, 
have been the sub�
ject of litigation for 

decades. There is a line of cases that strongly 
GSRHIQRW�XLI�TVEGXMGIW�SJ�µFSVVS[MRK¶�XLI�HI�
fense’s interpreter for witness testimony (as in 
)\EQTPI�&�SV�µWLEVMRK¶�E�HIJIRWI�MRXIVTVIXIV�
MR�E�QYPXM�HIJIRHERX�GEWI��EW�MR�)\EQTPI�'��
,S[IZIV��XLIWI�GEWIW�QE]�SRP]�FI�YWIJYP�JSV�
attorneys who practice in California state 
court. 

In California v. Carreon,Ąă�E�7TERMWL�
WTIEOMRK�HIJIRHERX�[EW�GSRZMGXIH�SJ�VSFFIV]�
ERH�OMHRETTMRK��3R�ETTIEP��XLI�HIJIRHERX�
alleged that the trial and hearing courts erred 
in appointing only one interpreter to assist the 
defendant in conferring with defense counsel 
ERH�XS�MRXIVTVIX�E�7TERMWL�WTIEOMRK�[MXRIWW �̧

65  California v. Carreon, 151 Cal. App.3d 559, 565 
(1994).
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testimonyĄĄ (in other words, )\EQTPI�&, supra���
The court found and agreed  “that a separate 
interpreter should have been present through�
out the proceedings to simultaneously trans�
PEXI�EPP�WTSOIR�)RKPMWL�[SVHW�ERH�XS�JEGMPMXEXI�
communication between the defendant and 

LMW�RSR�7TERMWL�WTIEOMRK�EXXSVRI]�¶Ąą In sup�
port of its holding, the Court of Appeals of 
'EPMJSVRME�SFWIVZIH�XLEX�%VXMGPI�-��WIGXMSR�ÿĂ�
of the California Constitution provides that 
“[a] person unable to understand English who 
is charged with a crime has a right to an in�
XIVTVIXIV�XLVSYKLSYX�XLI�TVSGIIHMRKW�¶ĄĆ The 
court cited with approval the Second Circuit’s 
analysis in Negron, which concluded that the 
failure to provide “interpreter services impairs 
not only the defendant’s due process rights, 
but also his right to confront adverse witness�
es, to the effective assistance of counsel, and 
XS�FI�TVIWIRX�EX�LMW�S[R�XVMEP�¶Ąć The court also 
UYSXIH�EX�PIRKXL�E�(MWXVMGX�'SYVX�SJ�4IRRW]PZE�
RME¸W�STMRMSR��[LMGL�WXEXIH��I\TVIWWP]�MR�HMGXE��
that two interpreters may be constitutionally 
RIGIWWEV]�MJ�E�7TERMWL�WTIEOMRK�[MXRIWW�XIW�
XMÁIW�HYVMRK�XLI�XVMEP�SJ�E�7TERMWL�WTIEOMRK�
defendant.ąþ The court then provided what 
may still be the most cogent argument in favor 
of providing a defendant with his own inter�
TVIXIV�XLVSYKLSYX�E�GVMQMREP�XVMEP�

66  ,G� at 555-56.
67  ,G� at 566.
68 �,G�
69 �,G� at 566.
70  ,G�, citing United States ex rel. Navarro v. Johnson, 
365 F. Supp. 676,  (E.D. Pa. 1973).

It is not only constitutionally es�
sential but also eminently reason�
able to require the appointment of 
a separate interpreter to facilitate 
communication between a defen�
dant and his counsel “throughout 
XLI�TVSGIIHMRKW¶�ERH�RSX� XS�TIVQMX�
the defense interpreter to perform 
an additional role of interpreting 
witnesses’ testimony for the court.  
The present case illustrates the 
TSMRX�� �;LIR� XLI�7TERMWL�WTIEOMRK�
victim was testifying, the interpreter 
[EW�GLMIÂ]�GSRGIVRIH�[MXL�XVERWPEX�
ing his testimony for the court and 
was not readily available to facilitate 
consultation between defendant and 
his counsel.  It is true that if defense 
counsel and defendant wanted to 
consult one another, they could in�
dicate their desire to do so and the 
interpreter would be made available 
to them, thereby interrupting the 
proceeding.  Such an arrangement 
[SYPH�WMKRMÁGERXP]�MRLMFMX�EXXSVRI]�
client communication.  Simply put, 
it would require the defendant, in 
order to accomplish the otherwise 
WMQTPI� XEWO�SJ� GSRWYPXMRK�LMW� GSYR�
WIP�� XS�WSQILS[�QEOI�LMW� MRXIRXMSR�
ORS[R�XS�XLI�GSYVX�ERH�GEPP� XLI�MR�
XIVTVIXIV� FEGO� XS� XLI� GSYRWIP� XEFPI�� �
(YVMRK�XLI�EXXSVRI]�GPMIRX�GSRZIVWE�
tion, attention undoubtedly would 
focus upon the scene at the counsel 
table, as occurs when counsel ap�
proach the bench for a private con�
sultation with the court.

*SV�HIJIRWI� GSYRWIP¸W� TEVX�� XLI� VMWO�
of alienating or antagonizing the jury 
or bench would infuse the mere act 
SJ� WTIEOMRK� XS� LMW� GPMIRX� [MXL� GSR�
siderations of strategy and tactics, in 
GSRXVEWX�XS�XLI�)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�HI�
fendant whose consultation would 
FI�YRSFXVYWMZI�ERH�PMOIP]�XS�KS�YR�
noticed.  Communication between 
counsel and defendant should not 
be hampered by such concerns, nor 
WLSYPH� XLI� I\IVGMWI� SJ� E� GSRWXMXY�
tional right depend upon whether 
the defendant is assertive enough to 

ATTORNEYS SHOULD BE FAMILIAR WITH 

THE PITFALLS THAT “SHARING” OR

“BORROWING” INTERPRETERS FOR COURT 

PROCEEDINGS POSE AND SHOULD BE  

PREPARED TO EXPLAIN TO THE TRIAL 

COURT WHY AND HOW THIS PRACTICE 

PREJUDICE’S THEIR CLIENTS’ RIGHTS.
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bring attention to himself.

Carreon raised serious doubts if it 
[SYPH�IZIV�FI�TSWWMFPI�XS�µFSVVS[¶�E�HIJIR�
HERX¸W�MRXIVTVIXIV�[LMPI�E�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEO�
MRK�[MXRIWW�XIWXMÁIH�[MXLSYX�ZMSPEXMRK�XLI�HI�
fendant’s constitutional rights.ąÿ In California 
Z��6MS^,ąĀ the Court of Appeals of California ef�
JIGXMZIP]�JSVIGPSWIH�XLI�µWLEVMRK¶�SJ�MRXIVTVIX�
IVW�MR�E�QYPXM�HIJIRHERX�GEWI�EW�[IPP��MR�SXLIV�
words, )\EQTPI�'��WYTVE���-R�6MS^, the defen�
dant was required to share one interpreter 
[MXL�XLVII�SXLIV�GS�HIJIRHERXW�ąā�;LMPI�XEOMRK�
care to stress that the court was not creating a 
per se rule that an individual interpreter must 
FI�TVSZMHIH�JSV�IEGL�GS�HIJIRHERX�MR�E�QYPXM�
defendant case, the court reversed judgment 
against the defendant. The court held that “in 
any proceedings at which witnesses are called 
ERH�XIWXMQSR]�XEOIR��XLI�JYRHEQIRXEP�VMKLXW�
of a defendant to understand the proceedings 
FIMRK�XEOIR�EKEMRWX�LMQ�ERH�XS�MQQIHMEXIP]�
communicate with counsel when the need 
EVMWIW�VIUYMVI�XLEX�IEGL�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�
defendant be afforded an individual interpret�
IV�XLVSYKLSYX�XLI�TVSGIIHMRKW�¶ąĂ 

Finally, in California v. Resendes,ąă the 
California’s Supreme Court weighed in on a 
procedure that has become a common and 
perfectly acceptable practice in federal court. 
In Resendes��X[S�7TERMWL�WTIEOMRK�HIJIRHERXW�
shared a single interpreter. The judge devised 
a procedure whereby the defendant could 
raise his hand when he wanted to stop the 
proceedings, at which point the defendant 
would be permitted to have a private conver�
sation with his attorney with the assistance of 
the court interpreter.ąĄ The State attempted to 

71 ,G�at. 570-71.  6HH�DOVR California v. Aguilar, 667 
P. 2d 1198 (Cal. 1984) (reversing the conviction of a non-
English speaking defendant because a second court-appointed 
interpreter was required); California v. Menchaca, 146 Cal. 
App. 3d 1019 (1983) (“In our view, nothing short of a sworn 
LQWHUSUHWHU�DW�GHIHQGDQW¶V�HOERZ�ZLOO�VXI¿FH�´��
72 California v. Rioz, 146 Cal. App. 3d 905 (1984).
73 ,G� at 910.
74 ,G� at 913.
75 California v. Resendes, 164 Cal.App.3d 812 (1985).
76 ,G�

persuade the court that Resendes was distin�
guishable from Carreon because the trial court 
NYHKI�LEH�GVIEXIH�E�WTIGMÁG�TVSGIHYVI�XS�EH�
dress the problem of the defendant communi�
cating with counsel.ąą�8LI�GSYVX�HMH�RSX�EKVII�

Even though the judge sanctions an 
interruption procedure and so in�
JSVQW�XLI�NYV]����[LMGL�ETTEVIRXP]�LI�
HMH�RSX�HS�LIVI����E�HIJIRHERX�QYWX�
EJÁVQEXMZIP]� MRXIVVYTX� TVSGIIHMRKW�
each and every time he wants to in�
ZSOI�LMW� constitutional right to com�
municate with counsel.  Invocation 
of such a right should not be held 
hostage to a lingering fear that a jury 
wholly or mainly composed of mono�
PMRKYEP� )RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK� TIVWSRW�
QE]�ZMI[�XLI�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�
defendant as an obstructionist or at 
least a minor irritant.ąĆ

The 'EVVISR�6MS^�6IWIRHIW trilogy and 
their companion casesąć created robust protec�
tions for criminal defendants in state courts in 
'EPMJSVRME��(YVMRK�XLI�IEVP]�ÿćĆþW��XLI�'SYVX�
of Appeals of California repeatedly sided with 
RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�HIJIRHERXW�[LS�SF�
jected to the practice of interpreter borrowing 
and interpreter sharing. Although the Court 
of Appeals cited frequently to the California’s 
state constitution as the basis for its decision, 
it also drew upon federal court cases penned 
MR�XLI�ÿćąþW�ERH�UYSXIH�PMFIVEPP]�JVSQ�E�ÿćąă�
law review article that argued that a criminal 
defendant should be provided with his own 
µHIJIRWI�MRXIVTVIXIV¶�XLVSYKLSYX�XLI�HYVEXMSR�
of his trial.Ćþ

2S[��EPQSWX�XLMVX]�]IEVW�PEXIV��MX�ETTIEVW�
safe to conclude that these cases have had prac�

77 ,G�
78 ,G� at 612.
79 6HH California v. Aguilar, 667 P. 2d 1198 (Cal. 1984) 
(reversing the conviction of a non-English speaking defendant 
because a second court-appointed interpreter was required); 
VHH�DOVR�California v. Menchaca, 184 Cal. Rptr. 691 (1983) 
(“In our view, nothing short of a sworn interpreter at defen-
GDQW¶V�HOERZ�ZLOO�VXI¿FH�´��
80 Williamson B. C. Chang & Manuel U. Araujo, ,Q-
WHUSUHWHUV�IRU�WKH�'HIHQVH��'XH�3URFHVV�IRU�WKH�1RQ�(QJOLVK�
6SHDNLQJ�'HIHQGDQW, 63 Cal. L. Rev. 801-23 (1975).
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XMGEPP]�RS�MRÂYIRGI�SR�XLI�XVENIGXSV]�SJ�JIHIVEP�
GSYVX�MRXIVTVIXMRK�GEWI�PE[��6MKLXP]�SV�[VSRKP]��
JIHIVEP�GSYVXW�LEZI�GSRWXVYIH�XLI�VMKLXW�SJ�RSR�
)RKPMWL�WTIEOIVW�XS�GSYVXVSSQ�MRXIVTVIXIVW�MR�E�
much narrower fashion. In 9RMXIH�7XEXIW�Z��0MQ,Ćÿ 
E�NYHKI�WMXXMRK�SR�XLI�9RMXIH�7XEXIW�(MWXVMGX�JSV�
XLI�7SYXLIVR�(MWXVMGX�SJ�'EPMJSVRME�µFSVVS[IH¶�
an interpreter from the defense table to assist 
a witness and at times provided only one inter�
TVIXIV�JSV�X[S�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�GS�HIJIR�
dants.ĆĀ�8LI�2MRXL�'MVGYMX�VYPIH�XLEX�[MXLSYX�E�
showing that the defendant’s ability to under�
stand the proceedings or communicate with 
counsel was impaired, the “use of interpreters 
in the courtroom is a matter within the discre�
XMSR�SJ� XLI�HMWXVMGX�GSYVX�¶Ćā And that the trial 
judge’s actions did not constitute an abuse of 
discretion.ĆĂ Shortly thereafter, the Eleventh 
Circuit published United States v. Bennett.Ćă The 
Bennett court encountered a fact pattern that 
the federal courts have faced repeatedly in the 
ensuing years. In Bennett, the trial court ap�
pointed one interpreter to interpret for three 
RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�GS�HIJIRHERXW�ĆĄ Two of 
the defendants argued on appeal that the trial 
court’s failure to appoint one interpreter for 
each defendant violated their rights under the 
'SYVX� -RXIVTVIXIVW�%GX�ERH�XLI�7M\XL�%QIRH�
ment.Ćą  The Bennett Court found that the Court 
Interpreters Act “clearly authorizes the use of a 
WMRKPI� MRXIVTVIXIV� MR�QYPXM�HIJIRHERX�GEWIW¶�ĆĆ  
The Bennett Court holdings have been reaf�
ÁVQIH�VITIEXIHP]��;MXL�IEGL�WYGGIWWMZI�GSYVX�
decision that cited with approval to Bennett, its 
LSPHMRKW�FIGEQI�QSVI�HMJÁGYPX�XS�WYGGIWWJYPP]�
GLEPPIRKI��,IRGI��[LIR�XLI�7M\XL�'MVGYMX�XSSO�
up the same issues in 9RMXIH�7XEXIW�Z��7ERGLI^,Ćć 
the path had already been thoroughly blazed.  

81 United States v. Lim, 794 F.2d 469 (9th Cir. 1986).
82 ,G�
83 ,G� at 471 (quoting United States v. Coronel-Quin-
tana, 752 F. 2d 1284, 1291 (9th Cir. 1985)).
84 ,G�
85 United States v. Bennett, 848 F.2d 1134 (11th Cir. 
1988).
86 ,G� at 1140.
87 ,G�
88 ,G�
89 United States v. Sanchez, 928 F.2d 1450 (6th Cir. 
1991).

The court noted,  “Every circuit which has ad�
dressed this issue has concluded that the Act 
HSIW�RSX�VIUYMVI�IZIV]�HIJIRHERX�MR�QYPXM�HI�
fendant cases be provided with his own per�
WSREP�MRXIVTVIXIV�¶ćþ 

Part IV: Courtroom Interpreting Errors 

-R�QER]�MRWXERGIW�WIGYVMRK�E�GSYVX�
ETTSMRXIH�MRXIVTVIXIV�MW�RSX�XLI�ÁREP��FYX�
VEXLIV�XLI�ÁVWX�WXIT�MR�IRWYVMRK�XLEX�XLI�RSR�
)RKPMWL�WTIEOIV�VIGIMZI�XVIEXQIRX�IUYEP�XS�LMW�
)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�TIIVW��%PXLSYKL�XLIVI�EVI�
good reasons to supply each defendant with 
his own interpreter, these arguments have en�
GSYRXIVIH�E�WOITXMGEP�EYHMIRGI�SYXWMHI�SJ�XLI�
California state court system. In Part IV, we 
touch on another substantial barrier to effec�
XMZI�PIKEP�VITVIWIRXEXMSR��IZIR�[LIR�GSYVX�ET�
TSMRXIH�MRXIVTVIXIVW�EVI�TVSZMHIH��GSYVXVSSQ�
interpreter error.  

The attorney who wants to provide 
evidence on appeal that the court interpreter’s 
performance fell below an acceptable standard 
MW�MR�ER�I\GITXMSREPP]�HMJÁGYPX�TSWMXMSR��*MVWX��
unless the court has agreed to provide the 
defendant with his own interpreter, the defen�
HERX�ERH�LMW�EXXSVRI]�LEZI�RS�[E]�SJ�ORS[MRK�
if the interpreter is correctly interpreting the 
testimony. Second, appellate courts are clearly 
HMWMRGPMRIH�XS�ÁRH�XLEX�GSYVXVSSQ�MRXIVTVIXIV�
errors equate to more than harmless error.  
The current state of affairs is particularly dis�
concerting because there is reason to believe 
that courtroom interpreting errors are quite 
common.

1. Contemporaneous Objections

The evidentiary rule that objections 
must be contemporaneous to overcome plain 
IVVSV�VIZMI[�MW�TEVXMGYPEVP]�HMJÁGYPX�XS�EHLIVI�
to with respect to correcting interpreting er�
rors. Presumably, the defendant requires an 
MRXIVTVIXIV�FIGEYWI�LI�HSIW�RSX�WTIEO�)RKPMWL�
SV�WTIEOW�MX�TSSVP]���8LIVIJSVI��MX�[MPP�YWYEPP]�

90 ,G� at 1455.  The court relied upon %HQQHWW��848 F.2d 
1134; United States v. Moya-Gomez��860 F.2d 706, 740 (7th 
Cir. 1988); United States v. Lim��794 F.2d 469 (9th Cir. 1986).
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not be immediately apparent to the defendant 
that the interpretation is inaccurate.ćÿ Unless 
the defendant’s counsel happens to be bilin�
gual, he too will not be immediately aware that 
an interpreter is committing errors.ćĀ Even if 
defense counsel is bilingual, he cannot—and 
WLSYPH�RSX´FI�I\TIGXIH�XS�TVSZMHI�LMW�GPMIRX�
with effective legal representation while si�
QYPXERISYWP]�GLIGOMRK�XLI�MRXIVTVIXIV¸W�[SVO�
JSV�QMWXEOIW�ćā As a practical matter, given the 
unique disadvantages that the defendant and 
his lawyer face with respect to identifying 
interpreter errors, it may be impossible for 
counsel to object in a timely manner. Further 
GSQTPMGEXMRK�HIJIRWI�GSYRWIP¸W�XEWO��TVSGIIH�
ings that are conducted with the assistance of 
a court interpreter are usually transcribed by 
court reporters into English, as if the entire 
proceeding were conducted in English. This 
QEOIW�MX�ZIV]�HMJÁGYPX�XS�ZIVMJ]�SV�HMWGSYRX�EP�
leged errors of interpretation on appeal.ćĂ

2. The “Fundamentally Unfair” Hurdle

In United States v. Joshi,ćă the Eleventh 
Circuit held that “[a]lthough a continuous 
word for word translation of the proceedings 
will always pass constitutional muster, minor 
deviations from this standard will not neces�
sarily contravene a defendant’s constitutional 
VMKLXW�¶ćĄ In 9RMXIH�7XEXIW�Z��+SQI^,ćą the Elev�
enth Circuit added that “defendants have no 
GSRWXMXYXMSREP�·VMKLX �̧XS�ÂE[PIWW��[SVH�JSV�[SVH�
XVERWPEXMSRW�¶ćĆ In Valladares, the Eleventh Cir�
cuit determined that the ultimate question is 
whether any inadequacy in the interpretation 
µQEHI�XLI�XVMEP�JYRHEQIRXEPP]�YRJEMV�¶ćć 

91 6HH +RYODQG, VXSUD note 33, at 490.
92 6HH�LG�
93 6HH Bill Piatt, $WWRUQH\�DV�,QWHUSUHWHU��$�5HWXUQ�WR�
%DEEOH, 20 N.M. L. Rev. 1 (1990).
94 Susan Berk-Selignson, 7KH�%LOLQJXDO�&RXUWURRP��
&RXUW�,QWHUSUHWHUV�LQ�WKH�-XGLFLDO�3URFHVV, 200 (1990).
95 United States v. Joshi, 896 F.2d 1303 (11th Cir. 
1990).
96 6HH�LG� at 1309.
97 United States v. Gomez, 908 F.2d 809 (11th Cir. 
1990), FHUW�GHQLHG, 498 U.S. 1035 (1991).
98 6HH�LG� at 811.
99 6HH�United States v. Valladares, 871 F.2d 1564, 1566 
(11th Cir. 1989), (citing United States v. Tapia, 631 F.2d 1207, 

A number of subsequent court deci�
WMSRW�WYKKIWX�XLEX�MX�MW�I\XVIQIP]�HMJÁGYPX�JSV�
a defendant to show that an interpreter was 
WS�HIÁGMIRX�XLEX�LMW�XVMEP�[EW�µJYRHEQIRXEPP]�
YRJEMV�¶�-R�United States v. Huang,ÿþþ the Second 
'MVGYMX�LIPH�XLEX�ER�YRGIVXMÁIH�GSYVX�MRXIV�
preter who summarized certain portions of 
testimony was not fundamentally unfair, and 
therefore in compliance with the Act. Simi�
larly, in 9RMXIH�7XEXIW�Z��,IVRERHI^,ÿþÿ the Third 
Circuit determined that the inaccurate use of 
a word or phrase nine times did not rise to the 
level of unfairness. In 9RMXIH�7XEXIW�Z��+SQI^,ÿþĀ 
the Eleventh Circuit concluded that the inter�
TVIXIV�XSSO�µER�YR[EVVERXIH�PMFIVX]�[MXL�XLI�
XVMEP�XIWXMQSR]¶�F]�XVERWPEXMRK�XLI�[SVH�µHMWGS¶�
EW�µXLI�)POW�0SHKI�¶�[LMGL�[EW�XLI�EPPIKIH�
scene of a drug deal.  Although the court had 
RS�HMJÁGYPX]�ÁRHMRK�XLEX�XLI�µMRXIVTVIXIV¸W�
conduct . . . resulted in some prejudice against 
XLI�ETTIPPERX�¶�MX�[EW�RSX�WYJÁGMIRX�XS�VIRHIV�
the trial fundamentally unfair.ÿþā Similarly, 
in United States v. Mata,ÿþĂ the Fourth Circuit 
upheld a district court’s ruling that even if 
the interpreter had been ineffective, his trial 
was not fundamentally unfair, because the 
defendant did not object to the interpretation 
HYVMRK�XVMEP��LEH�EX�PIEWX�E�µTEWWMRK¶�JEQMPMEV�
ity with the English language, and, in any 
case, there was overwhelming evidence of his 
guilt.ÿþă 

V. Conclusion

Attorneys who hope to reverse the 
decisions of trial judges because their client 
was unable to fully understand and participate 
in the court proceedings below are treading 
in harsh realm. The standards of review that 
appellate courts employ to determine whether 

1210 (5th Cir. 1980)).
100 United States v. Huang, 960 F.2d 1128 (2d Cir. 1992).
101 United States v. Hernandez, 994 F. Supp. 627 (E.D. 
Pa. 1998), DII¶G�ZLWKRXW�RSLQLRQ, 248 F.3d 1131 (3d Cir. 2000).
102 United States v. Gomez, 908 F.2d 809, 811 (11th Cir. 
1990).
103 6HH�LG� at 811.
104 United States v. Mata, No. 98-4843, 1999 WL 
427570 (4th Cir. June 25, 1999).
105  6HH�LG� at *2–3.
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a defendant should have been provided with 
E�GSYVXVSSQ�MRXIVTVIXIV´SV�E�QSVI�UYEPMÁIH�
courtroom interpreter—are so heavily bal�
anced in favor of upholding the trial court’s 
decision that only the most egregious sets of 
JEGXW�EVI�PMOIP]�XS�TVIZEMP��-R�PMKLX�SJ�XLI�HMJ�
ÁGYPX]�SJ�VIZIVWMRK�EHZIVWI�HIGMWMSRW�HYI�XS�
linguistic impairment on appeal, it is of para�
mount importance that attorneys who repre�
WIRX�RSR�)RKPMWL�WTIEOMRK�GPMIRXW�QEOI�XMQIP]�
requests to increase the probability that their 
GPMIRXW�[MPP�VIGIMZI�GSYVX�ETTSMRXIH�MRXIVTVIX�
ers. Attorneys should be familiar with the 
TMXJEPPW�XLEX�µWLEVMRK¶�SV�µFSVVS[MRK¶�MRXIV�
preters for court proceedings pose and should 
FI�TVITEVIH�XS�I\TPEMR�XS�XLI�XVMEP�GSYVX�[L]�
and how this practice prejudices their clients’ 
rights. Attorneys should also be aware that not 
all court interpreters are created equally. In�
terpreter error is a real problem, and appeals 
VIUYIWXMRK�VIZIVWEP�FIGEYWI�XLI�RSR�)RKPMWL�
WTIEOMRK�GPMIRX�VIGIMZIH�WYFTEV�EGGIWW�XS�XLI�
GSYVX�TVSGIIHMRKW�EVI�YRPMOIP]�XS�IRGSYRXIV�E�
sympathetic audience. 

*MREPP]��XLMW�EVXMGPI�LEW�I\EQMRIH�E�
number of cases from the California state 
courts, which diverge substantially from fed�
eral case law. While the California cases can 
be readily distinguished as decisions based 
on interpretations of the California State 
Constitution, rather than the United States 
Constitution, the analyses that the California 
state courts engaged in to justify their hold�
ings certainly could have been adopted by 
the federal courts if they had chosen to do so.  
While perhaps of little practical value to attor�
neys who do not practice in California’s state 
courts, the California cases present an intrigu�
ing window into what the Court Interpreters 
Act, had it been interpreted differently by the 
federal courts, might have become; and from 
the optimist’s vantage point, what the Court 
Interpreters Act, with the nudge of some cre�
ative advocacy, might still one day accomplish.
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NOTES



STUDIES HAVE FOUND THAT A

DEFENDANT’S RACE, 

ATTRACTIVENESS, 

AND EVEN EMPLOYMENT STATUS 

CAN AFFECT JUROR JUDGMENTS
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Exploring the Prejudicial Effect of Gang Evidence:
Under What Conditions Will Jurors Ignore

Reasonable Doubt 

F]�1MXGLIPP�0��)MWIR�4L�(������&VIRRE�(SXWSR�1�7������ 
%PQE�3PEKYI^�&�%� 

'EPMJSVRME�7XEXI�9RMZIVWMX]��0SW�%RKIPIW�

�%GORS[PIHKIQIRXW���;I�[SYPH�PMOI�
XS�XLERO�1EVMP]R�3VS^GS��1EMWEQ�3XLQER��
1EHLEZM�+YMSX��'LVMWXMRI�7GLIQI^PI��1MPPER�
(NERFE^MER��(MEQSRH�3VWS��+MSZERRE�8EZ�
IVE��3VMERE�1G+II��%QERM�,EQIH��ERH�'EVPM�
=SRIHE�JSV�XLIMV�[SVO�MR�GSPPIGXMRK�ERH�IRXIV�
MRK�XLI�HEXE��EPSRK�[MXL�(EVVIPP�1EZMW�SJ�XLI�
Los Angeles Superior Court for allowing us to 
GSQFMRI�SYV�QSGO�XVMEP�[MXL�LMW�XVMEP�EHZSGEG]�
class at Southwestern Law School.  We would 
EPWS�PMOI�XS�XLERO�.YHKI�+VIKSV]�(SLM�JSV�LMW�
[SVO�EW�E�GSRWYPXERX�SR�XLI�TVSNIGX���%PP�GSV�
respondence related to this article should be 
HMVIGXIH�XS�1MXGLIPP�)MWIR��4L�(���(ITEVXQIRX�
of Psychology, California State University, Los 
%RKIPIW��'%�ćþþāĀ���)QEMP��QIMWIR$GEPWXEXIPE�
edu.

Summary

8LMW�EVXMGPI�JSGYWIW�SR�E�WIVMIW�SJ�I\TIV�
iments that demonstrate how gang evidence 
can have a clear prejudicial effect on juror 
HIGMWMSR�QEOMRK���1SVISZIV��XLI�HEXE�JVSQ�
these studies shows that when gang evidence 
is introduced, jurors will often ignore reason�
able doubt and convict a defendant who has 
been depicted as a bad actor by virtue of his 
association with a gang.  Eisen et al. refer to 
XLMW�IJJIGX�EW�µVIZIVWI�?NYV]A�RYPPMÁGEXMSR�¶1  
Perhaps most concerning is that deliberations 
analyses shows that when gang evidence was 

1  M.L. Eisen, D.M. Gomes, L. Wandry, D. Drachman, 
A. Clemente, & C. Groskopf, ([DPLQLQJ�WKH�3UHMXGLFLDO�(I-
IHFWV�RI�*DQJ�(YLGHQFH�RQ�-XURUV, J. forensic Psychol. PrAc. 
(2013),[hereinafter Eisen, et. al., Study 3]. ���

introduced, verdicts were often based on the 
defendant’s apparent criminal history, despite 
the fact that no evidence of criminal history 
had been revealed at trial.  Thus, the assump�
tion of prior bad acts must have been inferred 
through the defendant’s association with a 
street gang, and the gang’s criminal activi�
XMIW�EW�HIWGVMFIH�F]�XLI�KERK�I\TIVX���;LIR�E�
GVMQI�MW�MRHMWTYXEFP]�KERK�VIPEXIH�ERH�XLIVI�
is no doubt about the defendant’s gang af�
ÁPMEXMSR��XLI�TVIWIRXEXMSR�SJ�KERK�IZMHIRGI�
is often necessary to prove the government’s 
GEWI���,S[IZIV��XLIWI�MWWYIW�EVI�RSX�EP[E]W�WS�
clear.  Based on this data, we argue that the 
inclusion of gang evidence at trial should face 
greater scrutiny by courts, and in cases where 
the charged offense is not indisputably gang 
related, the burden of proving the importance 
of presenting this class of prejudicial evidence 
to the triers of fact should be shifted to the 
prosecution.   

 Introduction

+ERK�IRLERGIQIRXW�EVI�FIMRK�YWIH�
with increasing frequency around the United 
States.  In one state, these enhancements can 
add up to ten years on sentencing for serious 
crimes.2  1ER]�TISTPI�EKVII�XLEX�MRGVIEWIH�
penalties for crimes committed in the ser�
vice of a gang are necessary for punishment, 
protection of the public, and the potential 
JSV�HIXIVVIRGI���,S[IZIV��XLI�HEXE�JVSQ�XLI�
I\TIVMQIRXW�HIWGVMFIH�MR�XLMW�TETIV�HIQSR�

2  6HH��H�J�,�cAl. PenAl code § 186.21.
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strates that when gang charges are presented 
to a jury, it not only increases the penalty for 
the crime, but also provides an unintended 
secondary effect of informing the jury that by 
virtue of the gang membership, the defendant 
is also involved in criminal conduct indepen�
HIRX�SJ�XLI�WTIGMÁG�SJJIRWI�W�FIMRK�GLEVKIH�ā 

-R�XLMW�EVXMGPI��[I�I\EQMRI�RI[�HEXE�
showing how the presentation of evidence 
VIPEXIH�XS�XLI�HIJIRHERXW �̧KERK�EJÁPMEXMSR�GER�
EJJIGX�NYVSV�ZIVHMGXW���;I�EPWS�I\TPSVI�WSQI�
WTIGMÁG�EVKYQIRXW�EFSYX�LS[�KERK�IZMHIRGI�

GER�EJJIGX�NYVSV�HIGMWMSR�QEOMRK�MR�KIRIVEP���
Finally, we introduce the concept of reverse 
NYV]�RYPPMÁGEXMSR��[LIVI�NYVSVW�JSGYW�SR�XLI�
character of the defendant over the details 
of the prosecution’s case, and may disregard 
reasonable doubt when faced with the choice 
SJ�PSGOMRK�YT�E�HERKIVSYW�KERK�QIQFIV�SV�
WIRHMRK�LMQ�FEGO�MRXS�XLI�GSQQYRMX]�

I.  The Probative Value of Gang Evidence: 
When is Such Evidence Actually Needed? 

There is a substantial body of research 
in social science literature demonstrating 
the biasing effects of defendant characteris�
XMGW�SR�NYVSV�HIGMWMSR�QEOMRK���*SV�I\EQTPI��
studies have found that a defendant’s race,4 
attractiveness,ă and even employment statusĄ 
GER�EJJIGX�NYVSV�NYHKQIRXW���1SVI�VIGIRXP]��
HEXE�LEW�JYVXLIV�MRHMGEXIH�XLEX�KERK�EJÁPMEXMSR�
3  Eisen et. al., VXSUD�note 1. 
4  T. Mitchell, R. Haw, J. Pfeifer, & C. Meissner, 
5DFLDO�%LDV�LQ�0RFN�-XURU�'HFLVLRQ�0DNLQJ��$�0HWD�$QDO\WLF�
5HYLHZ�RI�'HIHQGDQW�7UHDWPHQW, 6 lAW & huM. BehAv. 621-
637 (2005).
5  D.A. Abwender & K. Hough, ,QWHUDFWLYH�(IIHFWV�RI�
&KDUDFWHULVWLFV�RI�'HIHQGDQW�DQG�0RFN�-XURU�RQ�8�6��3DU-
WLFLSDQWV¶�-XGJPHQW�DQG�6HQWHQFLQJ�5HFRPPHQGDWLRQV, 141 J. 
sociAl Psychol. 603, 615 (2001).
6  B.F. Reskin & C.A. Visher, 7KH�,PSDFWV�RI�(YLGHQFH�
DQG�([WUDOHJDO�)DFWRUV�LQ�-XURUV¶�'HFLVLRQV, 20 lAW & soc’y 
rev. 423-438 (1986).

GER�FI�E�TSXIRX�I\XVEPIKEP�JEGXSV�XLEX�GER�LEZI�
E�WMKRMÁGERX�TVINYHMGMEP�IJJIGX�SR�NYVSVW �̧TIV�
ceptions of a defendant’s culpability.ą  Because 
there is a great deal of prosecutorial discretion 
in charging gang enhancements, as well as 
judicial discretion in allowing that evidence to 
be presented before a jury, it is important that 
all actors in the criminal justice system, in�
cluding legal practitioners and judges, under�
stand the potential prejudicial effect that gang 
evidence might have on the triers of fact.  

 

 In many cases, the defendant’s involve�
ment with gang activity is not in dispute and 
the gang evidence is central to the charges be�
ing prosecuted.  This is unquestionably true in 
crimes where the perpetrators announce their 
EJÁPMEXMSR�EW�TEVX�SJ�XLI�GVMQMREP�EGX��SV�MR�
instances when the crime is being committed 
XS�ÁPP�XLI�KERK¸W�GSJJIVW���-R�QER]�GEWIW��XLI�I\�
amination surrounding the alleged crime will 
WXEVX�[MXL�XLI�UYIWXMSR��µ;LIVI�EVI�]SY�JVSQ#¶�
indicating that the acts that follow were clearly 
HSRI�IMXLIV�MR�WIVZMGI�SJ��SV�JSV�XLI�FIRIÁX�
of the gang.  In these types of cases, the jury 
must hear the gang evidence because it is 
necessary to establish motive and it is clearly 
QEXIVMEP�XS�XLI�GLEVKIW�EX�LERH���,S[IZIV��MR�
other cases, the gang related nature of the 
charged offense may be in some dispute, and/
or the defendant’s active gang status may be in 
question.  In these cases, the prosecutor and 
the judge must carefully balance the potential 
probative value of the gang evidence against 
the prejudicial effect it may have on the triers 
of fact.  

A.  Study One: What happens when jurors 
hear the defendant is associated with a gang

The Evidence:  Three hundred and 

7  Eisen et. al., Study 3, VXSUD�n. 1, at 1-13.   

GUILTY VERDICTS IN THE GANG CONDITION WERE FAR GREATER THAN 

NOT-GUILTY VERDICTS BY NEARLY A THREE-TO-ONE MARGIN 
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ÁJXIIR�QSGO� NYVSVW�[EXGLIH�SRI�SJ� XLVII�ZIV�
sions of a simulated trial that included opening 
and closing arguments by the prosecution and 
HIJIRWI��EPSRK�[MXL�HMVIGX�ERH�GVSWW�I\EQMRE�
XMSRW�SJ�XLI�MRZIWXMKEXMRK�SJÁGIV�ERH�XLI�ZMGXMQ�
eyewitness.8  The fact pattern centered around 
an eyewitness case, where the evidence was de�
WMKRIH�XS�FI�[IEO�ERH�IUYMZSGEP�ć  there was an 
argument over a woman at a bar that resulted in 
the victim being stabbed.ÿþ  The three versions 
of the trial differed only in regard to the men�
tion of the defendant’s gang association.ÿÿ��+ERK�
association was manipulated by having the de�
fendant described as 
either having been 
seen hanging out with 
gang members on the 
night of the incident 
�KERK� EJÁPMEXI�� SV� FI�
ing a documented 
gang member with 
a gang tattoo (gang 
QIQFIV�ÿĀ  In the 
Control Trial, there 
was no mention of 
any gang or gang af�
ÁPMEXMSR�ÿā 

Results:  As predicted, when testimony 
SR�KERK�EJÁPMEXMSR�[EW�MRXVSHYGIH��KYMPX]�
ZIVHMGXW�MRGVIEWIH�WMKRMÁGERXP]�ÿĂ��7TIGMÁGEPP]��
[LIR�XLI�TVSWIGYXSV�EVKYIH�MR�XLI�KERK�EJÁPM�
ation trial that the defendant had been seen 
hanging out with gang members on the night 
SJ�XLI�GVMQI��GSRZMGXMSRW�MRGVIEWIH�WMKRMÁ�
GERXP]�JVSQ�JSVX]�JSYV�TIVGIRX�MR�XLI�RSR�KERK�
XVMEP�XS�ÁJX]�RMRI�TIVGIRX�[LIR�EJÁPMEXMSR�[EW�
discussed.ÿă  It is important to note that there 
was no assertion of actual gang membership 
MR�XLI�KERK�EJÁPMEXMSR�XVMEP���6EXLIV��XLI�HIJIR�
8  M.L. Eisen, 7KH�%LDVLQJ�(IIHFW�RI�*DQJ�(YLGHQFH�RQ�
-XURU�'HFLVLRQV, (July 19, 2009), DYDLODEOH�DW�http://ssrn.com/
abstract=1436222 [hereinafter, Eisen, Study 1]. ��
9  Eisen, Study 1, VXSUD�n. 12. 
10  ,G��
11  ,G��
12  ,G�
13  ,G�
14  ,G�
15  Eisen, Study 1, VXSUD�n. 12.

dant’s mere association with gang members on 
the night of the incident was enough to drive 
YT�KYMPX]�ZIVHMGXW�F]�ÁJXIIR�TIVGIRX���;LIR�
XLI�HIJIRHERX�[EW�HIWGVMFIH�EW�E�WIPJ�EHQMXXIH�
member with a gang tattoo, guilty verdicts 
MRGVIEWIH�XS�WM\X]�XLVII�TIVGIRX�ÿĄ

8LMW�ÁVWX�WXYH]�WLS[IH�XLEX�KERK�
evidence had a prejudicial effect on juror 
HIGMWMSR�QEOMRK��LS[IZIV��MX�[EW�RSX�GPIEV�
how powerful this effect was or what actually 
caused the increase in guilty verdicts.  It is 
possible that mentioning the gang evidence 

merely tainted the 
character of the 
defendant just 
enough to push the 
QSGO�NYVSVW�SZIV�
the edge in a close 
call.  Alternatively, 
introducing the 
defendant’s gang 
association could 
have prejudiced the 
jurors to the point 
where they were 
ready to ignore rea�

sonable doubt in order to convict a defendant 
who was perceived to be a bad actor by virtue 
SJ�LMW�KERK�EJÁPMEXMSR���9RJSVXYREXIP]��XLI�HEXE�
from the initial study could not be used to 
test this latter hypothesis, because reasonable 
HSYFX�[EW�RSX�GPIEVP]�IWXEFPMWLIH���6EXLIV��XLI�
evidence was designed to be equivocal to start 
with, resulting in over forty percent of the 
QSGO�NYVSVW�ZSXMRK�KYMPX]�IZIR�[LIR�XLIVI�[EW�
no mention of gangs.  

Further, the simulation in this case 
PEGOIH�E�JI[�OI]�IPIQIRXW�XLEX�QE]�LEZI�PMQ�
ited the study’s applied value.  For instance, 
jurors did not deliberate in panels; thus, it is 
possible that deliberations may have washed 
out biases that some participants came to the 
table with.  Also, jurors were not read standard 
jury instructions that would have directed 
them in how to weigh the evidence and argu�
ments presented.  Therefore, it is possible that 
16  ,G�
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properly instructing the jurors could have af�
JIGXIH�XLI�[E]�XLI]�ZSXIH���1SVISZIV��MR�E�X]TM�
GEP�KERK�XVMEP��NYVSVW�LIEV�I\XIRWMZI�XIWXMQSR]�
JVSQ�E�KERK�I\TIVX�[LS�HIWGVMFIW�MR�KVIEX�
detail how the gang is a criminal organization 
whose main goal is to terrorize the community 
at large.  Thus, given the results of the afore�
mentioned study, simply hearing such testi�
QSR]�JVSQ�E�KERK�I\TIVX�GSYPH�LEZI�E�TSXIRX�
effect on jurors’ perceptions of the defendant.

B.  Study Two:  Will jurors still convict a 
gang member when reasonable doubt is 

clear?

In the second 
WXYH]�� )MWIR�� (SXWSR�
ERH�(SLM17 designed an 
I\TIVMQIRX� XS� EHHVIWW�
the issues raised above.  
A new simulated trial 
[EW�ÁPQIH�JSV�XLMW�WXYH]�
that involved an armed 
VSFFIV]�SJ�ER�MRXS\MGEX�
ed victim who had just 
PIJX� E� FEV� EX� ÿ�þþ� E�Q�ÿĆ  
In this trial, the defense 
attorney and prosecutor were played by superi�
SV�GSYVX�NYHKIW�[LS�LEH�[SVOIH�JSV�QER]�]IEVW�
as prosecutors in the hardcore gang unit before 
XEOMRK� XLI� FIRGL�� �8LI� ZMGXMQ�I]I[MXRIWW�[EW�
TPE]IH�F]�ER�EGXSV��ERH�XLI�MRZIWXMKEXMRK�SJÁGIV�
[LS�EPWS�XIWXMÁIH�EW�XLI�KSZIVRQIRX¸W�KERK�I\�
pert was played by a Sheriff’s deputy who fre�
UYIRXP]�TVSZMHIH�KERK� XIWXMQSR]� JSV� XLI�(MW�
XVMGX�%XXSVRI]¸W�3JÁGI�MR�0SW�%RKIPIW�'SYRX]�ÿć   

The Evidence:  This new trial was de�
signed to establish clear reasonable doubt.Āþ  
8LI� MRZIWXMKEXMRK� SJÁGIV� XIWXMÁIH� XLEX� WIZIVEP�
days after the event occurred, he and his partner 
had located the car associated with the robbery 
and that the owner of the vehicle was caught 
having possession of the stolen property and the 

17  M.L. Eisen, B.M. Dotson, & G. Dohi, 3UREDWLYH�RU�
3UHMXGLFLDO���&DQ�*DQJ�(YLGHQFH�7UXPS�5HDVRQDEOH�'RXEW"�
62 uclA l. rev. 2 (2014) [hereinafter, Eisen, Study 2].
18  ,G� 
19  ,G��
20  ,G�

gun used during the commission of the crime.Āÿ  
The jurors heard testimony that this man con�
fessed to his involvement in the robbery and 
that his case was settled through a plea agree�
ment prior to the current trial.ĀĀ  The investi�
KEXMRK�SJÁGIVW�XIWXMÁIH�XLEX�XLI�HIJIRHERX�[EW�
one of several men seen hanging around the 
car listening to music when the police pulled 
YT�XS�QEOI�XLI�EVVIWX�Āā  The defendant became 
a suspect solely by virtue of his association with 
XLI�EGXYEP�GYPTVMX���LERKMRK�SYX�ERH�PMWXIRMRK�XS�
music with the main suspect when the police 
arrived.ĀĂ  Further, the defendant was a young 
,MWTERMG�QEPI�[IEVMRK�E� WPIIZIPIWW�[LMXI�YR�

dershirt similar to the 
one described by the 
victim.Āă  

Based on these 
facts alone, the police 
decided to put his 
TMGXYVI�MR�E�WM\�TEGO�
photo array to show 
the witness (despite 
the fact that the defen�
dant did not match the 
victim’s description of 

XLI�WYWTIGX�ĀĄ��1SWX�RSXEFP]��XLI�HIJIRHERX�
was covered in tattoos on his arms, chest, and 
RIGO��ERH�EPXLSYKL�XLI�ZMGXMQ�HIWGVMFIH�XLI�
robber as wearing a sleeveless under shirt, 
he did not report seeing any tattoos.Āą  Jurors 
heard testimony that the witness studied the 
WM\�TEGO�JSV�WSQI�XMQI�ERH�YPXMQEXIP]�XSPH�
XLI�MRZIWXMKEXMRK�SJÁGIV�XLEX�LI�FIPMIZIH�XLI�
HIJIRHERX¸W�JEGI�·PSSOIH�WMQMPEV �̧XS�XLI�WIGSRH�
robber.ĀĆ  There was no evidence of any sort 
PMROMRK�XLI�HIJIRHERX�XS�XLI�GVMQI�MXWIPJ�EWMHI�
JVSQ�XLI�ZIV]�LIWMXERX�MHIRXMÁGEXMSR�JVSQ�E�
TLSXS�PMRIYT�ERH�YRGIVXEMR�MR�GSYVX�MHIR�
XMÁGEXMSR�F]�ER�I]I[MXRIWW�[LS�EHQMXXIH�XS�

21  ,G�
22  ,G�
23  Eisen, Study 2, VXSUD�n. 18.
24  ,G�
25  ,G�
26  ,G�
27  ,G�
28  ,G�
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HVMROMRK�LIEZMP]�SR�XLI�RMKLX�SJ�XLI�MRGMHIRX�Āć 

8[S�LYRHVIH�X[IPZI�YRHIVKVEHYEXI�
psychology students participated in this study 
and were randomly assigned to watch one of 
two trials, where they either saw a version of 
the trial with no mention of gang evidence, or 
they heard evidence of the defendant’s gang 
status.āþ  The gang evidence was introduced 
XLVSYKL�XLI�MRZIWXMKEXMRK�SJÁGIV�[LS�EPWS�
TVSZMHIH�XIWXMQSR]�EW�E�KERK�I\TIVX�āÿ  The 
SJÁGIV�XIWXMÁIH�XLEX�LI�ORI[�XLI�HIJIRHERX�XS�
FI�E�PSRK�XMQI�QIQFIV�SJ�E�[IPP�ORS[R�PSGEP�
GVMQMREP�WXVIIX�KERK�XLEX�[EW�ORS[R�JSV�XIV�
rorizing the community through intimidation, 
I\XSVXMSR��ERH�QYVHIV�āĀ 

Prior to viewing the trial, participants 
were told that they would see a video of a con�
HIRWIH�XVMEP�ERH�XLEX�XLI]�[IVI�FIMRK�EWOIH�XS�
act as a juror in this matter.āā  The following 
pretrial instructions from the California Crim�
MREP�.YV]�-RWXVYGXMSRW��'%0'6-1�[IVI�YWIH���
RS��ÿÿþ��XVMEP�TVSGIWW��RS��ÿþĀ��RSXI�XEOMRK��RS��
ÿþā��VIEWSREFPI�HSYFX��ERH�RS��ÿþĂ��IZMHIRGI�

Following the trial, jurors were read a 
WIX�SJ�'%0'6-1�TSWX�XVMEP�MRWXVYGXMSRW�āĂ  As 
with the pretrial procedure, the instructions 
were played from an audio recording, while 
participants read along on printed copies.  
8LI�JSPPS[MRK�'%0'6-1�MRWXVYGXMSRW�[IVI�
YWIH���RS��āþþ��EPP�EZEMPEFPI�IZMHIRGI��RS��āþÿ�
�WMRKPI�[MXRIWW¸W�XIWXMQSR]��RS��āÿă��I]I[MXRIWW�
MHIRXMÁGEXMSR��RS��ÿĄþþ��VSFFIV]�HIÁRIH��RS��
ÿĄþā��MRXIRX�SJ�EMHIV�ERH�EFIXXSV�MR�E�VSFFIV]�
GEWI��RS��āăþþ��YRERMQMX]��ERH�RS��āăăþ��TVI�
HIPMFIVEXMSR�MRWXVYGXMSRW��-R�EHHMXMSR��MR�XLI�
KERK�XVMEP��'%0'6-1�MRWXVYGXMSR�RS��ÿĂþÿ�XMXPIH�
µ*IPSR]�SV�1MWHIQIERSV�GSQQMXXIH�JSV�XLI�
FIRIÁX�SJ�GVMQMREP�WXVIIX�KERK¶�[EW�YWIH�āă 

29  Eisen, Study 2, VXSUD�n. 18.
30  ,G�
31  ,G��
32  ,G��
33  ,G��
34  Judicial Counsel of California Criminal Jury Instruc-
tions (2014), DYDLODEOH�DW http://www.courts.ca.gov/partners/
documents/calcrim_juryins.pdf.  
35  Eisen, Study 2, VXSUD�note 18.

 After watching the trial, participants 
[IVI�EWOIH�XS�MRHMGEXI�LS[�XLI]�[SYPH�ZSXI�
MJ�XLI]�[IVI�EWOIH�XS�VIRHIV�E�ZIVHMGX�µVMKLX�
RS[�¶�ERH�XS�QEOI�WYVI�XLI]�ZSXIH�EW�MJ�XLI]�
were participating as an actual juror in a real 
case, assuming the defendant was from their 
own general urban community.  After that, 
participants were assigned to groups ranging 

in size from four to seven, and listened to an 
EYHMS�VIGSVHMRK�SJ�WXERHEVH�'%0'6-1�NYV]�
MRWXVYGXMSRW�JSV�HIPMFIVEXMSR�XLEX�EWOIH�XLIQ�
to deliberate and come to a unanimous ver�
dict.āĄ 

The Results:  When participants were 
polled prior to deliberations, guilty verdicts 
in the gang condition were far greater than 
RSX�KYMPX]�ZIVHMGXW�F]�RIEVP]�E�XLVII�XS�SRI�
QEVKMR��[MXL�XLMVX]�XLVII�TIVGIRX�SJ�XLI�TEV�
ticipants voting guilty when gang evidence was 
introduced compared with only twelve percent 
voting guilty when no gang evidence was pre�
sented.āą��8LI�X[IRX]�SRI�TIVGIRX�MRGVIEWI�MR�
guilty verdicts in the gang trial prior to delib�
erations is comparable to the nineteen percent 
boost found in Study One.āĆ  After delibera�
XMSRW��RSRI�SJ�XLI�QSGO�NYVSVW�ZSXIH�KYMPX]�MR�
the no gang trial.āć��,S[IZIV��XIR�TIVGIRX�SJ�
XLI�QSGO�NYVSVW�ZSXIH�KYMPX]�EJXIV�HIPMFIVE�
tions in the gang trial.Ăþ  The fact that no one 

36  ,G��
37  ,G��
38  Eisen, Study 1, supra n. 12.
39  Eisen, Study 2, VXSUD�n. 18.
40  ,G��
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in the no gang trial voted guilty after delibera�
tions provides strong support for the notion 
XLEX�XLMW�GEWI�[EW�WS�[IEO�XLEX�VIEWSREFPI�
doubt had been clearly established.  It ap�
TIEVIH�XLEX�XLI�QSGO�NYVSVW�[LS�GSRXMRYIH�XS�
vote guilty in the gang trial after deliberations 
ignored reasonable doubt and voted to convict 
the defendant based solely on the fact that he 
was a member of a criminal street gang.  One 
hundred percent of the participants who voted 
guilty after deliberations reported that the 
gang issue played a role in their decision, and 
XLI�HIJIRHERX¸W�KERK�EJÁPMEXMSR�[EW�HMWGYWWIH�
during the deliberations of each panel where 
ER]�QSGO�NYVSV�ZSXIH�KYMPX]�Ăÿ 

This study clearly demonstrates that 
TERIPW�SJ�QSGO�NYVSVW�[LS�GSRWMHIVIH�KERK�
evidence often continued to vote guilty de�
spite the presence of clear reasonable doubt.ĂĀ   
1SWX�SJ�XLI�GSPPIKI�WXYHIRXW�EX�XLMW�YVFER�
institution in East Los Angeles who partici�
pated in this study grew up in neighborhoods 
where their classmates and neighbors either 
hung out with gang members or joined gangs 
themselves at a young age.   In this respect, the 
WEQTPI�YWIH�[EW�PMOIP]�RSX�VITVIWIRXEXMZI�SJ�
X]TMGEP�NYV]�TERIPW��XLYW��[I�[SYPH�I\TIGX�XLI�
prejudicial effect of the gang evidence to be 
much stronger among individuals who come 
JVSQ�EVIEW�[LIVI�XLIMV�I\TSWYVI�XS�KERK�GYP�
XYVI�MW�QSVI�PMQMXIH���1SVISZIV��QER]�SJ�XLI�
participants reported that they did not see the 
crime as being that serious, because no one 
was physically injured.  To address this latter 
issue of violence, a new study was conducted 
that involved a far more serious offense.  

C.  Study Three:  Are jurors more likely to 
ignore reasonable doubt and convict the  

defendant when a child is killed?

This third study was designed to de�
XIVQMRI�MJ�QSGO�NYVSVW�[SYPH�FI�QSVI�PMOIP]�
XS�GSRZMGX�E�HIJIRHERX�MR�E�GEWI�[LIVI�E�WIPJ�
41  ,G��
42  It is always possible, however, that the modest 
number of guilty verdicts in the gang trial may have been due 
in part to the characteristics of the mock jurors used in this 
sample.  

admitted gang member allegedly committed a 
violent act, but reasonable doubt was clearly 
established.Ăā��8S�EGGSQTPMWL�XLMW�XEWO�[I�
ÁPQIH�E�RI[�WMQYPEXIH�XVMEP�YWMRK�XLI�WEQI�
judges as attorneys and identical gang testimo�
ny.ĂĂ��,S[IZIV��[I�GLERKIH�XLI�GVMQI�XS�[LIVI�
one of the combatants was shot to death and 
E�WXVE]�FYPPIX�OMPPIH�E�X[IPZI�]IEV�SPH�GLMPH�
sleeping in her home.Ăă

8[S�LYRHVIH�XLMVX]�ÁZI undergraduate 
psychology students from a large state univer�
sity located in Los Angeles, California partici�
pated in this study.  The participants ranged in 
EKI�JVSQ�IMKLXIIR�XS�XLMVX]�ÁZI�ERH�ZEVMIH�MR�
ethnicity, with the majority describing them�
selves as Latino.ĂĄ  This distribution generally 
VIÂIGXW�XLI�IXLRMG�VITVIWIRXEXMSR�MR�XLI�YRM�
versity as well as the surrounding geographic 
area. 

The Evidence:  The crime involved a 
ÁKLX�SZIV�E�KMVP�EX�E�TEVX]�SR�XLI�JVSRX�PE[R�SJ�
a house party.Ăą��%R�I]I[MXRIWW�XIWXMÁIH�XLEX�
LMW�JVMIRH�[EW�ÁKLXMRK�SZIV�E�KMVP�[MXL�ERSXLIV�
attendee of the party.ĂĆ��,I�WXEXIH�XLEX�LMW�
friend was beating the other guy badly, and 
XLEX�EX�SRI�TSMRX�ER�YRORS[R�,MWTERMG�QEPI�
[IEVMRK�E�LSSH]�ÁVIH�WIZIVEP�WLSXW�JVSQ�XLI�
street nearby.Ăć��,MW�JVMIRH�ERH�KMVPJVMIRH�[IVI�
FSXL�WLSX��ERH�E�WXVE]�FYPPIX�LMX�E�X[IPZI�]IEV�
old girl who was sleeping in the house.ăþ  Both 
his friend and the child died; his girlfriend 
was injured badly but survived the shooting.ăÿ  
%GGSVHMRK�XS�EPP�EGGSYRXW��XLI�WLSSXIV�ÂIH�MR�E�
[LMXI�JSYV�HSSV�,SRHE�SV�8S]SXE�ăĀ  The in�
ZIWXMKEXMRK�SJÁGIV��[LS�[EW�TPE]IH�F]�E�VIXMVIH�
TSPMGI�GLMIJ��XIWXMÁIH�XLEX�[LMPI�MRZIWXMKEXMRK�
the case, he discovered that the defendant 

43  Dotson, B. Unpublished Thesis. (IIHFWV�RI�%HOLHI�LQ�D�
-XVW�:RUOG�DQG�*DQJ�(YLGHQFH�RQ�9HUGLFW�&KRLFH�
44  ,G��
45  ,G��
46  ,G��
47  Dotson unpublished thesis, VXSUD n. 43.
48  ,G�
49  ,G�
50  ,G�
51  ,G��
52  ,G��
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was associated with a white car; however, it 
[EW�E�1E^HE��RSX�E�8S]SXE�SV�,SRHE�ăā  Also, 
XLI�GEV�[EW�RSX�E�JSYV�HSSV��FYX�VEXLIV�E�X[S�
door.  Additionally, although the defendant 
had access to the car, the car belonged to his 
girlfriend’s grandmother.ăĂ  There was no other 
HMVIGX�SV�GMVGYQWXERXMEP�IZMHIRGI�PMROMRK�XLI�
HIJIRHERX�XS�XLI�GVMQI���&EWIH�SR�XLMW�[IEO�
MRZIWXMKEXMZI�PIEH��XLI�SJÁGIV�TYX�XLI�HIJIR�
HERX¸W�TMGXYVI�MR�E�WM\�TEGO�TLSXS�EVVE]��FYX�
the victim was unable to identify him.ăă  Ac�
cording to testimony at a simulated trial, the 
defendant was then put into a live lineup, 
where the witness provided a tentative identi�
ÁGEXMSR�F]�RSXMRK�XLEX�XLI�HIJIRHERX�µPSSOIH�
JEQMPMEV�¶�[LMGL�GLERKIH�[LIR�XLI�[MXRIWW�

XIWXMÁIH�EX�XVMEP�XLEX�LI�[EW�ÿþþ	�GSRÁHIRX�MR�
XLI�MHIRXMÁGEXMSR�ăĄ 

Post-trial Procedures:  The procedures 
here were identical to those used in Study 
Two.ăą Following the presentation of the trial 
ZMHIS�ERH�XLI�TSWX�XVMEP�NYV]�MRWXVYGXMSRW��
TEVXMGMTERXW�[IVI�EWOIH�XS�MRHMGEXI�LS[�XLI]�
would vote if they had to render a verdict 
at that moment, before deliberating, and to 
QEOI�WYVI�XLI]�ZSXIH�EW�MJ�XLI]�[IVI�ER�EGXYEP�
juror in a real case and the defendant was 
from their own general urban community.ăĆ  
%W�MR�XLI�ÁVWX�X[S�WXYHMIW��TEVXMGMTERXW�[IVI�
also told to assume that the defendant would 
return to their community if found not guilty, 

53  Dotson unpublished thesis, VXSUD n. 43.
54  ,G��
55  ,G��
56  ,G��
57  Eisen, Study 2, VXSUD�n. 18.
58  Dotson unpublished thesis, VXSUD n. 43.

as he would in an actual case.ăć  In addition, 
TEVXMGMTERXW�MRHMGEXIH�LS[�GSRÁHIRX�XLI]�
[IVI�MR�XLIMV�ZIVHMGX�SR�E�WGEPI�SJ�^IVS�XS�ÿþþ��
ERH�[IVI�EWOIH�XS�TVSZMHI�XLI�VIEWSRW�JSV�
their verdict.Ąþ��8LI]�[IVI�XLIR�EWOIH�XS�TPEGI�
XLIMV�VIWTSRWIW�MR�E�GEVHFSEVH�FS\�MR�XLI�JVSRX�
of the room, and were reassured that all re�
sponses were anonymous.Ąÿ  Participants were 
also given a second sheet of paper titled “Trial 
5YIWXMSRREMVI�¶ĄĀ  On this form, they provided 
their age, gender, race, and also answered four 
questions about the case as a manipulation 
GLIGO��XS�QEOI�WYVI�XLEX�XLI�TEVXMGMTERXW�[IVI�
paying attention.Ąā��3RI�SJ�XLI�UYIWXMSRW�EWOIH�
what the defendant was charged with.  Seven 
participants could not answer this question 

correctly and were dropped from the sample.

The remaining participants were then 
assigned to jury panels ranging in size from 
four to seven members, and listened to an 
EYHMS�VIGSVHMRK�SJ�WXERHEVH�'%0'6-1�NYV]�
MRWXVYGXMSRW�JSV�HIPMFIVEXMSR�XLEX�EWOIH�XLIQ�
to deliberate and come to a unanimous ver�
HMGX���8LI�JSPPS[MRK�'%0'6-1�TSWX�XVMEP�
MRWXVYGXMSRW�[IVI�YWIH���āăþþ�YRERMQMX]�ERH�
āăăþ�TVI�HIPMFIVEXMSR�MRWXVYGXMSRW��

After deliberations, each participant 
[EW�KMZIR�E�JSVQ�XMXPIH�µ4SWX�HIPMFIVEXMSR�
ZIVHMGX�JSVQ�¶ĄĂ   The instructions on the form 
VIEH�EW�JSPPS[W���µ2S[�XLEX�]SY�LEZI�LEH�XLI�
time to deliberate with your fellow jurors we 
59  ,G��
60  ,G��
61  ,G��
62  ,G�
63  ,G�
64  Dotson unpublished thesis, VXSUD n. 43.

THE DATA FROM THESE STUDIES SHOW THAT THE ADMISSION OF 
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[SYPH�PMOI�]SY�XS�ZSXI�SRI�QSVI�XMQI���-X�MW�
EWWYQIH�XLEX�]SY�OITX�ER�STIR�QMRH�HYVMRK�
the deliberations and considered your fellow 
NYVSVW �̧TIVWTIGXMZIW�¶��4EVXMGMTERXW�[IVI�XLIR�
EWOIH�XS�MRHMGEXI�LS[�XLI]�ZSXIH�ERH�XS�VEXI�
XLIMV�GSRÁHIRGI�MR�XLI�ZIVHMGX�Ąă  The partici�
TERXW�[IVI�EPWS�EWOIH�MJ�XLI]�LEH�VIEGLIH�E�
unanimous verdict, and if so, to indicate how 
PSRK�MX�XSSO�XLIQ�XS�VIEGL�XLI�ZIVHMGX��ERH�XLI�
reasons for that verdict.  Finally, participants 
[IVI�EWOIH�MJ�XLI]�LEH�ER]�TVMSV�ORS[PIHKI�SJ�
this study from discussions with other stu�
dents.ĄĄ��-J�XLI]�VITSVXIH�LEZMRK�TVMSV�ORS[P�
edge of the study, their data were dropped 
from the sample.  Thirteen students were 
dropped for this reason.  After completing the 

questionnaire, the participants were debriefed 
as a group.

The Results:  As hypothesized, increas�
ing the severity of the offense from robbery 
to murder led to a corresponding increase in 
guilty verdicts in the gang condition from ten 
percent in Study Two, to nineteen percent in 
Study Three.Ąą��8EOIR�XSKIXLIV��XLIWI�WXYHMIW�
show the prejudicial power of gang evidence 
in persuading jurors to vote guilty—even in 
cases where reasonable doubt was clearly 
IWXEFPMWLIH���8LI�ÁRHMRKW�JVSQ�7XYH]�8LVII�
are particularly interesting, since the charges 
involved were not gang related; rather, the 
WLSSXMRK�[EW�QSXMZEXIH�F]�E�ÁKLX�SZIV�E�[SQ�
an at a house party.  

II.  Why is gang evidence so prejudicial?

�8LIVI�EVI�WIZIVEP�TSXIRXMEP�I\TPERE�
tions for the potent prejudicial effect of gang 

65  ,G��
66  ,G�
67  ,G�

evidence on juror verdicts found across these 
XLVII�WXYHMIW���)MWIR�IX�EP����Āþÿā�TVSTSWIH�XLEX�
XLMW�IJJIGX�MW�PMOIP]�HVMZIR�EX�PIEWX�MR�TEVX�F]�E�
GSRÁVQEXMSR�FMEW���%GGSVHMRK�XS�XLMW�XLISV]��
once a negative stereotype is activated, people 
SJXIR�WIIO�MRJSVQEXMSR�XLEX�MW�GSRWMWXIRX�[MXL�
that stereotype.ĄĆ  Simply notifying the jury 
that the defendant is a member of a criminal 
street gang involved in violent crime suggests 
to the jurors that the defendant is a danger to 
society, independent of the evidence offered.  
According to this model, once this bias is in�
WXMPPIH��XLI�NYVSVW�QE]�XLIR�ÁPXIV�XLI�IZMHIRGI�
presented through the negative stereotype 
that has been activated, attending most closely 
XS�MRJSVQEXMSR�XLEX�GSRÁVQW�XLI�IWXEFPMWLIH�

FMEW�EGXMZEXIH�F]�XLI�PEFIP�µKERK�QIQFIV�¶

 III.  Can charging the crime as gang related 
provide a back door method for admitting 

evidence of prior bad acts? 

'SRÁVQEXMSR�FMEW�MW�PMOIP]�GSQTSYRHIH�
by the fact that the introduction of gang evi�
dence may convey to jurors that the defendant 
MW�PMOIP]�MRZSPZIH�MR�SXLIV�GVMQMREP�EGXMZMX]�F]�
virtue of his gang membership.  Since gang 
I\TIVXW�SJXIR�HIWGVMFI�E�KERK¸W�TVMQEV]�EGXMZM�
XMIW�EW�MRZSPZMRK�I\XSVXMSR��HVYK�HIEPMRK��MR�
timidation, and murder, the inference is made 
XLEX�XLI�HIJIRHERX�MW�EPWS�PMOIP]�IRKEKIH�MR�EX�
least some—if not all—of these activities given 
his gang involvement.  In fact, in Study Two, 
all of the jurors who voted guilty in the gang 
condition indicated that their verdicts were 
based at least in part on the defendant’s prior 
criminal history or gang involvement.Ąć��,S[�

68  D. Frey, 5HFHQW�5HVHDUFK�RQ�6HOHFWLYH�([SRVXUH�WR�
,QIRUPDWLRQ, in AdvAnces in  exPeriMentAl sociAl Psychol-
ogy 41-80 (19th ed. 1986).
69  Eisen, Study 2, VXSUD�n. 18.
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ever, no prior criminal history was revealed at 
trial.  Thus, the assumption of prior criminal 
acts must have been inferred through the 
defendant’s association with the gang and the 
gang’s criminal activities, as described by the 
KERK�I\TIVX��

8LMW�ÁRHMRK�QE]�LEZI�MQTSVXERX�PI�
gal implications for the admission of such 
evidence.  In many states, prior criminal his�
tory of the defendant can be admitted into 
evidence, if, and only if, the court determines 
that the prior conduct is consistent with the 
actions charged in that case.ąþ��,S[IZIV��WMRGI�
the prejudicial value of this type of evidence is 
intuitively clear, the admission of such evi�
dence must be vetted by the court through 
an evidentiary hearing to determine if the 
prior conduct shows a pattern of behavior 
consistent with the charged crime that can 
be considered by the jury.  When the admis�
sion of this evidence is allowed, the court is 
essentially ruling that the prejudicial nature 
of the evidence is outweighed by its proba�
tive value of demonstrating the defendant’s 
TVSTIRWMX]�XS�XEOI�TEVX�MR�GSRHYGX�WMQMPEV�XS�
what is being charged in this particular case.ąÿ  
Thus, the data from these studies show that 
the admission of gang evidence can serve as 
E�FEGO�HSSV�JSV�EHQMXXMRK�IZMHIRGI�SJ�TVMSV�
criminal conduct without having to meet the 
standards designed to limit this evidence that 
would normally be vetted by the court hearing 
the case.   

,S[IZIV��EPIVXMRK�NYVSVW�XS�XLI�HI�
fendant’s previous criminal conduct even in 
GSRGIVX�[MXL�GSRÁVQEXMSR�FMEW�HSIW�RSX�JYPP]�
I\TPEMR�[L]�NYVSVW�[SYPH�ZSXI�XS�GSRZMGX�XLI�
defendant in a case where reasonable doubt 
LEW�GPIEVP]�FIIR�IWXEFPMWLIH���8S�I\TPEMR�XLMW��
the authors introduced the concept of reverse 
RYPPMÁGEXMSR�

 
 

70  cAl. evid. code, § 1101(b) (permitting evidence of 
SULRU�EDG�DFWV�LQ�RUGHU�WR�SURYH�FHUWDLQ�VSHFL¿HG�WKLQJV��VXFK�
as identity, motive, or lack of accident).
71  ,G� § 1100 et seq.

-:���6IZIVWI�2YPPMÁGEXMSR

.YV]�RYPPMÁGEXMSR�SGGYVW�[LIR�NYVSVW�
disregard the law and acquit legally guilty, but 
morally acceptable defendants.ąĀ��-R�RYPPMÁGE�
XMSR�GEWIW��NYVSVW�WTIRH�E�WMKRMÁGERX�TSVXMSR�
of their time discussing the defendant’s moral 
characteristics.ąā  Although most research on 
NYV]�RYPPMÁGEXMSR�LEW�HIEPX�[MXL�EGUYMXXMRK�
legally guilty but perhaps morally innocent 
defendants,ąĂ when jurors follow their con�
science and personal sense of justice, it is also 
TSWWMFPI�JSV�NYV]�RYPPMÁGEXMSR�XS�SGGYV�MR�XLI�
reverse direction.   In such instances, jurors 
[SYPH�YRHIVWXERH�XLEX�VIEWSREFPI�HSYFX�I\�
MWXW��FYX�ORS[MRKP]�MKRSVI�XLMW�ERH�RIZIVXLI�
less convict a defendant that they believe to 
be potentially innocent of the charged offense, 
but morally corrupt, dangerous to society, or 
otherwise deserving of punishment.  

%W�RSXIH�IEVPMIV��ER�I\EQMREXMSR�SJ�XLI�
content of deliberations made by the groups 
who voted guilty in Studies Two and Three 
revealed that discussions of the defendants’ 
gang membership and inferred criminal histo�
ry were prominent across panels and played a 
central role in their ultimate verdict.  The idea 
is that if the defendant is portrayed as a dan�
gerous member of a violent street gang, and is 
viewed as an obvious threat to the community, 
then many ordinary people would agree that 
PSGOMRK�LMQ�YT�MW�ER�EGXMSR�XLEX�LEW�KIRYMRI�
merit and may be the morally correct choice, 
whereby the ends ultimately justify the means.  
This situation meets the conceptualization of 
RYPPMÁGEXMSR�EW�ER�MRWXERGI�SJ�GSQQSR�WIRWI�
NYWXMGI�EW�HIWGVMFIH�F]�*MROIP��XLEX�MW��µ�����[LEX�
SVHMREV]�TISTPI�XLMRO�XLI�PE[�SYKLX�XS�FI�¶ąă

72  I.A. Horowitz & T.E. Willging, &KDQJLQJ�9LHZV�RI�
-XU\�3RZHU���7KH�1XOOL¿FDWLRQ�'HEDWH�������������15 lAW & 
huM. BehAv. 165 (1991).
73  I.A. Horowitz, 7KH�HIIHFWV�RI�QXOOL¿FDWLRQ�LQVWUXFWLRQ�
RQ�YHUGLFWV�DQG�MXU\�IXQFWLRQLQJ�LQ�FULPLQDO�WULDOV��9 lAW & 
huM. BehAv. 25 (1985).
74  I.A. Horowitz, N.L Kerr, E.S. Park, & C. Gockel, 
&KDRV�LQ�WKH�FRXUWURRP�UHFRQVLGHUHG���(PRWLRQDO�ELDV�DQG�
MXU\�QXOOL¿FDWLRQ��30 lAW & huM. BehAv. 163 (2006).
75  norMAn J. finkel, coMMonsense Justice:  Jurors’ 
notions of the lAW (1995).
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)MWIR�IX�EP���ĀþÿĂ�TSMRXW�SYX�XLEX�ET�
TP]MRK�XLI�VIZIVWI�RYPPMÁGEXMSR�EVKYQIRX�XS�
I\TPEMR�XLIWI�HEXE�QIIXW�XLI�GVMXIVME�JSV�NYV]�
RYPPMÁGEXMSR�PEMH�SYX�F]�*MROIP�ąĄ��1SWX�RSXEFP]��
reasonable doubt was clearly established and 
the correct verdict—acquittal—was an actual 
option for the jury.  In Studies Two and Three, 
described above, an understanding of reason�
able doubt was established the same way it is 
done in any actual trial, through reading legal 
instructions to jurors.  1SVISZIV��XLI�JEGX�XLEX�
only one person out of almost three hundred 
TEVXMGMTERXW�ZSXIH�KYMPX]�MR�XLI�RS�KERK�GSR�
ditions across the two studies, indicates that 
reasonable doubt was clearly established, and 
the standard was understood by most all of 
the participants.ąą 

V.  Conclusion 

In conclusion, the data from this series 
SJ�I\TIVMQIRXW�GPIEVP]�WLS[W�XLEX�KERK�IZM�
HIRGI�GER�LEZI�E�WMKRMÁGERX�TVINYHMGMEP�IJJIGX�
on jurors’ perceptions of the defendant, and 
ultimately on their decisions of guilt versus in�
RSGIRGI���1SWX�RSXEFP]��XLI�HEXE�JVSQ�7XYHMIW�
Two and Three demonstrate that introducing 
gang evidence can lead jurors to vote guilty 
even when reasonable doubt has been clearly 
IWXEFPMWLIH���1SVISZIV��7XYH]�8LVII�WLS[IH�
that this effect is most potent when the crime 
MW�QSVI�WIVMSYW��QYVHIV�ZIVWYW�VSFFIV]���

In light of this new research, it may be 
worth reevaluating how gang evidence should 
be handled moving forward.  As it stands, the 
decision to admit gang evidence is generally 
a matter of prosecutorial discretion.  If the 
prosecutor decides to proffer a theory that the 
crime was committed in service of the gang, 
then they can unilaterally decide to include 
gang evidence as part of their case.  This puts 
XLI�FYVHIR�SJ�EVKYMRK�XS�I\GPYHI�XLMW�GPEWW�SJ�
prejudicial evidence squarely on the shoulders 
SJ�XLI�HIJIRWI���8LI�HIJIRHERX�QE]�WIIO�XS�
bifurcate the trial on the gang enhancement 
76  Norman J. Finkel, &RPPRQVHQVH�-XVWLFH�DQG�-XU\�
,QVWUXFWLRQV��,QVWUXFWLYH�DQG�5HFLSURFDWLRQ�&RQQHFWLRQV, 6 
Psychol., PuB. Pol’y, & l. 59 (2000).
77  See Eisen, et. al., Study 3, n. 1.

from the trial on the underlying charges or 
IZIR�QSZI�XS�I\GPYHI�XLI�KERK�IZMHIRGI�EPP�XS�
gether.   In either case, in order to successfully 
FPSGO�XLI�TVSWIGYXMSR�JVSQ�TVIWIRXMRK�KERK�
evidence to the jurors, the defense must prove 
XLI�TVINYHMGMEP�REXYVI�SJ�XLI�IZMHIRGI��,S[�
ever, the data from the studies reported here 
demonstrates that the prejudicial nature of 
gang evidence is clear in and of itself.  If one 
were to accept the apriori prejudicial value 
of this evidence, then perhaps the burden of 
EVKYMRK�JSV�XLI�MRGPYWMSR�SV�I\GPYWMSR�SJ�KERK�
class of evidence is misplaced, and should be 
shifted.  Following this logic, if the prosecu�
tion wanted to introduce gang evidence at 
trial, they would need to argue that the proba�
tive value of the evidence outweighs it’s inher�
ent prejudicial effect.  Thus, gang evidence 
[SYPH�FI�XVIEXIH�QYGL�PMOI�IZMHIRGI�SJ�TVMSV�
criminal conduct; with the understanding 
XLEX�MX�MW�PMOIP]�XS�FI�TVINYHMGMEP��FYX�QE]�EPWS�
be probative for the jurors to understand the 
defendant’s predisposition towards the type of 
behavior charged in the crime.  

As noted earlier, there is no doubt that 
gang evidence is often central to the crime, 
and necessary for the jurors to understand the 
QSXMZI�MRZSPZIH���,S[IZIV��MR�SXLIV�GEWIW��XLI�
gang related elements of the case are more 
questionable, and may not be essential for the 
triers’ of fact to evaluate the defendant’s guilt.  
In these instances, it is important for the 
courts to understand that the prejudicial ef�
fect of gang related testimony might be much 
greater than previously believed.
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THEY INVOLVE DIFFERENT  

FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT 

AGENCIES, UNITED STATES  

ATTORNEYS’ OFFICES,  

AND INVESTIGATIONS,

BUT THE RESULT IS THE SAME:  

FEDERAL PROSECUTIONS THAT 

WOULD LEAD TO CONVICTIONS 

ARE TURNED DOWN NEEDLESSLY.
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Improving the Ethical Guidelines for Assistant  
United States Attorneys who are Considering the  

Declination of a Law Enforcement Agent’s  
Recommendation to Prosecute

by Elhrick Joseph Cerdan

I. Introduction

Imagine an eastbound interstate high�
[E]�WSQI[LIVI�MR�XLI�%QIVMGER�1MH[IWX�
on a warm summer evening. As a seasoned 
federal agent with several years of investiga�
XMZI�I\TIVMIRGI��XLI�PSGEP�WLIVMJJ�LEW�GSRXEGXIH�
you for assistance with the interview of a male 
subject. The local sheriff’s deputy pulled over 
XLI�]SYRK�QER�HYVMRK�E�VSYXMRI�XVEJÁG�WXST��
which led to the discovery of multiple pounds 
of high quality methamphetamine and several 
thousand dollars hidden within the vehicle. 
You introduce yourself to the young man, 
WLS[�LMQ�]SYV�GVIHIRXMEPW��ERH�EWO�LMQ�MJ�LI�
is willing to waive his rights as per Miranda. 
,I�EKVIIW��ERH�]SY�GSRHYGX�E�GSRWIRWYEP�MR�
terview.

After the interview is completed, you 
determine that the young man was acting as 
a trusted deliveryman for a foreign drug traf�
ÁGOMRK�SVKERM^EXMSR��,I�EHQMXXIH�XS�]SY�XLEX�
LI�ORI[�[LEX�LI�[EW�XVERWTSVXMRK�EGVSWW�
the United States and that the money was 
his payment for services rendered. Based on 
]SYV�XVEMRMRK�ERH�I\TIVMIRGI��]SY�GSRGPYHI�
that you have probable cause that at least one 
federal crime has been committed. Prior to 
conducting a warrantless arrest and preparing 
E�GVMQMREP�GSQTPEMRX��]SY�GEPP�XLI�HYX]��SV�SR�
GEPP�%WWMWXERX�9RMXIH�7XEXIW�%XXSVRI]�XS�GSR�
ÁVQ�XLEX�JIHIVEP�TVSWIGYXMSR�[MPP�FI�EGGITXIH�
F]�XLI�PSGEP�9RMXIH�7XEXIW�%XXSVRI]¸W�3JÁGI���

The Assistant United States Attorney 

listens to your facts, but despite your recom�
QIRHEXMSR��HIGPMRIW�XLI�GEWI�SR�XLI�WTSX��,I�
states that the weight of methamphetamine 
and the amount of money does not reach 
LMW�SJÁGI¸W�VIUYMVIH�QMRMQYQ�XLVIWLSPH�JSV�
prosecution. You then decide to call the lo�
GEP�GSYRX]�HMWXVMGX�EXXSVRI]¸W�SJÁGI�ERH�VIJIV�
the case to them. They accept prosecution 
on similar state charges, and the case is suc�
GIWWJYPP]�TVSWIGYXIH��,S[IZIV��XLI�HIJIRHERX�
receives a lesser sentence than he would have 
received in the federal system.

9RJSVXYREXIP]��MRWXERGIW�PMOI�XLMW�SG�
cur across the United States far too often. 
They involve different federal law enforce�
ment agencies, United States Attorneys’ Of�
ÁGIW��ERH�MRZIWXMKEXMSRW��FYX�XLI�VIWYPX�MW�XLI�
WEQI��JIHIVEP�TVSWIGYXMSRW�XLEX�[SYPH�PIEH�XS�
convictions are needlessly turned down. These 
declinations result from an unaddressed need 
for ethical guidance for Assistant United 
7XEXIW�%XXSVRI]W�[LS�QEOI�XLI�MQTSVXERX�
decision to decline or accept a case for federal 
prosecution. The current ethical guidelines are 
inadequate. The guidelines either address only 
the ethical standards for accepting a case for 
prosecution, or they are silent as to any ethical 
standards for appropriate declinations. There 
MW�RS�FPEGO�PIXXIV�VYPI�XLEX�JIHIVEP�TVSWIGYXSVW�
GER�PSSO�XS�JSV�KYMHERGI�MR�XLIWI�WMXYEXMSRW�

II. Overview

%W�MR�XLI�EFSZI�QIRXMSRIH�ZMKRIXXI��
when a federal law enforcement agent is pre�
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TEVMRK�XS�QEOI�E�[EVVERXPIWW�EVVIWX��XLI�EKIRX�
must contact the local United States Attor�
RI]¸W�3JÁGI��97%3�XS�GSRÁVQ�XLEX�JIHIVEP�
TVSWIGYXMSR�[MPP�FI�EGGITXIH���,S[IZIV��EKIRXW�
can contact the local USAO to present cases 
at earlier and more convenient times during 
an investigation. Perhaps the need for a search 
warrant, a subpoena, or simply some legal 
advice may prompt the agent to present a case 
earlier than at the criti�
cal time of a warrantless 
arrest.

,S[�ER�EKIRX�
presents a case depends 
on which district he is 
contacting. Each USAO 
has its own unique pro�
cedure on how to accept 
or decline a case. For 
I\EQTPI��WSQI�97%3W�
LEZI�E�µHYX]¶�%WWMWXERX�
United States Attorney 
�%97%��[LS�LEW�FIIR�
TVSZMHIH�[MXL�E�µHYX]¶�SV�µSR�GEPP¶�GIPPYPEV�
phone. The duty AUSA is required to an�
W[IV�TLSRI�GEPPW�ĀĂ�LSYVW�E�HE]�JSV�E�GIVXEMR�
period of time, ranging from one day to one 
[IIO��8LI�EKIRXW�MR�XLI�EVIE�EVI�XLIR�KMZIR�
XLEX�TLSRI�RYQFIV�ERH�LEZI�WTIGMÁG�MRWXVYG�
tions to contact that number to present a case. 
Other USAOs allow agents to contact any 
AUSA at that USAO and present any case to 
them directly. Agents will contact AUSAs that 
XLI]�LEZI�[SVOIH�[MXL�MR�XLI�TEWX�WYGGIWW�
JYPP]��SV�XLI]�QE]�µWLST¶�EVSYRH�JSV�SRI�XLEX�
is held in high regard by law enforcement. In 
addition, other USAOs only allow agents to 
contact a supervisory AUSA and present the 
case to them. Which supervisor is contacted 
would depend on the facts and type of the 
case (narcotics, white collar crimes, immigra�
XMSR�IRJSVGIQIRX��IXG��

If the case is accepted, then the agent is 
EWWMKRIH�ER�%97%�XS�[SVO�[MXLMR�XLI�MRZIWXM�
gation. In the vignette above, the agent would 
proceed with the warrantless arrest with the 
KYMHERGI�SJ�XLI�EWWMKRIH�%97%��,S[IZIV��

should the case be declined, the agent has sev�
IVEP�STXMSRW�EZEMPEFPI��8LI�EKIRX�GER�QEOI�XLI�
decision to close the investigation due to the 
declination of federal prosecution. This could 
VIWYPX�MR�EKIRG]�WTIGMÁG�VITSVXW��I\TPEMRMRK�
why the investigation was closed without an 
arrest, indictment, conviction, etc. If time and 
resources permit, the agent can continue to 
[SVO�XLI�MRZIWXMKEXMSR��KEXLIVMRK�QSVI�JEGXW�

and/or evidence of a 
federal crime, and at�
XIQTX�XS�VI�TVIWIRX�XLI�
case to the local USAO 
later. Finally, the agent 
can contact the state or 
PSGEP�TVSWIGYXSV¸W�SJÁGI�
and present the case 
XS�XLIQ��,S[IZIV��XLMW�
is contingent on there 
being an applicable 
state charge which the 
PSGEP�SJÁGI�[SYPH�FI�
able to prosecute based 
SR�XLIMV�SJÁGI¸W�PMQMXIH�

resources.

6IKEVHPIWW�SJ�[LMGL�STXMSR�XLI�EKIRX�
chooses, the declination of the case by the lo�
cal USAO has consequences affecting parties 
throughout the criminal justice system. The 
FYVHIR�SR�XLI�WXEXI�SV�PSGEP�TVSWIGYXSV¸W�SJÁG�
es increases as more cases are added to their 
already large caseload. State prosecutors in 
large cities throughout the United States often 
have hundreds of cases assigned to them, 
while federal prosecutors enjoy much lower 
caseloads. Those cases are then prosecuted 
with lesser state charges when compared to 
the potential federal charges. The state charges 
usually carry lesser sentences than their feder�
al equivalents. In addition, due to overcrowd�
ing in state penal institutions, oftentimes the 
defendant will not serve the entire sentence, 
or the sentence may be deferred altogether 
(comparatively, there is no deferred sentencing 
or opportunities for parole for the defendant 
MR�XLI�JIHIVEP�GVMQMREP�NYWXMGI�W]WXIQ��%W�XLI�
defendants get their sentences deferred, word 

THESE DECLINATIONS ARE A RESULT OF 

AN UNADDRESSED NEED FOR  

ETHICAL GUIDANCE FOR ASSISTANT 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS 

 MAKING THE IMPORTANT DECISION  

TO DECLINE A CASE FOR FEDERAL 

PROSECUTION.
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spreads throughout the criminal underworld. 
.YWX�PMOI�PIKMXMQEXI�FYWMRIWWIW��XLIWI�GVMQM�
REP�SVKERM^EXMSRW�QEOI�WXVEXIKMG�HIGMWMSRW�SR�
[LIVI�XS�WIX�YT�XLIMV�RIX[SVOW��8LI�SVKERM^E�
tions decide which states, or jurisdictions, to 
travel through when conducting their busi�
ness, depending on the aggressiveness of the 
federal and/or state prosecutors within that ju�
risdiction. Instead of deterring crime through 
effective prosecutions, less aggressive USAOs 
may be encouraging criminal activity through 
their case declinations. 

0MOI[MWI��XLI�GEWI�HIGPMREXMSRW�EPWS�
affect the federal law enforcement agencies 
and their personnel in the district. Agents 
may feel resentment towards their USAOs or 
XLEX�XLIMV�MRZIWXMKEXMZI�[SVO�MW�MREHIUYEXI�SV�
unappreciated. Agencies may survive on suc�
cessful state prosecutions alone, depending on 
whether their statistics differentiate between a 
WXEXI�ERH�JIHIVEP�TVSWIGYXMSR��,S[IZIV��JIH�
IVEP�PE[�IRJSVGIQIRX�EKIRGMIW�LEZI�WTIGMÁG�
federal statutory authority, which allows them 
XS�EGLMIZI�GSQTPI\�ERH�JEV�VIEGLMRK�JIHIVEP�
prosecutions. If the agencies continue to rely 
on state prosecutions, each agency and its per�
sonnel may not be achieving the most effective 
results based on their original federal statu�
tory authority.

Each USAO and its individual person�
nel are also affected by the case declinations. 
When management turns down potential 
TVSWIGYXMSRW��XLI]�EVI�HIR]MRK�GEVIIV�SVMIRXIH�
EXXSVRI]W�I\TIVMIRGI�SR�UYEPMX]�GEWIW��*IHIVEP�
GVMQMREP�MRZIWXMKEXMSRW�GER�FI�GSQTPI\��MRZSPZ�
ing multiple defendants and charges, ranging 
from conspiracy to more sophisticated charges 
WYGL�EW�VEGOIXIIVMRK��%XXSVRI]W�PSWI�XLI�ST�
TSVXYRMX]�XS�TVSWIGYXI�XLIWI�GSQTPI\�GEWIW��
LSRI�XLIMV�PMXMKEXMSR�WOMPPW��ERH�MRGVIEWI�XLIMV�
SZIVEPP�I\TIVMIRGI��%�PS[IV�GEWIPSEH�[SYPH�
EPWS�VIÂIGX�SR�XLI�97%3W�ERRYEP�TIVJSV�
mance statistics.

III. Background

%��8LI�9RMXIH�7XEXIW�%XXSVRI]¸W�3JÁGIW

The U.S. Attorney is considered the 
GLMIJ�JIHIVEP�PE[�IRJSVGIQIRX�SJÁGIV�[MXLMR�
his or her jurisdiction.ÿ There is one appointed 
9�7��%XXSVRI]�JSV�IEGL�SJ�XLI�REXMSR¸W�RMRIX]�
JSYV�NYHMGMEP�HMWXVMGXW��+YEQ�ERH�XLI�2SVXLIVR�
1EVMERE�-WPERHW�EVI�WIVZIH�F]�E�WMRKPI�9�7��%X�
XSVRI]��8LI]�EVI�ETTSMRXIH�F]�XLI�4VIWMHIRX�
of the United States for a term of four years 
and may continue to serve until a successor 
is appointed.Ā Each appointment is subject to 
XLI�GSRÁVQEXMSR�SJ�XLI�9RMXIH�7XEXIW�7IREXI�ā 
3RGI�GSRÁVQIH��IEGL�9�7��%XXSVRI]�MW�WYFNIGX�
to removal by the President at any time before 
XLI�I\TMVEXMSR�SJ�XLIMV�XIVQ�Ă Interim, or act�
ing, U.S. Attorneys are appointed by the Attor�
RI]�+IRIVEP�SJ�XLI�9RMXIH�7XEXIW�ă The Attor�
RI]�+IRIVEP�MW�XLI�LMKLIWX�VEROMRK�SJÁGMEP�ERH�
LIEH�SJ�XLI�9�7��(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�.YWXMGI��[LMGL�
MW�XLI�REXMSR¸W�JIHIVEP�I\IGYXMZI�HITEVXQIRX�
responsible for the enforcement of federal law 
and administration of justice.

The U.S. Attorney position is the equiv�
EPIRX�SJ�ER�%WWMWXERX�%XXSVRI]�+IRIVEP�MR�XLI�
9�7��(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�.YWXMGI¸W�SVKERM^EXMSREP�
LMIVEVGL]��8LMW�MW�WMKRMÁGERX�FIGEYWI�IEGL�9�7��
%XXSVRI]�VITSVXW�HMVIGXP]�XS�XLI�(ITYX]�%XXSV�
RI]�+IRIVEP¸W�3JÁGI��[LS�MW�XLI�WIGSRH�LMKL�
IWX�VEROMRK�SJÁGMEP�[MXLMR�XLI�(ITEVXQIRX��
As such, the position carries great prestige, 
authority, and autonomy. Each U.S. Attorney 
effectively has carte blanche on how to struc�
ture and manage his or her USAO.

Every U.S. Attorney has the ability to 
organize his or her USAO in a unique con�
ÁKYVEXMSR��HITIRHMRK�SR�JEGXSVW�WYGL�EW�XLI�
size of the district, the types of cases common 
MR�XLI�HMWXVMGX��SV�XLI�HMWXVMGX¸W�LMWXSV]��,S[�
ever, there are certain common features within 

1  U.S. Attorneys’ Manual 9-2.010 (U.S.A.M.), 2000 
WL 1708082 (2009).
2  28 U.S.C. § 541(a) (2001).
3  ,G� at 541(b).
4  ,G� at 541(c).
5  ,G� at 546(a).
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IEGL�97%3��)EGL�9�7��%XXSVRI]�[MPP�PMOIP]�
LEZI�E�*MVWX�%WWMWXERX��SV�(ITYX]�9�7��%XXSVRI]��
[LS�EGXW�EW�XLI�WIGSRH�LMKLIWX�VEROMRK�SJÁGMEP�
in that USAO. USAOs will generally have a 
separate criminal division and civil division, 
each managed by a division chief (who in turn 
QE]�LEZI�LMW�SV�LIV�S[R�HITYXMIW�Ą Some 
USAOs may further divide their divisions into 
units that specialize in particular cases, and 
supervised by unit chiefs. The larger districts 
will have divisions divided geographically. For 
I\EQTPI��XLI�7SYXLIVR�(MWXVMGX�SJ�8I\EW�LEW�
MXW�TVMRGMTEP�SJÁGI�MR�,SYWXSR��8I\EW��[MXL�WM\�
WQEPPIV��HMZMWMSREP�SJÁGIW�WTVIEH�XLVSYKLSYX�
XLI�(MWXVMGX��8LI�HE]�XS�HE]�VIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW�JSV�
LERHPMRK�TVSWIGYXMSRW�ERH�[SVOMRK�[MXL�PE[�
enforcement personnel within the USAO are 
handled by the AUSAs. AUSAs are appointed, 
ERH�WYFNIGX�XS�VIQSZEP��F]�XLI�%XXSVRI]�+IR�
eral.ą

%W�XLI�µ[SVOLSVWIW¶�SJ�IEGL�97%3��
the AUSAs are at times faced with the deci�
sion whether to proceed with prosecution. 
The ability of any law enforcement agent 
�MRGPYHMRK�TVSWIGYXSVW�XS�HIGMHI�[LIXLIV�XS�
investigate and proceed with the prosecution 
SJ�E�GEWI�MW�ORS[R�EW�TVSWIGYXSVMEP�HMWGVIXMSR��
As stated by the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statis�
tics, “the decision to prosecute a suspect in a 
criminal matter depends on many factors, in�
GPYHMRK�XLI�%XXSVRI]�+IRIVEP¸W�TVMSVMXMIW��9�7��
Attorney priorities and resources, laws gov�
erning each type of offense, and the strength 
SJ�IZMHIRGI�MR�IEGL�GEWI�¶Ć Among the factors 
that AUSAs consider when applying prosecu�
torial discretion are the ethical guidelines that 
all American lawyers follow. The guidelines 
have evolved throughout history to the current 
codes that modern lawyers are tested on prior 
to their admission to the bar, and practice by 
afterwards.

6  Daniel J. Fetterman & Mark P. Goodman, 'HIHQGLQJ�
&RUSRUDWLRQV�DQG�,QGLYLGXDOV�LQ�*RYHUQPHQW�,QYHVWLJDWLRQV��
Defending Corp. & Indiv. in Gov. Invest. § 6:3 (2012).
7  28 U.S.C. § 542(a)-(b) (2001).
8  Bureau of Justice Statistics, +RPH�3DJH, http://www.
bjs.gov.

B. Sources of Ethical Guidance

8LI�IEVPMIWX�GSHMÁIH�%QIVMGER�IXLMGEP�
guidelines for lawyers were developed in Ala�
FEQE�MR�XLI�PEXI�ÿĆþþW��8LI�%PEFEQE�7XEXI�&EV�
%WWSGMEXMSR�EHSTXIH�E�GSHI�SJ�IXLMGW�MR�ÿĆĆą�
�%PEFEQE�'SHI��[VMXXIR�F]�XLI�ĀĆth�+SZIVRSV�
SJ�%PEFEQE�ERH�9�7��(MWXVMGX�'SYVX�.YHKI��
8LSQEW�+SSHI�.SRIWć. Judge Jones based 
XLI�%PEFEQE�'SHI�SR�X[S�IEVPMIV�WSYVGIW��XLI�
lectures of Pennsylvania Supreme Court Chief 
.YWXMGI�+ISVKI�7LEVW[SSH��[LMGL�[IVI�TYF�
PMWLIH�MR�ÿĆăĂ�YRHIV�XLI�XMXPI�SJ�Professional 
Ethics��ERH�XLI�ÁJX]�VIWSPYXMSRW�JSYRH�MR�(EZMH�
,SJJQER¸W�%�'SYVWI�SJ�0IKEP�7XYH]��ĀH�IH��ÿĆāĄ��
SRI�SJ�XLI�ÁVWX�[VMXXIR�%QIVMGER�PE[�WGLSSP�
XI\XW�ÿþ The Alabama Code was later adopted 
by eleven states and led to the development of 
XLI�%QIVMGER�&EV�%WWSGMEXMSR¸W��%&%�'ERSRW�
SJ�4VSJIWWMSREP�)XLMGW��XLI�ÁVWX�WIX�SJ�IXLM�
cal guidelines for lawyers nationwide by the 
ABAÿÿ. 

8LI�%PEFEQE�'SHI�GSRWMWXIH�SJ�ÁJX]�WM\�
generalized rules that were adopted for the 
guidance of the Alabama State Bar Associa�
XMSR¸W�QIQFIVW��6YPI�ÿĀ�SJ�XLI�%PEFEQE�'SHI�
EHHVIWWIH�µXLI�(IJIRWI�ERH�4VSWIGYXMSR�SJ�
'VMQMREP�'EWIW¶�WXEXMRK��

“an attorney appearing or continuing 
as private counsel in the prosecution 
for a crime of which he believes the 
accused innocent, for swears himself. 
The State’s attorney is criminal, if he 
presses for a conviction, when upon 
the evidence he believes the pris�
oner innocent. If the evidence is not 
plain enough to justify a nolle pros., 
a public prosecutor should submit 
the case, with such comments as are 
pertinent, accompanied by a candid 
WXEXIQIRX�SJ�LMW�S[R�HSYFXW�¶

9  Allison Marston, *XLGLQJ�WKH�3URIHVVLRQ��7KH������
&RGH�RI�(WKLFV�RI�WKH�$ODEDPD�6WDWH�%DU�$VVRFLDWLRQ, 49 AlA. 
l. rev. 471, 481-82 (1998).
10  Model Code of Prof’l Responsibility Preface (1969).
11  American Bar Association, &DQRQV�RI�3URIHVVLRQDO�
(WKLFV�&HQWHQQLDO, available at http://www.americanbar.org/
groups/professional_responsibility/resources/canons_profes-
sional_ethics_centennial.html.
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�8LI�VYPI�HSIW�RSX�WTIGMÁGEPP]�EHHVIWW�
XLI�EGGITXERGI�SJ�E�GEWI�JSV�TVSWIGYXMSR��,S[�
IZIV��MX�HSIW�WIX�XLI�ÁVWX�QMRMQYQ�WXERHEVH�JSV�
TVSWIGYXMSR��MJ�XLI�TVSWIGYXSV�TYVWYIW�E�GSR�
viction when the evidence shows the defen�
dant is innocent, then the prosecutor could be 
criminally liable.

*SPPS[MRK�XLI�%PEFEQE�'SHI��XLI�RI\X�
QMPIWXSRI�MR�%QIVMGER�PIKEP�IXLMGW�XSSO�TPEGI�
MR�%YKYWX�SJ�ÿćþĆ�MR�7IEXXPI��;EWLMRKXSR��%X�
the annual ABA meeting, the Canons of Pro�
fessional Ethics were adopted for nationwide 
use by the legal community. They consisted 
SJ�XLMVX]�X[S�MRHMZMHYEP�GERSRW��EW�[IPP�EW�E�
WEQTPI�PE[]IV�µSEXL�SJ�EHQMWWMSR¶�JSV�WXEXIW�
to consider when crafting their own oaths. Of 
EPP�XLI�GERSRW��SRP]�XLI�ÁJXL�GERSR��XMXPIH�µ8LI�
(IJIRWI�SV�4VSWIGYXMSR�SJ�8LSWI�%GGYWIH�SJ�
'VMQI�¶�WTIGMÁGEPP]�EHHVIWWIH�TVSWIGYXSVMEP�
GSRHYGX��=IX��MX�HMH�RSX�WMKRMÁGERXP]�MQTVSZI�
upon the Alabama Code’s minimum prosecu�
XSVMEP�WXERHEVH��-X�WTIGMÁIH�XLEX�XLI�TVMQEV]�
duty of a prosecutor was not to achieve a crim�
inal conviction, but to ensure that justice was 
I\IGYXIH��8LMW�WIVZIH�E�RSXI[SVXL]�TYVTSWI��
to give prosecutors across the nation a broad, 
uniform mission statement, regardless of their 
employer. This mission statement was vague, 
however, and did not address case acceptance.

By the middle of the twentieth cen�
tury, the legal community determined that the 
ABA’s Canons were in need of an update. The 
'ERSRW�HMH�RSX�TVSZMHI�WYJÁGMIRX�KYMHERGI�
on many situations and were not designed 
JSV�HMWGMTPMREV]�EGXMSR���-R�%YKYWX�ÿćĄć��EJ�
ter months of committee meetings, the ABA 
,SYWI�SJ�(IPIKEXIW�ETTVSZIH�E�1SHIP�'SHI�
SJ�4VSJIWWMSREP�'SRHYGX��1SHIP�'SHI��8LI�
1SHIP�'SHI�GSRWMWXIH�SJ�RMRI�'ERSRW��IEGL�
GSRXEMRMRK�)XLMGEP�'SRWMHIVEXMSRW��ERH�(MWGM�
TPMREV]�6YPIW��8LI�'ERSRW�ERH�)XLMGEP�'SR�
siderations were designed to be aspirational, 
guiding lawyers in their daily professional 
PMZIW��8LI�(MWGMTPMREV]�6YPIW�[IVI�HIWMKRIH�
to be mandatory, setting a minimum standard 
by which all lawyers could be judged by the 
FEV�ERH�XLI�TYFPMG��,S[IZIV��NYWX�EW�XLI�IEV�

PMIV�'ERSRW��XLI�1SHIP�'SHI�HMH�RSX�GEVV]�XLI�
force of law.ÿĀ

Prosecutors in particular were guided 
ERH�FSYRH�F]�XLI�1SHIP�'SHI¸W�'ERSR�ą��µ%�
0E[]IV�7LSYPH�6ITVIWIRX�%�'PMIRX�>IEPSYWP]�
;MXLMR�XLI�&SYRHW�SJ�XLI�0E[�¶�)XLMGEP�'SR�
WMHIVEXMSR��)'�ą�ÿā�WTIGMÁGEPP]�EHHVIWWIH�XLI�
special duties of a prosecutorÿā. It restated the 
ÿćþĆ�'ERSR¸W�KSEP�SJ�EGLMIZMRK�NYWXMGI�VEXLIV�
XLER�GSRZMGXMSR��8LI�WTIGMEP�HYXMIW�I\MWX��EW�
)'�ą�ÿā�WXEXIW��FIGEYWI�µXLI�TVSWIGYXSV�VITVI�
sents the sovereign and therefore should use 
VIWXVEMRX�MR�XLI�HMWGVIXMSREV]�I\IVGMWI�SJ�KSZ�
ernmental powers, such as in the selection of 
GEWIW�XS�TVSWIGYXI�¶ÿĂ The EC also stated prin�
ciples of discovery, such as revealing damaging 
evidence, despite its detrimental effect on the 
TVSWIGYXSV¸W�GEWI��%PXLSYKL�ZEKYI��)'�ą�ÿā�
addresses case selection by prosecutors and 
XLI�µVIWXVEMRX¶�XLEX�XLI]�WLSYPH�YWI�MR�XLIMV�
I\IVGMWI�SJ�TVSWIGYXSVMEP�HMWGVIXMSR��8LI�)'�
builds upon the Alabama Code’s minimum 
prosecutorial standard by adding the term “re�
WXVEMRX�¶�VEXLIV�XLER�WYKKIWXMRK�XLEX�XLI�TVSW�
IGYXSV�MW�µGVMQMREP¶�MJ�XLI�WXERHEVH�MW�RSX�QIX�

;MXLMR�'ERSR�ą��(MWGMTPMREV]�6YPI��(6�
ą�ÿþā�WIXW�E�QERHEXSV]�WXERHEVH�[LIR�WIIOMRK�
TVSWIGYXMSR�ERH�TVSZMHMRK�HMWGSZIV]��(6�ą�ÿþā�
[EW�FEWIH�SR�'ERSR�ă�JVSQ�XLI�ÿćþĆ�'ERSRW��
7IGXMSR��E�WXEXIW�XLEX�E�TVSWIGYXSV�WLSYPH�RSX�
TVSGIIH�[MXL�E�TVSWIGYXMSR�MJ�LI�ORS[W�XLEX�
XLIVI�MW�RSX�WYJÁGMIRX�TVSFEFPI�GEYWI��7IGXMSR�
�F�VIWXEXIW�XLI�HMWGPSWYVI�SJ�LEVQJYP�IZMHIRGI�
HYVMRK�HMWGSZIV]�EW�JSYRH�MR�)'�ą�ÿā��.YWX�EW�
MR�XLI�ÿćþĆ�'ERSRW��XLMW�SRP]�EHHVIWWIH�XLI�
threshold for case acceptance, but was silent 
as to when declinations are appropriate. 

7LSVXP]�EJXIV�EHSTXMSR��XLI�1SHIP�'SHI�
began to draw criticism from the legal com�
munity.ÿă�-R�JEGX��IZIR�XLI�1SHIP�'SHI¸W�4VIJ�

12  Phillip K. Lyon & Bruce H. Phillips, 3URIHVVLRQDO�
5HVSRQVLELOLW\�LQ�WKH�)HGHUDO�&RXUWV��&RQVLVWHQF\�LV�&ORDNHG�
LQ�&RQIXVLRQ, 50 Ark. l. rev. 59, 63 (1997).
13  Model Code of Prof’l Responsibility EC 7-13 
(1969).
14  ,G�
15  Phillip K. Lyon & Bruce H. Phillips, 3URIHVVLRQDO�
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ace admitted that there were at least four areas 
that would need revision in the future.ÿĄ When 
compared to the ABA Canons, the structure 
SJ�XLI�1SHIP�'SHI�[EW�GSQTPMGEXIH��ÿą “Some 
critics described the three part structure as 
MVVEXMSREP�ERH�YR[SVOEFPI�¶ÿĆ There were criti�
cisms that some of the Ethical Considerations 
[IVI�MR�GSRÂMGX�[MXL�XLIMV�QEXGLMRK�(MWGMTPMR�
EV]�6YPIW�ÿć Also, the nine Canons and their 
Ethical Considerations did not carry any dis�
GMTPMREV]�VEQMÁGEXMSRW��6EXLIV�XLER�IRYQIV�
EXI�FPEGO�PIXXIV�VYPIW��XLI�GSRWMWXIRX�ZEKYIRIWW�
XLVSYKLSYX�XLI�1SHIP�'SHI�QIVIP]�GVIEXIH�
ER�µIXLMGEP�QSSH�¶�WYFNIGX�XS�MRXIVTVIXEXMSR�F]�
the local bars. Āþ

-R�VIWTSRWI�XS�XLI�GVMXMGMWQ�SJ�XLI�1SH�
el Code, as well as the negative perception of 
PE[]IVW�JSPPS[MRK�XLI�µ;EXIVKEXI¶�WGERHEP��XLI�
%&%�GVIEXIH�E�GSQQMWWMSR�XS�VIZMWI�XLI�1SHIP�
Code.Āÿ�/RS[R�EW�XLI�/YXEO�'SQQMWWMSR��EJXIV�
XLI�GSQQMWWMSR�GLEMV�6SFIVX�/YXEO��XLMW�GSQ�
QMXXII�TYFPMWLIH�XLI�ÁVWX�HVEJX�SJ�XLI�1SHIP�
6YPIW�SJ�4VSJIWWMSREP�'SRHYGX��1SHIP�6YPIW�
MR�ÿćĆþ�ĀĀ�8LIWI�1SHIP�6YPIW�[IVI�WX]PIH�EJXIV�
XLI�%QIVMGER�0E[�-RWXMXYXI¸W��%0-�6IWXEXI�
QIRXW�SJ�XLI�0E[��[LMGL�EVI�FPEGO�PIXXIV�VYPIW�
covering various legal subjects.Āā�8LI�1SHIP�
6YPIW�TVSZMHI�E�FSH]�SJ�IXLMGEP�TVMRGMTPIW�XLEX�
E�PE[]IV�GSYPH�PSSO�XS�JSV�KYMHERGI�MR�HMJJIV�

5HVSRQVLELOLW\�LQ�WKH�)HGHUDO�&RXUWV��&RQVLVWHQF\�LV�&ORDNHG�
LQ�&RQIXVLRQ, 50 Ark. l. rev. 59, 62 (1997).
16  John F. Sutton, Jr., 7KH�$PHULFDQ�%DU�$VVRFLDWLRQ�
&RGH�RI�3URIHVVLRQDO�5HVSRQVLELOLW\��$Q�,QWURGXFWLRQ, 48 tex. 
l. rev. 255, 257 (1970).
17  Fred C. Zacharias, )HGHUDOL]LQJ�/HJDO�(WKLFV, 73 
tex. l. rev. 335, 339 (1994).
18  John M. A. DiPippa, /RQ�)XOOHU��7KH�0RGHO�&RGH��
DQG�7KH�0RGHO�5XOHV, 37 s. tex. l. rev. 303, 344 (1996).
19  ,G��
20  John F. Sutton, Jr., 7KH�$PHULFDQ�%DU�$VVRFLDWLRQ�
&RGH�RI�3URIHVVLRQDO�5HVSRQVLELOLW\��$Q�,QWURGXFWLRQ, 48 tex. 
l. rev. 255, 257 (1970).
21  Sylvia E. Stevens, %DU�&RXQVHO��1HZ��DQG�(YROYLQJ��
'HYHORSPHQWV�LQ�WKH�'LVFLSOLQDU\�5XOHV, 62-APR Or. St. B. 
Bull. 27 (2002).
22  Cynthia M. Jacob, $�3ROHPLF�$JDLQVW�5�3�&������F�
�����7KH�³$SSHDUDQFH�RI�,PSURSULHW\´�5XOH, 177-June n.J. 
lAW. 23 (1996).
23  Gregory C. Sisk, $�EULHI�KLVWRU\�RI�SURIHVVLRQDO�UXOHV�
RI�HWKLFV�IRU�ODZ\HUV, 16 Ia. Prac., Lawyer and Judicial Ethics 
§ 3:1 (2012).

ent situations.ĀĂ�8LI�/YXEO�'SQQMWWMSR�IPMQM�
nated the confusing distinctions between Eth�
MGEP�'SRWMHIVEXMSRW�ERH�(MWGMTPMREV]�6YPIW��
IEGL�1SHIP�6YPI��EW�[IPP�EW�MXW�'SQQIRXW��
would be the sole starting point for any given 
situation. As with the prior ethical guidelines, 
XLI�1SHIP�6YPIW�[IVI�RSX�FMRHMRK�ERH�HMH�RSX�
have the force of law.

Addressing both state and federal 
TVSWIGYXSVW��164'�ā�Ć�µ7TIGMEP�6IWTSRWMFMPM�
XMIW�SJ�E�4VSWIGYXSV¶�TVSZMHIH�ER�I\TERHIH�WIX�
of rules to follow when compared to previous 
IXLMGEP�KYMHIPMRIW��164'�ā�Ć�MRGPYHIH�HI�
XEMPIH�VYPIW�JSV�TVI�XVMEP�EGXMZMX]��HMWGSZIV]��ERH�
public release of information. As with prior 
IXLMGEP�WSYVGIW��WIGXMSR��E�WIX�XLI�QMRMQYQ�
WXERHEVH�JSV�TVSGIIHMRK�[MXL�TVSWIGYXMSR��MJ�
not supported by probable cause, prosecution 
WLSYPH�RSX�TVSGIIH��,S[IZIV��164'�ā�Ć�HMH�
not include a minimum standard for declina�
tion.

In the years following the adoption of 
XLI�1SHIP�6YPIW��WIZIVEP�EQIRHQIRXW�[IVI�
TVSTSWIH��%W�VIGIRXP]�EW�Āþþć��[LIR�XLI�%&%�
GVIEXIH�XLI�'SQQMWWMSR�SR�)XLMGW�Āþ�Āþ��PE[�
]IVW�TVSTSWIH�GLERKIW�XS�QER]�SJ�XLI�1SHIP�
6YPIW��,S[IZIV��WMRGI�MXW�EHSTXMSR��XLIVI�LEW�
FIIR�RS�EHSTXIH�EQIRHQIRX�XS�164'�ā�Ć��
8LMW�GSYPH�FI�EXXVMFYXIH�XS�XLI�JEGX�XLI�164'�
ā�Ć�SRP]�EJJIGXW�TVSWIGYXSVW��E�WQEPP�TSVXMSR�SJ�
the nation’s legal community.

C. Other Sources of Guidance

Outside of the ethical sources dis�
cussed, the USAOs have other sources that 
XLI]�PSSO�XS�JSV�KYMHERGI��8LI�U.S. Attorney’s 
Manual is a point of reference for U.S. At�
torneys and AUSAs, providing general poli�
cies and procedures for the daily operation of 
USAOs.Āă As such, it is not a legally binding 
document and only serves as internal guid�
ance for USAO personnel.ĀĄ�7IGXMSR�ć�Ā�þĀþ�

24  John M. A. DiPippa, /RQ�)XOOHU��7KH�0RGHO�&RGH��
DQG�7KH�0RGHO�5XOHV, 37 s. tex. l. rev. 303, 345 (1996).
25  u.s. Attorneys’ MAnuAl 1-1.100 (U.S.A.M.), 1997 
WL 1943989.
26  ,G��
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provides AUSAs guidance on declining pros�
ecution. It states that a U.S. Attorney has the 
ÁREP�HIGMWMSR�SR�HIGPMRMRK�TVSWIGYXMSR��YRPIWW�
there is a statutory limitation that requires the 
acceptance of prosecution. In practice, case 
declination authority is delegated to AUSAs, 
as it is not practical for the U.S. Attorney to be 
MRZSPZIH�MR�XLI�HEMP]�GEWI�MRXEOI�TVSGIWW��

Several other Sections provide addi�
tional guidance on case declination. Section 

ć�Ā�ÿÿÿ�I\TERHW�SR�XLI�WXEXYXSV]�PMQMXEXMSR�
QIRXMSRIH�MR�7IGXMSR�ć�Ā�þĀþ��WXEXMRK�XLEX�
prosecutions can be declined in certain situ�
ations if it is determined that “the ends of 
public justice do not require investigation or 
TVSWIGYXMSR�¶�7IGXMSR�ć�Āą�ĀĀþ�TVSZMHIW�XLVII�
factors, in addition to the probable cause 
requirement, for AUSAs to weigh when decid�
ing to decline prosecution. First, prosecution 
should be declined if no substantial federal 
interest would be served by the prosecution. 
Second, prosecution should be declined if the 
suspect would be subject to prosecution in 
ERSXLIV�NYVMWHMGXMSR��*MREPP]��MJ�XLIVI�EVI�RSR�
criminal alternatives to prosecution, prosecu�
tion should be declined. The Comment to 
7IGXMSR�ć�Āą�ĀĀþ�EPWS�EHHW�ER�EHHMXMSREP�GSR�
WMHIVEXMSR��XLEX�XLIVI�FI�EHQMWWMFPI�IZMHIRGI�
WYJÁGMIRX�XS�SFXEMR�ERH�WYWXEMR�E�GSRZMGXMSR��
These sections effectively raise the minimum 
standard of probable cause found in the afore�
mentioned ethical sources. It seems that in 
practice, AUSAs require probable cause plus 
XLI�XLVII�7IGXMSR�ć�Āą�ĀĀþ�JEGXSVW�XS�EGGITX�
prosecution, unless the “ends of public jus�
XMGI¶��JVSQ�7IGXMSR�ć�Ā�þĀþ�NYWXMJ]�HIGPMREXMSR�

Another source of guidance for USAOs 
is the ABA Standards for Criminal Justice 
4VSWIGYXMSR�*YRGXMSR�ERH�(IJIRWI�*YRGXMSR�

�%&%�7XERHEVHW��8LI�%&%�7XERHEVHW��ÁVWX�
EHSTXIH�MR�ÿćąÿ��TVSZMHI�VIPMEFPI�KYMHERGI�
through the discussion of “prevailing norms 
SJ�TVEGXMGI¶�ERH�EWWMWX�MR�HIXIVQMRMRK�[LEX�
is reasonable criminal justice attorney per�
formance.Āą The primary source for the ABA 
7XERHEVHW�[EW�XLI�1SHIP�6YPIW��FYX�MX�EPWS�
aims to discuss subjects not directly covered 
F]�XLI�1SHIP�6YPIW�ĀĆ As with the previous 
ethical sources, the ABA Standards have no 
force of law, but their process of development 

has successfully yielded standards that fairly 
VIÂIGX�[MHIP]�WLEVIH�TVSJIWWMSREP�ZMI[W�Āć

The ABA Standards have three Stan�
dards that address case acceptance. Standard 
ā�ÿ�Ā�VIWXEXIW�XLI�LMWXSVMGEP�HYX]�SJ�XLI�TVSW�
IGYXSV�XS�WIIO�NYWXMGI�[MXL�HMWGVIXMSR�ERH�RSX�
XS�QIVIP]�WIIO�GSRZMGXMSRW��7XERHEVH�ā�Ā�ć�
addresses the prompt disposition of charges 
once they are accepted and states that a pros�
ecutor should avoid any delay throughout 
XLI�TVSGIWW��7XERHEVH�ā�ā�Ă�VIWIQFPIW�XLI�
U.S. Attorney’s Manual by placing the deci�
WMSR�XS�GLEVKI�µMRMXMEPP]�ERH�TVMQEVMP]¶�[MXL�
the prosecutor. The Comments for Standard 
ā�ā�Ă��WXEXI�XLEX�E�TVSWIGYXSV¸W�SJÁGI�WLSYPH�
have a screening process for cases, to prevent 
a high acquittal rate. This is comparable to the 
U.S. Attorney’s Manual’s Comment to Section 
ć�Āą�ĀĀþ��[LIVI�XLI�EZSMHERGI�SJ�EGUYMXXEP�MW�
ER�MQTPMIH�TVMRGMTPI��-R�7IGXMSR�ć�Ā�ÿþÿ��XLI�
U.S. Attorney’s Manual recommends that all 
AUSAs become familiar with the ABA Stan�
dards since the federal courts consider them 

27  Rory K. Little, 7KH�$%$¶6�3URMHFW�WR�5HYLVH�WKH�
&ULPLQDO�-XVWLFH�6WDQGDUGV�IRU�WKH�3URVHFXWLRQ�DQG�'HIHQVH�
)XQFWLRQV, 62 Hastings L.J. 1111, 1113 (2011).
28  Standards for Criminal Justice Prosecution Function 
and Defense Function Introduction, at xii (3 ed. 1993).
29  Little, 6XSUD�note 27.�

RATHER THAN SET BLACK LETTER RULES, THE CONSISTENT  

VAGUENESS THROUGHOUT THE MODEL CODE CREATED AN  

“ETHICAL MOOD,” SUBJECT TO INTERPRETATION BY THE LOCAL BARS. 
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HYVMRK�ETTVSTVMEXI�GEWIW��%W�[MXL�XLI�1SHIP�
6YPIW��XLI�%&%�7XERHEVHW�EVI�WMPIRX�EW�XS�
when case declination is appropriate or not. 

D. Published Concerns

-R�ÿćąĆ��E�LMKLP]�TYFPMGM^IH�VITSVX�F]�
XLI�9�7��+IRIVEP�%GGSYRXEFMPMX]�3JÁGI��+%3��
the audit, evaluation, and investigative arm of 
the U.S. Congress, described the high levels of 
case declination by the USAOs.�āþ The report 
stated that the USAOs declined to prosecute 
ĄĀ	�SJ�XLI�GVMQMREP�GSQTPEMRXW�EZEMPEFPI�JSV�
TVSWIGYXMSR�HYVMRK�ÁWGEP�]IEVW�ÿćąþ�ąĄ�āÿ Of 
XLI�ĄĀ	��XLI�VITSVX�I\TPEMRIH�XLEX�SRP]�āą	�
were not prosecutable because of legitimate 
VIEWSRW��WYGL�EW�PIKEP�HIÁGMIRGMIW�āĀ There 
[IVI�RS�I\TPEREXMSRW�JSV�XLI�SXLIV�HIGPMRE�
XMSRW��-R�VIWTSRWI�XS�XLI�VITSVX��XLI�9�7��(I�
partment of Justice issued the Principles of 
Federal Prosecution.āā The Principles were in�
tended to promote effective prosecutorial dis�
cretion by AUSAs, and led to revisions within 
the U.S. Attorney’s Manual, such as the inclu�
WMSR�SJ�XLI�XLVII�JEGXSVW�MR�7IGXMSR�ć�Āą�ĀĀþ.āĂ

-R�Āþÿþ��XLI�+%3�EKEMR�TYFPMWLIH�E�
WMQMPEV�VITSVX��,S[IZIV��XLMW�VITSVX�EHHVIWWIH�
the high level of case declinations occurring in 
-RHMER�'SYRXV]��E�XIVQ�JSV�XLI�WIPJ�KSZIVRMRK�
2EXMZI�%QIVMGER�GSQQYRMXMIW�[MXLMR�XLI�9�7���
āă�8LI�VITSVX�WXEXIH�XLEX�XLVSYKL�ÁWGEP�]IEVW�
Āþþă�þć��ăþ	�SJ�GEWIW�TVIWIRXIH�JSV�TVSWIGY�
tion were declined.āĄ Of the cases declined, 
ąĀ	�[IVI�HIGPMRIH�JSV�ETTVSTVMEXI�VIEWSRW��
WYGL�EW�[IEO�IZMHIRGI�SV�MWWYIW�[MXL�[MXRIWW�
es.āą

30  Ronald Wright & Marc Miller, 7KH�6FUHHQLQJ�%DU-
JDLQLQJ�7UDGHRII, 55 Stan. L. Rev. 29, 99 (2002).
31  U. S. Attorneys Do Not Prosecute Many Suspected 
Violators Of Federal Laws – GGD-77-86, 7 (1986).
32  ,G� at 8.
33  Wright, 6XSUD�note 27.�
34  ,G�
35  GAO-11-167R Declinations of Indian Country Mat-
ters, 3 (2010).
36  ,G� at 3.
37  ,G� 

IV. Sociological and Political Forces 

Inappropriate case declinations at US�
AOs across the country are partially a result 
SJ�XLI�PEGO�SJ�IXLMGEP�KYMHERGI��,S[IZIV��XLIVI�
are other outside forces that can affect the 
decision to accept federal prosecution. For 
each prosecutorial decision, an AUSA weighs 
JEGXSVW�WYGL�EW�SJÁGI�VIWSYVGIW��GEWI�WXVIRKXLW��
ERH�WYFNIGX¸W�GYPTEFMPMX]��,S[IZIV��XLI�TIV�
sonalities, motivations, and objectives of the 
MRHMZMHYEP�%97%�JVEQI�XLI�ÁREP�HIGMWMSR��%W�
an organizational entity, each USAO sets its 
unique policies on prosecutorial discretion. 
The policies are based on internal reporting 
requirements, minimum thresholds, and other 
organizational strategies. These forces, outside 
SJ�XLI�PIKEP�IXLMGW�JVEQI[SVO��EJJIGX�XLI�97�
AOs ability to effectively accept cases.

The individual AUSA ideally has a 
mutual goal with law enforcement agents of 
crime control though effective prosecutions. 
The manner in which they reach their accept�
able level of crime control varies, depending 
on their personal interests, such as an inter�
IWX�MR�E�WTIGMÁG�EVIE�SJ�JIHIVEP�GVMQMREP�PE[��
At one end of the spectrum, some AUSAs will 
EGLMIZI�XLMW�PIZIP�F]�QE\MQM^MRK�XLI�EQSYRX�
of charges applied to the largest number of 
defendants.āĆ These AUSAs will aggressively 
accept many cases, some of which could war�
rant declination, with the result of attaining as 
many convictions as possible. They will assist 
XLIMV�EKIRXW�[MXL�µWXEGOMRK¶�EHHMXMSREP�GLEVKIW�
against the defendants, encouraging them to 
reach a plea agreement, avoid trial, and reach 
E�UYMGO�VIWSPYXMSR��XLYW�JVIIMRK�XLI�%97%�XS�
[SVO�SR�XLI�RI\X�GEWI��8LIWI�%97%W�EVI�PMOIP]�
]SYRKIV��VMWO�WIIOMRK��ERH�MRXIVIWXIH�MR�JSVQ�
ing a strong reputation with the law enforce�
ment community and the local bar. Through 
the large number of cases prosecuted, they 
get the opportunity to showcase or improve 
XLIMV�PMXMKEXMSR�WOMPPW�āć�%R�µEKIRX¸W�%97%¶�VYRW�

38  Ronald F. Wright & Rodney L. Engen, &KDUJH�
0RYHPHQW�DQG�7KHRULHV�RI�3URVHFXWRUV, 91 Marq. L. Rev. 9, 
29 (2007). 
39  ,G� at 31.
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XLI�VMWO�SJ�GVIEXMRK�E�GEWIPSEH�XLEX�FIGSQIW�
unmanageable, leading to increased stress 
among other problems resulting from being 
SZIV[SVOIH��,S[IZIV��XLI]�QE]�GSRXMRYI�XS�
aggressively accept cases until they are pro�
QSXIH��PIEZI�XS�[SVO�EX�E�HMJJIVIRX�ÁVQ�[MXL�
WSPMH�[SVO�I\TIVMIRGI��SV�FIKMR�XS�HIGPMRI�
cases more often to bring down their casel�
oads to manageable levels.

1SWX�%97%W�[MPP�JSGYW�SR�WTIGMÁG�
GVMQIW��EW�XLI]�LEZI�PMOIP]�FIIR�EWWMKRIH�XS�
a division by their management. In addi�
tion to their assigned case type, they create a 
personal set of priorities on which crimes to 
pursue prosecution.Ăþ These priorities could 
be based on factors such as the seriousness 
of the crime or the defendant’s criminal his�
XSV]��*SV�I\EQTPI��ER�%97%�[MPP�PMOIP]�HIGPMRI�
federal prosecution on an illegal alien with no 
GVMQMREP�LMWXSV]�YRHIV�Ć�9�7�'��ÿāĀă��MQTVSTIV�
IRXV]�F]�EPMIR��8LI�%97%�[MPP�I\TPEMR�XLEX�
an administrative action, such as a deporta�
tion from the United States, would be a better 
alternative and more effective use of federal 
VIWSYVGIW��,S[IZIV��XLEX�WEQI�%97%�[SYPH�
FI�QSVI�PMOIP]�XS�EGGITX�TVSWIGYXMSR�[LIR�ER�
agent presents an illegal alien, who is a gang 
member with a substantial criminal history, 
JSV�TVSWIGYXMSR��-R�EHHMXMSR�XS�GLEVKMRK�Ć�
9�7�'��ÿāĀă��XLI�%97%�[SYPH�FI�EFPI�XS�WIIO�
a ten year sentencing enhancement for being 
E�HSGYQIRXIH�KERK�QIQFIV�YRHIV�ÿĆ�9�7�'��
ăĀÿ��GVMQMREP�WXVIIX�KERKW��8LMW�MPPYWXVEXIW�LS[�
some AUSAs will only accept cases that could 
VIWYPX�MR�XLIMV�TVMSVMXM^IH�GLEVKIW��QE\MQM^MRK�
those convictions while declining cases that 
MRZSPZI�RSR�TVMSVMX]��SV�PIWWIV�GLEVKIW��4IVLETW�
XLI]�[MPP�FI�JVERO�[MXL�XLI�EKIRX��TVSZMHMRK�
advice on what investigative steps should be 
JSPPS[IH�XS�EGLMIZI�WYJÁGMIRX�TVSFEFPI�GEYWI�
for the prioritized charges. On the other hand, 
the AUSA may simply decline the case, legiti�
mately citing USAO priorities, or that a state 
charge may be the appropriate action instead. 
8LI�ZEWX�QENSVMX]�SJ�%97%W�GSYPH�FI�GPEWWMÁIH�
in the middle of the spectrum.

40  ,G� at 29-30.

At the other end of the spectrum are 
the AUSAs who only accept cases that are 
PMOIP]�XS�FI�VIWSPZIH�XLVSYKL�E�TPIE�EKVII�
ment due to the amount of evidence against 
the defendant. These AUSAs only accept cases 
that seem to be guaranteed convictions. They 
EVI�I\XVIQIP]�VMWO�EZIVWI��ERH�EW�WYGL��HIGPMRI�
most cases because of the fear of participating 
and losing in a trial. They accept cases because 
they are winnable or there is no legitimate 
I\GYWI�XS�HIGPMRI��6EXLIV�XLER�YWMRK�XLI�GSR�
stitutionally required probable cause standard, 
they use the higher criminal trial standard 
SJ�µFI]SRH�E�VIEWSREFPI�HSYFX�¶�8LIWI�EVI�
%97%W�[LS�EVI�GSRWMHIVIH�µVIXMVIH�SR�HYX]¶�
F]�XLIMV�TIIVW��8LI]�EVI�PMOIP]�RIEV�XLI�IRH�
of their careers, trying to do the required 
minimum to stay employed until they retire. 
8LIWI�%97%W�GSRXMRYI�XS�QEOI�WEXMWJEGXSV]�
performance evaluations because they may 
be judged on their conviction rates, regard�
less of the total number of cases prosecuted. 
*SV�I\EQTPI��SRI�SJ�XLIWI�VMWO�EZIVWI�%97%W�
QE]�LEZI�E�ćþ	�GSRZMGXMSR�VEXI�JSV�SRI�]IEV��
8LMW�[SYPH�WIIQ�LMKLP]�WYGGIWWJYP�EX�ÁVWX�
glance, but prosecution was only sought in ten 
cases while another forty cases were declined. 
Those cases that could result in trial may also 
be avoided because a high trial rate could be 
interpreted as a sign of overzealousness or 
MRIJJIGXMZI�RIKSXMEXMRK�WOMPPW�Ăÿ Finally, these 
AUSAs may simply increase their leisure time 
by resolving more cases though guilty pleas 
and having high declination rates.ĂĀ

Aside from the individual AUSA, 
each USAO affects its level of case declina�
tion through its organizational strategies and 
policies. The U.S. Attorney’s Manual requires a 
report when a case is closed without prosecu�
tion.Ăā This reporting requirement encourages 
case declination, as cases are declined before 
ER�%97%�VMWOW�STIRMRK�E�97%3�GEWI�ERH�
having to report case closure. When a case is 
declined before opening a USAO case, there is 

41  ,G. at 31.
42  ,G.
43  U.S. Attorneys’ Manual 9-2.020 (U.S.A.M.), 2000 
WL 1708083.
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no reporting requirement. Without any report, 
there is no statistic or measure to provide to 
XLI�9�7��&YVIEY�SJ�.YWXMGI�7XEXMWXMGW��&.7��
which is responsible for measuring activity 
at all stages of the criminal justice system. 
Among all the statistical reports provided, 
the BJS also provides measures of success�
JYP�TVSWIGYXMSRW�JSV�IEGL�97%3��,S[IZIV��
the BJS cannot accurately measure the actual 
number of case declinations if no report is 
ÁPIH�

 
 
 

:��4SWWMFPI�)\TPEREXMSRW

As stated by the BJS, the primary rea�
sons USAOs cite for case declinations are 
GEWI�VIPEXIH�VIEWSRW��WYGL�EW�[IEO�IZMHIRGI�
ERH�SXLIV�PIKEP�HIÁGMIRGMIW�ĂĂ The BJS also 
recognizes many other legitimate reasons, 
MRGPYHMRK�PEGO�SJ�VIWSYVGIW��QMRMQEP�JIHIVEP�
interest, alternative resolutions available, etc.Ăă 
These reasons demonstrate how the USAO 
GEWI�MRXEOI�TVSGIWW�EGXW�EW�E�WGVIIRMRK�ERH�
regulatory device, preventing improper pros�
ecutions from going forward while preserv�
ing a manageable caseload.ĂĄ This screening 
process is the same as the screening process 
performed by law enforcement agents when 
deciding to initiate or continue with an inves�
tigation. Agents decide whether to initiate or 
proceed with an investigation depending on 
the same factors the AUSAs weigh, such as 
agency resources and manpower, the strengths 
of the case, or agency priorities. Agents, as well 
as their management teams, screen cases to 

44 6HH�JHQHUDOO\ Bureau of Justice Statistics Basis for 
Declination 2008, http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/pub/html/
fjsst/2008/tables/fjs08st203.pdf (last visited Jan. 3, 2015).
45 6HH�LG�
46 Donald Wright & Marc Miller, 7KH�6FUHHQLQJ�%DU-
JDLQLQJ�7UDGHRII, 55 Stan. L. Rev. 29, 50-51(2002).

TVIZIRX�MQTVSTIV�SV�MRWMKRMÁGERX�MRZIWXMKE�
tions from going forward.

%W�TEVX�SJ�XLI�GEWI�MRXEOI�TVSGIWW��IEGL�
USAO has its own informal or unwritten poli�
cies that guide case acceptance. These policies 
prioritize which case types are aggressively 
enforced and conversely, which case types are 
occasionally enforced.Ăą�*SV�I\EQTPI��97%3W�
LEZI�MRJSVQEP�QMRMQYQ�XLVIWLSPHW�JSV�HVYK�
VIPEXIH�SJJIRWIW��(VYK�VIPEXIH�SJJIRWIW�QE]�
have higher thresholds in the USAO for the 
7SYXLIVR�(MWXVMGX�SJ�*PSVMHE��FIGEYWI�SJ�XLI�

higher number of cases referred for prosecu�
XMSR��XLER�MR�XLI�97%3�JSV�(MWXVMGX�SJ�-HELS�ĂĆ 
Those cases that do not meet the minimum 
threshold could be best handled by a state or 
PSGEP�TVSWIGYXSV¸W�SJÁGI�MRWXIEH��JVIIMRK�XLI�
AUSAs to focus on more important investiga�
tions. With these unique policies, the same 
federal crimes will be prosecuted differently, 
depending on which USAO is proceeding 
with prosecution, thus showing disparities in 
case declination rates.Ăć 

VI. Comparative Perspective

To better understand case declinations 
in the U.S. federal criminal justice system, 
SRI�QE]�PSSO�XS�SXLIV�GSYRXVMIW �̧GVMQMREP�
justice systems. In the U.S., the criminal jus�
XMGI�W]WXIQ�MW�GPEWWMÁIH�EW�ER�EHZIVWEVMEP�SRI��
where the court acts as an impartial media�
tor between the prosecution and the defense. 
The court rules on issues of law, and leaves 
questions of fact for the jury to decide. In 
comparison, France’s criminal justice system is 
GPEWWMÁIH�EW�ER�MRUYMWMXSVMEP�SRI��-R�ER�MRUYMWM�
47  William T. Pizzi, 8QGHUVWDQGLQJ�3URVHFXWRULDO�
'LVFUHWLRQ�LQ�WKH�8QLWHG�6WDWHV��7KH�/LPLWV�RI�&RPSDUDWLYH, 54 
Ohio St. L.J. 1325, 1344 (1993).
48  ,G� at 1343.
49  ,G��at 1344.

THE INTEGRATION OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENT IN AN ADVISORY  

CAPACITY AT THE CASE INTAKE POINT COULD ADDRESS THE ISSUE OF  

IMPROPER DECLINATIONS BY ADDING A FRESH VIEWPOINT TO THE DECISION.
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torial system, the courts are actively involved 
in some portion of an investigation.ăþ An 
inquisitorial judge may question witnesses, de�
JIRHERXW��SV�TIVJSVQ�SXLIV�JEGX�ÁRHMRK�XEWOW��
while the lawyers on each side of a prosecu�
tion argue on behalf of the state or defendant.

The French criminal justice system 
MW�SVKERM^IH�MR�XLI�1MRMWXV]�SJ�.YWXMGI��GSQ�
TEVEFPI�XS�XLI�9�7��(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�.YWXMGI��
[LMGL�MW�LIEHIH�F]�XLI�1MRMWXIV�SJ�.YWXMGI�
(the American equivalent would be the Attor�
RI]�+IRIVEP�ăÿ All French prosecutors serve 
MR�XLI�1MRMWXV]¸W�FYVIEYGVEXMG�LMIVEVGL]��ERH�
EPP�EVI�WYFNIGX�XS�ER�IRXVERGI�I\EQ�FIJSVI�
FIMRK�LMVIH�F]�XLI�1MRMWXV]�ăĀ Instead of the 
American system that includes state and lo�
GEP�TVSWIGYXSV¸W�SJÁGIW��XLI�*VIRGL�W]WXIQ�MW�
GIRXVEPM^IH�MR�E�WMRKPI��YRMÁIH�REXMSREP�W]WXIQ��
%W�WYGL��XLI�*VIRGL�TVSWIGYXSV¸W�SJÁGIW�JSPPS[�
the same uniform policies nationwide, where�
EW�E�9�7��%XXSVRI]�I\IVGMWIW�WSQI�JVIIHSQ�MR�
setting individual policies in his USAO. With 
a national system, all decisions by French 
prosecutors are subject to review or possible 
GSVVIGXMSR�F]�XLIMV�RSR�TSPMXMGEPP]�ETTSMRXIH�
management.ăā Therefore, the French model of 
prosecutorial discretion is customarily car�
VMIH�SYX�EX�XLI�WYTIVZMWSV]�VEROW��%HHMXMSREPP]��
*VIRGL�TVSWIGYXSVW�EVI�RSX�EW�GSRZMGXMSR�
driven as their American counterparts.ăĂ They 
are instructed to determine a just solution to 
problems, which does not always necessarily 
QIER�WIIOMRK�TVSWIGYXMSRW�

50  Geraldine Szott Moohr, 3URVHFXWRULDO�3RZHU�LQ�
DQ�$GYHUVDULDO�6\VWHP��/HVVRQV�)URP�&XUUHQW�:KLWH�&ROODU�
&DVHV�DQG�WKH�,QTXLVLWRULDO�0RGHO, 8 Buff. Crim. L. Rev. 165, 
194 (2004).
51  Richard S. Frase, &RPSDUDWLYH�&ULPLQDO�-XVWLFH�DV�
D�*XLGH�WR�$PHULFDQ�/DZ�5HIRUP��+RZ�'R�7KH�)UHQFK�'R�,W��
+RZ�&DQ�:H�)LQG�2XW��$QG�:K\�6KRXOG�:H�&DUH", 78 Cal. L. 
Rev. 539, 560 (1990).
52  ,G�
53  Geraldine Szott Moohr, 3URVHFXWRULDO�3RZHU�LQ�
DQ�$GYHUVDULDO�6\VWHP��/HVVRQV�)URP�&XUUHQW�:KLWH�&ROODU�
&DVHV�DQG�WKH�,QTXLVLWRULDO�0RGHO, 8 Buff. Crim. L. Rev. 165, 
194 (2004).
54  Yue Ma, $�&RPSDUDWLYH�9LHZ�RI�-XGLFLDO�6XSHUYLVLRQ�
RI�3URVHFXWRULDO�'LVFUHWLRQ, 44 No. 1 Crim. Law Bulletin Art. 
III (2008).

French law enforcement agents have 
a unique relationship with their prosecutors. 
French law enforcement agents are instructed 
XS�RSXMJ]�TVSWIGYXSVW�µ[MXLSYX�HIPE]¶�YTSR�XLI�
HMWGSZIV]�SJ�ER�SJJIRWI��ERH�µMQQIHMEXIP]¶�MJ�MX�
MW�E�µÂEKVERX¶�SJJIRWI�ăă This early involvement 
SJ�TVSWIGYXSVW�EPPS[W�XLIQ�XS�EGX�EW�E�GLIGO�
on the police, sometimes directing how the in�
vestigation should proceed, or preventing the 
use of questionable investigative methods.ăĄ In 
JEGX��*VIRGL�TVSWIGYXSVW�EVI�ORS[R�XS�EVVMZI�
at the scene of an offense with the police, or 
shortly thereafter.ăą�(IWTMXI�XLI�IEVP]�TVSWIGY�
torial involvement in criminal cases, French 
declination rates are comparable to those by 
the USAOs.ăĆ 

2SX�EPP�SJ�XLI�JIEXYVIW�SJ�XLI�*VIRGL�
inquisitorial system would be applicable in 
XLI�%QIVMGER�EHZIVWEVMEP�W]WXIQ��,S[IZIV��
the USAOs throughout the country could 
limit improper case declination by following 
some of the French features. Law enforce�
ment agents should attempt to increase AUSA 
participation in the early stages of investiga�
tions, similar to their French counterparts. 
0MOI[MWI��97%3W�WLSYPH�EPPS[�ERH�IRGSYVEKI�
the increased participation, and not require 
XLEX�E�97%3�GEWI�FI�SJÁGMEPP]�STIRIH�XS�EZSMH�
the reporting requirement. Perhaps creating a 
general USAO case, where each AUSA could 
HSGYQIRX�XLI�IEVP]�I\TPSVEXSV]�EGXMZMXMIW�MR�
potential cases, would be suitable for USAO 
accountability. Early participation by AUSAs, 
without the necessary commitment to accept 
the case, could decrease improper case decli�
nation.

VII. Recommendations for Change

As discussed, there is a necessity for a 
level of ethical guidance for prosecutors when 
declining law enforcement agent’s potential 

55  Richard S. Frase, &RPSDUDWLYH�&ULPLQDO�-XVWLFH�DV�
D�*XLGH�WR�$PHULFDQ�/DZ�5HIRUP��+RZ�'R�7KH�)UHQFK�'R�,W��
+RZ�&DQ�:H�)LQG�2XW��$QG�:K\�6KRXOG�:H�&DUH", 78 Cal. L. 
Rev. 539, 557 (1990).
56  ,G�
57 �,G�
58 �,G� at 615.
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GEWIW��,S[IZIV��XLMW�EFWIRGI�SJ�IXLMGEP�WXER�
dards is  correctable. There are several rec�
ommendations that would address this need 
directly and indirectly. Each potential solution 
GEVVMIW�[MXL�MX�HMWXMRGXMZI�WXVIRKXLW�ERH�[IEO�
nesses to consider when implementing them. 

The most direct approach to rectify the 
PEGO�SJ�IXLMGEP�KYMHERGI�MW�F]�EHHMRK�E�RI[�
ethical guideline to the current set. A modi�
ÁGEXMSR�XS�164'�ā�Ć�GSYPH�MRGPYHI�E�WIGXMSR�
SR�HIGPMRMRK�GEWIW��*SV�I\EQTPI��ER�EHHMXMSREP�
WIGXMSR�GSYPH�FI�[SVHIH�EW��µXLI�TVSWIGYXSV�MR�
a criminal case shall refrain from declining a 
GLEVKI�XLEX�XLI�TVSWIGYXSV�ORS[W�MW�WYTTSVXIH�
F]�TVSFEFPI�GEYWI¶��XLMW�MW�E�TYVTSWIP]��GPSWIP]�
[SVHIH�GSQTERMSR�XS�164'�ā�Ć��E��-X�MW�GSR�
ceivable that this word choice could under�
mine the practice of prosecutorial discretion, 
QEOMRK�TVSWIGYXSVW�EGGITX�EPP�GEWIW�WYTTSVXIH�
by probable cause. Perhaps adding a supple�
mentary phrase after the aforementioned sec�
XMSR�[SYPH�GVIEXI�E�QSVI�ÂI\MFPI�VYPI��WYGL�EW�
“… unless there is a valid or legitimate reason 
JSV�XLI�HIGPMREXMSR�¶�8LMW�[SYPH�TVSZMHI�WSQI�
room for appropriate declinations based on 
JEGXSVW�WYGL�EW�SJÁGI�ERH�NYHMGMEP�VIWSYVGIW��
while emphasizing that declinations should 
be made carefully. The proposed section could 
EPWS�FI�QSHMÁIH�F]�VITPEGMRK�XLI�[SVHW�µVI�
JVEMR�JVSQ¶�[MXL�µQEOI�VIEWSREFPI�IJJSVXW�XS�
EZSMH�¶�XLYW�QEOMRK�XLI�VYPI�QSVI�TIVQMW�
sive while still addressing declinations in the 
164'��-J�ER�EHHMXMSREP�WIGXMSR�MW�RSX�JIEWMFPI��
XLIR�EX�PIEWX�ER�EHHMXMSREP�GSQQIRX�XS�164'�
ā�Ć�GSYPH�I\TPEMR�XLI�WEQI�IXLMGEP�XLISV]�

8LI�%&%�LEW�ER�I\MWXMRK�EQIRHQIRX�
TVSGIWW�JSV�XLI�EHHMXMSR�SV�QSHMÁGEXMSR�SJ�E�
1SHIP�6YPI��6IGIRXP]��XLI�Āþþć�%&%�'SQQMW�
WMSR�SR�)XLMGW�Āþ�Āþ�[EW�GVIEXIH�XS�TIVJSVQ�E�
XLSVSYKL�XLVII�]IEV�VIZMI[�SJ�XLI�1SHIP�6YPIW�
and the American system of lawyer regula�
XMSR��%�QSHMÁIH�164'�ā�Ć�GSYPH�ÁX�MR�XLI�
Commission’s transparent review and amend�
ment process, leading to a rule that has been 
discussed, changed, and adopted by the ABA. 
3RGI�EHSTXIH��XLI�RI[P]�QSHMÁIH�164'�ā�Ć�
[SYPH�RI\X�LEZI�XS�FI�EHSTXIH�F]�IEGL�WXEXI¸W�

judiciary. This additional review step would 
ideally provide an improved rule, better suited 
to the needs of each individual state.  When 
XLI�RI[�164'�ā�Ć�MW�ÁREPP]�EHSTXIH�F]�XLI�
states, it would not only provide guidance to 
the USAOs, but also to the state and local 
TVSWIGYXSV¸W�SJÁGIW�EW�[IPP�

%�QSHMÁIH�164'�ā�Ć�[SYPH�EPWS�FI�E�
GSWX�IJJIGXMZI�EPXIVREXMZI��8LI�%&%��ERH�IEGL�
state, would spend the initial time and effort 
MR�XLI�EHSTXMSR�TVSGIWW��,S[IZIV��MJ�ER�EHST�
tion process were already under way, such as 
XLI�TVIWIRX�)XLMGW�Āþ�Āþ�TVSGIWW��XLIR�SRI�
EHHMXMSREP�1SHIP�6YPI�QSHMÁGEXMSR�[SYPH�
EGXYEPP]�PS[IV�XLI�GSWX�I\TIRHIH�TIV�1SHIP�
6YPI�QSHMÁIH�SV�EHSTXIH��8LI�XMQI�I\TIRHIH�
MR�TYFPMWLMRK�ERH�TVSQSXMRK�XLI�RI[�1SHIP�
6YPI�[SYPH�FI�VIPEXMZIP]�WQEPP�FIGEYWI�SJ�XLI�
Internet. The ABA’s website, as well as other 
free legal academic/research websites, could 
TYFPMWL�XLI�RI[�1SHIP�6YPI�UYMGOP]��%W�XLI�
RI[�1SHIP�6YPI�WTVIEHW��MX�[SYPH�LEZI�ER�
MQQIHMEXI�MQTEGX��-X�[SYPH�PMOIP]�FI�XEYKLX�MR�
ABA accredited law schools throughout the 
nation within the semester, as law students 
XEOI�XLIMV�PIKEP�IXLMGW�GPEWW�ERH�TVITEVI�JSV�
XLIMV�REXMSR[MHI�IXLMGW�I\EQMREXMSR��%W�XLI�
RI[�1SHIP�6YPI�MW�XEYKLX�ERH�EGGITXIH��MX�GER�
become a new reference point for updating 
other instructional sources, such as the U.S. 
Attorney’s Manual and the ABA Standards.

8LI�EHSTXMSR�SJ�E�RI[�164'�ā�Ć�
would not come without some dilemmas. 
164'�ā�Ć�SRP]�EJJIGXW�TVSWIGYXSVW��E�VIPEXMZIP]�
small portion of the legal profession, so it 
would not be a priority for review by the ABA. 
)ZIR�MJ�XLI�QSHMÁGEXMSR�[EW�TVSTSWIH�MR�ER�
%&%�QIIXMRK��XLIVI�[SYPH�FI�I\TIGXIH�FEGO�
lash from prosecutors. Federal and state pros�
ecutors have a legitimate argument that the 
QSHMÁIH�164'�ā�Ć�[SYPH�VIHYGI�XLIMV�EFMPMX]�
to apply prosecutorial discretion effectively. 
8LI]�[SYPH�I\TPEMR�XLEX�XLI]�EPVIEH]�LEZI�
LMKL�GEWIPSEHW�HIWTMXI�PMQMXIH�SJÁGI�VIWSYVG�
IW��TEVXMGYPEVP]�MR�XLI�WXEXI�TVSWIGYXSVW �̧SJÁGIW���
A larger caseload would limit their time spent 
per case and could lead to lower conviction 
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rates. Another foreseeable cost would be the 
development and deployment of Continu�
MRK�0IKEP�)HYGEXMSR��'0)���*IHIVEP�ERH�WXEXI�
prosecutors would have to spend at least a few 
LSYVW�E[E]�JVSQ�[SVO�XS�PIEVR�EFSYX�XLI�RI[�
164'�ā�Ć��8LMW�GSWX�QE]�FI�TMGOIH�YT�F]�XLI�
local bar association or the prosecutor’s of�
ÁGI��-J�XLIWI�GSWXW�QEOI�XLI�EHSTXMSR�SJ�E�RI[�
164'�ā�Ć�MQTSWWMFPI�XS�EGLMIZI��XLIR�TIVLETW�
providing guidance, from a different view�
point, directly within the USAO could provide 
GLERKI�UYMGOP]�

%W�I\TPEMRIH�TVIZMSYWP]��IEGL�97%3�
LEW�MXW�S[R�HMWXMRGXMZI�GEWI�MRXEOI�TVSGIWW��
The integration of a law 
enforcement agent in an 
advisory capacity at the 
GEWI�MRXEOI�TSMRX�GSYPH�
address the issue of 
improper declinations 
by adding a fresh view�
point to the decision. 
%R�I\TIVMIRGIH�PE[�
enforcement agent, who 
is not directly related 
to the case being re�
ferred or to the agency 
presenting the case, 
would be able to pro�
vide valuable insight to 
XLI�%97%�QEOMRK�XLI�HIGMWMSR��8LI�[IEPXL�SJ�
ORS[PIHKI�ERH�IHYGEXMSR�MR�XLI�JIHIVEP�EKIRX�
VEROW�WLSYPH�FI�YWIH�MR�XLI�MRXEOI�TVSGIWW��
Although not a universal requirement, the vast 
majority of federal agents possess an under�
graduate degree, coupled with years of investi�
KEXMZI�I\TIVMIRGI��8LIVI�EVI�EPWS�QER]�EKIRXW�
[LS�LEZI�.YVMW�(SGXSVW��SV�[IVI�TVEGXMGMRK�
attorneys before joining the law enforcement 
profession (some federal agencies, such as the 
*IHIVEP�&YVIEY�SJ�-RZIWXMKEXMSR��*&-�LEZI�IR�
try programs that recruit directly from Ameri�
GER�PE[�WGLSSPW���8LI�EKIRX�WLSYPH�FI�HI�
tached, perhaps being from an agency outside 
SJ�XLI�9�7��(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�.YWXMGI��XS�EZSMH�ER]�
JSVIWIIEFPI�FMEW��-J�RIGIWWEV]��XLI�9�7��(ITEVX�
ment of Justice has two agencies that inves�

tigate allegations of misconduct within the 
(ITEVXQIRX��3JÁGI�SJ�-RWTIGXSV�+IRIVEP�ERH�
XLI�97%3W��3JÁGI�SJ�4VSJIWWMSREP�6IWTSRWM�
FMPMX]��8LIWI�EKIRGMIW�LEZI�PE[�IRJSVGIQIRX�
agents that could participate in, or assist in the 
SZIVWMKLX��SJ�XLI�97%3�MRXEOI�TVSGIWW��

The embedded agent could be from 
a state or local law enforcement agency. This 
would increase communication between their 
EKIRG]�ERH�XLI�97%3��TVSZMHMRK�XLI�µPSGEPW¶�
with a better understanding of how a USAO 
STIVEXIW�ERH�LS[�XLI]�GER�[SVO�XSKIXLIV��
Case referrals from the state and local agen�
cies would increase, providing them another 

alternative for prosecu�
tion. 

With an embed�
ded agent in the case 
MRXEOI�TVSGIWW��XLI�
decision would ideally 
become a collaborative 
discussion. The agent 
[SYPH�I\TPEMR�LMW�STMR�
ion on whether the 
probable cause thresh�
old was reached, wheth�
er there are further 
investigative steps that 
should be pursued, or 
whether the case should 

FI�HIGPMRIH��;MXL�XLI�EKIRX¸W�I\TIVMIRGI��XLI�
actual feasibility or futility of potential inves�
tigative steps would be debated, compared to 
the AUSA’s theoretical suggestions.

Placing an agent at the USAO does 
TSWI�WSQI�YRHIVWXERHEFPI�HMJÁGYPXMIW��8LI�
EKIRX�[SYPH�VIUYMVI�SJÁGI�WTEGI�ERH�IUYMT�
ment. This could be lessened by having the 
EKIRX�FI�EX�XLI�97%3¸W�SJÁGI�SR�E�TEVX�XMQI�
basis, or perhaps have him be subject to a 
callout as needed. A conference call including 
XLI�VIJIVVMRK�EKIRX��XLI�%97%��ERH�XLI�MRXEOI�
EKIRX��GSYPH�EGLMIZI�XLI�WEQI�FIRIÁXW�[LMPI�
PMQMXMRK�XLI�SJÁGI�GSWXW�

Another issue with agent placement in 

ANOTHER SOLUTION WOULD BE THE 

CREATION OF A MULTI PERSON REVIEW 

BOARD AT THE USAO’S CASE INTAKE 

POINT. THE BOARD WOULD CONSIST OF 

A COMBINATION OF THE ORIGINAL

INTAKE AUSA PERSONNEL, LAW  

ENFORCEMENT AGENTS, AND STATE  

OR LOCAL PROSECUTORS.
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the USAO would be the increased time spent 
HYVMRK�GEWI�MRXEOI��%�HIGMWMSR�XLEX�QE]�LEZI�
XEOIR�E�JI[�QMRYXIW�FIJSVI�XLI�TPEGIQIRX�
GSYPH�FIGSQI�QSVI�XMQI�GSRWYQMRK��8LI�
HMWGYWWMSR��EPXLSYKL�FIRIÁGMEP��[SYPH�TVSPSRK�
the decision, particularly if the case referred 
MW�E�HMJÁGYPX�SRI��8LMW�[SYPH�XEOI�XMQI�E[E]�
from the AUSA’s other daily duties, whether it 
FI�GEWI�[SVO�SV�GEWI�MRXEOI���%�TSWWMFPI�VIWS�
lution could be a predetermined time limit 
JSV�GEWI�MRXEOI�XS�FI�YWIH�MR�XLSWI�WMXYEXMSRW�
[LIVI�XLI�HMWGYWWMSR�MW�TVSPSRKIH��6IKEVHPIWW��
XLI�ÁREP�HIGMWMSR�XS�EGGITX�E�GEWI�JSV�TVSWIGY�
XMSR�VIWXW�[MXL�XLI�%97%��-J�E�HMWGYWWMSR�XEOIW�
XSS�QYGL�XMQI��XLI�%97%�GER�IRH�MX�F]�QEO�
ing the decision.

The human factor could also become 
a problem with the agent placement. The 
federal government has over eighty federal 
agencies that have law enforcement personnel. 
Since many of the agencies share investigative 
authorities, cases will occasionally overlap. For 
I\EQTPI��XLI�(VYK�)RJSVGIQIRX�%HQMRMWXVE�
XMSR��()%�MRZIWXMKEXIW�HVYK�GVMQIW�EW�JSYRH�
MR�8MXPI�Āÿ�SJ�XLI�9RMXIW�7XEXIW�'SHI��,S[IZIV��
XLI�*&-�ERH�,SQIPERH�7IGYVMX]�-RZIWXMKEXMSRW�
�,7-�EPWS�LEZI�GSRGYVVIRX�8MXPI�Āÿ�NYVMWHMGXMSR�
[MXL�()%��2EXYVEP�MRZIWXMKEXMZI�SZIVPETW�WYGL�
as these have led to tense rivalries between 
agencies. If the embedded agent participates 
in a case referral from an agency that he does 
RSX�GEVI�JSV��XLIVI�MW�E�VMWO�XLEX�LI�QE]�WEFS�
tage the case and improperly advocate for 
GEWI�HIGPMREXMSR��8LI�STTSWMXI�MW�EPWS�XVYI��ER�
agent could zealously push for prosecution in 
one of his agency’s cases, despite there being 
reasons for declination. Similarly, if an agent 
ORS[W�XLEX�XLI�IQFIHHIH�EKIRX�MW�JVSQ�E�VMZEP�
agency, the case may never reach the USAO 
and instead be presented to the state or local 
TVSWIGYXSV¸W�SJÁGI�

Another solution would be the creation 
SJ�E�QYPXM�TIVWSR�VIZMI[�FSEVH�EX�XLI�97%3¸W�
GEWI�MRXEOI�TSMRX��8LI�FSEVH�[SYPH�GSRWMWX�SJ�
E�GSQFMREXMSR�SJ�XLI�SVMKMREP�MRXEOI�%97%�
personnel, law enforcement agents, and state 
SV�PSGEP�TVSWIGYXSVW��1YGL�PMOI�XLI�WMRKPI�

agent placement, the board would encourage 
HMWGYWWMSR�ERH�MRGVIEWI�XVERWTEVIRG]��,S[IZ�
er, because of time constraints, this board may 
not be practical for situations where a war�
rantless arrest is imminent. This board could 
EGX�EW�E�VIZMI[�GSQQMXXII�JSV�PSRKIV�XIVQ�
investigations that are presented for prosecu�
tion. If declination is appropriate, a state or 
local prosecutor would be present to assist the 
EKIRX�[MXL�TVIWIRXMRK�XLI�GEWI�XS�XLIMV�SJÁGI�

VIII. Conclusion

After review of various ethical sources, 
both past and present, as well as other factors 
affecting case declination, it is apparent that 
there is a need for ethical guidance for AUSAs 
[LIR�QEOMRK�XLI�MQTSVXERX�HIGMWMSR�XS�HI�
cline a law enforcement agent’s case for pros�
IGYXMSR��8LIVI�MW�TVIWIRXP]�E�PEGO�SJ�KYMHERGI�
MR�XLI�IXLMGEP�WSYVGIW��WTIGMÁGEPP]�XLI�1SHIP�
6YPIW��[LMGL�GER�KYMHI�%97%W�[LIR�HIGMH�
ing to decline cases. A proposed amendment 
XS�XLI�1SHIP�6YPIW��TVSZMHMRK�JEGXSVW�WYGL�EW�
those found in the U.S. Attorney’s Manual to 
consider when declining a case, would be a 
direct and cost effective improvement to the 
status quo.
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Challenging Discrimination of LGBT Youth in Juvenile Justice: 
Encouraging the Legal Strategy of Selective 

Prosecution Motions 

by Alanna Holt

Introduction

8LI�KE]��PIWFMER��FMWI\YEP��ERH�XVERWKIR�
HIV��0+&8�VMKLXW�QSZIQIRX�MW�MR�E�TIVMSH�SJ�
profound transformation.  This transforma�
XMSR� LEW� MRZSPZIH� VETMHP]� I\TERHMRK� WYTTSVX��
both publically and politically, for gay mar�
riage, for the acceptance and understanding 
SJ�µRSR�XVEHMXMSREP¶�KIRHIV� MHIRXMXMIW�� ERH� JSV�
XLI� MRXIKVEXMSR� SJ� XLI�0+&8� GSQQYRMX]� MRXS�
social, familial, cultural, and political life.ÿ  
  
� 8LMW� TVSKVIWW� MW� GSRXVEWXIH� WXEVOP]� F]�
XLI�VIEPMXMIW�JEGMRK�0+&8�]SYXL��[LS�GSRXMRYI�
XS�FI�EFYWIH�ERH�SWXVEGM^IH��ERH�[LSWI�WI\YEP�
orientation and gender identities are essen�
tially criminalized by being targeted by the ju�
ZIRMPI� NYWXMGI� W]WXIQ�� � 0+&8� ]SYXL´TEVXMGY�
larly youth of color in poor communities—are 
WMKRMÁGERXP]�SZIV�VITVIWIRXIH�MR�XLI�LSQIPIWW�
population and the juvenile justice system.Ā  
%PXLSYKL� KE]� ERH� XVERWKIRHIV� ]SYXL� QEOI�
YT�ETTVS\MQEXIP]�ÁZI� XS�WIZIR�TIVGIRX�SJ� XLI�
country’s overall youth population,ā�XLI]�QEOI�
YT�ETTVS\MQEXIP]�XLMVXIIR�TIVGIRX�SJ�]SYXL�MR�
detention facilities.Ă� �0&+8�]SYXL�JEGI�E�[MHI�
1  6HH�JHQHUDOO\�2XU�9LFWRULHV, Human Rights Cam-
paign, http://www.hrc.org/the-hrc-story/our-victories (last vis-
ited Feb. 18, 2014) (detailing the expansion of LGBT rights).
2  Jerome Hunt & Aisha C. Moodie-Mills, center 
for AMericAn Progress, the unfAir criMinAlizAtion of gAy 
And trAnsgender youth 1 (2012), available at http://www.
americanprogress.org/issues/lgbt/report/2012/06/29/11730/the-
unfair-criminalization-of-gay-and-transgender-youth/.
3  ,G.
4  Katayoon Majd et al., the equity ProJect, hidden 
inJustice: lesBiAn, gAy, BisexuAl, And trAns-gender youth 

range of intensely abusive and discriminatory 
treatment in their home lives, at school, in their 
broader communities, and by police, prosecu�
XSVW��ERH�GSVVIGXMSREP�SJÁGMEPW�ă  Criminal jus�
XMGI�SJÁGMEPW�GLEVKIH�[MXL�TVSXIGXMRK�]SYXL�MR�
the juvenile system, such as juvenile defenders, 
TVSFEXMSR�SJÁGIVW��ERH�WSGMEP�[SVOIVW��JVIUYIRX�
ly fail to competently represent the youth’s in�
terests and protect them from discrimination 
and abuse.Ą  This maltreatment persists because 
SJ�E�GVMXMGEP�PEGO�SJ�VIGSKRMXMSR�SJ�XLI�TEVXMGY�
PEV�GLEPPIRKIW�JEGMRK�0+&8�]SYXL�FSXL�MR�ERH�
outside of the juvenile justice system.ą  Youths 
[MXL� RSR�XVEHMXMSREP� WI\YEP� TVIJIVIRGIW� ERH�
gender identities face a higher frequency of 
family rejection and unstable home conditions, 
[LMGL�VIWYPXW� MR�E�LMKLIV�VMWO�SJ�GSRXEGX�[MXL�
the juvenile justice system.Ć��0+&8�]SYXL�EPWS�

in Juvenile courts 10 (2009), available at http://www.equity-
project.org/pdfs/hidden_injustice.pdf.
5  6HH��H�J���LG� at 3–5 (describing how police target 
LGBT for certain crimes and how schools fail to adequately 
address harassment that LGBT youth face). 
6  6HH�Jody Marksamer, ,Q�'HIHQVH�RI�/*%7�<RXWK��
6WUDWHJLHV�WR�+HOS�-XYHQLOH�'HIHQGHUV�=HDORXVO\�$GYRFDWH�IRU�
WKHLU�/*%7�&OLHQWV, in 3UDFWLWLRQHU¶V�6HFWLRQ, 15 u.c. dAvis 
J. Juv. l. & Pol’y 401, 403–05 (2011) (commenting that ad-
vocates sometimes have biases or a lack of understanding on 
how to work with LGBT youth, which hinders their ability to 
properly advocate).
7  6HH�Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 4 (noting that some 
advocates have misconceptions about the LGBT community, 
such as not knowing the difference between gender and sexual 
orientation or the difference between transgender and gay, 
lesbian, or bisexual).
8   6HH Hunt & Moodie-Mills,�VXSUD�n. 2, at 1 (stating 
that because our system is not equipped to handle the unique 
struggles LGBT youth face, they become unfairly criminalized 
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JEGI�LMKLIV�VMWOW�SJ�TVSWIGYXMSR�JSV�GVMQIW�EVMW�
ing from family rejection or domestic disputes, 
WI\�VIPEXIH�GVMQIW��WYGL�EW�WXEXYXSV]�VETI�ERH�
TVSWXMXYXMSR�� ERH� YPXMQEXIP]� µWYVZMZEP� GVMQIW¶�
associated with homelessness.ć

Unfortunately, efforts to address the dis�
proportionate impact of the juvenile justice 
W]WXIQ�SR�0+&8�]SYXL�LEZI�FIIR�MREHIUYEXI�ÿþ  
-R�Āþþć��8LI�)UYMX]�4VSNIGXÿÿ produced a com�

TVILIRWMZI� VITSVX� IRXMXPIH� µ,MHHIR� -RNYWXMGI��
0IWFMER��+E]��&MWI\YEP��
�8VERWKIRHIV�=SYXL�MR�
.YZIRMPI�'SYVXW�¶�[LMGL�HIXEMPIH�XLI�[E]W�XLEX�
juvenile justice professionals are unprepared 
to effectively address the unique challenges 
XLEX�GSRJVSRX�0+&8�]SYXL�FSXL�MR�ERH�SYX�SJ�
the system. The report also provides tools for 
EGXSVW�MR�XLI�W]WXIQ�XS�IRWYVI�0+&8�]SYXL�EVI�
treated fairly by the courts, correctional facili�
ties, and their communities.ÿĀ 

This paper will focus on the represen�

and deprived of their civil rights).
9  6HH��H�J�, Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 71–74, 143 (de-
scribing the charges often brought against LGBT youth often 
face, including ungovernability, various survival crimes—
prostitution, shoplifting, and selling drugs—and domestic 
dispute charges).
10  6HH�JHQHUDOO\�Marksamer, VXSUD�n. 6, at 403–05.
11  The Equity Project’s mission is 

To promote leadership and provide guidance regarding les-
bian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) youth in the juve-
nile justice system, Legal Services for Children, the National 
Center for Lesbian Rights, and the National Juvenile Defender 
Center joined in 2005 to launch the Equity Project.  The 
Equity Project represents a unique collaboration of individu-
als and organizations with diverse expertise relevant to LGBT 
youth in the juvenile justice system.  

Majd et al., VXSUD n. 4, at v (emphasis in original).
12  Marksamer��VXSUD�n. 6, at 404. 

XEXMSR�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL���.YZIRMPI�HIJIRHIVW�EVI�
YRMUYIP]� WMXYEXIH� XS� ÁKLX� JSV� XLI� IUYEP� ERH�
JEMV� XVIEXQIRX�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL� MR� XLI� NYZIRMPI�
justice system and to combat the selective tar�
geting of these youth by law enforcement and 
the courts. Unfortunately, juvenile defenders 
JVIUYIRXP]�HS�RSX� VIEPM^I� E� GPMIRX� MW�0+&8�SV�
QE]�RSX�YRHIVWXERH�LS[�E�GPMIRX¸W�0+&8�WXE�
XYW�MRÂYIRGIH�XLI�GPMIRX¸W�GSRXEGX�[MXL�XLI�W]W�
tem.ÿā  This article will argue that, in addition 

to the current recommendations available to 
juvenile defenders in their representation of 
0+&8�]SYXL��NYZIRMPI�HIJIRHIVW�WLSYPH�FI�IR�
GSYVEKIH�XS�I\TPSVI�ÁPMRK�WIPIGXMZI�TVSWIGYXMSR�
motions.   

Comprehensive recommendations and 
VIWSYVGIW� JSV� NYZIRMPI� HIJIRHIVW� [MXL� 0+&8�
GPMIRXW� EVI� EZEMPEFPI�� MRGPYHMRK� XLI� I\XIRWMZI�
recommendations in the Equity Project’s re�
port.ÿĂ  Still missing from these resources are 
WTIGMÁG� WXVEXIKMIW� JSV� NYZIRMPI� HIJIRHIVW� XS�
WIIO� VIPMIJ� FEWIH� SR� GSRWXMXYXMSREP� ZMSPEXMSRW��
For instance, due process and equal protec�
tion challenges have been raised in response 
XS�XLI�HMWGVMQMREXSV]�XVIEXQIRX�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�
in schools and correctional facilities.ÿă  Juvenile 
HIJIRHIVW�GER�XEOI�EHZERXEKI�SJ� XLI�GSRWXMXY�
tional implications of discriminatory treatment 
through the use of selective prosecution mo�
13  ,G� at 407, 411 (explaining the need for defenders to 
ask a client if he or she is LGBT and to not proceed with their 
representation based on assumptions).
14  Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 137–38.
15  6HH��H�J��R.G. v. Koller��415 F.Supp.2d 1129; Flores 
v. Morgan High School District, 324 F.3d 1130, 1138 (9th Cir. 
2003). (“Plaintiffs’ claim that the defendants’ response or lack 
of response to complaints of student-to-student anti-homosex-
ual harassment denied them equal protection.”); Nabozny v. 
Podlesny, 92 F.3d 446 (7th Cir. 1996).

JUVENILE JUSTICE PROFESSIONALS ARE UNPREPARED TO EFFEC-

TIVELY ADDRESS THE UNIQUE CHALLENGES THAT CONFRONT LGBT 

YOUTH... LGBT YOUTH IN THE SYSTEM FACE MISTREATMENT, 

ABUSE, AND ISOLATION AS A RESULT OF THEIR STATUS.
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tions. This strategy has been recommended 
in one area, the disproportionate targeting of 
0+&8� ]SYXL� JSV� ZMSPEXMSRW� SJ� WXEXYXSV]� VETI�
laws.ÿĄ� � -R� XLI� GEWI� SJ� WXEXYXSV]� VETI�� 0+&8�
youth are disproportionately prosecuted for 
IRKEKMRK�MR�GSRWIRWYEP�WI\YEP�GSRHYGX�[LIVI�
WMQMPEVP]� WMXYEXIH� LIXIVSWI\YEP� ]SYXL� [SYPH�
not be prosecuted.ÿą

Juvenile defenders should be prepared 
XS�ÁPI�WYGL�QSXMSRW� MR�GEWIW�[LIVI�ER�0+&8�
]SYXL¸W�WXEXYW�WTIGMÁGEPP]�MRÂYIRGIH�XLI�HIGM�
sion to prosecute, as opposed to those instanc�
IW� [LIVI� XLIMV� KIRHIV� SV� WI\YEP� SVMIRXEXMSR�
MRÂYIRGIH� XLI� GMVGYQWXERGIW� PIEHMRK� XS� XLIMV�
contact with the system, such as homelessness, 
harassment, or abuse.  Prosecutions arising di�
VIGXP]�JVSQ�E�0+&8�]SYXL¸W�WXEXYW�MRGPYHI�µMR�
GSVVMKMFMPMX]¶� SV� µYRKSZIVREFMPMX]�¶ÿĆ statutory 
rape, and prostitution.ÿć 

Pursuing selective prosecution motions 
JSV�XLSWI�GVMQIW�GSYPH�LEZI�WIZIVEP�FIRIÁXW�MR�
GLEPPIRKMRK� XLI� HMWTEVEXI� XVIEXQIRX� SJ�0+&8�
youth in the juvenile justice system.  First, such 
QSXMSRW��[LMPI�HMJÁGYPX�XS�[MR��TVIWIRX�E�JSVQ�
SJ�PIKEP�VIPMIJ�JSV�0+&8�GPMIRXW�Āþ  Second, se�
lective prosecution motions and the accompa�
nying discovery provide the chance to present 
numerical and anecdotal data of the discrimi�
REXSV]�I\TIVMIRGIW�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�MR�XLI�W]W�
XIQ��XLMW�HEXE�MPPYQMREXIW�XLI�QEPXVIEXQIRX�I\�
TIVMIRGIH�F]�0+&8�]SYXL�ERH�IHYGEXIW�NYHKIW��
prosecutors, and the community at large.  Third, 
16  6HH�JHQHUDOO\�Michael H. Meidinger, 3HHNLQJ�8QGHU�
WKH�&RYHUV��7DNLQJ�D�&ORVHU�/RRN�DW�3URVHFXWRULDO�'HFLVLRQ�
0DNLQJ�,QYROYLQJ�4XHHU�<RXWK�	�6WDWXWRU\�5DSH,�32 B.c. J. l. 
& soc. Just. 421 (2012) (describing how prosecutorial discre-
tion and societal norms lead to the selective prosecution of 
LGBT youth).
17  ,G. at 421–22 (providing that certain provisions in 
the law intended to protect youth from prosecution for statu-
tory rape do not equally apply to LGBT youth).
18� �8QJRYHUQDELOLW\�LV�GH¿QHG�DV�EHLQJ�EH\RQG�WKH�
control of one’s parent/guardian. Many ungovernability cases 
involve a LGBT youth’s refusal to “change” their sexual status 
results in a criminal prosecution. 
19  6HH�Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 70–74 (reporting the 
list of crimes that LGBT youth are disproportionately charged 
with committing).
20  These motions also provide opportunities for appeals 
based on a trial court’s potential abuse of discretion. 

selective prosecution motions can help educate 
all persons associated with the juvenile justice 
system, as well as communities at large, on the 
particular challenges and persisting discrimi�
REXMSR�JEGMRK�0+&8�]SYXL������

Courts are public institutions, so selec�
tive prosecution motions based on a youth’s 
WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�TVSZMHI�ER�MQTSVXERX�STTSV�
tunity for the public to hear more stories of the 
YRMUYI�I\TIVMIRGIW�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�MR�XLI�NYW�
tice system.  Because the juvenile justice sys�
XIQ� TIVWMWXIRXP]� HMWGVMQMREXIW� EKEMRWX� 0+&8�
youth while individuals inside and outside the 
system remain largely blind to the reality, it is 
critical to both create public awareness and a 
legal record documenting the mistreatment.

The increased use of selective prosecu�
tion motions, however, should only be done 
[MXLMR� XLI� JVEQI[SVO�SJ� GPMIRX�GIRXIVIH� PIKEP�
representation.  Such motions should not be 
considered without the full and informed con�
WIRX�SJ�0+&8�GPMIRXW��SV�MJ�E�QSXMSR�[SYPH�RSX�
strengthen or aid in a client’s defense.  Filing 
WYGL� E� QSXMSR� EQSYRXW� XS� µSYXMRK¶� E� GPMIRX��
ERH�QER]�0+&8� ]SYXL�[SYPH�TVIJIV� XS� OIIT�
XLIMV�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�SV�KIRHIV�MHIRXMX]�SYX�
of their juvenile adjudications.  These fears are 
TS[IVJYPP]�NYWXMÁIH�F]�XLI�QMWXVIEXQIRX��EFYWI��
MWSPEXMSR�� ERH� TYRMXMZI� VIWTSRWIW� XLEX� 0+&8�
youth face in the system as a result of their 
WXEXYW���(IJIRHIVW�WLSYPH�QEOI�GPIEV�XS�GPMIRXW�
XLEX�WYGL�QSXMSRW�[MPP�FI�EGGSQTERMIH�F]�I\�
tra measures to prevent such mistreatment and 
I\TPSVI�[MXL�XLIMV�GPMIRXW�XLI�FIRIÁXW�SJ�E�HI�
fense centered around the client’s identity and 
the discrimination the client faces.Āÿ

Section I of this article will provide a 
general overview of the factors contributing to 
E�LMKLIV�GSRXEGX�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�[MXL�XLI�NYZI�
nile justice system.  Section II discusses pros�
IGYXMSRW�JSV�SJJIRWIW�XLEX�EVI�HVMZIR�EPQSWX�I\�
GPYWMZIP]�F]�ER�0+&8�]SYXL¸W�KIRHIV�SV�WI\YEP�
orientation.  Section III will detail the current 
21  For instance, a lawyer who stands up in a courtroom 
to defend a client’s identity and expose vicious discrimina-
tion could empower LGBT youth as much as he or she could 
enlighten judges, prosecutors, and the police.
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recommendations for best practices of juvenile 
HIJIRHIVW� MR� VITVIWIRXMRK� 0+&8� ]SYXL�� ERH�
XLI� VIGSQQIRHEXMSR� XLEX� HIJIRHIVW� ÁPI� WI�
PIGXMZI�TVSWIGYXMSR�QSXMSRW�MR�GEWIW�SJ�0+&8�
prosecutions for statutory rape.  Section IV 
I\TPSVIW� LS[� WYGL�QSXMSRW� GSYPH� FI� ÁPIH� MR�
GEWIW� MRZSPZMRK�SXLIV�GVMQIW� JSV�[LMGL�0+&8�
youth are disproportionately prosecuted.  Sec�
XMSR�:�EVKYIW�XLEX�XLI�I\TERHIH�YWI�SJ�WIPIGXMZI�
prosecution motions could be an important 

XSSP�MR�I\TSWMRK�XLI�I\TIVMIRGI�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�
MR�XLI�NYZIRMPI�NYWXMGI�W]WXIQ��ERH�MR�XLI�ÁKLX�
for their equal treatment.

I. LGBT Youth in the Justice System

0+&8�]SYXL�I\TIVMIRGI�E� WYFWXERXMEPP]�
LMKLIV�VMWO�SJ�GSRXEGX�[MXL�XLI�GVMQMREP�NYWXMGI�
W]WXIQ���8LI�LMKLIV�VMWO�SJ�GSRXEGX�XLEX�0+&8�
]SYXL� I\TIVMIRGI� FIKMRW� [MXL� TVI�XVMEP� MRGEV�
GIVEXMSR�� [LIVI� KIRIVEP� VYPIW� VIUYMVMRK� TVI�
trial detention—that it be imposed only when 
XLI� ]SYXL� MW� E� ÂMKLX� SV� WEJIX]� VMWO´EVI� SJXIR�
MKRSVIH� JSV� 0+&8� ]SYXL�� [LS� EVI� X[MGI� EW�
PMOIP]�XS�FI�HIXEMRIH�TVI�XVMEP�ĀĀ  This has a sub�
WXERXMEP�MQTEGX�SR�XLI�PMOIPMLSSH�SJ�GSRZMGXMSR�
�EW� NYZIRMPI� NYWXMGI� WTIGMEPMWX�(V��1EVX]� &I]IV�
HIWGVMFIH��µ?EA� OMH� GSQMRK� MRXS� GSYVX�[IEVMRK�
LERHGYJJW� ERH� WLEGOPIW� ZIVWYW� E� OMH� GSQMRK�
MR�[MXL�LMW�TEVIRXW´MX�QEOIW�E�ZIV]�HMJJIVIRX�
MQTVIWWMSR�¶Āā��%HHMXMSREPP]��[LMPI�0+&8�]SYXL�
VITVIWIRX� ETTVS\MQEXIP]� ā³ÿþ	� SJ� XLI� SZIVEPP�
TSTYPEXMSR��0+&8�]SYXL�VITVIWIRX�ÿă	�SJ�XLI�
prison population.ĀĂ� � � )\XIVREP� WSGMEP� JEGXSVW�
contribute to this higher level of contact within 
XLI� W]WXIQ�� FYX� MRXIVREP� FMEWIW� EKEMRWX�0+&8�
22  Daniel Redman, µ,�:DV�6FDUHG�WR�6OHHS¶��/*%7�
<RXWK�)DFH�9LROHQFH�%HKLQG�%DUV, the nAtion MAgAzine, 
(June 21, 2010), http://www.thenation.com/article/36488/i-
was-scared-sleep-lgbt-youth-face-violence-behind-bars.
23  6HH�LG. 
24  ,G.

]SYXL�� ERH� XLI� GVMQMREPM^EXMSR� SJ� XLIMV� WI\YEP�
orientation, also give rise to harsher treatment 
and punishment within the system.Āă  This sec�
XMSR�[MPP�I\TPEMR�WSQI�SJ�XLI�TIVWMWXMRK�FMEWIW�
EKEMRWX� 0+&8� ]SYXL�� ERH� XLI� QEMR� I\XIVREP�
factors contributing to their disproportionate 
contact with and disproportionate treatment 
within the juvenile justice system. 

 
 

A. Biases Within the Juvenile Justice System 
Towards LGBT Youth 

(IWTMXI� XLI�HMWTVSTSVXMSREXI� VITVIWIR�
XEXMSR�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL��XLI�GVMQMREP�NYWXMGI�W]W�
XIQ�MW�PEVKIP]�FPMRH�XS�XLI�I\MWXIRGI�ERH�I\TIVM�
IRGIW�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�ĀĄ� �1ER]�NYHKIW�EGXMZIP]�
VIJYWI�XS�EHHVIWW�XLI�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�SV�KIR�
der identities of juveniles; many defenders are 
YRE[EVI�XLEX�XLIMV�GPMIRXW�EVI�MR�JEGX�0+&8��ERH�
E� PEVKI� TSVXMSR� SJ� 0+&8� ]SYXL�[ERX� XS� OIIT�
their identities secret out of fear of the discrim�
MREXMSR�ERH�FEGOPEWL�XLEX�TIVWMWXMRK�TVINYHMGIW�
IZSOI�Āą

1SVISZIV�� SRGI� NYWXMGI� TVSJIWWMSREPWĀĆ 
ORS[� E� ]SYXL¸W� XVERWKIRHIV� WXEXYW� SV� WI\YEP�
orientation, many refuse to recognize or re�
spect that youth’s identity.Āć  Justice profes�
sionals frequently refuse to use a transgender 

25  6HH�Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 2–4 (describing barri-
ers to LGBT youth which contribute to, and exacerbate, their 
overrepresentation in the juvenile justice system).
26  6HH�LG� at 43–45 (discussing the invisibility of LGBT 
youth within the system).
27 �,G. at 44.�
28  “Justice professionals” refers to a range of actors 
within the juvenile justice system, including juvenile defend-
HUV��SUREDWLRQ�RI¿FHUV��GHWHQWLRQ�RI¿FHUV��MXGJHV��SURVHFXWRUV��
court personnel, and counselors.
29  ,G��at 49–50. 

PURSUING SELECTIVE PROSECUTION MOTIONS FOR STATUS CRIMES 

COULD HAVE SEVERAL BENEFITS IN CHALLENGING THE DISPARATE 

TREATMENT OF LGBT YOUTH IN THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM.
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youth’s chosen name and preferred pronoun.āþ  
They often view a youth’s clothing, appearance, 
ERH�QERRIVMWQW�I\TVIWWMRK�XLIMV�WI\YEP�SVMIR�
XEXMSR�SV�KIRHIV�MHIRXMX]�EW�YRVYP]�µEGXMRK�SYX�¶�
MRWXIEH� SJ� VIGSKRM^MRK� XLEX� WYGL� I\TVIWWMSRW�
EVI�ER�MQTSVXERX�TEVX�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL¸W�EGGIT�
tance and understanding of their own identity.āÿ 

The Equity Project also notes an alarm�
ing number of juvenile justice professionals 
[LS�ZMI[�ER�0+&8�]SYXL¸W�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�
or gender identity as a mental illness or indica�
XMSR�SJ�FIMRK�WI\YEPP]�TVIHEXSV]�āĀ  Some juris�
HMGXMSRW�VIUYMVI�EPP�]SYXL�µWYWTIGXIH¶�SJ�FIMRK�
0+&8�XS�YRHIVKS�E�QIRXEP�LIEPXL�IZEPYEXMSR�āā  
1ER]�]SYXL�VITSVX�FIMRK�XVIEXIH�EW�µGVE^]��HER�
KIVSYW�� SV�YRWXEFPI�¶āĂ  One judge, describing 
a case where a young lesbian assaulted a fam�
ily member after her family objected 
XS�LIV�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR��WXEXIH��µXLI�
whole case was about sensational�
izing lesbians.  [The prosecution] 
TPE]IH� MX� PMOI� WLI� [EW� E� HI�
VERKIH� PIWFMER� PYREXMG�¶āă  In 
an interview with 8LI� 2E-
tion magazine, Krystal, a 
transgender youth from 
0SYMWMERE�� I\TPEMRIH�
that her counselor told the judge of her trans�
gender status.āĄ  The judge cited this fact spe�
GMÁGEPP]�EW�XLI�VIEWSR�[L]�LI�VIJYWIH�XS�KVERX�
Krystal’s early release.āą��,IV�PE[]IV�I\TPEMRIH�
to 8LI�2EXMSR, “many judges in rural Louisiana 
WXMPP� GSRÂEXI� WI\�SJJIRWIW�[MXL� WI\YEP�SVMIRXE�
XMSR�ERH�KIRHIV�MHIRXMX]��¶āĆ

(IWTMXI�FVSEH�GSRWIRWYW�MR�XLI�QIRXEP�
30  ,G. at 50. 
31  6HH�Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 49 (commenting that 
medical professions believe it is important to allow LGBT 
individuals to express their identity).  
32  6HH�LG��at 51–52 (proving the story of one LGBT 
youth who was asked by a staff member, in a juvenile hall, if 
he was gay because he had been molested). 
33  ,G��at 52. 
34  ,G�
35  ,G��
36  Redman, VXSUD�n. 19, at 17.
37 �6HH�DOVR�LG. (describing how the judge laughed and 
found the recommendation for an early release a joke). 
38  ,G��

LIEPXL� GSQQYRMX]� XLEX� 0+&8� MHIRXMXMIW� JEPP�
[MXLMR� E� VERKI� SJ� RSVQEXMZI� WI\YEP� HIZIPST�
ment and the increasing acceptance of this fact 
in the eyes of the public, dangerous prejudices 
remain in the juvenile justice system.āć    

 B. Family

3RI�QEMR�ÁRHMRK�SJ�XLI�)UYMX]�4VSNIGX¸W�
VITSVX� [EW� XLEX� µ?JAEQMP]� VINIGXMSR� SJ� 0+&8�
]SYXL�MRGVIEWIW�XLI�VMWO�SJ�XLIMV�MRZSPZIQIRX�MR�
the juvenile justice system and negatively im�
TEGXW�XLIMV�GEWIW�¶Ăþ���7XYHMIW�WLS[�XLEX�0+&8�
]SYXL�GSRXMRYI�XS�I\TIVMIRGI�VINIGXMSR�F]�XLIMV�
families at alarming rates as a result of their 
KIRHIV�SV� WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�Ăÿ  One study in�
HMGEXIH� XLEX� RIEVP]� ÁJX]� TIVGIRX� SJ� TEVIRXW��
YTSR�ÁRHMRK�SYX�XLIMV�GLMPH�[EW�0+&8��I\TI�

rienced feelings of repulsion, anger, and disap�
pointment.ĂĀ   In The Equity Project’s survey of 
juvenile justice professionals, nine out of ten 
VIWTSRHIRXW�FIPMIZIH�XLEX�E�PEGO�SJ�JEQMP]�WYT�
TSVX�[EW�E�µZIV]�WIVMSYW¶�SV�E�µWSQI[LEX�WIVM�
SYW¶�TVSFPIQ�JSV�0+&8�]SYXL�MR�XLI�NYZIRMPI�
justice system.Ăā

*EQMP]� VINIGXMSR� ERH� E� PEGO� SJ� JEQMP]�
support have far reaching consequences.  Fam�
MP]�GSRÂMGXW� XLEX�EVMWI�SYX�SJ�E�]SYXL¸W�KIRHIV�
39  6HH�Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 51–52 (stating that 
WKLUW\�¿YH�\HDUV�RI�UHVHDUFK�KDYH�VKRZQ�WKDW�/*%7�LGHQWLWLHV�
are not associated with mental disorders, social or emotional 
problems, or sexual abuse).
40  6HH�LG��at 3 (reporting the frightening statistics asso-
ciated with family rejection and entry of LGBT youth into the 
juvenile justice system).  
41  ,G. at 70. 
42  6HH�DOVR�LG��(noting that almost 30% of LGBT youth 
experienced physical abuse by a family member because of 
their sexual orientation or gender identity).  
43  ,G�

AN ALARMING NUMBER OF JUVENILE JUSTICE  

PROFESSIONALS VIEW AN LGBT YOUTH’S SEXUAL  

ORIENTATION OR GENDER IDENTITY AS A MENTAL 

ILLNESS OR INDICATION OF BEING SEXUALLY PREDATORY.
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MHIRXMX]�SV�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�MRGVIEWI�XLI�VMWO�
that the youth will run away from home and 
become homeless.ĂĂ� � -RHIIH��0+&8�]SYXL�EVI�
disproportionately represented in the youth 
LSQIPIWW�TSTYPEXMSR´XLI]�QEOI�YT�FIX[IIR�
twenty and forty percent of homeless youth.Ăă  
-R�SRI�WXYH]�SJ�0+&8�LSQIPIWW�]SYXL��XLMVX]�
nine percent reported they had been forced out 
SJ�XLIMV�LSQIW�FIGEYWI�SJ�XLIMV�WI\YEP�SVMIRXE�
tion or gender identity.ĂĄ��%HHMXMSREPP]��JSVX]�ÁZI�

percent reported involvement with the juvenile 
justice system.Ăą  Parental disapproval also cre�
EXIW� E� LIMKLXIRIH� VMWO� SJ� HSQIWXMG� HMWTYXIW��
physical altercations, and parental attempts to 
YWI�XLI�GSYVXW�EW�E�QIERW�SJ�µGLERKMRK¶�XLIMV�
GLMPH¸W� KIRHIV� MHIRXMX]� SV� WI\YEP� SVMIRXEXMSR�
through ungovernability charges, domestic 
violence or assault charges, or statutory rape 
charges.ĂĆ 

 C. School Harassment

Another related social factor contrib�
YXMRK� XS� MRGVIEWIH� 0+&8� MRZSPZIQIRX� MR� XLI�
juvenile justice system is the pervasive ha�
VEWWQIRX� ERH� FYPP]MRK� 0+&8� ]SYXL� JEGI� MR�
school.Ăć� � � 0+&8� ]SYXL� I\TIVMIRGI�TIVWMWXIRX�
44  6HH�LG��at 71 (declaring many LGBT run away be-
cause they experience physical and verbal abuse at home). 
45  Nicholas Ray, nAtionAl gAy And lesBiAn tAsk 
force Policy institute, lesBiAn, gAy, BisexuAl And trAns-
gender youth:  An ePideMic of hoMelessness 1 (2006),�DYDLO-
DEOH�DW�http://www.thetaskforce.org/downloads/HomelessY-
outh.pdf; VHH�DOVR�Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 70. 
46  Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 72. 
47 �,G. 
48  ,G. at 71; VHH�DOVR�LQIUD�6HFWLRQ�,,��OLVWLQJ�WKH�VSHFL¿F�
RIIHQVHV�/*%7�\RXWK�DUH�VSHFL¿FDOO\�WDUJHWHG�IRU��
49  6HH��H�J�,�lAMBdA legAl, fActs: lgBt youth in 
school 1, DYDLODEOH�DW�http://data.lambdalegal.org/pdf/158.pdf 
(revealing that 77.9% of LGBT students heard epithets such 

verbal abuse, physical harassment, and physical 
EWWEYPXW� EW�E� VIWYPX�SJ� XLIMV� WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�
or gender identities.ăþ��*VIUYIRXP]��0+&8�]SYXL�
who defend themselves against physical ha�
rassment or assault face delinquency or crimi�
nal charges for their conduct.ăÿ  Unsurprisingly, 
0+&8� ]SYXL� EVI� WYFWXERXMEPP]� QSVI� PMOIP]� XS�
WOMT�WGLSSP�EW�E�VIWYPX�SJ�FYPP]MRK��LEVEWWQIRX��
ERH� ZMSPIRGI´QEOMRK� XLIQ� ZYPRIVEFPI� XS� EV�
rests on truancy charges or related probation 

violations.ăĀ

II. Selective Targeting of LGBT Youth for 
7TIGMÁG�3JJIRWIW

-R� EHHMXMSR� XS� I\XIVREP� JEGXSVW� MRGVIEW�
MRK�XLIMV�VMWO�SJ�GSRXEGX�[MXL�XLI�NYZIRMPI�NYW�
tice system and the biased treatment they face 
[MXLMR�XLI�W]WXIQ��0+&8�]SYXL�EVI�WTIGMÁGEPP]�
targeted for certain crimes due to their gender 
MHIRXMX]�SV�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR���8LMW�HMWTVSTSV�
tionate targeting frequently begins with aggres�
WMZI�� HMWGVMQMREXSV]� TSPMGMRK� SJ� 0+&8� ]SYXL�
FIGEYWI�SJ�XLIMV�KIRHIV�MHIRXMX]�SV�WI\YEP�SVM�
entation.

as “faggot” or “dyke” frequently at school); VHH�DOVR�Gay, Les-
bian, and Straight Education Network (GLSEN), +DUVK�5HDOL-
WLHV��7KH�([SHULHQFH�RI�7UDQVJHQGHU�<RXWK�LQ�2XU�1DWLRQ¶V�
6FKRROV�(2009), DYDLODEOH�DW�KWWS���JOVHQ�RUJ�VLWHV�GHIDXOW�¿OHV�
Harsh%20Realities.pdf.
50  6HH�LG��(noting that 84% of LGBT youth had been 
verbally harassed due to their sexual orientation); VHH�DOVR�
Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 75–76 (noting that LGBT students 
DUH�PRUH�OLNHO\�WR�EH�LQYROYHG�LQ�D�SK\VLFDO�¿JKW��WKUHDWHQHG��
or harmed with a weapon than non-LGBT students).
51  (�J���Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 76–77 (describing one 
example where though the LGBT youth had been bullied for a 
long time, the school police asked the youth accusatory ques-
tions such as ‘Why were they calling you a faggot?’).�
52  6HH�LG��DW�����¿QGLQJ�WKDW�������RI�/*%7�\RXWK�
skipped school because they felt unsafe). 

LGBT YOUTH ARE SPECIFICALLY TARGETED FOR CERTAIN CRIMES DUE TO 

THEIR GENDER IDENTITY OR SEXUAL ORIENTATION. THIS DISPROPORTIONATE 

TARGETING FREQUENTLY BEGINS WITH AGGRESSIVE, DISCRIMINATORY POLICING OF 

LGBT YOUTH BECAUSE OF THEIR GENDER IDENTITY OR SEXUAL ORIENTATION.
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 A. Selective Police Targeting

0+&8�]SYXL�EVI�QSVI�PMOIP]�XS�FI�EVVIWX�
ed and charged for violations of laws relating 
XS�WI\YEP�I\TVIWWMSR��µUYEPMX]�SJ�PMJI�¶�ERH�WXEXYW�
SJJIRWIW´WYGL� EW� PSMXIVMRK�� TYFPMG� HVYROIR�
ness, public urination, running away, and lit�
XIVMRK´XLER�XLIMV�LIXIVSWI\YEP�GSYRXIVTEVXW�ăā   
4SPMGI� JVIUYIRXP]� IUYEXI� LSQSWI\YEPMX]� [MXL�
deviancy and criminality—a prejudice that per�
vades the attitudes of judges and prosecutors 
as well.ăĂ��6IWIEVGL�VIZIEPIH�XLEX�0+&8�]SYXL�
EVI�TVSÁPIH�F]�PE[�IRJSVGIQIRX�FEWIH�SR�XLIMV�
KIRHIV� MHIRXMX]�SV� WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�� �6EXLIV�
than basing investigatory stops or searches on 
reasonable, articulable suspicion of criminal 
EGXMZMX]��TSPMGI�[MPP�ZMI[�TIVGIMZIH�0+&8�WXEXYW�
as suspicious or criminal in and of itself.  One 
%QRIWX]� -RXIVREXMSREP� 6ITSVX� I\TPSVMRK� XLMW�
MWWYI�GSRGPYHIH�

[Amnesty International’s] research 
has revealed that law enforcement 
SJÁGIVW�TVSÁPI�0+&8�MRHMZMHYEPW��MR�
particular gender variant individu�
EPW� ERH� 0+&8� MRHMZMHYEPW� SJ� GSPSV��
as criminal in a number of differ�
IRX�GSRXI\XW��ERH�WIPIGXMZIP]�IRJSVGI�
laws relating to ‘morals regulations,’ 
bars and social gatherings, demon�
strations and ‘quality of life.’  Trans�
gender individuals in particular re�
TSVX�FIMRK�TVSÁPIH�EW�WYWTMGMSYW�SV�
as criminals while going about ev�
eryday business such as shopping 
for groceries, waiting for the bus, or 
[EPOMRK�XLIMV�HSKW�ăă

There is an obvious logical connection 
between discriminatory policing and a dispro�
portionate amount of criminal prosecutions 
EMQIH� EX� 0+&8� ]SYXL�� %� HMWTVSTSVXMSREXIP]�
LMKLIV�ZSPYQI�SJ�EVVIWXW�SJ�0+&8�]SYXLW�QIERW�
that a disproportionate volume of this category 

53  ,G��at 61. 
54   ,G��
55  AMnesty internAtionAl, stoneWAlled:  Police ABuse 
And Misconduct AgAinst lesBiAn, gAy, BisexuAl And trAns-
gender PeoPle in the u.s. 4�(2003), DYDLODEOH�DW, http://www.
amnesty.org/en/library/asset/AMR51/122/2005/en/2200113d-
d4bd-11dd-8a23-d58a49c0d652/amr511222005en.pdf.

of youth will also be prosecuted.  Therefore, 
TSPMGI�XEVKIXMRK�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�GSRXVMFYXIW�XS�
their disproportionate representation in the ju�
venile system.  

 B. Ungovernability

0+&8� ]SYXL� EVI� EPWS� EX� VMWO� SJ� LEZMRK�
XLIMV� WI\YEP� SVMIRXEXMSR� SV� KIRHIV� MHIRXMX]�
criminalized directly.  One offense for which 
0+&8�]SYXL�EVI�WIPIGXMZIP]�XEVKIXIH�EPQSWX�I\�
GPYWMZIP]�FEWIH�SR�XLIMV�KIRHIV�MHIRXMX]�SV�WI\�
YEP� SVMIRXEXMSR� MW�µYRKSZIVREFMPMX]�¶� �%� VITSVX�
TVITEVIH�JSV�XLI�(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�.YWXMGI�HIÁRIH�
µYRKSZIVREFMPMX]¶�EW�JSPPS[W�

When a youth’s disobedience reach�
es a crisis level, the family may reach 
E� FVIEOMRK� TSMRX� ERH� WIIO� XLI� EW�
WMWXERGI� SJ� TVSFEXMSR� SJÁGIVW�� JEQ�
ily court judges, and child welfare 
[SVOIVW� XS� XEOI� GSRXVSP� SJ� XLIMV�
troubled children.  The youth may 
WYFWIUYIRXP]�FI�GPEWWMÁIH�EW�·YRKSZ�
ernable’ or ‘incorrigible,’ which can 
result in a petition to have the youth 
adjudicated as a status offender and 
face sanctions ranging from proba�
XMSR� XS� SYX�SJ�LSQI� TPEGIQIRX� XS�
secure detention.ăĄ

According to the report, eight percent 
SJ�YRKSZIVREFMPMX]�GEWIW�MR�ĀþþĂ�VIWYPXIH�MR�HI�
XIRXMSR��IMKLXIIR�TIVGIRX�VIWYPXIH�MR�ER�SYX�SJ�
LSQI�TPEGIQIRX� JSV� XLI� ]SYXL�� ERH� WM\X]�X[S�
percent resulted in probation.ăą 

Interviews conducted by The Equity 
4VSNIGX� VIZIEPIH� XLEX� QER]� MRXIV�JEQMP]� GSR�
ÂMGXW� FIX[IIR�0+&8�]SYXL� ERH� XLIMV� TEVIRXW�
PIH�TVSWIGYXSVW�XS�ÁPI�GLEVKIW�SJ�YRKSZIVREFMP�
ity.ăĆ��3RI�MRXEOI�SJÁGIV�VITSVXIH�XLEX�RMRI�SYX�
SJ�XIR�0+&8�]SYXL�IRXIVMRK�XLI�W]WXIQ�MR�LIV�
jurisdiction had been charged with “ungovern�
ability, curfew violations, or truancy, all based 
primarily on the parents’ objections to their 
56  develoPMent services grouP, inc., ungovernABle/
incorrigiBle youth literAture revieW 2 (2009), DYDLODEOH�
DW, http://www2.dsgonline.com/dso2/Ungovernable%20
Youth%20Literature%20Review.pdf.
57  ,G�
58  Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 71.
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GLMPHVIR¸W�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�¶ăć 

%W� MHIRXMÁIH�F]� XLEX� MRXEOI�SJÁGIV��YR�
governability charges are often accompanied by 
other status offenses such as curfew violations 
SV� XVYERG]�� [LMGL�� EW� MHIRXMÁIH� MR� 7IGXMSR� -��
QE]�EPWS�FI�PMROIH�XS�ER�0+&8�]SYXL¸W�TEVIRXEP�
rejection.  Sometimes, however, the charge is 
FVSYKLX�EKEMRWX�ER�0+&8�]SYXL�MR�EFWIRGI�SJ�
any other chargeable behavior—a report on the 
XVIEXQIRX�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�MR�0SYMWMERE�MHIRXM�
ÁIH�SRI�I\EQTPI�

-R�Āþþć��ER�IPIZIR�]IEV�SPH�]SYXL�MR�0SY�
MWMERE�[EW�XEOIR�MRXS�.YHKI¸W�GLEQFIVW�[MXLSYX�
LMW� EXXSVRI]� XS� HMWGYWW� LMW� WI\YEP� SVMIRXEXMSR���
,MW�QSXLIV�[EW�XLIR�GEPPIH�MR�ERH�UYIWXMSRIH�
EFSYX�LMW�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR���8LI�IPIZIR�]IEV�
old, who had no delinquency charges, was 
placed in detention as his disposition, partly at 

59  ,G��

his mother’s request, who perceived her child 
to be gay, and thus, ‘ungovernable.’Ąþ

8LEX�WEQI�VITSVX�MHIRXMÁIW�0+&8�]SYXL�
MR�0SYMWMERE�EW�FIMRK�EX�VMWO�JSV�YRKSZIVREFMP�
ity charges, even in the absence of any previous 
court involvement or criminal record.Ąÿ  8LI�2E-
tion�QEKE^MRI¸W�MRZIWXMKEXMSR�MRXS�0+&8�]SYXL�
MHIRXMÁIH� GEWIW� SJ� MRGEVGIVEXMSR� HMWKYMWIH� EW�
µXVIEXQIRX¶� SJ�0+&8� ]SYXL�FEWIH� I\GPYWMZIP]�
SR�XLIMV�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�SV�KIRHIV� MHIRXMX]���
*SV�I\EQTPI��EX�XLI�TEVIRXW �̧VIUYIWX��E�NYHKI�MR�
1MWWMWWMTTM�SVHIVIH�E�PIWFMER�]SYXL�XS�E�TVMZEXI�

60  Wesley Ware, lesBiAn, gAy, BisexuAl, & trAnsgen-
der youth in louisiAnA’s Juvenile Justice systeM: locked uP 
And out 16 (2007), available at http://jjpl.org/site/wp-content/
uploads/2011/07/locked-up-and-out.pdf.
61  6HH�LG��at 14 (explaining how this charge drives the 
youth deeper into the system because they will typically face 
more discrimination once they are outside of their home envi-
ronment).
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LSWTMXEP�MR�SVHIV�XS�µGYVI¶�LIV�LSQSWI\YEPMX]�ĄĀ  
-R�+ISVKME��E�GLMPH�[LS�GEQI�SYX�EW�XVERWKIR�
HIV�[EW�WIRX�XS�E�JEGMPMX]�JSV�]SYXL�PMOIP]�XS�GSQ�
QMX�WI\�GVMQIW�EKEMRWX�GLMPHVIR�IZIR�XLSYKL�XLI�
GLMPH�LEH�RIZIV�GSQQMXXIH�E�WI\YEP�SJJIRWI�Ąā

 C. Prostitution

0+&8� ]SYXL� EPWS� JEGI� E� LMKLIV� VMWO� SJ�
being arrested and charged with prostitution 
SV�WSPMGMXMRK�WI\�XLER�XLIMV�LIXIVSWI\YEP�GSYR�
terparts.ĄĂ��4SPMGI�JVIUYIRXP]�TVSÁPI�ERH�LEVEWW�
0+&8�]SYXL�SR�WYWTMGMSR�SJ�TVSWXMXYXMSR�FEWIH�
IRXMVIP]�SR�XLIMV�KIRHIV�MHIRXMX]�SV�WI\YEP�SVM�
entation.  One youth interviewed by the Equity 
4VSNIGX�HIWGVMFIH�XLMW�LEVEWWQIRX�

?8LI�0+&8�]SYXL�WEMHA�XLEX�E�TSPMGI�
SJÁGIV�WXSTTIH�LMQ�EW�LI�[EW�[EPO�
ing on the street, dressed in drag 
�M�I��[IEVMRK�E�[MK��HVIWW��QEOI�YT��
IXG��� ERH� MRWMWXIH�SR�WIIMRK� MHIRXM�
ÁGEXMSR�� µ?8LI� TSPMGI� SJÁGIVA� WEMH�
that the reason he stopped me was 
WYWTMGMSR�SJ�WSPMGMXMRK�WI\�������-�LEH�
to show him evidence that I was go�
ing to a drag show before they let me 
go . . . Whenever I would dress up 
in drag, [the police harassment] was 
LSVVMFPI�¶Ąă 

%RSXLIV� 0+&8� ]SYXL� I\TPEMRIH� XLEX�
WXVIIXW� JVIUYIRXIH� F]� XVERW�]SYXL� EVI� EKKVIW�
sively patrolled by police who stop youth on 
XLI� WXVIIX� ERH�EWO��µ?]ASY¸VI�[SVOMRK�� VMKLX#¶ĄĄ  
;LMPI�RSX�JSGYWIH�I\GPYWMZIP]�SR�0+&8�]SYXL��
Amnesty International also “found a strong 
TEXXIVR� SJ� TSPMGI� YRJEMVP]� TVSÁPMRK� XVERWKIR�
HIV� [SQIR� EW� WI\� [SVOIVW¶� MR� 0SW� %RKIPIW��
'LMGEKS��2I[�=SVO��7ER�%RXSRMS��;EWLMRKXSR��
(�'��� 4LMPEHIPTLME�� 7ER�*VERGMWGS�� ERH�,SYW�
ton.Ąą  In addition to being selectively targeted, 
MRGVIEWIH�VEXIW�SJ�LSQIPIWWRIWW�VEMWI� XLI�VMWO�
62  Redman, sXSUD�note 17.
63  ,G�� 
64  6HH�AMnesty internAtionAl,�VXSUD�n. 52, at 16–50 
�H[DPLQLQJ�ZD\V�LQ�ZKLFK�SROLFH�SUR¿OH�/*%7�LQGLYLGXDOV��
including selective enforcement of prostitution and solicitation 
laws);�VXSUD�n. 48.
65  Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 62.
66  ,G�
67  AMnesty internAtionAl, VXSUD�n. 52, at 21.

0+&8� ]SYXL� [MPP� IRKEKI� MR� TVSWXMXYXMSR� EW� E�
µWYVZMZEP�GVMQI�¶ĄĆ

 D. Age of Consent Laws

The discriminatory application of statu�
tory rape laws, and in some instances, overtly 
I\GPYWMSREV]� I\GITXMSRW� XS� WXEXYXSV]� VETI� VI�
ZIEP� XLEX�0+&8�]SYXL� JEGI� WIPIGXMZI� XEVKIXMRK�
and disproportionate punishment for statutory 
rape.Ąć  Every state has age of consent or “stat�
YXSV]� VETI¶� PE[W� XLEX� TVSLMFMX� WI\YEP� EGXMZMX]�
with young persons under a certain age.ąþ  The 
mechanics of age of consent laws vary by state.ąÿ  
7SQI� PE[W� WIX� ER� I\TPMGMX� PMQMX� SR� XLI� EKI�SJ�
consent, while some laws set limits on the per�
missible age difference between two individu�
EPW�IRKEKIH�MR�WI\YEP�EGXMZMX]�   Age of consent 
PE[W�GER�ETTP]�XS�]SYXLW�IRKEKIH�MR�WI\YEP�EG�
tivity even when they both fall under the age of 
consent.   1ER]�WXEXIW��LS[IZIV��EPWS�LEZI�µ6S�
QIS� ERH� .YPMIX¶� I\GITXMSRW� XS� WXEXYXSV]� VETI�
PE[W��[LMGL�TVSZMHI� ER� EJÁVQEXMZI�HIJIRWI� XS�
YRHIV�EKI�]SYXL�IRKEKIH�MR�WI\YEP�GSRHYGX�WS�
PSRK�EW�XLI]�EVI�WYJÁGMIRXP]�GPSWI�MR�EKI�ąĀ  

-R� WSQI� WXEXIW�� 6SQIS� ERH� .YPMIX� TVS�
ZMWMSRW�EVI�WTIGMÁGEPP]�[VMXXIR�XS�SRP]�MRGPYHI�
LIXIVSWI\YEP� WI\� EGXW�� [LMGL� TVIGPYHI� WEQI�
WI\� GSYTPIW� JVSQ� YWMRK� XLI� HIJIRWI� ERH� I\�
TSWIW� 0+&8� ]SYXL� XS� ER� IZIR� LMKLIV� VMWO� SJ�
prosecution for statutory rape.  For instance, in 
8I\EW��WI\YEP�EGXMZMX]�[MXL�E�GLMPH�YRHIV�XLI�EKI�
SJ�WIZIRXIIR�MW�E�JIPSR]��FYX�ER�EJÁVQEXMZI�HI�
fense applies if the victim and defendant are no 
more than three years apart in age and of the 
STTSWMXI� WI\�ąā  Similarly, Alabama’s statutory 
VETI�PE[W�HMWXMRKYMWL�FIX[IIR�µWXEXYXSV]�VETI�¶�
which occurs between two members of the op�

68  6HH�Heather Squatriglia, Note, /HVELDQ��*D\��%L-
VH[XDO�DQG�7UDQVJHQGHU�<RXWK�LQ�WKH�-XYHQLOH�-XVWLFH�6\VWHP��
,QFRUSRUDWLQJ�6H[XDO�2ULHQWDWLRQ�DQG�*HQGHU�,GHQWLW\�LQWR�WKH�
5HKDELOLWDWLYH�3URFHVV, 14 cArdozo J.l. & gender 793, 806 
(2008) (reiterating that a youth’s sexual orientation cannot be 
separated from the delinquent behavior because it is often their 
LGBT status that leads them to juvenile justice system).
69  6HH�Meidinger, VXSUD�n. 15, at 421–22.
70  Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 62.
71  6HH�Meidinger,�VXSUD�n. 15, at 426.
72  ,G��at 422.
73  ,G� at 432.
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TSWMXI� WI\�� ERH� µHIZMEXI� WI\YEP� MRXIVGSYVWI�¶�
which includes sodomy (acts more frequently 
EWWSGMEXIH�[MXL�LSQSWI\YEP� MRHMZMHYEPW��[MXL�
an individual below the age of consent.ąĂ  Ala�
bama offers reduced penalties for individuals 
two years apart who violate statutory rape pro�
hibitions, but such reduced penalties are not 
SJJIVIH� JSV� µHIZMEXI� WI\YEP� EGXW¶� FIX[IIR� EG�
XSVW�X[S�]IEVW�ETEVX�¶ąă  California and Kansas 
EPWS�LEZI�HMWGVMQMREXSV]�I\GITXMSRW�MR�TPEGI�JSV�
]SYXL�[LS�IRKEKI�MR�WI\YEP�EGXMZMX]�ąĄ

The consequences of these discrimina�
XSV]�PE[W�EVI�WMKRMÁGERX���-R�X[IRX]�RMRI�WXEXIW��
E�WXEXYXSV]�VETI�GSRZMGXMSR�GSRWXMXYXIW�E�WI\�SJ�
fense that requires the individual to register as 
E�WI\�SJJIRHIV�ąą  Such status has far reaching 
consequences for any youth, particularly an 
0+&8� ]SYXL�[LS� EPVIEH]� JEGIW� HIQSRM^EXMSR�
FEWIH�SR�LMW�SV�LIV�TIVGIMZIH�WI\YEP�SVMIRXE�
XMSR���8LI�ĀþþĀ�GEWI�SJ�/ERWEW�Z��0MQSR,ąĆ illus�
XVEXIW�E�WMQMPEVP]�KVEZI�GSRWIUYIRGI���1EXXLI[�
Limon was convicted of criminal sodomy for 
IRKEKMRK�MR�GSRWIRWYEP�SVEP�WI\�[MXL�XLI�GSQ�
TPEMRERX�� E� FS]� [LSQ� LI� [EW� ETTVS\MQEXIP]�
three years older than.ąć� �1V�� 0MQSR�[EW� RSX�
eligible for a reduced sentence based on a stat�
YXSV]�6SQIS�ERH� .YPMIX� I\GITXMSR�FIGEYWI�SJ�
XLI� LSQSWI\YEP� REXYVI� SJ� LMW� GSRHYGX�Ćþ� � ,I�
was sentenced to seventeen years in prison, 
JSPPS[IH�F]�ÁZI�]IEVW�SJ�WYTIVZMWMSR�ERH�VIK�
MWXVEXMSR� EW� E� WI\� SJJIRHIV�Ćÿ� � ,EH�1V�� 0MQSR�
UYEPMÁIH� JSV� XLI�6SQIS�ERH�.YPMIX� I\GITXMSR��
LMW�WIRXIRGI�[SYPH�LEZI�FIIR�WMKRMÁGERXP]�VI�
duced.ĆĀ  The United States Supreme Court va�
GEXIH�1V��0MQSR¸W�GSRZMGXMSR�MR�XLI�[EOI�SJ�MXW�
decision in 0E[VIRGI�Z��8I\EW,Ćā and remanded 
74  ,G�
75  ,G� 
76  6HH�LG� at 433.
77  Majd et al., VXSUD�n. 4, at 62.
78  41 P.3d 303 (Kan. Ct. App. 2002), YDFDWHG, 539 U.S. 
955 (2003), UHPDQGHG�WR, 83 P.3d 229 (Kan. Ct. App. 2004), 
UHY¶G, 122 P.3d 22 (Kan. 2005). 
79  Kansas v. Limon, 122 P.3d 22, 24–25 (2005). 
80  ,G� at 25. � 
81  ,G� 
82  ,G��
83  6HH�JHQHUDOO\�Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 588 
(2003) (holding a Texas statute criminalizing sexual conduct 
between members of the same sex was unconstitutional as ap-

to the Kansas Court of Appeals for reconsid�
eration.ĆĂ  The appeals court, however, upheld 
XLI�HMWGVMQMREXSV]�6SQIS�ERH�.YPMIX�TVSZMWMSR�
using profoundly prejudicial reasoning and 
ERXMUYEXIH�RSXMSRW�SJ�XLI�µHERKIVW¶�EWWSGMEXIH�
[MXL� LSQSWI\YEPMX]�� XLEX� TVSXIGXMRK� GLMPHVIR�
JVSQ�LSQSWI\YEP�WI\�MW�E�VEXMSREP�WXEXI�MRXIVIWX��
given that such acts are contrary to traditional 
WI\�RSVQW�� XLEX� XLI�WXEXI�LEW�E�TVIJIVIRGI� JSV�
TVSGVIEXMZI�WI\�� XLEX� PIRMX]�XS[EVHW�LIXIVSWI\�
uals fosters parental responsibility by freeing 
such individuals from incarceration; and that 
TVIZIRXMSR�SJ�78(W��XLI�VMWO�SJ�[LMGL�MW�µKIR�
IVEPP]�EWWSGMEXIH¶�[MXL�LSQSWI\YEP�GSRHYGX��MW�
a rational state interest.Ćă

The Supreme Court of Kansas over�
XYVRIH� XLI� ETTIPPEXI� GSYVX¸W� HIGMWMSR�� ÁRHMRK�
XLEX�XLI�HMWGVMQMREXSV]�6SQIS�ERH�.YPMIX�TVS�
vision unconstitutional on equal protection 
grounds, stating, “moral disapproval of a group 
GERRSX�FI�E�PIKMXMQEXI�KSZIVRQIRXEP�MRXIVIWX�¶ĆĄ  
The Kansas Supreme Court also dismissed all 
of the appellate court’s grounds for upholding 
the discriminatory provision and discredited its 
VIPMERGI�SR�XLI�JEPWI�EWWIVXMSR�XLEX�LSQSWI\YEP�
EGXMZMX]�GVIEXIW�E�LMKLIV�VMWO�JSV�XLI�WTVIEH�SJ�
,-:�SV�SXLIV�78(W�Ćą��8LSYKL�1V��0MQSR¸W�GEWI�
ultimately resulted in a victory, the State’s per�
sistence in upholding his harsher punishment 
SR�XLI�KVSYRHW�SJ�LMW�LSQSWI\YEPMX]��EW�[IPP�EW�
XLI�ETTIPPEXI�GSYVX¸W�EGGITXERGI�SJ�1V��0MQSR¸W�
WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�EW�E�KVSYRHW�JSV�HMWTVSTSV�
XMSREXI�TYRMWLQIRX��I\IQTPMÁIW� XLI�TIVZEWMZI�
HMWGVMQMREXMSR� EKEMRWX� 0+&8� ]SYXL� XLEX� TIV�
sists in the criminal justice system.  

%RSXLIV� I\EQTPI� SJ� WIPIGXMZI� XEVKIXMRK�
is evident in the recent Ohio case, In Re D.B.ĆĆ  

plied to two consenting adults).  
84  /LPRQ, 122 P.3d at 26.
85  6HH�JHQHUDOO\ Kansas v. Limon, 83 P.3d 229 (Kan. 
Ct. App. 2004). 
86  /LPRQ, 122 P.3d at 35. 
87  6HH�LG��at 36–37 (explaining how the studies the 
appellate court relied on in determining the Romeo-and-Juliet 
law was constitutional actually would show the Romeo-and-
Juliet law to be both over inclusive and under inclusive). 
88  950 N.E.2d 528 (Ohio 2011), FHUW��GHQLHG, Ohio v. 
D.B., 132 S. Ct. 846 (2011).
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-R� XLEX�GEWI��E� X[IPZI�]IEV�SPH�QEPI��(�&���[EW�
charged with statutory rape for engaging in 
WI\YEP� GSRHYGX�[MXL� E�QMRSV�SR� X[S� WITEVEXI�
SGGEWMSRW�� SRGI� [MXL� ERSXLIV� X[IPZI�]IEV�SPH�
QEPI�� ERH� XLI� SXLIV� [MXL� ER� IPIZIR�]IEV�SPH�
male.Ćć  The trial court found no evidence that 
JSVGI�[EW�YWIH��FYX�WXMPP�JSYRH�(�&��HIPMRUYIRX�
FEWIH�SR�LMW�ZMSPEXMSR�SJ�3LMS¸W�EKI�SJ�GSRWIRX�
PE[�� [LMGL� HMH� RSX� LEZI� E� 6SQIS� ERH� .YPMIX�
provision.  (�&��[EW�YPXMQEXIP]�TPEGIH�SR�TVS�
FEXMSR�JSV�ER�MRHIÁRMXI�TIVMSH�SJ�XMQI�ćþ  The 
NYHKI� JYVXLIV�SVHIVIH�(�&�� XS�EXXIRH�GSYRWIP�
MRK� ERH� KVSYT� XLIVET]�� � (�&�� ETTIEPIH�� EPPIK�
ing that his due process and equal protection 
rights had been violated.ćÿ  The Supreme Court 
SJ�3LMS�EKVIIH��ÁRHMRK�XLI�3LMS�WXEXYXI�YWIH�
XS�EHNYHMGEXI�(�&��[EW�YRGSRWXMXYXMSREP�EW�ET�
plied in that case.ćĀ 

(�&�̧ W�GEWI�WIVZIW�EW�ER�MQTSVXERX�I\EQ�
ple for future selective prosecution motions in 
similar adjudications, even though his defense 
[EW�RSX�I\TPMGMXP]�SRI�SJ�WIPIGXMZI�TVSWIGYXMSR��
*MVWX��(�&�̧ W� ETTIEP�[EW� VSSXIH� MR� HMWGVMQMRE�
tory application of the law and a subsequent 
violation of his constitutional rights.  Second, 
as made clear in an amicus submitted by a 
number of defense organizations (including 
XLI� &PYLQ� 0IKEP� 'PMRMG�� XLI� HIJIRWI� EVKYIH�
XLEX� XLI� WEQI�WI\�REXYVI�SJ� XLI�SJJIRWI� PMOIP]�
HVSZI�(�&�̧ W�HMWGVMQMREXSV]�XVIEXQIRX�

Although most statutes criminalizing 
WI\YEP�GSRHYGX�FIX[IIR�XIIRW�YRHIV�XLI�EKI�SJ�
GSRWIRX�QEOI�RS�VIJIVIRGI�XS�KIRHIV�SV�WI\YEP�
orientation, there is a danger of discriminatory 
enforcement of these laws in accordance with 
WXIVISX]TIW� WYVVSYRHMRK� KIRHIV� ERH� WI\YEP�
ity.  Such stereotypes are often implicit and in 
QER]�GEWIW��PEVKIP]�YRGSRWGMSYW���*SV�I\EQTPI��
[LIR� XLIVI� MW�QEPI�JIQEPI� YRHIVEKI� GSRWIR�
WYEP�WI\��XLI�QEPI�MW�X]TMGEPP]�ZMI[IH�EW�XLI�TIV�
TIXVEXSV�ERH�MW�XLYW�QSVI�PMOIP]�XS�FI�GLEVKIH�
89  In re D.B., 950 N.E.2d at 529–30. 
90  ,G��at 530–31. 
91  6HH�LG��at 532 (arguing that the statute violated 
his due process rights as it was too vague when applied to 
children under thirteen and that the statute was applied in an 
arbitrary manner thus violating his right to equal protection). 
92  ,G��at 534. 

with statutory rape.  Even in cases where both 
]SYXL� IRKEKMRK� MR� XLI� WI\YEP� GSRHYGX� EVI� SJ�
XLI�WEQI�WI\��TVSWIGYXSVW �̧HIGMWMSRW�VIKEVHMRK�
which youth is victim and which is perpetrator 
tend to be based on who assumed which gen�
HIV�VSPI�MR�XLI�WI\YEP�EGXMZMX]�ćā 

This amicus brief highlights the manner 
MR� [LMGL� NYZIRMPI� HIJIRHIVW� GER� I\TSWI� ERH�
clarify discriminatory treatment that is rooted 
MR�YRI\EQMRIH�ERH�YRGSRWGMSYW�FMEWIW��

III: Recommendations for Juvenile Defend-
ers for Addressing the Unique Challenges of 
LGBT Youth 

The Equity Project and other commen�
tators have developed recommended best prac�
tices for juvenile defenders in their represen�
XEXMSR� SJ� 0+&8� ]SYXL� MR� XLI� NYZIRMPI� NYWXMGI�
W]WXIQ��FSXL�XS�EHHVIWW�XLI�I\XIVREP�WSGMEP�JEG�
XSVW�MQTEGXMRK�0+&8�]SYXL��ERH�XLIMV�HMWGVMQM�
natory treatment within the system.  These rec�
SQQIRHEXMSRW� MRGPYHI� XVIEXMRK� 0+&8� ]SYXL�
with dignity and respect, encouraging promo�
tion of their gender identity, engaging in train�
MRK� SR� XLI� WTIGMÁG� GLEPPIRKIW� JEGMRK� 0+&8�
youth, developing individualized and develop�
QIRXEPP]� ETTVSTVMEXI� VIWTSRWIW� XS� 0+&8� FI�
LEZMSV��[SVOMRK�XS�EZSMH�YRRIGIWWEV]�HIXIRXMSR�
and incarceration, advocating for programs or 
alternatives for out of home placements, and 
VIWTIGXMRK� XLI� GSRÁHIRXMEPMX]� ERH� TVMZEG]� SJ�
0+&8�]SYXL��EQSRK�SXLIVW�ćĂ  Another impor�
tant recommendation for juvenile defenders is 
to “approach all clients in a manner that recog�
RM^IW�XLEX�ER]�]SYXL�QE]�FI�0+&8�¶ćă  This ap�
proach addresses the widespread unawareness 
of many juvenile defenders of their clients’ 
0+&8�WXEXYW��

 A. Selective Prosecution Motions

Cases involving statutory rape are the 
SRP]� EVIE� MR�[LMGL� WTIGMÁG� PIKEP�QIGLERMWQW�

93  Brief for Juvenile Law Center, et. al. as Amici Curiae 
Supporting Appellant, In re D.B., 950 N.E.2d 528 (Ohio 2011) 
(No. 10-0240) at *31–32. 
94  Majd et al., supra n. 4, at 6–7.
95  ,G��at 10. 
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LEZI� FIIR� VIGSQQIRHIH� JSV� YWI� MR� XLI� ÁKLX�
JSV�IUYEP� XVIEXQIRX�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�� �3RI�EV�
ticle, 4IIOMRK�9RHIV�XLI�'SZIVW��8EOMRK�E�0SSO�EX�
Prosecutorial Decision Making Involving Queer 
Youth and Statutory Rape, recommends the use 
of selective prosecution motions.ćĄ  A selective 
prosecution motion argues for dismissal based 
on equal protection grounds—that the defen�
dant was selected for prosecution based on an 
EVFMXVEV]�GPEWWMÁGEXMSR��WYGL�EW�XLIMV�VEGI�SV�VI�
ligion.  Prosecutors occupy a very unique role 
MR�XLI�NYZIRMPI�NYWXMGI�W]WXIQ��IXLMGEPP]��XLI]�EVI�
barred from discriminating against, or in favor 
of, an individual based on their race, religion, 
WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR��SV�WI\�ćą 

In 9RMXIH� 7XEXIW� Z��%VQWXVSRK,ćĆ the Su�
preme Court held that for a court to grant dis�
covery on the claim of selective prosecution, 
XLI� HIJIRHERX� QYWX� QEOI� E� XLVIWLSPH� WLS[�
ing of selective prosecution.ćć  In the case of 
0+&8�WXEXYW��XLI�HIJIRHERX�QYWX�WLS[�XLEX�XLI�
prosecutor targeted him or her while ignoring 
other similarly situated individuals who were 
RSX�0+&8�ÿþþ  The Court imposed this barrier 
to ensure prosecutors still retain their broad 
discretion in choosing their defendants.  State 
courts differ in their standards for what meets 
this threshold showing of selective prosecu�
tion, but this generally requires a defendant to 
WLS[� TVSWIGYXMSR� FEWIH� SR� µER� YRNYWXMÁEFPI�
standard such as race, religion, or other arbi�
XVEV]�GPEWWMÁGEXMSR�¶ÿþÿ

Claims of selective prosecution based 
on gender, for instance, have seen success in 
GSYVXW�KVERXMRK�EGGIWW�XS�HMWGSZIV]���*SV�I\EQ�
ple, in Massachusetts v. Bernardo B.,ÿþĀ� XLI�1EW�
sachusetts Supreme Judicial Court granted 
a motion for discovery concerning selective 

96   6HH�JHQHUDOO\�Meidinger, VXSUD�n. 15 at 421–425.
97  ABA Criminal Justice Section Standards, VXSUD�note 
101, at 3-3.1(b).
98   517 U.S. 454 (1996). 
99 ��,G� at 465-66. 
100  &I��LG� at 465 (declaring that in this case, to show 
discriminatory effect, the claimant needed to show similarly 
situated people of a different race were not prosecuted).
101  ,G��at 464. 
102  900 N.E.2d 908 (Mass. 2009). 

prosecution based on gender.ÿþā  In that case, 
E�JSYVXIIR�]IEV�SPH�QEPI�[EW�GLEVKIH�[MXL�IR�
KEKMRK�MR�YRHIVEKI�WI\YEP�GSRHYGX�[MXL�XLVII�
other girls, two twelve and one eleven, and no 
force was involved.ÿþĂ  The prosecutor chose 
not to bring any charges against the three girls. 
Based on these facts, the court ruled that selec�
tive prosecution based on gender was possible 
ERH� SVHIVIH� XLI�(MWXVMGX�%XXSVRI]� XS� TVSZMHI�
statistics on how many statutory rape cases it 
has prosecuted against only the male juvenile 
where the conduct was consensual.ÿþă

� -R� XLI� GSRXI\X� SJ� WI\YEP� SVMIRXEXMSR�� E�
RYQFIV�SJ�WMKRMÁGERX�FEVVMIVW�I\MWX�XS�XLI�TS�
tential success of selective prosecution mo�
XMSRW�JSV�WXEXYXSV]�VETI�GEWIW���*MVWX��WI\YEP�SVM�
IRXEXMSR�MW�RSX��]IX�E�µWYWTIGX�GPEWW¶�VIUYMVMRK�
heightened scrutiny, meaning courts will ap�
TP]�XLI�VEXMSREP�FEWMW�XIWX�JSV�IZEPYEXMRK�0+&8�
youth’s claims.ÿþĄ��8LMW�WXERHEVH�MW�ER�I\XVIQIP]�
low level of review that most often results in 
the court’s acceptance of patently irrational or 
false claims of governmental interest, such as 
those accepted by the Kansas appellate court 
in the 0MQSR case.ÿþą  Second, courts maintain 
ER� I\XVIQIP]� LMKL� PIZIP� SJ� HIJIVIRGI� XS[EVHW�
TVSWIGYXSVMEP�HIGMWMSR�QEOMRK�ÿþĆ  Third, when 
proving a selective prosecution motion even af�

103  ,G� at 848. 
104  ,G� at 837.
105  ,G��at 843–48.
106  6HH�Massachusetts v. Washington W., 928 N.E.2d 
908, 912 (Mass. 2010) (holding that though this case involved 
a selective prosecution on the basis of LGBT status, the court 
GLG�QRW�KDYH�WR�GHFLGH�ZKHWKHU�VH[XDO�RULHQWDWLRQ�TXDOL¿HG�DV�
a protected class).
107  6HH�Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 631 (1996) 
(“[I]f a law neither burdens a fundamental right nor targets a 
VXVSHFW��ZH�ZLOO�XSKROG�WKH�OHJLVODWLYH�FODVVL¿FDWLRQ�VR�ORQJ�
as it bears a rational relation to some legitimate end.”); VHH�
DOVR�Kansas v. Limon, 122 P.3d 22, 28 (determining that the 
proper standard of review for the equal protection claim was 
rational basis); Meidinger, VXSUD�n. 15, at 443–44 (noting that 
courts will typically use the rational basis test when examining 
LGBT youths’ selective prosecution claims). 
108  6HH�%HUQDUGR�%�, 900 N.E.2d at 842 (commenting 
that prosecutors should be given a lot of discretion in their 
charging decisions and those decisions should be presumed 
to have been made in good faith); VHH�DOVR�Meidinger, VXSUD�
15, at 443 (commenting that prosecutors have “near-absolute 
discretion”). 
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ter discovery is granted, defendants face a high 
burden under %VQWXVSRK���They must show that 
XLI� KSZIVRQIRX¸W� TVSWIGYXSVMEP� TSPMG]� �ÿ� LEH�
E�HMWGVMQMREXSV]� IJJIGX�� ERH� �Ā�[EW�QSXMZEXIH�
by a discriminatory purpose, meaning that 
XLI�TVSWIGYXSV�LEH�WTIGMÁG�HMWGVMQMREXSV]�MR�
tent.ÿþć  This means that defendants would have 
XS�ÁRH�MRWXERGIW�[LIVI�XLI�KSZIVRQIRX�XEVKIX�
IH�0+&8�]SYXL�JSV�WXEXYXSV]�VETI�SJJIRWIW��ERH�

chose not to prosecute similar statutory offens�
IW� GSQQMXXIH� F]� LIXIVSWI\YEP� ]SYXL�� SR� XST�
SJ�XLI�MRXIRX�XS�TYVWYI�GLEVKIW�EKEMRWX�0+&8�
]SYXL�FIGEYWI�SJ�XLIMV�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR����

 B.  Discovery Requests

(IWTMXI� XLI� WMKRMÁGERX� PIKEP� FEVVMIVW�
to successful dismissals for selective prosecu�
tion, grants of discovery motions to defendants 
WIIOMRK�XS�TVSZI�WIPIGXMZI�TVSWIGYXMSR�EVI�WXMPP�
FIRIÁGMEP�XS�E�]SYXL¸W�ÁKLX�JSV�IUYEP�VMKLXW�MR�
GSYVX���*SV�I\EQTPI��MR�XLI�GEWI�SJ�Massachusetts 
v. Washington W��E�WM\XIIR�]IEV�SPH�FS]�REQIH�
;EWLMRKXSR�[EW�EGGYWIH�SJ�LEZMRK�WI\YEP�IR�
GSYRXIVW�[MXL�E�XLMVXIIR�]IEV�SPH�FS]�XLEX�FI�
KER�[LIR�;EWLMRKXSR�[EW�ÁJXIIR�ÿÿþ  When the 
younger boy’s father learned of the alleged 
WI\YEP�EGXMZMX]��LI�VITSVXIH�;EWLMRKXSR�XS�XLI�
police, who charged him with two delinquency 
counts of statutory rape and two delinquency 
counts of indecent assault and battery on a 
child under the age of fourteen.ÿÿÿ

�;EWLMRKXSR� ÁPIH� E�QSXMSR� XS� HMWQMWW�
FEWIH� SR� WIPIGXMZI� TVSWIGYXMSR�� FYX� XLI�1EW�
109  United States v. Armstrong, 517 U.S. 456, 476 
(1996). 
110  :DVKLQJWRQ�:�, 928 N.E.2d at 910. 
111  ,G��

WEGLYWIXXW� 7YTVIQI� .YHMGMEP� 'SYVX� EJÁVQIH�
XLI�TVSWIGYXSV¸W�µ[MHI�HMWGVIXMSR¶�MR�HIGMHMRK�
whether to press charges against Washington, 
presuming the prosecutor’s decision was made 
in good faith.ÿÿĀ� �,S[IZIV�� XLI�7YTVIQI� .YHM�
GMEP�'SYVX�EPWS�EJÁVQIH�E�PMQMXIH�ZIVWMSR�SJ�E�
discovery order granted to Washington by the 
juvenile court to pursue his selective prosecu�
tion claim.ÿÿā��8LI�GSYVX�VIEWSRIH��µXLI�WYFXPI�

ties behind a decision to prosecute just one 
]SYXL�MR�XLI�GSRXI\X�SJ�WEQI�KIRHIV�WI\YEP�VI�
lations suggests that a comparison of similarly 
situated juvenile defendants . . . may provide 
more telling and relevant statistical informa�
XMSR�XS�WYTTSVX�XLI�NYZIRMPI¸W�GPEMQ�¶ÿÿĂ  In up�
holding this discovery order, the court also not�
ed, “the historic continuing animosity against 
LSQSWI\YEP?W�A¶ÿÿă and the importance of evalu�
ating potential equal protection violations be�
cause “the desire to effectuate one’s animus 
EKEMRWX�LSQSWI\YEPW�GER�RIZIV�FI�E�PIKMXMQEXI�
KSZIVRQIRXEP�TYVTSWI�¶ÿÿĄ 

Therefore, regardless of Washington’s 
success, his motion for selective prosecution 
and the juvenile court’s grant of his limited dis�
covery motion forced the courts to evaluate the 
serious claim of selective, unconstitutional tar�
KIXMRK�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL��XLI�TIVWMWXMRK�ERMQSWMX]�
XS[EVHW�LSQSWI\YEPW�� ERH� XLI�TSWWMFMPMX]� XLEX�
WYGL�ERMQSWMX]� MRJIGXW�TVSWIGYXSVMEP�HIGMWMSR�
QEOMRK��8LMW�OMRH�SJ�NYHMGMEP�IZEPYEXMSR�MW�GVMXM�

112  ,G��at 911. 
113  ,G��at 915. 
114  ,G��at 914. 
115  ,G��at 912-13, n. 5. 
116  ,G��at 912 n.4 (citing Stemier v. Florence, 126 F.3d 
856, 873–74 (6th Cir. 1997)). 

LGBT YOUTH ARE MORE LIKELY TO BE ARRESTED AND CHARGED FOR VIOLATIONS 

OF LAWS RELATING TO SEXUAL EXPRESSION, “QUALITY OF LIFE,” AND STATUS 

OFFENSES—SUCH AS LOITERING, PUBLIC DRUNKENNESS, PUBLIC URINATION, RUNNING 

AWAY, AND LITTERING—THAN THEIR HETEROSEXUAL COUNTERPARTS.
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GEP� MR� FVMRKMRK� XLI� GPEMQW� SJ� 0+&8� ]SYXL� XS�
light.

7IGXMSR�-:��)\TERHMRK�7IPIGXMZI�4VSWIGYXMSR�
Motions to other Crimes

The legal standard for granting discov�
ery, and proving selective prosecution, could be 
applied to a broader range of crimes for which 
0+&8� ]SYXL� EVI� WIPIGXMZIP]� XEVKIXIH´TEV�
ticularly for ungovernability and for prostitu�
XMSR�GVMQIW���%W�MHIRXMÁIH�IEVPMIV�MR�XLMW�TETIV��
0+&8�]SYXL�EVI�SJXIR�VITSVXIH��EVVIWXIH��ERH�
charged for ungovernability and for prostitu�
XMSR�FEWIH�IRXMVIP]�SR�XLIMV�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�
or their gender identity.  In the case of ungov�
ernability, defense attorneys should be encour�
EKIH� XS� ÁPI�QSXMSRW� JSV� HMWGSZIV]� XS� WYTTSVX�
WIPIGXMZI�TVSWIGYXMSR�QSXMSRW���%W�MHIRXMÁIH�F]�
8LI�)UYMX]�4VSNIGX��WSQIXMQIW�TEVIRXW�WTIGMÁ�
GEPP]�WIIO�SYX�NYHMGMEP�MRXIVZIRXMSR�MR�EXXIQTX�
MRK�XS�µGLERKI¶�XLIMV�GLMPH¸W�KIRHIV�MHIRXMX]�SV�
WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR���4EVXMGYPEVP]�MR�GEWIW�[LIVI�
the youth is not charged with any other crime 
other than ungovernability, a case for selective 
TVSWIGYXMSR� GER�FI�QEHI�F]� ER�0+&8� ]SYXL�
facing these charges. 

(IJIRWI� EXXSVRI]W� WLSYPH� WIIO� SYX� VI�
cords of the parent’s contacts with prosecutors, 
ERH�GEVIJYPP]�I\EQMRI�XLI�[SVHMRK�SJ�XLI�GLEVK�
es levied against their client.  They should also 
[SVO� XSKIXLIV� [MXL� SXLIV� NYZIRMPI� HIJIRHIVW�
SR�OIITMRK�VIGSVHW�SJ� MRWXERGIW�[LIVI�0+&8�
youth are targeted for ungovernability offens�
es because of their parent’s rejection of their 
WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR�SV�KIRHIV�MHIRXMX]���7MQMPEVP]��
[LIR�HIJIRHMRK�0+&8�]SYXL�EKEMRWX�TVSWXMXY�
XMSR�GLEVKIW�SV�SXLIV�SJJIRWIW�VIPEXIH�XS�WI\YEP�
GSRHYGX�� NYZIRMPI� HIJIRHIVW� WLSYPH� I\TPSVI�
WIPIGXMZI�TVSWIGYXMSR�QSXMSRW���(IJIRHIVW�GER�
develop a record of police treatment and police 
UYIWXMSRMRK�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�MR�WYTTSVX�SJ�XLIMV�
motions for discovery.  As noted by The Equity 
4VSNIGX� ERH� F]�%QRIWX]� -RXIVREXMSREP�� 0+&8�
MRHMZMHYEPW�EVI�TVSÁPIH�F]�TSPMGI�HITEVXQIRXW�
JSV�WI\�VIPEXIH�SJJIRWIW��ERH�EVI�SJXIR�[VSRKP]�
assumed by police to be engaging in prostitu�
XMSR�� NYWX� JSV� [EPOMRK� HS[R� XLI� WXVIIX�� � 7YGL�

egregious and overtly discriminatory treatment 
should be documented by juvenile defenders 
and highlighted for the court in all cases where 
such arrests result in prosecution. 

Section V: The Role of Selective Prosecu-
tion Motions & Discovery Requests in the  
Struggle for LGBT Youth Equality

By incorporating the use of selective 
prosecution motions and requests for discov�
IV]�MRXS�XLI�HIJIRWI�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�JSV�GVMQIW�
such as statutory rape, prostitution, or ungov�
ernability, juvenile defenders do not just in�
crease the avenues of legal relief for their cli�
ents.  Such motions can begin to encourage 
µWSJX�IRJSVGIQIRX¶�[MXLMR�XLI�NYWXMGI�W]WXIQ�XS�
GLERKI�MXW�XVIEXQIRX�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL���4VSJIWWSV�
%RRI�4SYPMR�HIWGVMFIH� XLI�TSXIRXMEP� JSV� WSJX�
IRJSVGIQIRX� MR� XLI� GSRXI\X� SJ� WIPIGXMZI� TVSW�
IGYXMSR�QSXMSRW��

Soft enforcement is the impact of 
the judicial process on the voluntary 
behavior of prosecutors, law enforce�
QIRX� SJÁGIVW�� ERH� XLI�TYFPMG��)ZIR�
if the court ultimately denied relief, 
XLI�I\TSWYVI�SJ�HMWTEVEXI�XVIEXQIRX�
through legal process may effect 
some reduction in improper selec�
tive prosecution as the government 
and the public respond to reduce or 
eliminate improper disparity.ÿÿą

If selective prosecution motions at the 
very least result in successful discovery orders, 
defense attorneys can begin uncovering poten�
tially troubling patterns of selective prosecuto�
VMEP�HIGMWMSR�QEOMRK�MR�GEWIW� MRZSPZMRK�0+&8�
youth.  Even if the evidence uncovered does 
not result in successful dismissals, the detail�
ing of such evidence in court forces prosecu�
tors to face the charges of selective prosecution 
directly, and potentially encourages them to 
IRKEKI�MR�QSVI�IUYMXEFPI�HIGMWMSR�QEOMRK��

The violations of human dignity that 
EVMWI� JVSQ� WYGL� YRIUYEP� XVIEXQIRX� SJ� 0+&8�
youth go to the heart of what the Fourteenth 
Amendment is designed to protect.  Even if 
117  Poulin VXSUD�note 121, at 1090. 
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WYGL� QSXMSRW� EVI� E� µPSRK�WLSX�¶� SV� GLEPPIRK�
ing to win, zealous and competent representa�
XMSR�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�HIQERHW�XLEX�ZMSPEXMSRW�SJ�
a youth’s fundamental rights be documented, 
presented, and argued before the courts.  The 
use of selective prosecution motions as a weap�
SR�MR�XLI�ÁKLX�JSV�IUYEP�VMKLXW�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�
should therefore be vigorously encouraged and 
utilized. 

Juvenile defenders of course can only 
YXMPM^I� XLMW� [IETSR� MR� XLI� GSRXI\X� SJ� ^IEPSYW��
GSQQMXXIH��GPMIRX�GIRXIVIH�VITVIWIRXEXMSR�HI�
manded by the ethics rules and respect for the 
TVMZEG]� ERH� HMKRMX]� SJ� 0+&8� GPMIRXW�� � 7SQI�
0+&8�]SYXL�[MPP�RS�HSYFX�RSX�[ERX� XS�FYMPH�
a legal defense surrounding their gender iden�
XMX]�SV�WI\YEP�SVMIRXEXMSR��ERH�NYZIRMPI�HIJIRH�
ers should always respect the decisions of their 
clients in this regard.  Therefore, defense at�
torneys must be vigilant in protecting their 
GPMIRX¸W� GSQJSVX� [MXL� I\TSWMRK� SV� HMWGYWWMRK�
KIRHIV� MHIRXMX]� SV� WI\YEP� SVMIRXEXMSR� MR� STIR�
court.  They must refrain from encouraging the 
I\TSWYVI�SJ�XLIWI�MHIRXMXMIW�XS�XLI�TSMRX�XLEX�ER�
0+&8�]SYXL�JIIPW�GSIVGIH���-R�XLI�GEWIW�[LIVI�
0+&8�GPMIRXW�EKVII�XS�XLI�YWI�SJ�XLIMV�KIRHIV�
SV� WI\YEP� MHIRXMXMIW� MR� XLIMV� PIKEP�HIJIRWI��HI�
JIRHIVW�QYWX�QEOI�GPMIRXW�JIIP�IQTS[IVIH��RSX�
fearful, of the central role their identity will 
play in their legal defense.

Conclusion

The substantial abuse, discrimination, 
ERH�HMWTEVEXI�XVIEXQIRX�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�MR�XLI�
juvenile justice system is a vitally missing part 
SJ� XLI� TYFPMG� HMWGSYVWI� WYVVSYRHMRK� 0+&8�
rights.  Juvenile defenders must capitalize on 
XLMW�WMKRMÁGERX�GYPXYVI�QSQIRX�ERH�HIZIPST�ER�
IJJIGXMZI�WXVEXIK]�XS[EVH�XEVKIXMRK�ERH�ÁKLXMRK�
XLI� MRZMHMSYW� HMWGVMQMREXMSR� SJ� 0+&8� ]SYXL�
in juvenile courts.  While resources for juve�
nile defenders have been developed to inform 
defense attorneys how to develop meaningful 
ERH�VIWTIGXJYP�VIPEXMSRWLMTW�[MXL�0+&8�GPMIRXW�
ERH�ÁKLX�JSV�XLIMV�JEMV�XVIEXQIRX�[MXLMR�XLI�W]W�
tem, there are still no resources encouraging 
juvenile defenders to challenge the disparate 

XVIEXQIRX� SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�YWMRK� PIKEP�QIGLE�
nisms and strategies—and certainly not on the 
same level that other invidious discrimination 
EKEMRWX� XLI� 0+&8� TSTYPEXMSR� LEW� FIIR� GLEP�
lenged in the courts. 

+MZIR� XLI� JI[� VIWSYVGIW�� NYZIRMPI� HI�
fenders should utilize selective prosecution 
motions and requests for discovery in an effort 
to demonstrate the disparate treatment among 
0+&8� ]SYXLW� MR� XLI� NYZIRMPI� NYWXMGI� W]WXIQ���
8LI�FIRIÁXW�SJ� XLIWI�XSSPW�I\XIRH�JEV�FI]SRH�
XLIMV�TSXIRXMEP�JSV�PIKEP�WYGGIWW��[LMGL�MW�PMOIP]�
low.  Forcing prosecutors to confront claims of 
WIPIGXMZI� TVSWIGYXSVMEP� HIGMWMSR�QEOMRK�� JSVG�
ing judges to evaluate serious claims of equal 
TVSXIGXMSR�ZMSPEXMSRW��ERH�I\TSWMRK�XLI�TYFPMG�
to evidence of systemic, invidious discrimina�
XMSR�MR�XLI�XEVKIXMRK�SJ�0+&8�]SYXL�GER�LEZI�E�
FVSEHIV�MQTEGX�MR�XLI�ÁKLX�JSV�IUYEP�VMKLXW�ERH�
fair treatment. 
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...THE SUPREME COURT HAS ADDRESSED THE 

PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE OF PROTECTING

THE MEN AND WOMEN OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 

WHO DAILY PUT THEMSELVES AT RISK WHEN

ENCOUNTERING THE PUBLIC.
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POLICE OFFICER’S SAFETY;
AN EXCEPTION WITHIN AN EXCEPTION OF THE 

FOURTH AMENDMENT
 

F]�.IJJVI]�8��;IRREV��.�(�

1YGL�LEW�FIIR�[VMXXIR�VIKEVHMRK�XLI�
Fourth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution and its requirement that a search 
warrant be issued by a neutral and detached 
magistrate before a search and seizure can be 
ZEPMH��3ZIV�XLI�]IEVW��I\GITXMSRW�XS�XLMW�VI�
quirement have evolved and been recognized 
by the Supreme Court of the United States.1 

1 California v. Hodari, 499 U.S. 621, 630 (1991) (the 
recovery of the crack cocaine was not the fruit of an illegal 
search because the defendant discarded it before being ar-
rested); (Maryland. v. Buie, 494 U.S. 325, 334 (1990) (law 
HQIRUFHPHQW�RI¿FLDOV�PD\�FRQGXFW�D�OLPLWHG�VHDUFK�RI�FORV-
ets or closed areas where a suspect was arrested to ensure 
their safety from any possible threats); Mincey v. Arizona, 
437 U.S. 385, 393 (1978) (warrantless searches and seizures 
are not permissible if there were no exigent circumstances); 
United States v. Chadwick, 433 U.S. 1, 11 (1977) (holding that 
individuals demonstrate a degree of privacy when they place a 
lock on a container and law enforcement must obtain a warrant 
to search its contents); South Dakota v. Opperman, 428 U.S. 
364, 369 (1976) (holding that law enforcement may inventory 
the items found in automobiles after being impounded); Cady 
Y��'RPEURZVNL������8�6����������������������SROLFH�RI¿FHUV�
will take certain precautions for the safety of the community); 
Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 227 (1973) (courts 
must look at the totality of the circumstances to determine 
whether consent was given for law enforcement to search a 
VSHFL¿F�DUHD���&RROLGJH�Y��1HZ�+DPSVKLUH������8�6�������
465 (1971) (stating that objects can be seized if they are in 
‘plain view’ and as long as nothing in the surrounding area is 
touched); Chambers v. Maroney, 399 U.S. 42, 48 (1970) (de-
termining that a search of a car without a warrant is constitu-
WLRQDO�VR�ORQJ�DV�WKH�RI¿FHU�KDV�SUREDEOH�FDXVH�WR�EHOLHYH�WKDW�
there is contraband inside the car); Chimel v. California, 395 
U.S. 752, 762-63 (1969) (holding that during a search incident 
WR�DUUHVW�D�ODZ�HQIRUFHPHQW�RI¿FHU�FDQ�VHDUFK�WKH�DUHD�LPPH-
diately within arm’s reach of the detained individual); Terry 
Y��2KLR������8�6����������������SROLFH�RI¿FHUV�PD\�FRQGXFW�D�
limited frisk of an individual if he or she has reasonable sus-

;MXLMR�XLSWI�I\GITXMSRW�PMIW�E�FSH]�SJ�PE[�
I\EQMRMRK�ERH�VIGSKRM^MRK�E�GSRGIVR�XS�EPP�³�
PE[�IRJSVGIQIRX�SJÁGIVW �̧WEJIX]�2  It does not 
VI�I\EQMRI�XLI�*SYVXL�%QIRHQIRX��FYX�MR�
stead addresses those United States Supreme 
Court cases establishing the law effecting law 
enforcement safety.

The Supreme Court established the 
obligation of inferior courts regarding Fourth 
Amendment issues when the Court stated, 
“[It] is the duty of courts to be watchful for 
XLI�GSRWXMXYXMSREP�VMKLXW�SJ�XLI�GMXM^IR��������¶3  
“The right of privacy was deemed too pre�
cious to entrust to the discretion of those 
whose job is the detection of crime and the 
EVVIWX�SJ�GVMQMREPW�¶4 For the last half century, 
courts have followed the mandate that, “. . . 
XLI�*SYVXL�%QIRHQIRX�TVSXIGXW�TISTPI��������¶5 
;MXLSYX�WTIGMÁGEPP]�VIGSKRM^MRK�ER�I\GITXMSR�
JSV�SJÁGIV¸W�WEJIX]��[MXLMR�WTIGMÁG�VIGSKRM^IH�
picion that criminal activity is afoot, happened, or is about to 
happen); Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S. 294, 298-99 (1967) (law 
HQIRUFHPHQW�RI¿FLDOV�FDQ�DFW�ZLWKRXW�D�ZDUUDQW�LQ�WKH�FLUFXP-
stance that their safety or the safety of innocent bystanders 
may be endangered).
2   Firearms related fatalities were the second leading 
FDXVH�RI�GHDWK�DPRQJ�$PHULFD¶V�ODZ�HQIRUFHPHQW�RI¿FHUV�LQ�
������+DQGJXQV�ZHUH�WKH�OHDGLQJ�W\SH�RI�¿UHDUP�XVHG�LQ�IDWDO�
VKRRWLQJV�RI�ODZ�HQIRUFHPHQW�RI¿FHUV�LQ�������/DZ�(QIRUFH-
PHQW�2I¿FHUV�0HPRULDO�)XQG��/DZ�(QIRUFHPHQW�)DWDOLWLHV�
Dip to Lowest Level in Six Decades, nleomf.org, available at 
http://www.nleomf.org/assets/pdfs/reports/2013-EOY-Fatality-
Report.pdf. 
3   Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 635 (1886).
4   McDonald v. United States, 335 U.S. 451, 455-456 
(1948).
5   Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967).
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I\GITXMSRW��XLI�7YTVIQI�'SYVX�LEW�EHHVIWWIH�
the paramount importance of protecting the 
men and women of law enforcement who daily 
TYX�XLIQWIPZIW�EX�VMWO�[LIR�IRGSYRXIVMRK�XLI�
TYFPMG��'EWI�PE[�EHHVIWWIW�SJÁGIV�WEJIX]�MR�
XLI�GSRXI\X�SJ�SR�WXVIIX�IRGSYRXIVW�6 vehicle 
stops,7 and protective sweeps.8

The Fourth Amendment becomes ap�
plicable when an individual has been seized 
and a reasonable person does not feel free to 
leave.9 

8LI�EWWIVXMSR�SJ�SJÁGIV¸W�WEJIX]�HSIW�
not establish an unfettered opportunity for 
PE[�IRJSVGIQIRX�SJÁGIVW�XS�JVMWO��TEX�HS[R�SV�
search10 an individual they have encountered. 
6IEWSREFPI�EVXMGYPEFPI�WYWTMGMSR11 is required 
JSV�PE[�IRJSVGIQIRX�SJÁGIVW�XS�WXST�MRHMZMHY�
EPW���µ6IEWSREFPI�WYWTMGMSR�QIERW�WSQIXLMRK�
more than inchoate and unparticularized 
suspicion or hunch [but] less . . . than prob�
EFPI�GEYWI�¶12��,S[IZIV��[LMPI�XLMW�WXERHEVH�
MW�WYJÁGMIRX�XS�WXST�ER�MRHMZMHYEP��MX�HSIW�RSX�
EYXSQEXMGEPP]�KMZI�XLI�SJÁGIV�E�VMKLX�XS�JVMWO�
that individual.13 

%W�XLI�SJÁGIV�IRGSYRXIVW�XLI�MRHMZMHY�
EP��XLI�SJÁGIV¸W�MRXIVEGXMSR�[MXL�XLEX�MRHMZMHYEP�
may become progressively more intrusive 
FEWIH�SR�XLI�SJÁGIV¸W�WYGGIWWMZI�SFWIVZEXMSRW�
XS�E�WIX�SJ�IWGEPEXMRK�VIWTSRWIW���ÿ�EVXMGYPEFPI�
suspicion that a crime has occurred, is occur�
VMRK��SV�MW�EFSYX�XS�SGGYV�³�XLMW�[MPP�NYWXMJ]�XLI�
WXST���Ā�EVXMGYPEFPI�WYWTMGMSR�XLEX�XLI�WXSTTIH�
TIVWSR�QE]�FI�EVQIH�³�XLMW�[MPP�NYWXMJ]�XLI�
JVMWO���ā�ER�EVVIWX��XLIR���Ă�WIEVGL�MRGMHIRX�XS�

6 7HUU\, 392 U.S. at 27-28.
7 Michigan v. Long, 463 U.S. 1032 (1983).
8 %XLH, 494 U.S. at 334.
9 Michigan v. Chestnut, 486 U.S. 567, 573 (1988).
10 Sibron v. New York, 392 U.S. 40, 64 (1968).
11 Brown v. Texas, 443 U.S. 47, 53 (1979).
12 Illinois v. Wardlow, 528 U.S. 119, 123-124 (2000).
13 6LEURQ, 392 U.S. at 74.

arrest.14 The purpose of the stop is detecting 
evidence of the crime, past crime, stopping 
crime then in progress, or preventing the pos�
sibility of imminent crime.15 Each is a distinct 
intrusion, each is designed to serve a distinct 
TYVTSWI��IEGL�VIUYMVIW�E�HMWXMRGX�NYWXMÁGEXMSR��
and each is subject to distinct scope limita�
tions.16�%�TYVTSWI�SJ�XLI�JVMWO�MW�RSX�JSGYWIH�
upon the crime at all, but rather upon the 
TVSXIGXMSR�SJ�XLI�WXSTTMRK�SJÁGIV�17 

 

µ-R�XLI�GEWI�SJ�XLI�WIPJ�TVSXIGXMZI�WIEVGL�JSV�
[IETSRW�?XLI�SJÁGIVA�QYWX�FI�EFPI�XS�TSMRX�XS�
TEVXMGYPEV�JEGXW�JVSQ�[LMGL�?XLI�SJÁGIVA�VIE�
sonably inferred that the individual was armed 
ERH�HERKIVSYW�¶18�3RGI�XLI�SJÁGIV�LEW�FIIR�
WEXMWÁIH�XLEX�XLIVI�MW�WYWTMGMSYW�FILEZMSV�XLEX�
warrants investigation, “. . . it would appear to 
FI�GPIEVP]�YRVIEWSREFPI�XS�HIR]�XLI�SJÁGIV�XLI�
TS[IV�XS�XEOI�RIGIWWEV]�QIEWYVIW�XS�HIXIV�
mine whether the person is in fact carrying a 
weapon and to neutralize the threat of physi�
GEP�LEVQ�¶19

The Court has been adamant, noting 
in 8IVV], “[w]e need not develop at length in 
this case, however, the limitations which the 
Fourth Amendment places upon a protective 
search and seizure for weapons. These limita�
tions will have to be developed in the concrete 
JEGXYEP�GMVGYQWXERGIW�SJ�MRHMZMHYEP�GEWIW�¶20 
On the same day the Court issued its opinion 
in 8IVV], the Court issued an opinion consoli�
dating two cases also addressing searches of 
individuals who were stopped and searched by 

14 7HUU\, 392 U.S. at 10. 
15 ,G� at 26.
16 ,G� at 25-26.
17 ,G� at 29, 31. 
18 6LEURQ, 392 U.S. at 64 (citing 7HUU\, 392 U.S. at 24). 
19 7HUU\, 392 U.S. at 24.
20 ,G� at 29.

A PURPOSE OF THE FRISK IS NOT FOCUSED UPON THE CRIME AT ALL, 

BUT RATHER UPON THE PROTECTION OF THE STOPPING OFFICER.
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TSPMGI�SJÁGIVW�21 In dicta��XLI�'SYVX�I\TPEMRIH�
that a search may be permitted, even when 
TVSFEFPI�GEYWI�JSV�ER�EVVIWX�MW�PEGOMRK��MJ�XLI�
SJÁGIV�µ������LEH�VIEWSREFPI�KVSYRHW�XS�FIPMIZI�
?XLI�WYWTIGXA�[EW�EVQIH�ERH�HERKIVSYW�¶22 
“The search for weapons approved in 8IVV] 
consists solely of a limited patting of the outer 
clothing of the suspect for concealed ob�
jects which might be used as instruments of 
EWWEYPX�¶23 The case law is clear, “. . . a search 
incident to a lawful arrest may not precede the 
EVVIWX�ERH�WIVZI�EW�TEVX�SJ�MXW�NYWXMÁGEXMSR�¶24 

With the authority to arrest comes the author�
ity to search, incident to arrest,25 in order to 
seize any weapon that can be used against the 
EVVIWXMRK�SJÁGIV�26

8IVV] was applicable to individuals only. 
In 8IVV]� the encounter between the indi�
vidual and law enforcement occurred when 
both were pedestrians on a public street and 
involved only the protective search of the 
individual for weapons. The question then 
FIGEQI��GSYPH�TVSXIGXMZI�WIEVGLIW�I\XIRH�
beyond the individual in the absence of prob�
able cause? The Supreme Court addressed 
this question in 1MGLMKER�Z��0SRK.27 The Court 
phrased its inquiry as, “…the authority of a 
TSPMGI�SJÁGIV�XS�TVSXIGX�LMQWIPJ�F]�GSRHYGX�
MRK�E�8IVV]�X]TI�WIEVGL�SJ�XLI�TEWWIRKIV�GSQ�
partment of a motor vehicle during the law�
ful investigatory stop of the occupant of the 

21 6LEURQ, 392 U.S. at 47.
22 ,G� at 63.
23 ,G� at 65.
24 ,G� at 67. 
25 &KLPHO� 395 U.S. at 763-63. 
26 Preston v. United States 376 U.S. 364, 367 (1964).
27 Michigan v. Long, 463 U.S. 1032 (1983).

ZILMGPI�¶28

A decade before 1MGLMKER�Z��0SRK� the 
'SYVX�LEH�XLI�STTSVXYRMX]�XS�VIZMI[�ER�SJÁ�
GIV¸W�EGXMSRW�[LIR�XLI�SJÁGIV�ETTVSEGLIH�XLI�
occupant of a vehicle, reached into the win�
dow, and removed a gun from the occupant’s 
waistband.29�%PP�SJ�XLI�EGXMSRW�XEOIR�F]�XLI�SJ�
ÁGIV�[IVI�FEWIH�YTSR�MRJSVQEXMSR�WYTTPMIH�F]�
a citizen. The Court refused to adopt a hold�
MRK�XLEX�E�WXST�ERH�JVMWO�GER�SRP]�SGGYV�FEWIH�
YTSR�ER�SJÁGIV¸W�SFWIVZEXMSR�30 In rational�

M^MRK�MXW�EJÁVQEXMSR�SJ�XLI�WIM^YVI��XLI�'SYVX�
I\EQMRIH�XLI�LSPHMRK�MR�8IVV]. The Court 
enunciated a principle from 8IVV] that permits 
the limited pat down for weapons where the 
SJÁGIV�LEW�NYWXMÁGEXMSR�MR�XLI�FIPMIJ�XLI�TIV�
son being investigated is armed and danger�
ous. The Court stated, “[the] purpose of this 
limited search is not to discover evidence of 
GVMQI��FYX�XS�EPPS[�XLI�SJÁGIV�XS�TYVWYI�?XLIA�
MRZIWXMKEXMSR�[MXLSYX�JIEV�SJ�ZMSPIRGI��������¶31 
The fact that this search occurred in an auto�
mobile rather than through a street encounter 
was not addressed by the Court. The Court 
recognized, based on the information pro�
ZMHIH�XS�XLI�SJÁGIV��XLI�SJÁGIV�µ������LEH�EQTPI�
VIEWSR�XS�JIEV�JSV�LMW�WEJIX]�¶32

%�PE[�IRJSVGIQIRX�SJÁGIV�QE]�SVHIV�
occupants to step out of a vehicle during a 
XVEJÁG�WXST��ERH�QE]�JVMWO�XLSWI�TIVWSRW�JSV�
a weapon when there is a reasonable belief 
that they are armed and dangerous.33 The 
28 ,G� at 1037.
29 Adams v. Williams, 407 U.S. 143, 145 (1972).
30 ,G� at 147.
31 ,G��at 146.
32 ,G��at 148.
33 6HH Pennsylvania v. Mimms, 434 U.S. 106 (1977); 

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER MAY ORDER OCCUPANTS TO STEP OUT OF 

A VEHICLE DURING A TRAFFIC STOP, AND MAY FRISK THOSE PERSONS 

FOR A WEAPON WHEN THERE IS A REASONABLE BELIEF THAT THEY 

ARE ARMED AND DANGEROUS
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Court stated, “. . . we recognize that investiga�
tive detentions involving suspects in vehicles 
are especially fraught with danger to police 
SJÁGIVW�¶34

. . . protection of police and others 
can justify protective searches when 
police have a reasonable belief that 
the suspect poses a danger, that 
roadside encounters between police 
and suspects are especially hazard�
ous, and the danger may arise from 
the possible presence of weapons in 
the area surrounding a suspect. …
the search of the passenger compart�
ment  of an automobile, limited to 
those areas in which a weapon may 
be placed or hidden, is permissible 
MJ� XLI�TSPMGI�SJÁGIV�
possesses a reason�
able belief based on 
·WTIGMÁG�ERH�EVXMGY�
PEFPI� JEGXW�� XEOIR�
together with the 
rational inferences 
from those facts, 
reasonably warrant’ 
XLI� SJÁGIVW� MR� FI�
lieving that the sus�
pect is armed and 
dangerous and the 
suspect may gain 
immediate control 
of weapons.āă

The Court, in a footnote to this holding, 
stressed that their decision “. . . does not mean 
that police may conduct automobile searches 
[LIRIZIV�XLI]�GSRHYGX�ER�MRZIWXMKEXMZI�WXST�¶36 
That footnote became the holding in %VM^SRE�
v. Gant,37 where the Supreme Court held an 
investigative stop does not authorize a vehicle 
search incident to a recent occupant’s arrest 
after the arrestee has been removed from the 
vehicle and secured, thus overruling 2I[�=SVO�
v. Belton.38��,S[IZIV��Gant added an indepen�

Maryland v. Wilson, 519 U.S. 408 (1997).
34 /RQJ, 463 U.S. at 1047.
35 ,G� at 1049.
36 ,G��at n.14.
37 Arizona v. Gant, 556 U.S. 332, 351 (2009).
38 New York v. Belton, 453 U.S. 454 (1981).

HIRX�I\GITXMSR�JSV�E�[EVVERXPIWW�WIEVGL�SJ�E�
vehicle’s compartment “when it is reasonable 
to believe that evidence relevant to the crime 
SJ�EVVIWX�QMKLX�FI�JSYRH�MR�XLI�ZILMGPI�¶39  A 
unanimous Supreme Court ruled that a traf�
ÁG�WXST�MW�E�WIM^YVI�SJ�FSXL�XLI�HVMZIV�ERH�XLI�
passenger, thus either individual “may chal�
PIRKI�XLI�GSRWXMXYXMSREPMX]�SJ�XLI�WXST�¶40

The street and roadside encounters 
were the basis for the Court’s eventual deci�
sion permitting police to conduct a protective 
W[IIT�SJ�ER�MR�LSQI�EVVIWX��SRP]�[LIR�XLI�
SJÁGIV�LEW�E�µVIEWSREFPI�FIPMIJ�FEWIH�SR�WTI�
GMÁG�ERH�EVXMGYPEFPI�JEGXW�XLEX�XLI�EVIE�XS�FI�
swept harbors an individual posing a danger 

to those on the arrest 
WGIRI�¶41 The Supreme 
Court previously ruled 
XLEX�SJÁGIVW�LEH�µ������
the limited authority to 
detain the occupants 
of the premises while 
a proper search is 
GSRHYGXIH�¶42  Justice 
,SPQIW�[VSXI��µ������XLI�
character of every act 
depends upon the cir�
cumstances in which it 
MW�HSRI�¶43%R�SJÁGIV�IR�
countering an individ�

YEP�LEW�E�ÁRMXI�EQSYRX�SJ�XMQI�[MXLMR�[LMGL�
XS�EWWIWW�XLI�WMXYEXMSR��9RPMOI�QSWX�MRHMZMHY�
EPW��E�TSPMGI�SJÁGIV�LEW�GIVXEMR�I\TIVMIRGIW�
and specialized training to draw upon44 when 
QEOMRK�MRJIVIRGIW�ERH�HIHYGXMSRW�VIKEVHMRK�
said situations.  The question in every situ�
ation is whether “the circumstances are of 
such a nature as to create a clear and present 
HERKIV�¶45��µ8LI�VIEWSREFPIRIWW�SJ�XLI�SJÁGIV¸W�

39 *DQW, 556 U.S. at 335.
40 Brendlin v. California, 551 U.S. 249, 259 (2007) (cit-
ing 6 W. LaFave, Search and Seizure, §11.3(e) (4th  ed. 2004 
and Supp. 2007)).
41 Maryland v. Buie, 494 U.S. 325, 325 (1990).
42 Michigan v. Summers, 452 U.S. 692, 705 (1981).
43 Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919) (cit-
ing Aikens v. Wisconsin, 195 U.S. 194, 205, 206 (1904)).
44 United States v. Aryizu, 534 U.S. 266, 273 (2002).
45 6FKHQFN, 249 U.S. at 52. 

COURTS ARE DIRECTED TO  

ANALYZE BOTH DEADLY AND 

NON-DEADLY FORCE PURSUANT 

TO THE REASONABLENESS  

STANDARD OF THE FOURTH 

AMENDMENT.
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decision to stop a suspect does not turn on 
the availability of less intrusive investigating 
XIGLRMUYIW�¶46

In order to avoid suppression of any ev�
idence recovered during one of these encoun�
XIVW��XLI�SJÁGIV�LEW�XS�FI�EFPI�XS�EVXMGYPEXI�
what was being observed and how those ob�
servations were processed at the time the ob�
servations were made. That articulation must 
EHHVIWW�µXLI�XSXEPMX]�SJ�XLI�GMVGYQWXERGIW¶47 
IRGSYRXIVIH�F]�XLI�SJÁGIV�ERH�VIPEXIH�XS�I\�
perience and training. Each situation encoun�
XIVIH�F]�ER�SJÁGIV�MW�WSQI[LEX�HMJJIVIRX��8LI�
SJÁGIV�QYWX�LEZI�E�µTEVXMGYPEVM^IH�ERH�SFNIG�
XMZI�FEWMW �̧JSV�WYWTIGXMRK�PIKEP�[VSRKHSMRK�¶48 
µ6IEWSREFPI�WYWTMGMSR�HITIRHW�SR�·XLI�JEGXYEP�
and practical con�
siderations of ev�
eryday life on which 
reasonable and pru�
dent men, not legal 
XIGLRMGMERW��EGX�¶49  
This “commonsense 
ETTVSEGL¶50 is met 
through the articu�
lation of reasonable 
suspicion.

In two civil 
use of force51 cases, 
the Supreme Court52 recognized that, “police 
SJÁGIVW�EVI�SJXIR�JSVGIH�XS�QEOI�WTPMX�WIGSRH�
NYHKQIRXW���MR�GMVGYQWXERGIW�XLEX�EVI�XIRWI��
YRGIVXEMR�ERH�VETMHP]�IZSPZMRK�³�EFSYX�XLI�
amount of force that is necessary in a par�
XMGYPEV�WMXYEXMSR�¶53 The court clearly limited 
the use of deadly force to those situations “. . 
��RIGIWWEV]�XS�TVIZIRX�IWGETI�ERH�XLI�SJÁGIV�
has probable cause to believe that the suspect 

46 United States v. Sokolow, 490 U.S. 1, 11 (1989).
47 United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411, 417 (1981).
48 $U\L]X, 534 U.S. at 273.
49 Navarette v. California, 134 S. Ct. 1683, 1690  
(2014).
50 ,G�
51 42 U.S.C. §1983 (2014).
52 Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989); Tennessee v. 
Garner, 471 U.S. 1 (1985).
53 *UDKDP, 490 U.S. at 397.

TSWIW�E�WMKRMÁGERX�XLVIEX�SJ�HIEXL�SV�WIVMSYW�
TL]WMGEP�MRNYV]�XS�XLI�SJÁGIV�SV�SXLIVW�¶54

µ?%RA�SJÁGIV�?LEWA�XLI�VMKLX�XS�YWI�
HIEHP]�JSVGI�MJ�XLEX�SJÁGIV�LEVFSVIH�ER�SF�
jective and reasonable belief that a suspect 
TVIWIRXIH�ER�MQQIHMEXI�XLVIEX�XS�LMW�WEJIX]�¶55 
Courts are directed to analyze both deadly and 
RSR�HIEHP]�JSVGI�TYVWYERX�XS�XLI�VIEWSREFPI�
ness standard of the Fourth Amendment.56 
“The ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of 
force must be judged from the perspective of 
E�VIEWSREFPI�SJÁGIV�SR�XLI�WGIRI��VEXLIV�XLER�
[MXL�XLI�Āþ�Āþ�ZMWMSR�SJ�LMRHWMKLX�¶57 

The practitioner, either defense or pros�
IGYXMSR��JEGIH�[MXL�XLI�MWWYI�SJ�SJÁGIV¸W�WEJIX]�

QE]�ÁRH�X[S�VIGSK�
RM^IH�I\GITXMSRW�XS�
the Fourth Amend�
ment requirement 
TIVWYEWMZI��8LI�ÁVWX�
VIGSKRM^IH�I\GITXMSR��
I\MKIRX�GMVGYQWXERG�
es58 applies when “the 
I\MKIRGMIW�SJ�XLI�WMXY�
EXMSR�QEOI�XLI�RIIHW�
of law enforcement 
so compelling that [a] 
warrantless search is 
objectively reason�

EFPI�������¶59��8LSWI�I\MKIRX�GMVGYQWXERGIW�EVI�
RSX�YRUYEPMÁIH��8LI�µ������I\MKIRX�GMVGYQWXERG�
IW�VYPI�NYWXMÁIW�E�[EVVERXPIWW�WIEVGL�[LIR�XLI�
GSRHYGX�SJ�XLI�TSPMGI�TVIGIHMRK�XLI�I\MKIRG]�
MW�VIEWSREFPI�MR�XLI�WEQI�WIRWI�¶60 Courts will 
permit the warrantless search pursuant to this 
I\GITXMSR�[LIVI�µ������XLI�TSPMGI�HMH�RSX�GVI�
EXI�XLI�I\MKIRG]�F]�IRKEKMRK�SV�XLVIEXIRMRK�
to engage in conduct that violates the Fourth 
%QIRHQIRX��������¶61  The second recognized 

54 *DUQHU, 471 U.S. at 3. 
55 Tolan v. Cotton, 134 S. Ct. 1861, 1865 (2014) (LQWHU-
QDO�TXRWHV�RPLWWHG).
56 *UDKDP, 490 U.S. at 395.
57 ,G� at 396.
58 Mincey v. Arizona, 437 U.S. 385, 394 (1978).
59 ,G�
60 Kentucky v. King, 131 S. Ct. 1849, 1858 (2011).
61 ,G�
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I\GITXMSR�MW�GSRWIRX�62 When challenged, the 
GSYVX�QYWX�QEOI�E�HIXIVQMREXMSR�FEWIH�YTSR�
E�µXSXEPMX]�SJ�XLI�GMVGYQWXERGIW¶�[LIXLIV�XLI�
GSRWIRX�[EW�ORS[MRKP]�ERH�ZSPYRXEVMP]�KMZIR�63

The prosecutor applying these two 
EREPSKSYW�I\GITXMSRW��QYWX��F]�E�TVITSRHIV�
ance of the evidence persuade the court that 
XLI�SJÁGIV�EGXIH�ETTVSTVMEXIP]�KMZIR�XLI�WMXY�
EXMSR�XLI�SJÁGIV�[EW�GSRJVSRXIH�[MXL�EX�XLI�
time of the incident. The prosecutor is well 
EHZMWIH�XS�QEOI�GIVXEMR�XLEX�XLI�SJÁGIV�GER�
SFNIGXMZIP]�EVXMGYPEXI�EPP�JEGXW�XLEX�XLI�SJÁGIV�
was presented with which led to the use of 
JSVGI�JSV�XLI�SJÁGIV¸W�WEJIX]���0MOI[MWI��ETTP]�
MRK�XLIWI�X[S�I\GITXMSRW�XLI�HIJIRWI�QYWX�FI�
TVITEVIH�XS�VIJYXI�XLI�SJÁGIV¸W�XIWXMQSR]��8LMW�
preparation should include, but is not limited 
XS��VIZMI[MRK�HMWGSZIV]��WTIEOMRK�XS�[MXRIWWIW��
going to the scene, attempting to locate wit�
nesses not previously interviewed by police, 
and otherwise conducting a thorough inde�
pendent investigation.

Courts have bestowed upon law en�
JSVGIQIRX�SJÁGIVW�XLI�EYXLSVMX]�XS�YWI�HIEHP]�
ERH�RSR�HIEHP]�JSVGI�[LIR�GSRJVSRXIH�[MXL�
ER�MQQMRIRX�XLVIEX��8LI�SJÁGIV�[MPP�LEZI�XS�
justify this force when called upon to do so. 
-X�WXERHW�XS�VIEWSR�XLIR�XLEX�XLI�WEQI�SJÁGIV�
has the implied authority to conduct a search 
[MXLSYX�XLI�FIRIÁX�SJ�E�WIEVGL�[EVVERX�[LIR�
XLI�SJÁGIV�TIVGIMZIW�ERH�GER�EVXMGYPEXI�[MXL�
as much detail as possible why that action was 
XEOIR��

62 Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 227 
(1973).
63 United States v. Mendenhall, 446 U.S. 544, 557 
(1980).
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HOW A DEFENDANT’S REHABILITATIVE NEEDS AND 

EFFORTS AFFECT FEDERAL SENTENCING 
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Introduction

A criminal defense attorney can have 
E� WMKRMÁGERX� MQTEGX�SR� XLI� WIRXIRGI�� MJ� ER]�� E�
defendant receives through plea negotiations, 
TVI�XVMEP� MRZIWXMKEXMSRW�� SV� XLI� XVMEP� MXWIPJ�� &YX�
the federal sentencing process itself leaves am�
ple room for an attorney to affect the sentence 
LMW�SV�LIV�GPMIRX� VIGIMZIW�� �1SWX�EXXSVRI]W�EVI�
E[EVI�XLEX�SRI�SJ� XLI�ÁVWX�WXITW�XS�XEOI�[LIR�
advising a client on the potential federal sen�
XIRGI�LI�SV�WLI�QE]�VIGIMZI�MW�XS�[EPO�XLI�GPMIRX�
XLVSYKL�FEWMG�7IRXIRGMRK�+YMHIPMRIW�GEPGYPE�
tions, accounting for additions to the client’s 
SZIVEPP� WGSVI� MJ�� JSV� I\EQTPI�� XLI� HIJIRHERX�
abused a position of trust during the commis�
sion of the crimeÿ, or subtractions to the client’s 
+YMHIPMRIW� WGSVI� MJ� XLI� GPMIRX� GPIEVP]� HIQSR�
strates an acceptance of responsibility.Ā  While 
these factors are important, an attorney should 
EPWS�QEOI� WYVI� XS� EWO�[LIXLIV� XLI� GPMIRX� LEW�
a drug or alcohol problem. This issue, though 
seemingly disconnected from the overall facts 
of the case, is nevertheless an important one 
that should be addressed because a client’s re�
habilitative needs could affect the sentence he 
or she receives and actually serves. 

*SV� I\EQTPI�� XLI�7YTVIQI�'SYVX¸W� VYP�
ing in Pepper v. United Statesā allows federal 
NYHKIW� XS� XEOI� E� HIJIRHERX¸W� VILEFMPMXEXMZI� IJ�
forts into account as a mitigating factor during 
resentencingĂ�ERH�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�WMQMPEVP]�EP�
PS[�JSV�WIRXIRGMRK�NYHKIW�XS�XEOI�E�HIJIRHERX¸W�
rehabilitative needs into account at sentencing.  
1SVISZIV�� MX� MW� JEMVP]� GSQQSR� JSV� HIJIRWI� EX�
XSVRI]W�XS�YWI�XLI�6IWMHIRXMEP�(VYK�%FYWI�4VS�
KVEQ� �µ6(%4¶�� IREGXIH� MR� ÿćĆć�� XS� RSX� SRP]�
ensure that their clients receive treatment dur�
ing incarceration, but also to secure a reduc�
tion in the overall federal sentence their clients 
receive.ă 

1  § 3B1.3.
2 �,G� § 3E1.1.
3  6HH 131 S. Ct. 1229 (2011). 
4  Pepper, 131 S. Ct. at 1249. 6HH�JHQHUDOO\, Gall v. 
United States, 552 U.S. 38 (2007)(explaining factors, such 
as the Guidelines, the seriousness of the offense federal 
sentencing judges must look to when imposing sentence).
5  Indeed, there are manuals which give criminal 

Although a defendant’s rehabilitative 
efforts or needs may be a mitigating factor at 
resentencing as a result of Pepper and during 
WIRXIRGMRK�FIGEYWI�SJ�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�ERH�XLI�
EZEMPEFMPMX]� SJ� 6(%4�� [LEX� VIQEMRW� YRGPIEV�
is whether a defendant will actually receive a 
downward departure or rehabilitative treat�
ment. First, Pepper merely broadens a judge’s 
discretion at resentencing, stating that a judge 
µQE]¶� XEOI� E�HIJIRHERX¸W� VILEFMPMXEXMZI� IJJSVXW�
into account at sentencing;Ą it does not mandate 
a judge to reduce a defendant’s sentence for 
his or her rehabilitative efforts before sentenc�
ing.ą� 7IGSRH�� XLI�+YMHIPMRIW��[LMGL� EVI� RSR�
binding on sentencing judgesĆ, do not provide 
those judges with a detailed roadmap or cal�
culation for how much a defendant’s sentence 
should be affected by the need for treatment.ć  
Third, even though a judge may recommend 
XLEX�E�HIJIRHERX�IRVSPP�MR�6(%4�EX�WIRXIRGMRK��
enrollment is not guaranteed because actual 
entry into the program is voluntary, within the 
sole control of the Bureau of Prisons, and sub�
NIGX�XS�WXVMGX�IPMKMFMPMX]�VIUYMVIQIRXW�ERH�SZIV�
crowding.ÿþ 

8LMW�EVXMGPI�I\TPSVIW�LS[�Pepper v. Unit-
ed States�� XLI� *IHIVEP� 7IRXIRGMRK� +YMHIPMRIW��
ERH� XLI� &YVIEY� SJ� 4VMWSR¸W� 6IWMHIRXMEP� (VYK�
%FYWI� 4VSKVEQ� �µ6(%4¶� HMJJIVIRXP]� EJJIGX� E�
federal defendant’s sentence. Part I addresses 
the history and purposes of the current federal 
sentencing regime in the United States and 
TVSZMHIW�E�FVMIJ�FEGOKVSYRH�SJ�WIRXIRGMRK�HI�
fendants with substance abuse issues.  Part II 
addresses how the Supreme Court’s decision 
in Pepper may potentially lead to even more dis�
defense attorneys “Practice Tips” on how to get a client 
into the Bureau of Prison’s RDAP.  6HH�LQIUD n. 101 for an 
example.
6  3HSSHU, 132 S. Ct. at 1249.
7  ,G��at n. 17.
8  6HH United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220 (2005). 
9  6HH��H�J�, u.s. sentencing guidelines MAnuAl 
§ 5C1.1(a) (stating that sentences within the minimum 
and maximum terms conform with the guidelines for 
imprisonment). 
10  6HH�JHQHUDOO\ Todd Bussert & Joel Sickler, *ULG�
	�%HDU�,W��%XUHDX�RI�3ULVRQV�8SGDWH��0RUH�%HGV��/HVV�
5HKDELOLWDWLRQ, 29 MAr chAMPion 42, 44–45 (2005) (explain 
the components of various RDAPs across the country).
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parate sentencing after United States v. Booker,ÿÿ 
and offers solutions to achieving more equi�
table results by clarifying the holding and up�

HEXMRK�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW���*MREPP]��4EVX�---�I\TPSVIW�
LS[�6(%4�WIVZIW�EW�E�µFEGO�IRH¶�WIRXIRGMRK�
mechanism to lower a defendant’s length of 
imprisonment and analyzes how the program 
can be reformed to better serve the purposes 
of sentencing and achieve more uniformity in 
application.

Part I: Background and Purposes of 
Federal Sentencing in the United States

A. The Shift to a Determinate Sentenc-
ing System

*SV� RIEVP]� E� GIRXYV]�� XLI� *IHIVEP� +SZ�
ernment employed a system of indeterminate 
sentencing for federal criminal defendants 
MR�[LMGL� NYHKIW�[IVI� XLI�µTVMQEV]� EVFMXIVW¶ÿĀ 
over a convicted defendant’s sentence.  In this 
VIKMQI�� JIHIVEP� NYHKIW� I\IVGMWIH� µYRJIXXIVIH�
HMWGVIXMSR�¶ÿā  The judges determined whether 
an offender should be incarcerated and for 
how long, or if the defendant should receive 
a lesser punishment, such as probation.ÿĂ  This 
indeterminate scheme was premised on the 
fact that “[d]iscretion allowed ‘the judge and 
XLI� TEVSPI� SJÁGIV� XS� ?FEWIA� XLIMV� VIWTIGXMZI�
sentencing and release decisions upon their 
own assessments of the offender’s amenability 
XS� VILEFMPMXEXMSR�̧ ¶ÿă  This sentencing scheme, 
however, attracted many critics who were con�

11  543 U.S. 220 (2005) (striking down provision of 
federal sentencing statute that made the Sentencing Guidelines 
mandatory and requiring district courts to focus on broader 
range of factors when imposing sentence).
12  Kevin Reitz, 0RGHOLQJ�'LVFUHWLRQ�LQ�$PHULFDQ�
6HQWHQFLQJ�6\VWHPV, 20 lAW & Pol’y 389, 390 (1998).
13  Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 370, 364 (1989).
14  ,G� at 363. 
15  Tapia v. United States, 131 S. Ct. 2382, 2386 (2011) 
(quoting 0LVWUHWWD, 488 U.S. at 363) (alteration in original).

GIVRIH�F]�LS[�µEWXSRMWLMRKP]�LETLE^EVH¶ÿĄ the 
system was as a result of placing discretion 
solely in the hands of individual judges, while 

PEGOMRK�ER]�VIEP�W]WXIQMG�SZIVWMKLX�ÿą 

%�ÿćĆĂ�7IREXI�6ITSVXÿĆ�GSRÁVQIH�XLIWI�
fears, highlighting two serious consequences 
that emerged out of the indeterminate sentenc�
MRK�W]WXIQ���*MVWX��XLI�6ITSVX�JSYRH�XLEX�XLI�MR�
determinate system led to a wide variation in 
the sentences imposed on similarly situated 
defendants.ÿć� � 7IGSRH�� XLI� 6ITSVX� RSXIH� XLEX�
the indeterminate system led to uncertainty as 
to the length of time a defendant would spend 
in prison.Āþ� � -R� VIWTSRWI� XS� XLIWI� ÁRHMRKW��
'SRKVIWW�IREGXIH�XLI�7IRXIRGMRK�6IJSVQ�%GX�
SJ�ÿćĆĂ��µ76%¶�Āÿ�I\TPMGMXP]�VINIGXMRK�XLI�MRHI�
terminate system—which had endured nearly 
a century—in favor of a determinate sentenc�
ing scheme.ĀĀ  The Act authorized the creation 
of the United States Sentencing Commission, 
[LMGL�[EW�XEWOIH�[MXL�GVIEXMRK�XLI�7IRXIRGMRK�
+YMHIPMRIW�Āā  8LI�TYVTSWI� SJ� XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�
was to provide courts with “a range of deter�
minate sentences for categories of offenses 
16  Reitz, VXSUD note 12, at 390. 
17 ,G�; VHH�DOVR�0LVWUHWWD, 488 U.S. at 365 (noting 
that the only real constraint on judges were the statutory 
maximums imposed by Congress, which a judge could still 
replace with probation). 
18  S. Rep. No. 98-225 (1983), UHSULQWHG�LQ�1984 
U.S.C.C.A.N. 3182.
19  6HH�S. Rep. No. 98-225�at 38 (stating that every day 
MXGJHV�³PHWH�RXW�DQ�XQMXVWL¿DEO\�ZLGH�UDQJH�RI�VHQWHQFHV´�WR�
similarly situated defendants). 
20  ,G��at 39.
21  Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, PuB. l. no. 98-47, 
���6WDW��������FRGL¿HG�DV�DPHQGHG�DW����8�6�&���������������
(Supp. IV 1986) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 991-998 (Supp. IV 1986)).
22  6HH�u.s. sentencing coMMission, $Q�2YHUYLHZ�RI�WKH�
8QLWHG�6WDWHV�6HQWHQFLQJ�&RPPLVVLRQ 2, DYDLODEOH�DW http://
www.ussc.gov/About_the_Commission/Overview_of_the_
USSC/USSC_Overview.pdf (providing that the sentencing 
guidelines provide federal judges with a consistent, fair way to 
sentence defendants).
23  ,G� at 3. 

A DEFENDANT’S REHABILITATIVE NEEDS COULD AFFECT THE  

SENTENCE HE OR SHE RECEIVES AND ACTUALLY SERVES.
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ERH�HIJIRHERXW�¶ĀĂ��8S�XLEX�IRH��XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�
employed a point system that correlated with 
the length of incarceration a defendant would 
receive.Āă��8LI�+YMHIPMRIW�FIKER�[MXL�E�FEWI�SJ�
fense point level, which was determined by the 
crime itself, and then points would be added 
or subtracted depending on mitigating or ag�
gravating factors, such as acceptance of respon�
sibility or abuse of a position of trust.ĀĄ  The 
higher a defendant’s point level, the longer the 
sentence.Āą

9RHIV� XLI� 76%� E� NYHKI� [EW� EPWS� VI�
UYMVIH�XS�µMQTSWI�E�WIRXIRGI�WYJÁGMIRX��FYX�RSX�
greater than necessary, to comply with the pur�
TSWIW�SJ� WIRXIRGMRK�¶ĀĆ� �8LI�76%�HIÁRIH� XLI�
TYVTSWIW�SJ�WIRXIRGMRK�EW�XS��

(A)�6IÂIGX�XLI�WIVMSYWRIWW�SJ�XLI�SJ�
fense, to promote respect for the law, 
and to provide just punishment for 
the offense;

(B) Afford adequate deterrence to 
criminal conduct;

(C) Protect the public from further 
crimes of the defendant; and

(D) Provide the defendant with 
needed educational or vocational 
training, medical care, or other cor�
rectional treatment in the most ef�
fective manner.Āć

%GGSVHMRKP]�� XLI� 76%� VIUYMVIH� NYHKIW�
to fashion sentences to achieve these purposes, 
GSQQSRP]� VIJIVVIH� XS� EW�� � VIXVMFYXMSR�� HIXIV�
rence, incapacitation, and rehabilitation.āþ 

  
24  0LVWUHWWD, 488 U.S. at 368.
25  6HH��H�J�, u.s. sentencing guidelines MAnuAl § 
4A1.1 (listing the point values allocated to defendants based 
on their criminal history).
26  ,G��§ 3E1.1.
27  ,G��§ 1B1.1. 
28  18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) (2012).
29  § 3553(a)(2).
30  Tapia v. United States, 131 S. Ct. 2382, 2386 (2011). 
6HH�JHQHUDOO\ Michael Tonry, 3XUSRVHV�DQG�)XQFWLRQV�RI�
6HQWHQFLQJ,�34 criMe & Just. 1 (2006) (discussing the history 
of sentencing practices and the purpose of sentencing).

B. A Return to Indeterminacy

(IWTMXI� 'SRKVIWW¸W� WLMJX� XS� E� HIXIVQM�
nate sentencing system with its enactment of 
XLI�76%�� VIGIRX�7YTVIQI�'SYVX� VYPMRKW�LEZI�
TYWLIH�JIHIVEP�WIRXIRGMRK�FEGO�XS[EVH�XLI�MR�
HIXIVQMREXI�W]WXIQ�SJ� XLI�TEWX�� �*SV�I\EQTPI��
MR�Āþþă�MR�United States v. Booker, the Supreme 
'SYVX� LIPH� XLEX� XLI� 76%¸W� TVSZMWMSR� VIUYMV�
ing a judge to sentence a defendant within the 
ETTVSTVMEXI� *IHIVEP� 7IRXIRGMRK� +YMHIPMRIWāÿ 
VERKI�ZMSPEXIH�E�HIJIRHERX¸W�7M\XL�%QIRHQIRX�
VMKLX�XS�LEZI�XLI�NYV]�µÁRH�XLI�I\MWXIRGI�SJ�ER]�
TEVXMGYPEV� JEGX� XLEX� XLI� PE[�QEOIW�IWWIRXMEP� XS�
LMW�TYRMWLQIRX�¶āĀ  As a result of Booker, judges 
LEZI�IWWIRXMEPP]�FIIR�µWIX�JVII¶āā�XS�QEOI�XLIMV�
own sentencing decisions, because Booker 
QEHI�XLI�*IHIVEP�7IRXIRGMRK�+YMHIPMRIW�EHZM�
sory, rather than mandatory.āĂ 

Indeed, since Booker, the disparity and 
YRGIVXEMRX]� XLEX� XLI� ÿćĆĂ� 7IREXI� 6ITSVX� ÁVWX�
YRGSZIVIH�LEW�VIETTIEVIH���%W�XLI�(ITEVXQIRX�
SJ�.YWXMGI�RSXIH�MR�MXW�Āþÿþ�VITSVX�XS�XLI�9RMX�
ed States Sentencing Commission, sentenc�
ing in this country, on the one hand, “remains 
GPSWIP]�XMIH�XS�XLI�7IRXIRGMRK�+YMHIPMRIW¶�[MXL�
respect to crimes involving sentences “largely 
determined by mandatory minimum sentenc�
MRK�WXEXYXIW�¶āă  On the other hand, particularly 
in white collar and child pornography cases, 
judges “regularly impose sentences outside the 
ETTPMGEFPI�KYMHIPMRI�VERKI�¶āĄ  The uncertainty 
GVIEXIH�F]�XLIWI�HYEP�VIKMQIW��XLI�(ITEVXQIRX�
31 United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 234 (2005) 
(arguing the Sentencing Guidelines are mandatory and binding 
on judges as “the court ‘VKDOO impose a sentence of the kind, 
and within the range’ established by the Guidelines, subject to 
GHSDUWXUHV�LQ�VSHFL¿F��OLPLWHG�FDVHV´���HPSKDVLV�LQ�RULJLQDO��
(quoting 18 U.S.C. § 3553(b)).
32  %RRNHU, 543 U.S. at 232 (citing Blakely v. 
Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 300–01 (2004)).
33  Editorial, 5HWKLQNLQJ�&ULPLQDO�6HQWHQFHV, n.y. 
tiMes (July 27, 2010), http://www.nytimes.com/2010/07/28/
opinion/28wed1.html.
34  %RRNHU, 543 U.S. at 233 (noting that “advisory” 
Guidelines would not implicate the Sixth Amendment).
35 �/HWWHU�IURP�-RQDWKDQ�-��:UREOHZVNL��'LU���2I¿FH�RI�
Policy and Legislation, U.S. Dep’t of Justice Criminal Div. 
to William K. Sessions III, Chief Judge, U.S. Sentencing 
Comm’n (June 28, 2010) at 1. 
36  ,G� at 2.
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of Justice noted, will “breed disrespect for the 
JIHIVEP�GSYVXW�¶�HMQMRMWL�µXVYWX�ERH�GSRÁHIRGI�
MR�XLI�GVMQMREP�NYWXMGI�W]WXIQ�¶�ERH�NISTEVHM^I�
sentencing’s role of deterring future criminal 
conduct.āą  The Sentencing Commission has 
similarly observed “troubling trends in sentenc�
MRK¶�MR�XLI�[EOI�SJ�Booker and its progeny, not�
ing that there have been “growing [sentencing] 
HMWTEVMXMIW�EQSRK�GMVGYMXW�ERH�HMWXVMGXW�¶āĆ  Al�
XLSYKL�XLI�7IRXIRGMRK�+YMHIPMRIW�GSRXMRYI�XS�
provide a “gravitational pull in federal sentenc�
MRK�¶�Booker and its progeny still leave criminal 
defendants largely in doubt about what type of 
sentence they may receive, because those cases 
restored wide discretion to individual judges 
who may sentence according to their own bi�
ases and beliefs.āć 

C. Sentencing Defendants with Sub-
stance Abuse Problems

Before the Supreme Court ultimately 
VYPIH� XLEX� XLI� 7IRXIRGMRK� +YMHIPMRIW� [IVI�
merely advisory, courts were divided over 
whether a defendant’s substance abuse and 
need for rehabilitation could be a mitigating 
factor at sentencing. 

1. Courts Opposed to Granting Down-
ward Variances in Light of a Defendant’s Re-
habilitative Efforts

Courts that were reluctant to issue 
downward departures in recognition of a de�
JIRHERX¸W�TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK�VILEFMPMXEXMZI�IJJSVXW�
X]TMGEPP]�GMXIH�JSYV�EVKYQIRXW�

ÿ� XLI� 'SQQMWWMSR� EHIUYEXIP]� GSR�
sidered drug rehabilitation in the 
+YMHIPMRIW �̧ TVSZMWMSR� EPPS[MRK� E�
reduction in sentence based on the 
defendant’s acceptance of responsi�
bility;

37  ,G�
38  8QFHUWDLQ�-XVWLFH���7KH�6WDWXV�RI�)HGHUDO�6HQWHQFLQJ�
DQG�WKH�8�6��6HQWHQFLQJ�&RPPLVVLRQ�6L[�<HDUV�DIWHU�8�6��Y��
%RRNHU��+HDULQJ�%HIRUH�WKH�6XEFRPP��RQ�&ULPH��7HUURULVP��
DQG�+RPHODQG�6HF��RI�WKH�+��&RPP��2Q�WKH�-XGLFLDU\, 112 
Cong. 12 (2011) (statement of Patti V. Saris, Chair, United 
States Sentencing Commission). 
39  ,G�

Ā� XLI�'SQQMWWMSR� EHIUYEXIP]� GSR�
sidered drug rehabilitation in the 
+YMHIPMRIW �̧ TVSWGVMTXMSR� EKEMRWX�
departing downward based on the 
defendant’s drug dependency at the 
time of the crime;

ā�EPPS[MRK�E�WIRXIRGI�VIHYGXMSR�JSV�
drug rehabilitation is contrary to the 
Act’s stated objective that imprison�
ment not be used as a means of pro�
moting rehabilitation; and 

Ă� EPPS[MRK�HVYK� EHHMGXW� E�TSXIRXMEP�
reduction is unfair to defendants 
who are not addicted to drugs.Ăþ

Underlying these considerations was a 
WXVSRK� GSQQMXQIRX� XS� JSPPS[MRK� XLI� +YMHI�
lines, and fear that consideration of such fac�
tors would create an uncertain and disparate 
sentencing regime.

2. Courts Supporting the View that Re-
habilitative Efforts be Taken into Account at 
Sentencing

'SYVXW� XLEX� WYTTSVXIH� XEOMRK� E� HIJIR�
dant’s rehabilitative needs and efforts into ac�
count at sentencing did so because they found 
40  J. Gordon Seymour, Comment, 'RZQZDUG�
'HSDUWXUHV�IURP�WKH�)HGHUDO�6HQWHQFLQJ�*XLGHOLQHV�%DVHG�
RQ�WKH�'HIHQGDQW¶V�'UXJ�5HKDELOLWDWLYH�(IIRUWV, 59 u. chi. l. 
rev. 837, 841 (1992); VHH�DOVR United States v. Harrington, 
����)��G�����������'�&��&LU���������¿QGLQJ�WKDW�WKH�
Sentencing Commission recognized the need for departure 
from the Guidelines only in cases to account for atypical 
defendants); United States v. Pharr, 916 F.2d 129, 130 (3d 
Cir. 1990) (holding that overcoming a drug addiction did not 
warrant a downward departure from the Guidelines for the 
defendant); United States v. Van Dyke, 895 F2d 984, 987 (4th 
Cir. 1990) (determining the defendant’s post offense conduct 
FRXOG�EH�FRQVLGHUHG��EXW�WKH�FRQGXFW�FRXOG�¿W�LQWR�RQH�RI�WKH�
established categories and could not be an independent factor 
for departure); United States v. Martin, 938 F.2d 162, 164 
(9th Cir. 1991) (noting that allowing departures for post-arrest 
rehabilitation would favor defendants with drug addictions 
over defendants without such addictions); United States v. 
Williams, 948 F.2d 706, 710–11 (11th Cir. 1991) (reiterating 
that post-arrest rehabilitation was contemplated by the 
Commission and can be calculated as part of the acceptance 
of responsibility mitigating factor); United States v. Sklar, 920 
F.2d 107, 116 (1st Cir. 1990) (excluding downward departures 
based on rehabilitation as departures from the Guidelines 
should be reserved for the atypical defendant).
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XLEX� XLI�+YMHIPMRIW� JEMPIH� XS� EHIUYEXIP]� GSR�
sider a defendant’s personal characteristics, 
and emphasized the rehabilitative purposes of 
WIRXIRGMRK���*SV�I\EQTPI��E�HMWXVMGX�GSYVX�NYHKI�
MR�XLI�7SYXLIVR�(MWXVMGX�SJ�2I[�=SVO�ZMKSVSYWP]�
EXXEGOIH� XLI�µ[MHIWTVIEH�FYX� WIVMSYW�QMWGSR�

ception that Congress  . . . intended to do away 
with consideration of the personal characteris�
XMGW�SJ�XLI�SJJIRHIV�¶Ăÿ  The court focused on the 
HIJIRHERX¸W�WMKRMÁGERX�VILEFMPMXEXMZI�IJJSVXW��LI�
LEH� VIQEMRIH� HVYK�JVII� JSV� RIEVP]� X[S� ]IEVW��
obtained employment, and resumed his famil�
ial responsibilities.ĂĀ� � +MZIR� XLI� HIJIRHERX¸W�
history and characteristics, the court held that 
it would be “senseless, destructive and contrary 
to the objectives of the criminal law to now im�
TSWI�E�]IEV¸W�NEMP�XIVQ�¶��XLI�HIJIRHERX¸W�+YMHI�
PMRIW�VERKI�[EW�IMKLX�XS�JSYVXIIR�QSRXLW��ERH�
determined that the defendant’s rehabilitation 
[EW� E� WYJÁGMIRX� QMXMKEXMRK� JEGXSV� NYWXMJ]MRK� E�
downward departure.Ăā 

7MQMPEVP]�� XLI�7M\XL�'MVGYMX�HIXIVQMRIH�
XLEX��ă/Ā�þ�SJ�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�TIVQMXXIH�E�GSR�
sideration of evidence of a defendant’s efforts 
to avoid drugs as a mitigating circumstance 
whereby a judge would have discretion to con�
sider and use such evidence as a basis for de�
parture.ĂĂ  In remanding the case, however, the 
circuit court hinted at applicability problems 
XS�GSQI���µ[I�VIQERH�XLMW�GEWI�XS�XLI�(MWXVMGX�
Court, instructing the judge that he may, but 
need not, consider the defendant’s efforts to 

41  Seymour, VXSUD note 39, at 856 (quoting United 
States v. Rodriguez, 724 F. Supp 1118, 1119 (S.D.N.Y. 1989)).
42  Rodriguez, 724 F. Supp at 1119.
43  ,G�
44  United States v. Maddalena, 893 F.2d 815, 817 (6th 
Cir. 1989).

stay away from drugs as a basis for departing 
JVSQ�XLI�?+AYMHIPMRIW�¶Ăă

 
 
 

� 4EVX� --�� 4ITTIV� Z��9RMXIH�7XEXIW�� � )\-
tending Booker’s Legacy 

In Pepper��XLI�7YTVIQI�'SYVX�VIEJÁVQIH�
its holding in Booker and its progeny that sen�
XIRGMRK� GSYVXW� RIIH� SRP]� KMZI� XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�
µVIWTIGXJYP� GSRWMHIVEXMSR¶ĂĄ�[LIR� MX� I\TVIWWP]�
authorized sentencing courts to consider a de�
JIRHERX¸W�TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK�VILEFMPMXEXMZI�IJJSVXW�
EX� VIWIRXIRGMRK�� � (IWTMXI� MXW� WXVSRK� IRHSVWI�
ment of the underlying principles of Booker 
and push for more individualized sentencing, 
the opinion initially received little attention, as 
MX�[EW� VIPIEWIH� NYWX�QMRYXIW� FIJSVI� XLI� LMKL�
TVSÁPI�JVII�WTIIGL�GEWI��Snyder v. Phelps.Ăą��2IZ�
ertheless, commentators have since noted, “the 
real spice in Pepper is the Court’s reminder to 
the courts of appeals and the Sentencing Com�
mission that the history and characteristics of 
the offender are just as important as the nature 
of the offense�MR�NYWX�WIRXIRGMRK�¶ĂĆ 
45  ,G��at 818.
46  Pepper v. United States, 131 S. Ct. 1229, 1241 
(2011) (citing Kimbrough v. United States, 552 U.S. 85, 101 
(2007)).
47  131 S. Ct. 1207 (2011); VHH�Andrew Cohen, 7KH�
,PSRUWDQW�6XSUHPH�&RXUW�'HFLVLRQ�<RX�'LGQ¶W�+HDU�$ERXW�
/DVW�:HHN� Politics dAily (Mar. 6, 2011), http://www.
politicsdaily.com/2011/03/06/the-important-supreme-court-
decision-you-didnt-hear-about-last/ (contending that the 
3HSSHU�decision was eclipsed in the press by the 6\QGHU�Y��
3KHOSV�decision).
48  Steven Kalar, 5HG�+RW�&KLOL�3HSSHU��$Q�
,QGLYLGXDOL]HG�6HQWHQFLQJ�(QFRUH, 35 MAr chAMPion 38, 38 

ALTHOUGH THE SENTENCING GUIDELINES CONTINUE TO PROVIDE A 

“GRAVITATIONAL PULL IN FEDERAL SENTENCING,” BOOKER AND ITS 

PROGENY STILL LEAVE CRIMINAL DEFENDANTS LARGELY IN DOUBT 

ABOUT WHAT TYPE OF SENTENCE THEY MAY RECEIVE
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1. The Facts

-R�XLI�JEPP�SJ�Āþþā��.EWSR�4ITTIV�[EW�EV�
rested and charged with conspiracy to distrib�
YXI�ăþþ�KVEQW�SV�QSVI�SJ�QIXLEQTLIXEQMRI�Ăć  
4ITTIV�JEGIH�E�+YMHIPMRIW�WIRXIRGMRK�VERKI�SJ�
ćą�XS�ÿĀÿ�QSRXLW��FYX�XLI�KSZIVRQIRX�QSZIH�JSV�
E�ÿă�	�HS[R[EVH�HITEVXYVI�FEWIH�SR�4ITTIV¸W�
substantial assistance.ăþ� � (IWTMXI� XLI� KSZIVR�
QIRX¸W�VIGSQQIRHEXMSRW��XLI�(MWXVMGX�'SYVX�JSV�
XLI�2SVXLIVR�(MWXVMGX�SJ�-S[E�WIRXIRGIH�4ITTIV�
XS�E�X[IRX]�JSYV�QSRXL�
prison term, resulting 
MR�E�RIEVP]�ąă	�HITEV�
ture from the original 
+YMHIPMRIW� VERKI�ăÿ  
The government ap�
pealed this sentence, 
ERH��MR�.YRI�Āþþă��NYWX�
three days before Pep�
per would complete 
LMW�ĀĂ�QSRXL�XIVQ��XLI�
Eight Circuit reversed 
and remanded Pep�
per’s case for resen�
tencing.ăĀ� %X� XLI� RI\X�
resentencing hearing, 
4ITTIV�TYX�SR�WYFWXERXMEP�IZMHIRGI�SJ�LMW�TSWX�
sentencing rehabilitative efforts.ăā�-R�EJÁVQMRK�
XLI�SVMKMREP� WIRXIRGI�SJ� ĀĂ�QSRXLW�� XLI� GSYVX�
held that “it would [not] advance any purpose 
of federal sentencing policy or any other policy 
FILMRH� XLI� JIHIVEP� WIRXIRGMRK� +YMHIPMRIW� XS�

(2011) (emphasis in original).
49  3HSSHU, 131 S. Ct. at 1236.
50 ,G�; VHH�DOVR�u.s. sentencing guidelines MAnuAl 
§ 5K1.1 (2009) (authorizing the Government to move for 
a downward departure based on a defendant’s substantial 
assistance).
51  Pepper, 131 S. Ct. 1229, 1236 (2011).
52  ,G�
53 �3HSSHU�WHVWL¿HG�DERXW�KLV�QHZ�IRXQG�VREULHW\�GXH�
to his participation in a 500 hour drug treatment program 
in prison, and his renewed optimism for life given his re-
enrollment in college and part-time employment. Pepper’s 
IDWKHU�WHVWL¿HG�WKDW�KLV�VRQ�KDG�³WUXO\�VREHUHG�XS´�DQG�KDG�
D�PRUH�PDWXUH�RXWORRN�RQ�OLIH��)LQDOO\��KLV�SUREDWLRQ�RI¿FHU�
noted that a twenty-four month sentence would be reasonable 
given Pepper’s substantial assistance, post-sentencing 
rehabilitation, and low risk of recidivism.�,G��at 1237.

WIRH�?4ITTIVA�FEGO�XS�TVMWSR�¶ăĂ

The government again appealed Pepper’s 
sentence, and once again, the Eight Circuit re�
versed and remanded the case for resentencing 
XLMW�XMQI�ÁRHMRK�XLEX��µTSWX�WIRXIRGMRK�VILEFMP�
itation was an impermissible factor to consider 
MR� KVERXMRK� E� HS[R[EVH� ZEVMERGI¶� ERH� RSX�
ing that consideration of this type of evidence 
“would create unwarranted sentencing dispari�
ties and inject blatant inequities in the sen�

XIRGMRK� TVSGIWW�¶ăă  
After several more 
appeals and resen�
tencing hearings 
ERH�RIEVP]�ÁZI�]IEVW�
after the imposition 
of his original sen�
tence, the sentenc�
ing court imposed 
E� WM\X]�ÁZI� QSRXL�
imprisonment term, 
to be followed by 
one year of super�
vised release.ăĄ  The 
Eighth Circuit af�
ÁVQIH� XLMW� WIR�

tence, and stood by its determination that Pep�
TIV¸W� TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK� VILEFMPMXEXMSR� IJJSVXW��
though admirable, were not appropriate factors 
to consider at resentencing.ăą  Pepper appealed 
the case to the Supreme Court, and the Court 
granted certiorari to decide whether a district 
court may consider evidence of a defendant’s 
TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK� VILEFMPMXEXMSR� XS� WYTTSVX� E�
downward departure at resentencing.

2. The Opinion:  
 A Return to Individualized Sentencing 

Writing for the majority, Justice Soto�
mayor began the Court’s opinion by underscor�
MRK� XLI� JSYRHEXMSREP�� EPFIMX� TVI�+YMHIPMRIW�ăĆ 

54  ,G�
55  3HSSHU, 131 S. Ct�at 1237-38.
56  ,G�
57  ,G� at 1239.
58  Although concurring in the judgment, Justice 
Breyer took issue with the majority’s reliance on cases such 
as Williams v. N.Y., 337 U.S. 241 (1949) and the emphasis 
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TVMRGMTPI� XLEX�µXLI�TYRMWLQIRX� WLSYPH�ÁX� XLI�
SJJIRHIV�ERH�RSX�QIVIP]�XLI�GVMQI�¶ăć  Indeed, 
the majority’s opinion in Pepper placed a heavy 
emphasis on the role that offender character�
MWXMGW� WLSYPH�TPE]� HYVMRK� WIRXIRGMRK�FIGEYWI��

“[p]ermitting sentencing courts to consider the 
widest possible breadth of information about 
a defendant ‘ensures that the punishment will 
suit not merely the offense but the individual 
HIJIRHERX�̧ ¶Ąþ  By strongly endorsing the need 
for individualized sentencing and judicial tai�
loring, the Court glossed over Congress’ con�
cern about disparate and uncertain sentences, 
QEHI� SFZMSYW� F]� XLI� IREGXQIRX� SJ� XLI� 76%�
and the directive to the Sentencing Commis�
WMSR�XS�TVSQYPKEXI�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�

To support its proposition, the Court 
focused on Congress’ directive that, “2S� PMQM-
tation shall be placed on the information con�
GIVRMRK� XLI� FEGOKVSYRH�� GLEVEGXIV�� ERH� GSR�
duct of a person convicted of an offense which 
a court of the United States may receive and 
consider for the purpose of imposing an appro�
TVMEXI�WIRXIRGI�¶Ąÿ  The Court then noted that 
evidence of a defendant’s rehabilitation would 
EPWS�FI�µLMKLP]�VIPIZERX¶�XS�XLI���āăăā�E�JEGXSVW�
that Congress directed sentencing courts to 
consider, because its relation to the defendant’s 
µLMWXSV]� ERH� GLEVEGXIVMWXMGW¶� [EW� TIVXMRIRX� XS�
XLI�µRIIH�JSV�XLI�WIRXIRGI�MQTSWIH�¶�ERH�µGVMXM�
on treating every convicted offender separately, noting that 
“Congress in the Sentencing Reform Act . . . disavowed 
the individualized approach to sentencing that [Williams] 
followed.” 3HSSHU, 131 S.Ct. at 1253 (Breyer, J., concurring).
59  :LOOLDPV, 337 U.S. at 247.
60  3HSSHU, 131 S. Ct. at 1240 (quoting Wasman v. 
United States, 468 U.S. 559, 564 (1984).
61  3HSSHU, 131 S. Ct. at 1240 (quoting 18 U.S.C. § 
3661) (emphasis added by the Court).

GEPP]�MRJSVQIH¶�XLI�WIRXIRGMRK�NYHKI¸W�TIRYPXM�
QEXI�HYX]�XS�µMQTSWI�E�WIRXIRGI�WYJÁGMIRX��FYX�
RSX�KVIEXIV�XLER�RIGIWWEV]¶�XS�GSQTP]�[MXL�XLI�
��āăăā�E�Ā¸W�WIRXIRGMRK�TYVTSWIW�ĄĀ 

 

 The Court, though, was unconcerned by 
how the need for individualized considerations 
[SYPH�EJJIGX�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW���%JXIV�RSXMRK�XLEX�
XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�[IVI�NYWX�E�µWXEVXMRK�TSMRX�ERH�
XLI�MRMXMEP�FIRGLQEVO�¶Ąā the Court concluded 
XLEX��

[T]he Court of Appeals erred in categor�
MGEPP]�TVIGPYHMRK�XLI�(MWXVMGX�'SYVX�JVSQ�GSR�
WMHIVMRK�IZMHIRGI�SJ�4ITTIV¸W�TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK�
rehabilitation after his initial sentence was set 
EWMHI� SR� ETTIEP�� � (MWXVMGX� GSYVXW� TSWX�Booker 
QE]� GSRWMHIV� IZMHIRGI�SJ� E�HIJIRHERX¸W� TSWX�
sentencing rehabilitation at resentencing and 
such evidence may, in appropriate cases, sup�
port a downward variance from the advisory 
+YMHIPMRIW�VERKI�ĄĂ

9PXMQEXIP]�� XLI�'SYVX�[EW�WEXMWÁIH�[MXL�
the precedent set by Booker and /MQFVSYKL 
that a sentencing court must give “respectful 
GSRWMHIVEXMSR¶�XS�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�FYX�QE]�XEOI�
other statutory concerns into account as well.Ąă  

B. Application of Pepper: To Depart   
 or Not to Depart

Although Pepper WXSSH� JSV� XLI� I\TPMGMX�
proposition that a court could not categorically 
62  3HSSHU, 131 S. Ct. at 1242 (2011).
63  Id. at 1241 (citing Gall v. United States, 552 U.S. 38, 
49 –51 (2007)).
64  3HSSHU, 131 S. Ct. at 1249.
65  ,G� at 1241 (citing Kimbrough v. United States, 552 
U.S. 85, 101 (2007)).

TO GIVE SENTENCING COURTS MORE GUIDANCE AND REDUCE THE POTENTIAL FOR  

DISPARITY AND UNCERTAINTY, THE UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION  

SHOULD CONSIDER GIVING SENTENCING COURTS SPECIFIC STANDARDS TO APPLY  

WHEN ANALYZING A DEFENDANT’S REHABILITATIVE EFFORTS
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FER�IZMHIRGI�SJ�E�HIJIRHERX¸W�TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK�
rehabilitative efforts at resentencing, it left open 
the question of what a court should do once 
presented with such evidence, how much evi�
dence was needed to support a downward vari�
ance, and how much of a downward variance, if 
any, should be given. Since the Supreme Court 
issued its opinion in Pepper, only a few Circuit 
Courts have squarely addressed the issue of 
TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK�VILEFMPMXEXMZI�IJJSVXW��

*SV�I\EQTPI��MR�VIQERHMRK�E�GEWI�JSV�VI�
sentencing because the district court failed to 
consider the defendant’s rehabilitative efforts, 
XLI�8LMVH�'MVGYMX�RSXIH��

?%A� HIJIRHERX¸W� TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK� VI�
habilitation illuminate[s] a defen�
dant’s character and assist[s] the 
sentencing court in assessing who 
the defendant is as well as who s/he 
may become.  Such information may, 
MR�WSQI�GEWIW��FI�EW�WMKRMÁGERX�MR�EW�
certaining the defendant’s character 
ERH� PMOIPMLSSH� SJ� VIGMHMZMWQ� EW� XLI�
defendant’s conduct before s/he was 
forced to account for his/her antiso�
cial behavior.ĄĄ  

The Seventh Circuit, while not directly 
addressing the effect that rehabilitative efforts 
should have on resentencing, has nevertheless 
stated that a district court QE]�entertain new 
arguments and evidence (presumably includ�
MRK� VILEFMPMXEXMZI� IJJSVXW� [LIR� VIJEWLMSRMRK�
a new sentence.Ąą�1SVISZIV�� MR�United States v. 
Gapinski��XLI�7M\XL�'MVGYMX�LIPH�XLEX�Pepper es�
WIRXMEPP]�GVIEXIH�E�µRI[�GSRWXMXYXMSREP�VYPI�¶�re-
quiring the district court to rule on the effect 
XLEX� XLI�HIJIRHERX¸W�TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK�VILEFMPM�
tative efforts should have on his sentence.ĄĆ 
66  United States v. Salinas-Cortez, 660 F.3d 695, 698 
(3d Cir. 2011). 6HH�DOVR United States v. Bailey, 459 Fed.Appx. 
118, 120 (3d Cir. 2012) (remand was required to determine the 
effect of the defendant’s post-sentencing rehabilitation on his 
sentence).
67  United States v. Barnes, 660 F.3d 1000, 1006 (7th 
Cir. 2011).
68  United States v. Gapinski, 422 F. App’x. 513, 
520 (6th Cir. 2011) (stating “[i]f a defendant’s case is on 
direct appeal when the Supreme Court articulates a new 
constitutional rule, we apply that new rule to the defendant’s 

But most federal circuits have seized on 
the Court’s equivocal language in Pepper and 
noted that Pepper in no way requires them to 
impose downward departures.  These courts 
point out that the Supreme Court merely 
stated that a sentencing court “QE]¶�consider 
TSWX�VILEFMPMXEXMZI�IZMHIRGI�ERH�WYGL�IZMHIRGI�
“QE]¶�support a downward variance.Ąć  Indeed, 
in the same year that it issued its opinion in 
Gapinski, XLI�7M\XL�'MVGYMX�LIPH�XLEX�Pepper in 
no way meant that district courts QYWX reduce 
a defendant’s sentence when there is evidence 
SJ�TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK�VILEFMPMXEXMSR�ąþ In uphold�
ing the district court’s sentence and refusing to 
GVIHMX�XLI�HIJIRHERX¸W�TSWX�WIRXIRGI�FILEZMSV��
XLEX�'MVGYMX�WXEXIH��µ?Pepper] nowhere holds that 
GSYVXW�QYWX�GSRWMHIV�TSWX�WIRXIRGI�GSRHYGX�¶ąÿ

8LI�)PIZIRXL�'MVGYMX�LEW�FIIR�QSWX�I\�
plicit in this regard, noting in an unpublished 
HIGMWMSR�MWWYIH�MR�ĀþÿĀ�XLEX�

. . . Pepper merely permits, and does 
not require, the district court to grant 
a downward variance if a defendant 
provides evidence of rehabilitation.  
Thus, the district court did not abuse 
MXW�HMWGVIXMSR�MR�ÁRHMRK�XLEX�ER]�VI�
LEFMPMXEXMSR�7ERXSW�I\TIVMIRGIH�FI�
JSVI�LMW�VI�WIRXIRGMRK�HMH�RSX�EJJIGX�
the court’s calculation of an appro�
priate sentence.ąĀ 

In 9RMXIH�7XEXIW� Z��0IEL], the defendant 
argued to the First Circuit Court of Appeals 
XLEX�XLI�HMWXVMGX�GSYVX�KEZI�MRWYJÁGMIRX�[IMKLX�
to his rehabilitation at resentencing.ąā In re�
NIGXMRK�XLMW�EVKYQIRX�ERH�EJÁVQMRK�XLI�HIJIR�
dant’s sentence, the court emphasized the lim�
its of Pepper, noting a defendant’s rehabilitation 
is “highly relevant . . . [b]ut this is only half of 
the story.  Although a sentencing court must 
consider evidence of a defendant’s rehabilita�

case”). 
69  6HH��H�J�, United States v. Santos, 476 F. App’x. 694, 
696 (11th Cir. 2012).
70  6HH�JHQHUDOO\ United States v. Butler, 443 Fed.
Appx.147 (6th Cir. 2011).
71  ,G. at 153. 
72  ,G�
73  United States v. Leahy, 668 F.3d 18 (1st Cir. 2012).
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tion as part of its analysis, it is not required to 
MQTSWI�E�PIWWIV�WIRXIRGI�EW�E�VIWYPX�¶ąĂ 

 
 
 B. Going forward:  How Courts Should  
 Evaluate A Defendant’s Post- 
 Sentencing Rehabilitative Efforts

As the Seventh Circuit has noted, few 
courts have applied Pepper, and the Supreme 
'SYVX� LEW� RSX� ]IX� HIÁRIH� XLI� WGSTI� SJ� XLI�
case.ąă��,S[IZIV��MX�MW�GPIEV�JVSQ�XLI�*MVWX��8LMVH��
7M\XL�� ERH� )PIZIRXL� 'MVGYMXW �̧ ETTPMGEXMSR� SJ�
Pepper that there still remains uncertainty as to 
what a court should do with evidence of a de�
JIRHERX¸W�TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK�VILEFMPMXEXMZI�IJJSVXW���
Although Pepper bars a sentencing court from 
I\GPYHMRK� WYGL� IZMHIRGI�� MX� KMZIW� RS� JYVXLIV�
guidance on how a court should analyze the 
IZMHIRGI��ERH� XS�[LEX�I\XIRX�� MJ�ER]�� MX� WLSYPH�
be used to effect a downward variance from the 
+YMHIPMRIW���8LYW��XLIVI�MW�E�KVS[MRK�TSXIRXMEP�
for wide ranges of disparity and uncertain sen�
tences as Pepper gains more traction through�
out the various district and circuit courts. 

1. Clarifying The Scope of Pepper 

In his concurring opinion in Pepper, 
.YWXMGI�&VI]IV� XSSO�GEVI� XS�TSMRX�SYX� XLEX� XLI�
'SYVX¸W�LSPHMRK�[EW�MR�XIRWMSR�[MXL�XLI�+YMHI�
PMRIW �̧ TSPMG]� WXEXIQIRX� SR� 4SWX�WIRXIRGMRK�
6ILEFMPMXEXMZI� )JJSVXW� ��ă/Ā�ÿć� [LMGL�� EX� XLI�
XMQI��RSXIH�XLEX�E�HIJIRHERX¸W�µ?TASWX�WIRXIRG�
MRK� VILEFMPMXEXMZI� IJJSVXW�� IZIR� MJ� I\GITXMSREP� ��
. . are not an appropriate basis for downward 
HITEVXYVI� [LIR� VIWIRXIRGMRK�¶ąĄ  The follow�
ing year, the Sentencing Commission, presum�
ably because of the Court’s holding in Pepper, 
EQIRHIH� XLI� +YMHIPMRIW� F]� HIPIXMRK� �ă/Ā�ÿć�
altogether.ąą��,S[IZIV��XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�LEZI�RSX�
74  ,G. at 25.
75  United States v. Barnes, 660 F.3d 1000, 1007 (7th 
Cir. 2011).
76  Pepper v. United States, 131 S. Ct. 1229, 1252 
(2011) (Breyer, J., concurring) (citing u.s. sentencing 
guidelines MAnuAl § 5k2.19).
77  See u.s. sentencing guidelines MAnuAl ch. 5 
(2013), DYDLODEOH�DW�http://www.ussc.gov/Guidelines/2011_
Guidelines/Manual_PDF/Chapter_5.pdf. 

addressed how, if at all, federal courts should 
XEOI� E�HIJIRHERX¸W�TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK� VILEFMPMXE�
tive efforts into account at resentencing. 

To give sentencing courts more guid�
ance and reduce the potential for disparity 
and uncertainty, the United States Sentencing 
Commission should consider giving sentenc�
MRK� GSYVXW� WTIGMÁG� WXERHEVHW� XS� ETTP]� [LIR�
analyzing a defendant’s rehabilitative efforts.  
The Court in Pepper�HMH�RSX�HIÁRI�VILEFMPMXE�
tion, leaving individual judges free to impose 
their own standards and potential biases as to 
whether a defendant’s actions constitute true 
µVILEFMPMXEXMSR�¶�SV�WSQIXLMRK� PIWW�� �1SVISZIV��
nowhere in Pepper did the Court state how 
much evidence is necessary to warrant a depar�
XYVI���*SV�I\EQTPI��WLSYPH�XLIVI�FI�WMKRMÁGERX�
rehabilitative evidence or is some evidence suf�
ÁGMIRX#� �*MREPP]�� XLI�'SYVX¸W� GSRXMRYIH�YWI�SJ�
EQFMZEPIRX� XIVQMRSPSK]�� WYGL� EW� µQE]�¶� [LMPI�
deferential to sentencing courts, also increas�
IW�XLI�PMOIPMLSSH�SJ�EVFMXVEV]�ETTPMGEXMSR���8LI�
Sentencing Commission should consider an�
swering these threshold questions to give sen�
tencing courts additional guidance and, at the 
very least, create sample criteria for sentencing 
judges to refer to before applying Pepper at re�
sentencing. 

2. The Guidelines and General  
 Sentencing

8LI� +YMHIPMRIW �̧ SZIVEPP� TVSZMWMSRW� SR�
how a sentencing judge should factor in a de�
fendant’s drug or alcohol abuse and need for 
treatment during sentencing in general are 
PEGOMRK�� �8LI� 7IRXIRGMRK� +YMHIPMRIW� TVSZMHI�
that “in certain cases a downward departure QE]�
FI�ETTVSTVMEXI� XS�EGGSQTPMWL�E� WTIGMÁG� XVIEX�
QIRX�TYVTSWI�¶ąĆ� �,S[IZIV��[LIR�E�HIJIRHERX�
WYJJIVW� JVSQ� WYFWXERGI� EFYWI�� XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�
do not recommend LS[�QYGL of a departure is 
warranted, as no point increase or decrease is 
TVSZMHIH���1SVISZIV��XLI�'SQQMWWMSR�WIIQW�XS�
disfavor downward departures related to treat�
ment needs altogether, and instead favors con�
ditions of supervised release that are tailored to 

78  ,G. at § 5H1.3 (2013) (emphasis added).
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THE SUPREME COURT’S RECENT DECISION IN TAPIA V. UNITED STATES,  

ILLUMINATES THIS PROBLEM BY ILLUSTRATING HOW HELPLESS JUDGES 

ARE AT ENSURING DEFENDANTS RECEIVE THE BENEFITS OF THE RDAP

EHHVIWW�E�HIJIRHERX¸W�WYFWXERGI�EFYWI�

(VYK� SV� EPGSLSP� HITIRHIRGI� SV� EFYWI�
ordinarily is not a reason for a downward 
departure.  Substance abuse is highly 
correlated to an increased propensity 
XS�GSQQMX�GVMQI���(YI�XS�XLMW�MRGVIEWIH�
VMWO�� MX� MW� LMKLP]� VIGSQQIRHIH� XLEX� E�
defendant who is incarcerated also be 
sentenced to supervised release with a 
requirement that the defendant partici�
pate in an appropriate substance abuse 
program.  If participation in a substance 
abuse program is required, the length of 
WYTIVZMWIH� VIPIEWI� WLSYPH� XEOI� MRXS�EG�
count the length of time necessary for 
XLI�TVSFEXMSR�SJÁGI�XS�NYHKI�XLI�WYGGIWW�
of the program.ąć 

Sentencing judges, therefore, are left 
with the option of departing downward, impos�
MRK�QSHMÁIH�GSRHMXMSRW�SJ�WYTIVZMWIH�VIPIEWI��
or a hybrid of both where counsel can show 
that the defendant has substance abuse issues. 

8LI�+YMHIPMRIW��LS[IZIV��HS�KMZI�WSQI�
limited instructions on how a downward depar�
ture could�ETTP]�MR�GEWIW�[LIVI�E�WTIGMÁG�RIIH�
for treatment is shown.Ćþ��9RHIV�RSXI�WM\�MR�XLI�
GSQQIRXEV]� XS� �� ă'ÿ�ÿ�� GSYVXW� EVI� MRWXVYGXIH�
XS�HITEVX�HS[R[EVH�MJ�µXLI�GSYVX�ÁRHW�XLEX��%�
the defendant is an abuser of narcotics, other 
controlled substances, or alcohol, or suffers 
JVSQ� E� WMKRMÁGERX�QIRXEP� MPPRIWW�� ERH� �&� XLI�
defendant’s criminality is related to the treat�

QIRX�TVSFPIQ�XS�FI�EHHVIWWIH�¶Ćÿ  That provi�
WMSR�KSIW�SR�XS�TVSZMHI�X[S�HMWGVIXI�I\EQTPIW�
of how such a departure could apply, but it 
leaves open the possibility for courts to refrain 
from imposing the fullest potential downward 
HITEVXYVI��(IJIRWI� GSYRWIP�� XLIVIJSVI�� WLSYPH�

79  § 5h1.4.
80  § 5c1.1, cmt. n. 6.
81  ,G�

EP[E]W�XEOI�RSXI�SJ�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�GSQQIRXEV]�
SR�E�HIJIRHERX¸W�RIIH�JSV�WTIGMÁG�XVIEXQIRX�EW�
HMWGYWWIH�MR����ă,ÿ�Ă�ERH�ă'ÿ�ÿ��ERH�YWI�XLSWI�
provisions to argue for reduced incarceration 
and increased supervised release to facilitate 
WTIGMÁG� XVIEXQIRX�RIIHW��,S[IZIV��HYI� XS� XLI�
JEGX�XLEX�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�EVI�ZSPYRXEV]�ERH�XLI�
PERKYEKI� MR� XLI�+YMHIPMRIW� HIEPMRK�[MXL� WTI�
GMÁG�XVIEXQIRX�TYVTSWIW�MW�YRGPIEV��MX�MW�LMKLP]�
PMOIP]� X[S� WMQMPEVP]� WMXYEXIH� HIJIRHERXW�� FSXL�
with a need for rehabilitation, may receive dif�
ferent sentences. 

To account for this potential disparity, 
the U.S. Sentencing Commission should con�
WMHIV� GPEVMJ]MRK� XLI� +YMHIPMRIW� XS� KMZI� QSVI�
guidance to district courts on how a defen�
dant’s need for rehabilitation should affect the 
defendant’s sentence.

Part III: The Residential Drug Abuse 
Program: how a defendant can receive sub-
stance abuse treatment while incarcerated 
and at the same time reduce his overall 
length of incarceration 

Although Pepper ERH�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�TVS�
vide federal judges the chance to account for 
a defendant’s rehabilitative needs and efforts 
to support downward variances at sentencing, 
XLI�&YVIEY�SJ�4VMWSR¸W�6IWMHIRXMEP�(VYK�%FYWI�
4VSKVEQ� �6(%4� EPWS� TVSZMHIW� STTSVXYRMXMIW�

for offenders to receive rehabilitative treatment 
and the chance for an early release from prison.  
The way the program is structured, however, 
can also lead to disparities and uncertainties in 
sentencing.

A. Background

-R� ÿćĆć�� XLI� &YVIEY� SJ� 4VMWSRW� �&34�
ÁVWX�MQTPIQIRXIH�MXW�6(%4�FEWIH�SR�XLI�GSV�
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rectional drug abuse treatment research and 
literature at the time.ĆĀ  Participation in the pro�
gram was voluntary, and inmates who complet�
IH� XLI� ]IEV�PSRK� TVSKVEQ� VIGIMZIH� RS� VIHYG�
tion in sentence.Ćā� �(IWTMXI� XLI�&34¸W� IJJSVXW�
to provide incentives for entry, such as “perfor�
QERGI�TE]�E[EVHW�������WTIGMEP�8�WLMVXW��FEPP�GETW��
ERH�TIRW¶�XLMW�IEVP]�6(%4�VIGIMZIH�VIPEXMZIP]�
low numbers of volunteers.ĆĂ��,S[IZIV�MR�ÿććĂ��
Congress passed the Violent Crime Control 
ERH�0E[�)RJSVGIQIRX�%GX��:''0)%�Ćă which 
SZIVLEYPIH� &34¸W� 6(%4ĆĄ and boosted the 
program’s popularity.

-R� KIRIVEP�� 6(%4� TVSZMHIW� µMRXIRWMZI�
HVYK� EFYWI� XVIEXQIRX¶� XS� MRQEXIW� HMEKRSWIH�
[MXL� E� HVYK� YWI� HMWSVHIV�� EW� HIÁRIH� F]� XLI�
American Psychiatric Association.Ćą  A doc�
XSVEP�PIZIP� TW]GLSPSKMWX�� ORS[R� EW� XLI� µ(VYK�
4VSKVEQ�'SSVHMREXSV�¶� VYRW� XLI�TVSKVEQ�ERH�
oversees the treatment staff.ĆĆ� �6(%4�MRQEXIW�
are housed together in a treatment facility sep�
arate from the general prison population, and 
XVIEXQIRX� MW� TVSZMHIH� JSV� E� QMRMQYQ� SJ� ăþþ�
hours over nine to twelve months.Ćć��,S[IZIV��
MRQEXIW�XLEX�QIIX�XLI�:''0)%¸W�UYEPMÁGEXMSR�
GVMXIVME�JSV�6(%4ćþ cannot automatically enter 
XLI�TVSKVEQ�� � -RWXIEH�� EHQMWWMSR� XS�6(%4� MW�

82  fed. BureAu of Prisons, AnnuAl reP. on suBstAnce 
ABuse treAtMent ProgrAMs to the u.s. congress JudiciAry 
coMMittee (2012), available at http://www.bop.gov/
inmates/custody_and_care/docs/annual_report_fy_2012.pdf 
[hereinafter BoP suBstAnce ABuse rePort, 2012].
83  Alan Ellis, 5HGXFLQJ�5HFLGLYLVP��7KH�%XUHDX�RI�
3ULVRQ¶V�&RPSUHKHQVLYH�5HVLGHQWLDO�'UXJ�$EXVH�3URJUDP, 
the chAMPion 35-39 (2006), available at http://alanellis.com/
wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Reducing-Recidivism-072006.
pdf. 
84  ,G� 
85  Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement 
Control Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-322, 108 Stat. 1796 
(1994). 
86  18 U.S.C. § 3621 presents the changes VCCLEA 
made to RDAP.
87  BoP suBstAnce ABuse rePort, 2012, VXSUD, n. 84.
88  ,G�
89  ,G�
90 ����������%���GH¿QLQJ�³WKH�WHUP�µHOLJLEOH�SULVRQHU¶�
[as] a prisoner who is-- (i) determined by the Bureau of 
Prisons to have a substance abuse problem; and (ii) willing 
to participate in a residential substance abuse treatment 
program”).

YPXMQEXIP]� GSRXVSPPIH� F]� 6(%4� GPMRMGEP� WXEJJ�
who screen and assess potential inmates to en�
sure that they meet the diagnostic criteria for 
a substance use disorder.ćÿ  Entry into the pro�
gram is completely voluntary, although accept�
ed inmates are required to sign an agreement 
XS�TEVXMGMTEXI�MR�6(%4�ERH�EFMHI�F]�MXW�VYPIW�ćĀ 

B. The “Back-End Sentencing 
Realities”93 of RDAP 

After the BOP’s preliminary efforts to 
IRGSYVEKI�MRQEXI�IRVSPPQIRX�MRXS�6(%4�JEMPIH�
XS� KEVRIV� WYJÁGMIRX� MRXIVIWX�� 'SRKVIWW� SZIV�
LEYPIH�6(%4��ERH�GVIEXIH�RI[� MRGIRXMZIW� JSV�
MRQEXIW�XS�NSMR�XLI�TVSKVEQ���'SRKVIWW�PMROIH�
ER� MRQEXI¸W� WYGGIWWJYP� GSQTPIXMSR� SJ� 6(%4�
with a reduction in his or her prison sentence. 
The VCCLEA provides, as an incentive for 
prisoners’ successful completion of a treatment 
program, “[t]he period a prisoner convicted of 
a nonviolent offense remains in custody after 
successfully completing a treatment program 
may be reduced by [BOP], but such reduction 
may not be more than one year from the term 
XLI�TVMWSRIV�QYWX�SXLIV[MWI�WIVZI�¶ćĂ 

Importantly, early release determina�
XMSRW� EVI� HIGMHIH� WSPIP]� F]� XLI� (VYK� %FYWI�
Program Coordinator.  BOP has established 
EHHMXMSREP�UYEPMÁGEXMSRW�XS�HIXIVQMRI�[LIXLIV�
inmates will be eligible for early release.�ćă  As 
a threshold matter, BOP requires the early re�
lease to be based on the length of the inmate’s 

91  BoP suBstAnce ABuse rePort, 2012, VXSUD, n. 84.
92  ,G�
93  Doug Berman, 1HZ�*$2�5HSRUW�5HYLHZV�%DFN�(QG�
6HQWHQFLQJ�5HDOLWLHV�LQ�)HGHUDO�6\VWHP, sentencing lAW And 
Policy (Feb. 13, 2012, 11:10 AM), http://sentencing.typepad.
com/sentencing_law_and_policy/2012/02/new-gao-report-
reviews-back-end-sentencing-realities-in-federal-system.html.
94  18 U.S.C. § 3621(e)(2)(B).
95  6HH�JHQHUDOO\ BureAu of Prisons, ProgrAM 
stAteMent no. P5331.02: eArly releAse Procedures under 
18 U.S.C. §3621(e) (2009), available at http://www.bop.gov/
policy/progstat/5331_002.pdf [hereinafter BoP ProgrAM 
stAteMent, 2009].  The Supreme Court upheld this scheme 
in Lopez v. Davis, 531 U.S 230, 233 (2001), whereby it ruled 
that Congress intended for this discretion to be placed solely 
within the BOP’s control, rather than under the sentencing 
judge’s control. 
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sentencećĄ�

Sentence Length Early Release Time-Frame

30 Months of Less No more than 6 months

31-36 Months No more than 9 months

37 Months or More No more than 12 months

Legal commentators have noted that, 
regardless of whether a defendant has a diag�
nosable substance abuse issue, she or he must 
be sentenced to a certain amount of time to be 
IPMKMFPI�JSV�XLI�IEVP]�VIPIEWI�TVSKVEQ���*SV�I\�
EQTPI��

Accounting for customary good time 
GVIHMXW�� XLI�ĀĂ�QSRXL�GYXSJJ�QIERW� XLEX� E�HI�
fendant with a diagnosable disorder and no 
pretrial jail credit must receive a sentence of 
Āą�Ą�QSRXLW�SV�KVIEXIV� XS�IZIR�FI�GSRWMHIVIH�
JSV� XLI� TVSKVEQ�� �2SXEFP]��&34�SJÁGMEPW� LEZI�
WXEXIH� TYFPMGP]� XLEX� XLI� ĀĂ�QSRXL� GYXSJJ� LEW�
WLMJXIH�XS�Āą�QSRXLW��[LMGL�QIERW�E�WIRXIRGI�
SJ�EX�PIEWX�āÿ�QSRXLW��MJ�RS�TVIXVMEP�NEMP�GVIHMX�ćą

1SVISZIV�� XLI�&34�LEW�HIWMKREXIH�GIV�
tain inmates, such as certain types of violent of�
fenders, to be ineligible for early release.ćĆ

 
 
96  BoP ProgrAM stAteMent, 2009, VXSUD, n. 97, at 7. 
97  Alan Ellis & Todd Bussert, )HGHUDO�6HQWHQFLQJ��
/RRNLQJ�DW�WKH�%23¶V�$PHQGHG�5'$3�5XOHV, 26 criM. Just. 
37, 39 (2011).
98  For a listing of all ineligible inmates, see BoP 
ProgrAM stAteMent, 2009, VXSUD, n. 97, at 4; VHH�DOVR Lopez 
v. Davis, 531 U.S. 230, 233 (2001) (holding that BOP has 
discretion to determine which inmates are eligible for the 
program’s early release).

 1. Getting Into RDAP

Although program entry is determined 
completely by BOP, there are a few things that 
attorneys can do to improve a client’s eligibil�
MX]�JSV�XLI�IEVP]�VIPIEWI�TVSKVEQ���*SV�I\EQTPI��
E� ĀþþĄ�%QIVMGER� &EV�%WWSGMEXMSR� TYFPMGEXMSR�
EHZMWIH�

Tip 7: Judicial recommendations for 
6(%4� ERH� HSGYQIRXEXMSR� SJ� WYF�
stance abuse in the PSI [presentence 
investigation report] help establish 
eligibility for treatment. The BOP 
requires that the inmate’s substance 
abuse problem (including alcohol�
MWQ�ERH�TVIWGVMTXMSR�HVYK�EFYWI�FI�
substantiated in the presentence re�
TSVX� XS�QEOI�LMQ�SV�LIV�IPMKMFPI� XS�
participate in residential treatment.  
A clear indication in the presen�
tence report of a substance abuse 
TVSFPIQ�XLEX�I\MWXIH�[MXLMR�SRI�]IEV�
of the defendant’s incarceration, and 
a sentencing court’s recommenda�
tion that the defendant participate 
in residential treatment, will help 
avoid problems of eligibility for early 
release.ćć

Lawyers also must be aware that “charge 
bargaining can result in a better chance at 
6(%4�IPMKMFMPMX]�¶ÿþþ

Accordingly, although a defendant may 
actually be in need of counseling and treatment 
[MXLMR�E�6(%4��XLI�TVSKVEQ�MW�EPWS�ZMI[IH�EW�E�
way to facilitate a client’s release at the earliest 
possible opportunity; successful completion of 
the program can eliminate up to one year of the 
defendant’s prison sentence.ÿþÿ  This early re�
PIEWI�MRGIRXMZI�MW�WMKRMÁGERX���'SRKVIWW�IWWIR�
XMEPP]� LEW� GVIEXIH� E� W]WXIQ� PMROMRK� XLI� PIRKXL�
of a defendant’s actual prison sentence to his 
99  Alan Ellis, 'HSDUWPHQWV��)HGHUDO�6HQWHQFLQJ�
3UDFWLFH�Tips��3DUW��, 21 criM. Just. 55, 56, (2006) 
[hereinafter Ellis, )HGHUDO�6HQWHQFLQJ�3UDFWLFH�Tips]. 
100  ,G� (stating, for example, that defense counsel should 
ensure defendant is not convicted of a violent felony, as it 
would make him or her ineligible for sentence reduction).
101  Ellis, )HGHUDO�6HQWHQFLQJ�3UDFWLFH�Tips at 55, VXSUD, 
n. 101.
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TSWX�WIRXIRGMRK�VILEFMPMXEXMZI�IJJSVXW�ÿþĀ   

 

 
 2. Tightened Restrictions

+MZIR� XLI� TSTYPEVMX]� SJ� XLI� TVSKVEQ��
the BOP’s national drug abuse coordinator ac�
ORS[PIHKIH� MR� .YP]� ĀþþĆ� XLEX�µĀþþą� ?[EWA� XLI�
ÁVWX�]IEV�XLEX�XLI�&YVIEY�[EW�YREFPI�XS�QIIX�MXW�
mandate to provide treatment for all inmates 
[LS�ZSPYRXIIV� JSV�ERH�EVI�UYEPMÁIH� JSV� XVIEX�
ment before they are released from the Bu�
VIEY�SJ�4VMWSRW�¶ÿþā  Shortly thereafter, the BOP 
EQIRHIH�MXW�6(%4W�JSV�7TERMWL�WTIEOMRK�TVMW�
oners; to participate in the program, applicants 
QYWX� RS[� FI� EFPI� XS� WTIEO� ERH� YRHIVWXERH�
English.  Some commentators believe that this 

102  The above chart, created by the U.S. Government 
$FFRXQWDELOLW\�2I¿FH��GHSLFWV�KRZ�DQ�HDUO\�UHOHDVH�HOLJLEOH�
defendant who successfully completes RDAP treatment 
receives a sentence reduction. 6HH u.s. gov’t AccountABility 
office, GAO-12-320, BureAu of Prisons: eligiBility And 
cAPAcity iMPAct use of flexiBilities to reduce inMAtes’ 
tiMe in Prison (2012), DYDLODEOH�DW http://www.gao.gov/
assets/590/588284.pdf. 
103  Ellis & Bussert, VXSUD note 99, at 38.

change was enacted due to budgetary con�
cerns, but note that the BOP’s larger concern 
could have been an agency interest in comply�
ing with Congress’s mandate.ÿþĂ  The BOP in 
Āþþć�HIGPEVIH�XLEX�IPMKMFPI�TVMWSRIVW�QYWX�µSV�
HMREVMP]¶�FI�[MXLMR�X[IRX]�JSYV�QSRXLW�SJ�VI�
PIEWI�XS�UYEPMJ]�JSV�EHQMXXERGI�XS�6(%4�ÿþă  This 
X[IRX]�JSYV�QSRXL�VIUYMVIQIRX�LEH�XLI�IJJIGX�
of requiring a defendant with a diagnosable 
disorder and no pretrial jail credit to receive 
E�WIRXIRGI�SJ�Āą�Ą�QSRXLW�SV�KVIEXIV�XS�IRWYVI�
6(%4�IPMKMFMPMX]�ÿþĄ

C. Uncertainty Abounds

Although a defendant with substance 
abuse issues may be eligible for treatment in 
XLI� 6(%4� ERH� XLYW� GSYPH� IEVR� E� TSXIRXMEP�
one year sentence reduction, a defendant fac�
ing sentencing, and, more importantly, the 
sentencing judge herself, has no way of being 
certain that the defendant will actually enter 
6(%4�� �8LMW� YRGIVXEMRX]� I\MWXW� FIGEYWI� IRXV]�
ERH�WYGGIWWJYP�GSQTPIXMSR�SJ�XLI�TVSKVEQ�MW���ÿ�
determined solely by the BOP, as a judge’s or�
HIV�XLEX�E�HIJIRHERX�IRXIV�E�WTIGMÁG�TVMWSR�JSV�
XVIEXQIRX�LEW�µRS�FMRHMRK�IJJIGX¶ÿþą���Ā�WYWGIT�
tible to administrative oversight, waitlists and 
eligibility restrictionsÿþĆ��ERH��ā�GSQTPIXIP]�ZSP�

104  ,G�
105  ,G�
106  ,G� 
107  18 U.S.C. § 3621(b)(5).
108  Ellis & Bussert, VXSUD note 99, at 38–39 (proposing 
that presently there are about 6,000 inmates enrolled in 
RDAP at forty-nine different prisons, and about 7,600 
more inmates waiting for entry into the program); VHH�DOVR 
Bussert & Sickler, VXSUD note 9, at 45 (asserting “[s]uccessful 
navigation of the eligibility gauntlet earns placement on a 
wait list, which is governed not by degree of treatment needs 
but rather by one’s projected release date.  Those approved at 
an institution not offering RDAP are compelled to endure the 
uncertainty of transfer, which can be time-consuming for staff 
to arrange, is unlikely to involve out-of-region moves due to 
the budget crunch, and heightens the risk of delayed program 
participation.  Announcement of one’s RDAP entrance is made 
by the posting of a class list.  However, any list is subject to 
change at the last possible moment, with those at an RDAP 
institution frequently bumped due to the arrival of a bus 
carrying others with less time remaining to serve. Removal 
from the list, for whatever reason, can postpone admittance for 
up to several months.”).
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untary because the inmate cannot be forced to 
IRXIV�XLI�6(%4���-RHIIH��EPXLSYKL�E�WIRXIRG�
ing judge may recommend that a defendant 
IRXIV�6(%4�[LIR�WLI�MWWYIW�XLI�WIRXIRGI��WLI�
RIZIVXLIPIWW�LEW�RS�[E]�SJ�ORS[MRK�[LIXLIV�SV�
not the defendant will actually enter the pro�
gram and whether the defendant will receive a 
reduced sentence due to successful completion 
SJ�XLI�TVSKVEQ��

6(%4�TEVXMGMTEXMSR�HSIW�RSX� VIUYMVI�E�
judicial recommendation, though a prisoner is 
in an obviously stronger position with a court’s 
recognition and encouragement of treatment, 
especially if accompanied by a recommenda�
tion for a facility with the program.  Also, a ju�
dicial recommendation and a satisfactory PSI 
do not assure designation to one of the dozens 
of facilities nationwide that offer the program.  
A prisoner’s sentence length or a simple ad�
ministrative oversight can result in placement 
EX�ER�MRWXMXYXMSR�PEGOMRK�VIUYMWMXI�WIVZMGIW�ÿþć 

Accordingly, there is no guarantee at 
sentencing that similarly situated offenders will 
get the rehabilitative treatment they need or 
IEVR�YT�XS�E�SRI�]IEV�WIRXIRGI�VIHYGXMSR�HYI�
to successful program completion.  Instead, 
there is a potential for disparity for whether a 
defendant receives rehabilitative treatment at 
EPP�� � *SV� I\EQTPI�� IZIR� MJ� X[S� 6(%4�IPMKMFPI��
similarly situated defendants who want to en�
ter the program receive the same judicially im�
TSWIH�WIRXIRGI��XLI�FEGO�IRH�WIRXIRGMRK�VIEPM�
XMIW�SJ�6(%4�QE]��RIZIVXLIPIWW�� VIWYPX� MR�SRI�
inmate securing an early release and rehabili�
tative treatment, with the other receiving solely 
a sentence to prison, where he must complete 
the entirety of his sentence.ÿÿþ

 
109  Bussert & Sickler, VXSUD note 9, at 44.
110  6HH�Lopez v. Davis, 531 U.S. 230, 248 (2001) 
(Stevens, J., dissenting) (“I fully agree with the majority 
that federal prisoners do not become entitled to a sentence 
reduction upon their successful completion of a drug treatment 
program; the words ‘may be reduced’ do not mean ‘shall be 
reduced.’ Nonetheless, while the statute does not entitle any 
prisoner to a sentence reduction, it does guarantee nonviolent 
offenders who successfully complete a drug treatment program 
consideration for such a reduction.”).

 The Supreme Court’s recent decision in 
8ETME�Z��9RMXIH�7XEXIW,ÿÿÿ illuminates this problem 
by illustrating how helpless judges are at en�
WYVMRK� HIJIRHERXW� VIGIMZI� XLI� FIRIÁXW� SJ� XLI�
6(%4���4IXMXMSRIV�8ETME�[EW�GSRZMGXIH�SJ�WQYK�
gling unauthorized, undocumented immigrants 
into the United StatesÿÿĀ and faced a mandatory 
QMRMQYQ� WIRXIRGI� SJ� XLMVX]�WM\� QSRXLW�� FYX�
LIV�+YMHIPMRIW�VERKI�[EW�JSVX]�SRI�XS�ÁJX]�SRI�
months.ÿÿā� �8LI� HMWXVMGX� GSYVX� MQTSWIH� E� ÁJX]�
one month prison term, reasoning Tapia should 
serve that long in order to qualify for and com�
TPIXI�XLI�6(%4��

8LI�WIRXIRGI�LEW�XS�FI�WYJÁGMIRX�XS�
provide needed correctional treat�
QIRX�� ERH� LIVI� -� XLMRO� XLI� RIIHIH�
GSVVIGXMSREP� XVIEXQIRX� MW� XLI� ăþþ�
,SYV�(VYK�4VSKVEQ¬��,IVI�-�LEZI�
XS�WE]�XLEX�SRI�SJ�XLI�JEGXSVW�XLEX��-�
EQ�KSMRK�XS�MQTSWI�E�ăÿ�QSRXL�WIR�
tence … and one of the factors that 
affects this is the need to provide 
treatment. In other words, so she is 
MR�PSRK�IRSYKL�XS�KIX�XLI�ăþþ�,SYV�
(VYK�4VSKVEQ¬�ÿÿĂ

Even though the sentencing judge 
strongly recommend that Tapia enter treat�
ment, “the court’s recommendations were only 
VIGSQQIRHEXMSRW��ERH�MR�XLI�IRH�XLI]�LEH�RS�
IJJIGX¶��8ETME�[EW�RSX�TPEGIH�MR�XLI�VIGSQQIRH�
IH�TVMWSR�ERH�[EW�RSX�EHQMXXIH�XS�6(%4�ÿÿă  Im�
portantly, despite the judge’s recommendations 
and encouragement during Tapia’s psychology 
MRXEOI�WGVIIRMRK��8ETME�LIVWIPJ� VIJYWIH� XS�ZSP�
unteer for the program.ÿÿĄ

Tapia appealed her sentence, arguing 
that lengthening her prison term (albeit still 
[MXLMR� XLI� ETTPMGEFPI� +YMHIPMRIW� VERKI� XS�
QEOI�LIV�IPMKMFPI�JSV�6(%4�ZMSPEXIH�ÿĆ�9�7�'��
��āăĆĀ�E��[LMGL�MRWXVYGXW�WIRXIRGMRK�GSYVXW�XS�
“recogniz[e] that imprisonment is not an ap�
propriate means of promoting correction and 

111 �����6��&W���������������
112  7DSLD, 131 S. Ct. at 385.
113  ,G. at 2393 (Sotomayor, J., concurring).
114  ,G��at 2385.
115  ,G� at 2391. 
116  ,G�
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VILEFMPMXEXMSR�¶ÿÿą  In a unanimous decision, the 
Supreme Court held that a sentencing court 
may not impose or lengthen a prison term to 
foster a defendant’s rehabilitation because of 
'SRKVIWW¸W� QERHEXI� MR� �� āăĆĀ�E�ÿÿĆ  8ETME is 
WMKRMÁGERX�� XLIVIJSVI�� FIGEYWI� IZIR� XLSYKL� E�

judge is required to consider retribution, de�
terrence, incapacitation, and rehabilitation at 
sentencing, the judge is powerless to use the 
last two purposes in conjunction, even though 
6(%4��[LMGL�YWIW�MRGETEGMXEXMSR�XS�TVSZMHI�VI�
habilitation, does just that.

D. Where to Go From Here

3JJIRHIV� XVIEXQIRX� MW� WIVMSYWP]� PEGOMRK�
MR�XLI�9�7���-R�ĀþþĄ��XLI�&YVIEY�SJ�.YWXMGI�7XE�
XMWXMGW� �&.7� IWXMQEXIH� XLEX� ăĄ	� SJ� WXEXI� TVMW�
SRIVW� ERH� Ăć	� SJ� JIHIVEP� TVMWSRIVW� QIX� XLI�
(MEKRSWXMG� ERH� 7XEXMWXMGEP� 1ERYEP� SJ� 1IRXEP�
(MWSVHIVW� HMEKRSWXMG� GVMXIVME� JSV� EPGSLSP� SV�
drug use.ÿÿć� �,S[IZIV��E�GSQTVILIRWMZI� XLVII�
]IEV�WXYH]�F]�XLI�&34�3JÁGI�SJ�6IWIEVGL�ERH�
Evaluation concluded that those offenders who 
TEVXMGMTEXI� MR� XLI�6(%4�FIRIÁX� KVIEXP]�� �8LI�
WXYH]��ORS[R�EW�86-%(�(VYK�8VIEXQIRX�)ZEPY�
EXMSR�4VSNIGX��JSYRH�XLEX�

�ÿ�6(%4�TEVXMGMTERXW�EVI�WMKRMÁGERX�
P]� PIWW� PMOIP]� XS� VIGMHMZEXI� ERH� PIWW�
PMOIP]� XS� VIPETWI� YTSR� VIPIEWI� XLER�
RSR�TEVXMGMTERXW�� �Ā� 6(%4� TEVXMGM�
TERXW� EVI� WMKRMÁGERXP]� PIWW� PMOIP]� XS�
VIPETWI� XS�HVYK�YWI��ERH� �ā�[SQIR�

117  ,G� at 2389.
118  ,G��at 2392.
119  Doris J. James & Lauren E. Glaze, Bureau of Justice 
Statistics, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Mental Health Problems of 
Prison and Jail Inmates 1 (2006), available at http://www.bjs.
gov/content/pub/pdf/mhppji.pdf.

inmates who complete the program 
LEZI� MQTVSZIH� IQTPS]QIRX� ÁKYVIW�
after release. In addition, an evalu�
ation of inmate behavior found that 
institutional misconduct among 
QEPI�MRQEXIW�[LS�GSQTPIXIH�6(%4�
[EW� VIHYGIH� F]� Āă� TIVGIRX� [LIR�

compared to misconduct among 
WMQMPEV� RSR�TEVXMGMTEXMRK� QEPI� MR�
mates; and institutional misconduct 
among female inmates who com�
pleted residential treatment was re�
HYGIH�F]�ąþ�TIVGIRX�ÿĀþ 

These results demonstrate the impor�
XERX�MQTEGX�XLI�6(%4�LEW�SR�MXW�TEVXMGMTEXMRK�
inmates, as well as its value in deterring future 
criminal conduct. 

Accordingly, to ensure that all eligible 
MRQEXIW�VIGIMZI�XLI�FIRIÁXW�SJ�6(%4��XLI�&34�
WLSYPH�GSRWMHIV�MRGVIEWMRK�JYRHMRK�JSV�MXW�6IW�
MHIRXMEP�(VYK�%FYWI�4VSKVEQ���&34�WLSYPH�I\�
pand and improve the program to ensure that 
inmates are not denied treatment solely due 
XS�SZIV�GVS[HMRK�ERH�EHQMRMWXVEXMZI�SZIVWMKLX���
*SV�I\EQTPI��XLI�&34�WLSYPH�GVIEXI�E�YRMJSVQ�
set of criteria for consideration in evaluating 
applications for sentence reductions.  As things 
currently stand, the determination procedure 
is conducted behind closed doors, with no real 
I\TPEREXMSR�SJ�[L]�SRI�IPMKMFPI�HIJIRHERX�QE]�
receive a reduction, while another defendant 
may not.ÿĀÿ  Increased funding could also be 
YWIH� XS�LMVI�7TERMWL�WTIEOMRK�TVSKVEQ�GSSV�
HMREXSVW��XLIVIF]�QEOMRK�XLI�TVSKVEQ�EZEMPEFPI�
JSV�7TERMWL�WTIEOMRK�MRQEXIW�

120  Ellis,�VXSUD note 83, at 39.
121  6HH�Lopez v. Davis, 531 U.S. 230, 249 (2001).

IN 2006, THE BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS (BJS) ESTIMATED 

THAT 56% OF STATE PRISONERS AND 49% OF FEDERAL PRISONERS 

MET THE DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF MENTAL  

DISORDERS DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR ALCOHOL OR DRUG USE
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8LI�PSRK�XIVQ�HIXIVVIRGI�FIRIÁXW�SJ�XLI�
program would outweigh the costs of the pro�
KVEQ�HYI�XS�XLI�JEGX�XLEX�6(%4�VIHYGIW�VIGMHM�
vism.  Additionally, the program would allow 
eligible offenders up to a one year early release, 
thereby saving the BOP the costs of housing 
XLEX� MRQEXI� JSV�ER�EHHMXMSREP�]IEV�� �+MZIR� XLI�
ZSPYRXEV]�REXYVI�SJ�6(%4�TEVXMGMTEXMSR��&34¸W�
PSRI�HMWGVIXMSR�SZIV�6(%4��ERH�NYHKIW �̧MREFMPMX]�
to sentence guilty defendants to rehabilitative 
XVIEXQIRX� MR�TVMWSR�YRHIV� ÿĆ�9�7�'�� �� āăăā�E�
and 8ETME, judges, at best, can “strongly recom�
QIRH¶�XLEX�XLI�HIJIRHERX�IRXIV�6(%4���,S[�
ever, judges should be considering defendants’ 
rehabilitative needs upfront, during the sen�
tencing itself, rather than hoping that defen�
HERXW�VIGIMZI�VILEFMPMXEXMSR�SR�XLI�FEGO�IRH�SJ�
the sentencing process.  Judges can do this by 
ETTP]MRK�XLI�+YMHIPMRIW�TVSZMWMSRW�SJ�9�7��7IR�
XIRGMRK�+YMHIPMRI� ă,ÿ�Ă� ERH�9�7�� 7IRXIRGMRK�
+YMHIPMRIW�1ERYEP�ă'ÿ�ÿ�GQX��R��Ą��[LMGL�WXEXI�
that judges may impose conditions of release to 
ensure that defendants receive treatment.  This 
is completely judicial discretion, given Pepper’s 
strong endorsement of individualized sentenc�
ing, as well as recent amendments to the Sen�
XIRGMRK�+YMHIPMRIW�� �8LMW� ETTVSEGL�[SYPH� FI�
QSVI�YTJVSRX�ERH�QEOI�HIJIRHERXW �̧JEXIW�QSVI�
certain, ensure that defendants receive rehabil�
MXEXMSR��ERH�VIHYGI�XLI�VMWO�SJ�NYHKIW�SVHIVMRK�
PSRKIV�WIRXIRGIW�NYWX�XS�IRWYVI�6(%4�IPMKMFMP�
ity. 

Conclusion

(YI�XS�Pepper��XLI�ZSPYRXEV]�+YMHIPMRIW��
ERH�6(%4��JIHIVEP�HIJIRHERXW�[MXL�WYFWXERGI�
EFYWI� TVSFPIQW� WLSYPH� I\TIGX� HMWTEVEXI� ERH�
uncertain sentencing.  Congress and the U.S. 
Sentencing Commission, by clarifying the Sen�
XIRGMRK�+YMHIPMRIW�ERH�MQTVSZMRK�6(%4��[MPP�
KMZI�NYHKIW�QSVI�KYMHERGI�ERH�GSRÁHIRGI��ERH�
hopefully give defendants with substance use 
disorders more certainty at sentencing and a 
better chance for rehabilitation. 
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THE RAP GENRE HAS CONTINUED TO GAIN POPULARITY  

ACROSS AUDIENCES NATIONWIDE, AND IT HAS ALSO ATTRACTED

NEW AND UNFAVORABLE ATTENTION FROM PROSECUTORS. 

I.  Introduction

(SIW�E�VETTIV�ORS[�XLEX�[LIR�XLI]�[EPO�
YT� XS� XLI�QMOI�ERH�HVST� XLIMV� PEXIWX� ZIVWI�SV�
put pen to paper to scratch out their newest 
lyrics, they can essentially incriminate them�
selves?  While the rap genre has continued to 
gain popularity across audiences nationwide, it 
has also attracted fairly new and certainly un�
favorable attention from prosecutors.  In light 
of trending case law that permits rap lyrics to 
be used as character evidence against criminal 
defendants, rappers must be cautious to sepa�
rate their rap persona from real world events.  
'SYVXW� REXMSR[MHI� EVI� I\TERHMRK� IZMHIRXMEV]�
bounds at an increasing rate to include an indi�
ZMHYEP¸W�EVXMWXMG�I\TVIWWMSR� XLVSYKL�VET�QYWMG�
in criminal proceedings.ÿ

The synthesis between pop culture and 
GVMQMREP�NYWXMGI�MW�TVSFPIQEXMG���1ER]�MRHMZMHY�
als aspire to create lyrical art, either from their 
S[R� TIVWSREP� I\TIVMIRGIW� SV� ÁGXMSREP� MHIEW���
*I[�� MJ� ER]�� ERXMGMTEXI� XLIMV� P]VMGEP� I\TVIWWMSR�
becoming evidence against them.  A number of 
courts across the nation, however, are assessing 
the compatibility of rap lyrics in evidence law 
ERH� ÁRHMRK� XLEX� EHQMWWMFMPMX]� MW� TVSTIV�� �%T�
TVS\MQEXIP]�IMKLX]�TIVGIRX�SJ�XLSWI�GSYVXW�LIPH�
that rap lyrics are admissible.Ā  

This article will focus on the method 
prosecutors employ to admit rap lyrics into 
evidence and how prosecutors use these lyr�
ics once admitted.  Additionally, this article 

1  Lauren Williams, <RXU�5DS�/\ULFV�&DQ�%H�+HOG�
$JDLQVW�<RX�LQ�D�&RXUW�RI�/DZ, Mother Jones (Mar. 10, 2014, 
3:00 AM), http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2014/03/rap-
lyrics-trial. 
2  Erik Nielson & Charis E. Kubrin, 5DS�/\ULFV�RQ�
7ULDO, neW york tiMes (Jan. 13, 2014), http://www.nytimes.
com/2014/01/14/opinion/rap-lyrics-on-trial.html?_r=0. 

will analyze the evidentiary foundations for 
the admissibility of rap lyrics and evaluate the 
soundness of their admission at trial.  Because 
a number of states have adopted the same or a 
substantially similar formulation of the eviden�
XMEV]� VYPIW� GSRXEMRIH� MR� XLI� *IHIVEP� 6YPIW� SJ�
Evidence, this article will focus on the language 
of those federal rules.  While there is an ap�
parent ‘rhyme or reason’ for the prosecutorial 
use of rap lyrics at trial, defense attorneys can 
employ evidentiary strategies contained in this 
article to combat these prosecutorial tactics. 

 
 

 
 

II.  Rap Lyrics: Grounds for Admissibility

Prosecutorial use of rap lyrics at tri�
al is generally challenged on three different 
grounds.  First, as with other pieces of unfa�
vorable evidence, the defense may attempt to 
I\GPYHI�VET�P]VMGW�FIGEYWI�XLI]�EVI�MVVIPIZERX�ā  
7IGSRH��XLI�HIJIRWI�QE]�EXXIQTX�XS�EXXEGO�XLI�
probative value of the rap lyrics and argue that 
such value is substantially outweighed by the 
prejudicial effect it may have on the jury.Ă  Fi�
nally, the defense may argue that rap lyrics con�
stitute inadmissible character evidence or im�
proper evidence of prior bad acts, as governed 
F]� JIHIVEP� VYPI� ĂþĂ�ă� � (IWTMXI� XLI� RYQFIV� SJ�
hurdles prosecutors face in admitting rap lyr�
ics, courts have provided numerous accommo�
dations under these three federal rules. 

3  fed r. evid. 401.
4  fed r. evid. 403.
5  fed r. evid. 404.
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COURTS HAVE CONSISTENTLY ACKNOWLEDGED THAT RAP LYRICS  

AUTHORED BY A DEFENDANT CAN HAVE PROBATIVE VALUE AS AN  

ADMISSION OF GUILT.

A. Federal Rule 401: Are Rap Lyrics   
 Relevant?

The test for relevance derives from the 
GSQQSR�PE[�ERH�MW�RSX�GSHMÁIH�MR�XLI�JIHIVEP�
rules.Ą� �9RHIV� JIHIVEP� VYPI�Ăþÿ��IZMHIRGI�QYWX�
LEZI�E�XIRHIRG]�XS�QEOI�E�JEGX�SJ�GSRWIUYIRGI�
in determining the action more or less prob�
able than it would be without the evidence.ą  
Courts, however, have crafted their own way to 

interpret the rule.Ć

Because the threshold to meet the rel�
evance requirement is so low, the question 
usually becomes what value might a juror at�
XEGL�XS�VET�P]VMGW�EW�IZMHIRGI#��1SVISZIV��[SYPH�
EHQMXXMRK�WYGL� P]VMGW�QEOI� NYVSVW�QSVI� PMOIP]�
to resolve disputed issues of fact than without 
the lyrics?  The Court in United States v. Stuckey 
XEGOPIH�XLIWI�UYIWXMSRW�ć  

In Stuckey, the defendant, Thelmon 
7XYGOI]�� [EW� GSRJVSRXIH� [MXL� P]VMGW� LI� TYV�
portedly wrote in connection to the crime for 
which he was ultimately convicted.ÿþ  The de�
JIRHERX�[EW�GLEVKIH�[MXL�QYVHIVMRK�6MGEVHS�
µ7PMGO¶�(EVFMRW��E�JSVQIV�(IXVSMX�4SPMGI�3JÁGIV��
XS�TVIZIRX�(EVFMRW�JVSQ�GSSTIVEXMRK�[MXL�JIH�
IVEP�EYXLSVMXMIW���%X�XVMEP��XLI�+SZIVRQIRX�WYG�
cessfully moved to admit the handwritten lyrics 
6  United States v. Hobson, 519 F.2d 765 (9th Cir. 
1975) (holding federal rule 401 accurately states the common 
law test for relevance).
7  fed r. evid. 401.
8  United States v. Brashier, 548 F.2d 1315 (9th Cir. 
1976) (developing its own rule of thumb which inquired 
whether a reasonable man might believe the probability of the 
truth of the consequential fact to be different if he knew of the 
proffered evidence).
9  6HH 253 Fed. Appx. 468, 482-84 (6th Cir. 2007).
10  ,G. at 481.

seized in the defendant’s belongings.ÿÿ  The lyr�
MGW� MRGPYHIH��µ-� I\TSWI� XLSWI�[LS�ORS[W��*MPP�
XLI]�FSH]W�[MX�LS?PAIW��6ET�IQ�YT� MR�FPEROMX��
(YQT�XLI]�FSH]W�SR�XLI�VSHI�¶ÿĀ  The lyrics also 
VITIEXIHP]� VIJIVVIH� XS� OMPPMRK� ERH� VIXEPMEXMRK�
EKEMRWX�µWRMXGLIW�¶ÿā  3R�ETTIEP��XLI�7M\XL�'MV�
cuit held that the trial court did not abuse its 
HMWGVIXMSR�MR�TIVQMXXMRK�XLI�+SZIVRQIRX�XS�YWI�
the defendant’s rap lyrics at trial.ÿĂ  The court 
started its review at relevance, holding that the 
defendant’s lyrics depicted events so similar to 
the crimes for which he was charged that they 

strengthened the probability of 
his guilt.ÿă  

µ7XYGOI]¸W�P]VMGW�GSRGIVRIH�OMPPMRK�KSZIVRQIRX�
[MXRIWWIW� ERH� WTIGMÁGEPP]� VIJIVVIH� XS� WLSSX�
MRK� WRMXGLIW��[VETTMRK� XLIQ� MR� FPEROIXW�� ERH�
HYQTMRK� XLIMV� FSHMIW� MR� XLI� WXVIIX��TVIGMWIP]�
[LEX�XLI�+SZIVRQIRX�EGGYWIH�7XYGOI]�SJ�HS�
MRK�XS�(EVFMRW�MR�XLMW�GEWI�¶ÿĄ 

The relevance determination in Stuckey, 
however, assumes that an author bases his or 
LIV�P]VMGW�SR�TIVWSREP�I\TIVMIRGIW�� �-J�E�GSYVX�
ÁRHW� XLEX� E� HIJIRHERX¸W� [VMXMRKW� EVI� ÁGXMSREP�
and intended purely for the artistic enjoyment 
SJ�SXLIVW�� MX� MW� PMOIP]� XS� I\GPYHI� WYGL�[VMXMRKW�
as irrelevant.ÿą  Courts, though, are not always 
amenable to arguments purporting pure ar�
tistic intent.  In United States v. Foster, a defen�
dant argued that his rap lyrics were irrelevant 

11  ,G. at 474-77.
12  ,G. at 475.
13  ,G. 
14  6WXFNH\, 253 Fed. Appx. at 482 (stating LQ�GLFWD that 
the rap lyrics also would not have been excluded on hearsay 
grounds because they would have constituted an admission by 
a party-opponent pursuant to federal rule 801(d)(2)(A)).
15  6WXFNH\, 253 Fed. Appx. at 482. 
16  ,G.
17  Washington v. Hanson, 731 P.2d 1140 (Wash. Ct. 
App. 1987).
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in demonstrating his guilt regarding charges of 
drug possession with the intent to distribute 
because the lyrics were created with the sole 
purpose of being incorporated into a rap song.ÿĆ  
2IZIVXLIPIWW��XLI�7IZIRXL�'MVGYMX�LIPH�XLEX�XLI�
defendant’s rap lyrics were relevant because 
they described the reality of the defendant’s ur�
ban lifestyle.ÿć  Accordingly, it held that the lyr�
MGW�[IVI�VIPIZERX�XS�TVSZI�LMW�ORS[PIHKI�SJ�XLI�
activities for which he was charged.Āþ  The court 
analogized the relevance of the defendant’s rap 
lyrics to his charges to the relevance of “8LI�
Godfather�XS�MPPYWXVEXI�4Y^S¸W�ORS[PIHKI�SJ�XLI�
MRRIV� [SVOMRKW� SJ� ER� SVKERM^IH� GVMQI� JEQMP]�
and 8LI�4MX�ERH�XLI�4IRHYPYQ to illustrate Poe’s 
ORS[PIHKI�SJ�QIHMIZEP�XSVXYVI�HIZMGIW�¶Āÿ

On the other hand, courts have found 
XLEX� HIJIRHERXW�QE]� RSX� EP[E]W� FIRIÁX� JVSQ�
FPEROIX�I\GPYWMSR�SJ�ÁGXMSREP�VET�P]VMGW���-R�-S[E�
Z��0IWPMI, the defendant attempted to introduce 
the victim’s rap video to prove both that the 
victim had violent tendencies and used guns.ĀĀ  
The Iowa Court of Appeals, however, rejected 
the defendant’s contention and held that not 
everything the victim rapped about related to 
LMW� TIVWSREP� PMJI� I\TIVMIRGIW�Āā  In contrast, 
GSYVXW�QE]�WXMPP�ÁRH�ZEPYI�MR�HVE[MRK�MRGVMQM�
nating inferences from a defendant’s artistic 
I\TVIWWMSR���-R�JEGX��GSYVXW�LEZI�KSRI�WS�JEV�EW�
XS� ÁRH� VIPIZERGI� MR� XLI� FSSOW� XLI� HIJIRHERX�
read.ĀĂ  Additionally, courts have been inclined 
XS�EHQMX�ERXM�KSZIVRQIRX�PMXIVEXYVI�XS�HIQSR�
WXVEXI�E�HIJIRHERX¸W�ORS[PIHKI��GSRWTMVEG]��ERH�
MRXIRX�XS�TVITEVI�XIVVSVMWX�EXXEGOW�ERH�GSRWTMVI�
against the government.Āă

18  939 F.2d 445, 456 (7th Cir. 1991).
19  ,G. 
20  ,G. 
21  ,G.
22  2014 Iowa App. LEXIS 71 at *15-16 (Jan. 9, 2014).
23  ,G.
24  United States v. Giese, 597 F.2d 1170 (9th Cir. 1979) 
(Hufstedler, J., dissenting).
25  United States v. Stone, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
5920 at *7 (E.D. Mich. 2012) (admitting various forms of 
anti-government literature against defendant charged with 
seditious conspiracy and conspiracy to use weapons of mass 
destruction); United States v. Anderson, 353 F.3d 490, 504 
(6th Cir. 2003) (admitting portions of anti-government books 
and pamphlets against defendant charged with conspiracy 

2IZIVXLIPIWW�� E� GSYVX¸W� HIXIVQMREXMSRW�
regarding relevance are bound by the facts of 
each case. 

B. Federal Rule 403: Are Rap Lyrics   
 Unfairly Prejudicial?

Before the implementation of federal 
VYPI� Ăþā�� GSYVXW� VIGSKRM^IH� MX� [EW� WSQIXMQIW�
necessary that evidence, though relevant, be 
I\GPYHIH�µ[LIVI� XLI�QMRYXI�TIK�SJ� VIPIZERG]�
will be entirely obscured by dirty linen hung 
YTSR�MX�¶ĀĄ��8LI�I\GPYWMSR�SJ�VIPIZERX�IZMHIRGI�
YRHIV�JIHIVEP�VYPI�Ăþā��LS[IZIV��MW�ER�I\XVESV�
dinary remedy that must be used sparingly,Āą as 
it need not “scrub the trial clean of all evidence 
XLEX� QE]� LEZI� ER� IQSXMSREP� MQTEGX�¶ĀĆ  That 
said, defense attorneys almost invariably resort 
XS� XLMW�FEPERGMRK�XIWX� MR�E�ÁREP�EXXIQTX�XS�I\�
clude unfavorable evidence, such as rap lyrics.  
8S�WEXMWJ]�JIHIVEP�VYPI�Ăþā��EXXSVRI]W�QYWX�WLS[�
that the probative value of relevant evidence is 
substantially outweighed by a danger of unfair 
prejudice, confusing the issues, misleading the 
jury, undue delay, wasting time, or needlessly 
presenting cumulative evidence.Āć

In Stuckey, the defendant challenged 
the admissibility of his rap lyrics on federal 
VYPI�Ăþā�KVSYRHW��EVKYMRK�XLEX�YRJEMV�TVINYHMGI�
would outweigh the probative value of his lyr�
ics.  The defendant maintained that his use of 
I\TPMGMX�PERKYEKI�ERH�KVETLMG�MQEKIV]�EPSRI�MR�
his rap lyrics might offend jurors’ sensibilities 
ERH�QEOI�LMQ�ETTIEV�QSVEPP]�VITVILIRWMFPI�āþ  
The court, however, found that the value of the 

to defraud and commit offenses against the United States); 
United States v. Salameh, 152 F.3d 88, 111 (2d Cir. 1998) 
(admitting terrorist books and manuals against defendant 
charged with bombing the World Trade Center).
26  Washington v. Goebel, 240 P.2d 251, 254 (Wash. 
1952).
27  United States v. Pham, 78 Fed. Appx. 86 (10th Cir. 
2003) (citing K-B Trucking Co. v. Riss International Corp., 
763 F.2d 1148 (10th Cir. 1985)).
28  United States v. Kennedy, 643 F.3d 1251, 1257 (9th 
Cir. 2011) (citing United States v. Ganoe, 538 F.3d 1117 (9th 
Cir. 2008)).
29  fed r. evid. 403. 
30  United States v. Stuckey, 253 Fed. Appx. 468, 483 
(6th Cir. 2007). 
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WITH AN ABUNDANCE OF CRITICISM

REGARDING THE VIOLENT NATURE OF SOME IN THE RAP GENRE,

COURTS ARE NAIVE IF THEY BELIEVE THAT JURORS WILL JUST PLACE ASIDE 

THE NEGATIVE STIGMA THAT CAN POTENTIALLY ACCOMPANY RAP LYRICS.

defendant’s lyrics, which described the events 
of his alleged crime, outweighed any unfair 
prejudice the defendant may suffer.āÿ  The court 
recognized the added probative value in highly 
detailed lyrics because the court believed that 
XLI� EYXLSV� PMOIP]� HVI[�YTSR�TIVWSREP� I\TIVM�
ences.  

Similar to Stuckey, the defendant in 
,SPQIW�Z��2IZEHE was also forced to confront a 

verse of his rap lyrics offered as evi�
dence against 

him at trial.āĀ  The State argued that the defen�
dant’s lyrics were relevant because they almost 
identically described the nature of the crimes 
JSV�[LMGL�LI�[EW�GLEVKIH��ÁVWX�HIKVII�QYVHIV�
and robbery.āā  The defendant authored the fol�
PS[MRK� P]VMGW� MR� NEMP�[LMPI�LI� E[EMXIH� I\XVEHM�
XMSR�JVSQ�'EPMJSVRME�XS�2IZEHE��

But now I’m uh big dog, my static is 
real large. Uh neighborhood super 
WXEV��1ER�-�TYWL�YL�LEVH�PMRI��1]�EX�
titude shitty nigga you don’t want to 
test this. I catching slipping at the 
GPYF�ERH�NEGO�]SY�JSV�]SYV�RIGOPEGI��
*YGO�TEVOMRK� PSX�TMQTMRK��1ER�-¸Q�
TEVOMRK�PSX�NEGOMRK��VYRRMRK�XLVSYKL�
]SYV� TSGOIXW� [MXL� YL� WOM� QEWO� SR�
straight laughing.āĂ

-R�EJÁVQMRK�XLI�HIJIRHERX¸W�GSRZMGXMSR��
XLI�7YTVIQI�'SYVX�SJ�2IZEHE�LIPH�XLEX�XLI�P]V�
ics HIWGVMFIH� HIXEMPW� XLEX� µQMVVSV¶� XLI� GVMQI�
31  ,G. (citing United States v. Carver, 470 F.3d 220, 
240-41 (2006) admitting defendant’s letter with foul language 
despite little probative value).
32  306 P.3d 415 (Nev. 2013). 
33  ,G. at 419.
34  ,G. at 418.

charged and thus, were considered factual in�
WXIEH�SJ�ÁGXMSREP�āă 

In fact, courts have even gone so far as 
viewing a defendant’s lyrics as autobiographi�
GEP� [LIR� XLI� P]VMGW� WYJÁGMIRXP]� VIWIQFPI� IZM�
dence of the crimes charged,āĄ despite rappers’ 
GSQQSR� YWI� SJ� I\EKKIVEXMSR�� QIXETLSV�� ERH�
other artistic devices in developing abstract 
representations of events or ubiquitous story�
lines.āą  +IRIVEPP]��PE[�IRJSVGIQIRX�ZMI[W�GSR�
JIWWMSRW�EW�XLI�µLSP]�KVEMP¶�SJ�WSPZMRK�GVMQI�ERH�

placing blame with the correct offender. 
As a result, courts 

LEZI� GSRWMWXIRXP]� EGORS[PIHKIH� XLEX� VET� P]V�
ics authored by a defendant can have pro�
bative value as an admission of guilt.āĆ 
 
 C. Federal Rule 404: Do Rap Lyrics Im-
properly Characterize the Defendant?

'LEVEGXIV�IZMHIRGI�LEW�PSRK�FIIR�E�ÁIPH�

35  ,G. at 419.
36  ,G. at 419 (citing Andrea Dennis, 3RHWLF��,Q�-XVWLFH"�
5DS�0XVLF�/\ULFV�DV�$UW��/LIH��DQG�&ULPLQDO�(YLGHQFH, 31 
coluM. J.l. & Arts 1, 18, 22, 25-26 (2007)). 
37  +ROPHV, 306 P.3d at 419(citing Daniels v. Lewis, 
2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7422 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 17, 2013)).
38   6HH Hannah v. Maryland,�23 A.3d 192, 204-05 (Md. 
2011) (Harrell, J., concurring)(stating that courts should be 
XQDIUDLG�WR�DSSO\�¿UPO\�URRWHG�FDQRQV�RI�HYLGHQFH�ODZ��ZKLFK�
have well-protected the balance between probative value and 
prejudice in other modes of communication. Undoubtedly, 
rap lyrics often convey a less than truthful accounting of 
the violent or criminal character of the performing artist or 
composer. But there are certain circumstances where the 
lyrics possess an inherent and overriding probative purpose. 
One circumstance would be where the lyrics constitute an 
admission of guilt, but others would include rebutting an 
offered defense and impeaching testimony. Although there 
LV�QR�GH¿QLWLYH�OLQH�WKDW�GHPDUFDWHV�WKH�DPRXQW�RU�FRQWHQW�RI�
lyrics that may be used appropriately, reasonableness should 
govern.). 
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of evidence law that the criminal justice sys�
tem continues to shape.  In the middle of the 
X[IRXMIXL� GIRXYV]�� XLI� PERHQEVO� GEWI��Michel-
son v. United States, set forth a new federal rule 
governing character evidence.āć  In Michelson, 
XLI�7YTVIQI�'SYVX�FEPERGIH�XLI�FIRIÁXW�ERH�
VMWOW�SJ�XLI�TVSWIGYXMSR¸W�YWI�SJ�GLEVEGXIV�IZM�
dence against a criminal defendant.Ăþ  The facts 
in Michelson are comparable to many cases that 
MRZSPZI� GLEVEGXIV� IZMHIRGI� XSHE]�� �(YVMRK� XLI�
defendant’s trial for bribing a federal agent, the 
GSYVX�TIVQMXXIH� XLI�+SZIVRQIRX� XS�GLEPPIRKI�
XLI�HIJIRHERX¸W�GVIHMFMPMX]�F]�GVSWW�I\EQMRMRK�
ÁZI�GLEVEGXIV�[MXRIWWIW�SR�XLI�HIJIRHERX¸W�
prior arrest record.Ăÿ   
On appeal, the Supreme 
'SYVX�EJÁVQIH�XLI�HIJIR�
dant’s conviction, hold�
ing that the prosecution 
TVSTIVP]� I\TPSVIH� MXW� MR�
quiry into the defendant’s 
truthfulness because the 
defense opened the door 
to such evidence.ĂĀ� � 6I�
luctant to promulgate an 
overriding rule, the Court 
called for the 
establishment 
of uniform evi�
dentiary rules 
to address the 
inherent confusion re�
garding character evi�
dence.Ăā

After decades of 
formulating and restyl�
MRK�� JIHIVEP� VYPI� ĂþĂ� [EW� EHSTXIH� XS� VIKYPEXI�
the admission of character evidence and prior 
criminal acts.ĂĂ� �*IHIVEP�VYPI�ĂþĂ�IQFSHMIW�XLI�
compromise of ideas respectively held by the 
majority and dissent in Michelson, where the 
latter propounded the American tradition of 

39  335 U.S. 469, 482 (1948).
40  ,G. at 475-78.
41  ,G. at 470-72.
42  ,G. at 485. 
43  ,G. at 486-87. 
44  fed r. evid. 404.

LSPHMRK�E�QER�VIWTSRWMFPI�SRP]�JSV�XLI�WTIGMÁG�
acts of misconduct for which he is charged and 
not for his general character and previous bad 
acts.Ăă 

The defendants in Stuckey and ,SPQIW 
both attempted to undermine the admissibility 
of their rap lyrics by arguing that their lyrics 
either constituted improper character evidence 
or improper evidence of prior bad acts.ĂĄ  In 
IEGL�GEWI��LS[IZIV�� XLI�7M\XL�'MVGYMX�ERH�7Y�
TVIQI�'SYVX�SJ�2IZEHE�FSXL�ZMI[IH�XLI�HIJIR�
dant’s rap lyrics not as evidence of prior bad 
acts, but merely as a prior statement.Ăą  Even 
if the rap lyrics had constituted evidence of 
prior bad acts, both courts found that the lyr�
ics still would have been admissible for the 
TYVTSWI� SJ� WLS[MRK� ORS[PIHKI�� TVITEVE�
tion, plan, and possibly modus operandi.ĂĆ  
Both courts could have interpreted the 
defendant’s rap lyrics to contain the de�
XEMPW�SJ�E�TVIGSRGIMZIH�TPER�XS�OMPP�XLI�
informant and hide his remains, or at 
PIEWX�ORS[PIHKI�SJ�XLI�EFMPMX]�XS�HS�
so.  “7XEXIQIRXW� XLEX� 7XYGOI]� HMW�
PMOIW�ERH�OMPPW�µWRMXGLIW�¶�ÁPPW�XLIMV�
bodies with holes, wraps them in 
FPEROIXW�� ERH� HYQTW� XLIQ� MR�
the road provides direct evi�

HIRGI� XLEX� 7XYGOI]�
WLSX� (EVFMRW��
wrapped his 
body in blan�
OIXW�� ERH�
dumped it in 
the road.¶Ăć

*YVXLIVQSVI�� XLI� +SZIVRQIRX� MR� Stuckey cir�
GYQZIRXIH� JIHIVEP� VYPI� ĂþĂ�SFWXEGPIW�FIGEYWI�

45  0LFKHOVRQ, 335 U.S. at 489.
46  6WXFNH\, 253 Fed. Appx. at 482; +ROPHV, 306 P.3d at 
420. 
47  6WXFNH\, 253 Fed. Appx. at 482; +ROPHV, 306 P.3d at 
420.
48  6WXFNH\, 253 Fed. Appx. at 482; +ROPHV, 306 P.3d 
at 420.  &RQWUD United States v. Wright, 901 F.2d 68 (7th 
Cir. 1990) (holding that the admission of rap lyrics to merely 
prove identity, which was not an issue in dispute, was unfairly 
prejudicial). 
49  6WXFNH\, 253 Fed. Appx. at 482-83.
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it offered the defendant’s lyrics not to prove his 
violent propensity, but rather to prove that he 
HMVIGXP]�OMPPIH�XLI�ZMGXMQ�ăþ The court drew vir�
tually no distinction between the defendant’s 
lyrics and a stationhouse confession, providing 
EPP�FYX� E� JI[�WTIGMÁG�HIXEMPW�ăÿ� �8LI� WTIGMÁGMX]�
SJ� XLI�GVMQI�I\TVIWWIH� XLVSYKL� XLI�VET� P]VMGW�
[EW�WYJÁGMIRX�JSV�XLI�GSYVX�XS�GSRWXVYI�E�UYEWM�
confession.

The court in Stuckey also relied upon 
the decision of United States v. Foster, which 
VIGSKRM^IH�XLI�+SZIVRQIRX¸W�GMVGYQZIRXMSR�SJ�
JIHIVEP� VYPI� ĂþĂ�F� XLVSYKL� EHQMXXMRK� VET� P]V�
MGW�XS�TVSZI�XLI�HIJIRHERX¸W�ORS[PIHKI�SJ�HVYK�
possession and distribution.ăĀ  Upon search of 
the defendant’s duffel bag, the police seized a 
RSXIFSSO� GSRXEMRMRK� XLI� JSPPS[MRK� LERH[VMX�
XIR� P]VMGW��µKey for Key, Pound for pound I’m 
XLI� FMKKIWX�(STI�(IEPIV� ERH� -� WIVZI� EPP� SZIV�
XS[R��6SGO�Ă�6SGO�7IPJ�Ă�7IPJ��+MZI�QI�E�OI]�
PIX�QI�KS�XS�[SVO�QSVI�(SPPEVW�XLER�]SYV�EZIV�
EKI�FYWMRIWW�WMG�QER�¶ăā  The court held that the 
rap lyrics clearly demonstrated the defendant’s 
ORS[PIHKI� SJ� µHVYK� GSHI� [SVHW¶� ERH� µHVYK�
XVEJÁGOMRK�¶�[LMGL�QEHI�MX�QSVI�PMOIP]�XLEX�LI�
ORI[�LI�[EW�GEVV]MRK�MPPIKEP�HVYKW�ăĂ  The basis 
for this admission, however, assumes that the 
HIJIRHERX� MW� EVXMGYPEXMRK� LMW� XVYI� ORS[PIHKI�
and not purporting the attributes of a persona 
to which he is attempting to conform.  Stuck-
ey�JYVXLIV�I\TPEMRIH�XLEX��µVET�MW�RS�PSRKIV�ER�
underground phenomenon but has become a 
QEMRWXVIEQ�QYWMG�KIRVI�¶ăă 

Accordingly, the court was convinced 
XLEX�VIEWSREFPI�NYVSVW�[SYPH�ORS[�RSX�XS�MRJIV�
a person’s propensity for violence simply be�
cause he raps about violence.ăĄ��,S[IZIV��[MXL�
50  ,G��
51  ,G. at 482-83.
52  United States v. Foster, 939 F.2d 445 (7th Cir. 1991). 
53  ,G. at 449.
54  ,G. at 455.
55  6WXFNH\, 253 Fed. Appx. at 484 (quoting 'DQLHOV, 
2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7422).
56  ,G. (holding that the trial court did not err in failing 
to give a limiting instruction informing the jury that the 
admission of rap lyrics did not necessarily mean that the 
author had a propensity for violence); VHH�DOVR New York v. 
:DOODFH������1�<�6��G������1�<��$SS��'LY���������DI¿UPLQJ�

an abundance of criticism regarding the violent 
nature of some in the rap genre, the court is na�
ïve if it believes that jurors will just place aside 
the negative stigma that can potentially accom�
pany rap lyrics.ăą  With this naivety, unfair prej�
udice will follow defendant rappers whose lyr�
ics are used as character evidence against them 
in a criminal trial.

III.  Conclusion

Courts are increasingly recognizing the 
various evidentiary grounds for the admission 
of rap lyrics at trial.  While defense attorneys 
continue to search for support among the fed�
eral rules governing evidence and manipulate 
the impact of a strengthening line of case law 
regulating the use of rap lyrics at trial, defen�
dants must be aware of the adverse impact 
XLIMV� P]VMGEP� I\TVIWWMSR�GER�LEZI�SR� XLIMV�TS�
tential culpability.  In the same way an individ�
ual preserves their presumption of innocence 
F]� MRZSOMRK� GIVXEMR� GSRWXMXYXMSREP�TVSXIGXMSRW�
during an interrogation, rappers need to avoid 
the appearance of criminal impropriety in their 
music that can implicate them later.

admission of defendant’s rap lyrics because the trial court 
gave a limiting instruction to alleviate the potential for unfair 
prejudice).
57  COMMENT: Rap Sheets: The Constitutional and 
Societal Complications Arising From the Use of Rap Lyrics 
as Evidence at Criminal Trials, 12 UCLA Ent. L. Rev. 345 
(Spring 2005) (describing rap music as increasingly promoting 
vile, deviant, and sociopathic behavior).
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XLI�1EVWLEPP�&VIRRER�'SRWXMXYXMSREP�0MXIVEG]�
4VSNIGX� ERH� MW�:MGI�4VIWMHIRX�SJ� XLI�'VMQMREP�
0E[�7SGMIX]���,I�MW�EPWS�E�QIQFIV�SJ�XLI�1SGO�
8VMEP�,SRSV�7SGMIX]��WIVZMRK�XLI�WSGMIX]¸W�I\IG�
YXMZI�FSEVH�EW�8SYVREQIRX�(MVIGXSV�� �4VMSV�XS�
EXXIRHMRK� PE[� WGLSSP��6SFIVX� WTIRX� X[S� ]IEVW�
[SVOMRK�SR�LMW�1EWXIV¸W�HIKVII�MR�+SZIVRQIRX�
ERH� 4SPMXMGW� EX� 7X�� .SLR¸W� 9RMZIVWMX]�� � 6SFIVX�
WSPMHMÁIH�LMW�MRXIVIWX�MR�GVMQMREP�PE[�XLMW�TEWX�
WYQQIV� [LIR� LI� [SVOIH� JSV� XLI� 1EV]PERH�
3JÁGI�SJ�XLI�4YFPMG�(IJIRHIV�� �,I�EPWS�WTIRX�
WSQI�XMQI�[SVOMRK�JSV�E�TVSJIWWSV��[LS�TVEG�
XMGIW�YRHIV� XLI�'VMQMREP� .YWXMGI�%GX�� �6SFIVX�
WIIOW�IZIV]�STTSVXYRMX]� XS�LIPT�VITVIWIRX� MR�
digent criminal defendants in need of quality 
legal representation.

NOTES



+  RESPONSE 

IN 2012, OVER 10,000 PEOPLE 

WERE KILLED NATIONWIDE 

AS A RESULT OF AN 

IMPAIRED DRIVER.
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Fighting Impaired Driving in D.C.:  
A Response to D.C. Disturbia1

&]�1IPMWWE�7LIEV��8VEJÁG�7EJIX]�6IWSYVGI�
4VSWIGYXSV��3JÁGI�SJ�XLI�%XXSVRI]�+IRIVEP�JSV�XLI�

(MWXVMGX�SJ�'SPYQFME 
 
 

This article is a response to D.C. DUI 
(MWXYVFME��8LI� -RXIRHIH� 4SPMG]� ERH� -XW� )\TPSWMZI�
Effects,Ā published by the 'VMQMREP� 0E[�4VEG-
titioner� MR� MXW�*EPP� Āþÿā� MWWYI�� � -X� HMWGYWWIW� XLI�
(MWXVMGX�SJ�'SPYQFME¸W�RI[P]�IREGXIH�MQTEMVIH�
driving laws and accompanying enforcement 
TSPMG]� ERH� GPEVMÁIW� TSMRXW�QEHI� MR�D.C. DUI 
Disturbia� �XLI�µEVXMGPI¶�� �%X� XLI�3JÁGI� SJ� XLI�
%XXSVRI]�+IRIVEP��[I�EVI�TVSYH� XLEX�[I�LEZI�
E�µ^IVS�XSPIVERGI¶�TSPMG]�GSRGIVRMRK�MQTEMVIH�
HVMZMRK�ERH�[I�[MPP�GSRXMRYI�XS�[SVO�[MXL�SYV�
law enforcement partners towards our goal of 
zero deaths and injuries.�ā 

I.   Impaired Driving:  
Consequences & Reality

-QEKMRI�WXERHMRK�SR�XLI�WMHI[EPO��[EMX�
MRK�[MXL�E�JVMIRH�JSV�XLI�XVEJÁG�PMKLX�XS�GLERKI�
before crossing the street.  Out of nowhere, 
ER�79:�NYQTW�XLI�GYVF��WXVMOIW�]SY�ERH�]SYV�
JVMIRH�ERH� XLIR�ÂIIW� XLI� WGIRI�FIJSVI� GVEWL�
MRK�MRXS�X[S�TEVOIH�GEVW���4SPMGI�VIWTSRH�XS�XLI�
WGIRI�XS�MRZIWXMKEXI�XLI�HVMZIV�ERH�)17�EVVMZIW�
XS�XEOI�]SY�ERH�]SYV�JVMIRH�XS�XLI�LSWTMXEP���8LI�
police investigation determines that the driver 
[EW�YRHIV�XLI�MRÂYIRGI�SJ�EPGSLSP�ERH�HVYKW���
The driver’s alcohol concentration level was al�
�� �7KLV�DUWLFOH�LV�VXEPLWWHG�RQ�EHKDOI�RI�WKH�2I¿FH�RI�
the Attorney General for the District of Columbia, Attorney 
General Irvin B. Nathan.  Ms. Shear would like to acknowl-
edge the drafting assistance of Assistant Attorneys General 
Connaught O’Connor; Whitney Stoebner, Dave Rosenthal, M. 
Kimberly Brown, and Deputy Attorney General Andrew Fois.
2  Monika Mastellone, '�&��'LVWXUELD���7KH�,QWHQGHG�
3ROLF\�DQG�,WV�([SORVLYH�(IIHFWV, criMinAl lAW PrActitioner, 
Fall 2013.
�� �7KH�2I¿FH�RI�WKH�$WWRUQH\�*HQHUDO�IRU�WKH�'LVWULFW�RI�
Columbia (“OAG”) prosecutes all impaired driving offenses in 
the District except those that result in death which are pros-
HFXWHG�E\�WKH�8QLWHG�6WDWHV�$WWRUQH\¶V�2I¿FH�IRU�WKH�'LVWULFW�
of Columbia.

QSWX�XLVII�XMQIW�XLI�µTIV�WI¶�MQTEMVQIRX�PIZIP�
and he also had amphetamines in his system.  
At the hospital, doctors determine you and 
]SYV�JVMIRH�EVI�PYGO]�XS�FI�EPMZI�FYX�WYWXEMRIH�
substantial physical injuries, including frac�
tured bones, a concussion, torn ligaments, and 
head lacerations.  Additionally, you both also 
WYJJIV�I\XVIQI�IQSXMSREP�ERH�ÁRERGMEP�MRNYVMIW���
2IIHPIWW�XS�WE]�� XLI�IZIRXW�SJ� XLEX�HE]�JSVIZIV�
change your life.

These are the facts from an actual, re�
GIRX�HVMZMRK�YRHIV�XLI�MRÂYIRGI��µ(9-¶�GEWI�
MR�XLI�(MWXVMGX�ERH�EVI�YRJSVXYREXIP]�WMQMPEV�XS�
other impaired driving cases here and around 
XLI�GSYRXV]���(VMZMRK�[LMPI�MQTEMVIH�F]�EPGSLSP�
ERH�SV�HVYK�W�MW�WIVMSYW�FYWMRIWW���-R�ĀþÿĀ��XLI�
2EXMSREP�,MKL[E]�8VEJÁG�7EJIX]�%HQMRMWXVEXMSR�
�µ2,87%¶� VITSVXIH� XLEX� SZIV� ÿþ�þþþ� TISTPI�
[IVI� OMPPIH� REXMSR[MHI� EW� E� VIWYPX� SJ� ER� MQ�
paired driver.Ă  This statistic amounts to nearly 
SRI�XLMVH�SJ�EPP�XVEJÁG�VIPEXIH�JEXEPMXMIW�ERH�HSIW�
RSX�EGGSYRX�JSV�XLI�RSR�JEXEP�TL]WMGEP�ERH�IQS�
tional injuries and property damage caused 
F]� MQTEMVIH�HVMZIVW�� � -R� XLI�(MWXVMGX��FIX[IIR�
3GXSFIV�ĀþÿĀ�ERH�7ITXIQFIV�Āþÿā��ÿāć�TISTPI�
were injured in crashes involving a driver with 
E�FPSSH�FVIEXL� EPGSLSP� GSRGIRXVEXMSR� �µ&%'¶�
PIZIP�SJ��þĆK�ÿþþ�QP�SJ�FPSSH�Āÿþ�0�SJ�FVIEXL��SV�
higher.ă��3J�XLI�ÿă�XVEJÁG�JEXEPMXMIW�MR�XLI�(MWXVMGX�
during that timeframe, four were the result of a 
HVMZIV�[MXL�E�&%'�SJ��þĆ�SV�LMKLIV�Ą  Even more 
XIPPMRK��VIWIEVGL�MRHMGEXIW�XLEX�ÁVWX�XMQI�SJJIRH�
IVW�HVMZI�MQTEMVIH�EX�PIEWX�Ćþ�XMQIW�FIJSVI�XLI]�
are arrested for an impaired driving offense.ą   
 
 

4  NHTSA’s National Center for Statistics and Analy-
VLV��7UDI¿F�6DIHW\�)DFWV������'DWD���'HF���������DYDLODEOH�DW�
http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/Pubs/811870.pdf.
�� �'LVWULFW�RI�&ROXPELD�+LJKZD\�6DIHW\�2I¿FH��
FY2013 Annual Report (Dec. 31, 2013), available at http://
ddot-hso.com/ddot/hso/documents/Publications/Annual%20
Report/2013/FY2013%20Annual%20Report.pdf.
6  ,G�
7  MADD, Ignition Interlocks Save Lives (Apr. 2014), 
available at http://www.madd.org/laws/law-overview/Draft-
Ignition_Interlocks_for_all_Offenders_Overview.pdf.

http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/Pubs/811870.pdf
http://www.madd.org/laws/law-overview/Draft-Ignition_Interlocks_for_all_Offenders_Overview.pdf
http://www.madd.org/laws/law-overview/Draft-Ignition_Interlocks_for_all_Offenders_Overview.pdf
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II.  Addressing Impaired Driving  
in the District

)EGL�]IEV��ETTVS\MQEXIP]�Ā�þþþ�MQTEMVIH�
HVMZMRK� GEWIW� EVI� TVIWIRXIH� XS� XLI� 3JÁGI� SJ�
XLI� %XXSVRI]� +IRIVEP� �µ3%+¶� JSV� TVSWIGY�
tion.  The volume and seriousness of impaired 
driving offenses demonstrates a public safety 
GSRGIVR�XS�[LMGL�WMKRMÁGERX�IJJSVXW�EVI�VMKLXP]�
HMVIGXIH�� �,MKL�ZMWMFMPMX]�TSPMGI�IRJSVGIQIRX�Ć 
increased impaired driving detection training 
JSV� TSPMGI� SJÁGIVW�� WEXYVEXMSR�TEXVSPW�� WSFVMIX]�
GLIGO�TSMRXW��REXMSREP�MRMXMEXMZIW�PMOI�2,87%¸W�
FM�ERRYEP� µ(VMZI� 7SFIV� SV� +IX� 4YPPIH� 3ZIV¶�
GEQTEMKR�� XLI�;EWLMRKXSR� 6IKMSREP� %PGSLSP�
4VSKVEQ¸W� �µ;6%4¶� 7SFIV6MHIć program, 
ERH�E�ZEWX�(MWXVMGX�[MHI�TYFPMG�XVERWMX�W]WXIQ��
all serve to ensure that citizens and visitors re�

QEMR� WEJI� MR� XLI�(MWXVMGX�� ERH� XS� TVSZMHI� TS�
tential impaired drivers alternative methods of 
transportation home. 

-R�ĀþÿĀ��1E]SV�:MRGIRX�+VE]� WYFQMXXIH�
the µ'SQTVILIRWMZI� -QTEMVIH� (VMZMRK� ERH�
Alcohol Testing Program  Amendment Act of 
ĀþÿĀ¶�XS�XLI�(�'��'SYRGMP�XS�further advance the 
ÁKLX�EKEMRWX�MQTEMVIH�HVMZMRK�MR�XLI�(MWXVMGX�ÿþ  
An Emergency version of the law was enacted 
MR�.YP]�ĀþÿĀ�� �8LI� PIKMWPEXMSR�TVSZMHIH� JSV�ET�
8  'ULYLQJ�6DIHW\��(QIRUFHPHQW�	�-XVWLFH�6HUYLFH, 
nAt’l highWAy trAffic sAfety AdMin,  http://www.nhtsa.gov/
Driving+Safety/Enforcement+&+Justice+Services/HVE.
9  SoberRide provides free cab rides home for would-
be impaired drivers on high risk holidays such as Halloween, 
New Year’s Eve, and St. Patrick’s Day.  Since 1993, Sober-
Ride has provided over 60,000 free cab rides home to potential 
impaired drivers.  Most recently, over the 2014 St. Patrick’s 
Day holiday, SoberRide provided 112 free cab rides. 
10  0D\RU�9LQFHQW�&��*UD\�6LJQV�%LOOV�(QKDQFLQJ�
(QIRUFHPHQW�RI�,PSDLUHG�'ULYLQJ�/DZV, exec. office of the 
MAyor (Jan. 9, 2013), http://mayor.dc.gov/release/mayor-
vincent-c-gray-signs-bills-enhancing-enforcement-impaired-
driving-laws.

TVSTVMEXI�LMKLIV�QE\MQYQ�TIREPXMIW� JSV�ÁVWX�
time impaired drivers,ÿÿ additional mandatory 
minimum sentences, and more severe manda�
tory minimum sentences for repeat offenders,ÿĀ 
HVMZIVW�[MXL�LMKL�EPGSLSP�GSRGIRXVEXMSR�PIZIPW�ÿā 
HVMZIVW�MQTEMVIH�F]�WTIGMÁG�HVYKW�ÿĂ cab drivers, 
and impaired drivers who operate their vehi�
cles with children in the car.ÿă  

With the tools available to law enforce�
ment to detect impaired drivers and remove 
XLIQ�JVSQ�XLI�(MWXVMGX¸W�VSEHW��GSQQYRMX]�VI�
sources available to provide alternative modes 
of transportation, and tighter laws to deter po�
XIRXMEP�SJJIRHIVW�ERH�TYRMWL�SJJIRHIVW��[SYPH�
be impaired drivers should be on notice that 
MJ� XLI]� VMWO�HVMZMRK�YRHIV� XLI� MRÂYIRGI�SJ� EP�
cohol or drugs, they will be detected, arrested 

and prosecuted.  On the other hand, despite 
the article’s claim, unimpaired and sober driv�
ers have nothing to fear.

11  6HH D.C. Code § 50-2206.13 (2013).
12  ,G�
13  ,G�
14  6HH D.C. Code § 50-2206.13 (4) (2013) (mandat-
ing a 15-day mandatory-minimum term of incarceration if 
the person’s blood or urine contains a Schedule I chemical or 
controlled substance as listed in �����������, Phencyclidine, 
Cocaine, Methadone, Morphine, or one of its active metabo-
OLWHV�RU�DQDORJV����7KH�2I¿FH�RI�WKH�&KLHI�0HGLFDO�([DPLQHU�
UHSRUWHG����WUDI¿F�UHODWHG�GHDWKV�LW�LQYHVWLJDWHG�LQ�FDOHQGDU�
year 2011; toxicology analysis was conducted in 44 cases.  Of 
those 44 cases, 26 cases (59%), were positive for drugs.  6HH�
*RYHUQPHQW�RI�WKH�'LVWULFW�RI�&ROXPELD��2I¿FH�RI�WKH�&KLHI�
Medical Examiner Annual Report (2011). http://ocme.dc.gov/
VLWHV�GHIDXOW�¿OHV�GF�VLWHV�RFPH�SXEOLFDWLRQ�DWWDFKPHQWV�$Q-
nual%20Report%202011%20AR_0.pdf.
15  6HH D.C. Code § 50-2206.18 (2013).  Motor vehicle 
crashes are the number one cause of death for children ages 
3-14 in the United States. http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/
Pubs/811767.pdf.  In 2011, 226 children were killed in im-
paired driving crashes.  Of those 226 child deaths, 122 (54%) 
were riding with the impaired driver. 6WDWLVWLFV, MAdd, http://
www.madd.org/statistics/.

IMPAIRED DRIVERS SHOULD BE ON NOTICE THAT IF THEY DRIVE UNDER 

THE INFLUENCE, THEY WILL BE DETECTED, ARRESTED AND PROSECUTED; 

HOWEVER, UNIMPAIRED AND SOBER DRIVERS HAVE NOTHING TO FEAR.

http://www.nhtsa.gov/Driving+Safety/Enforcement+&+Justice+Services/HVE
http://www.nhtsa.gov/Driving+Safety/Enforcement+&+Justice+Services/HVE
http://mayor.dc.gov/release/mayor-vincent-c-gray-signs-bills-enhancing-enforcement-impaired-driving-laws
http://mayor.dc.gov/release/mayor-vincent-c-gray-signs-bills-enhancing-enforcement-impaired-driving-laws
http://mayor.dc.gov/release/mayor-vincent-c-gray-signs-bills-enhancing-enforcement-impaired-driving-laws
http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/Pubs/811767.pdf
http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/Pubs/811767.pdf
http://www.madd.org/statistics/
http://www.madd.org/statistics/
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-R�XLI�(MWXVMGX��E�(9-�GLEVKI�GER�FI�TVSZ�
en in either of two related but alternative ways.ÿĄ  
8LI�(MWXVMGX�QYWX�TVSZI�XLEX�XLI�MRHMZMHYEP�ST�
IVEXIH�E�QSXSV�ZILMGPI�IMXLIV�[LMPI�µMRXS\MGEX�
IH¶�or�[LMPI�µYRHIV�XLI�MRÂYIRGI¶�SJ�EPGSLSP��
any drug or any combination thereof.ÿą   A per�
WSR� MW� MRXS\MGEXIH�YRHIV� XLI� PE[� MJ�LMW�FPSSH��
breath, or urine alcohol concentration levels 
EVI�EX�SV�EFSZI�E�µTIV�WI¶�EQSYRX��� �þĆK�Āÿþ0�
SJ�FVIEXL�SV� ÿþþ�QP�SJ�FPSSH�SV� �ÿþK�ÿþþQP�SJ�
urine.ÿĆ� � 2SXI�
that it is a “per 
WI¶� PIZIP�RSX� E�
µPIKEP� PMQMX�¶��
Persons who 
have blood, 
breath, or 
urine alcohol 
concentration 
levels below 
the per se lev�
el may still be 
guilty of “driv�
ing under the 
MRÂYIRGI�¶��

 
 Alternatively, to be guilty of driving un�
HIV�XLI�MRÂYIRGI��XLI�KSZIVRQIRX�QYWX�TVSZI�
that the driver’s ability to operate the vehicle 
was impaired to a degree that can be perceived 
or noticed.ÿć  A blood, breath, or urine alcohol 
concentration level may be available as an ad�
HMXMSREP� TMIGI� SJ� IZMHIRGI� JSV� XLI� JEGX� ÁRHIV�
to consider, but is not required to prove that a 
TIVWSR�[EW�MQTEMVIH�F]�EPGSLSP�ERH�SV�HVYK�W���
1SVISZIV�� E� WMKRMÁGERX� RYQFIV� SJ� HVMZIVW� VI�
fuse to submit to chemical testing, or agree to 
submit to testing, but the alcohol concentration 
level is below the per se level.   It is important 
16  6HH D.C. Code § 50-2206.11 (2013).
17  ,G�
18  The per se level is .04g/210L of breath for drivers of 
commercial vehicles.
19  6HH D.C. Code § 50-2206.01(8) (2013); VHH�DOVR 
Criminal Jury Instructions for the District of Columbia, 
Instruction 6.400 DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
(2013); Taylor�v. District of Columbia, 49 A.3d 1259 (D.C. 
Cir. 2012) (citing�Poulnot v. District of Columbia, 608 A.2d 
134 (D.C. Cir. 1992)).

to realize, therefore, that people who operate a 
vehicle below the per se level may still be driv�
ing while impaired by alcohol or by a combina�
tion of alcohol and one or more drugs. There is 
RS�µPIKEP�PMQMX¶�FIPS[�[LMGL�MX�MW�EP[E]W�PIKEP�XS�
HVMZI��XIWXMRK�FIPS[�XLI�TIV�WI�PIZIP�JSV�MRXS\M�
cation does not prove the driver had no impair�
ment from the effects of alcohol or drugs.  It is 
illegal to drive after consuming any amount of 
EPGSLSP�SV�HVYKW� XLEX� MW� WYJÁGMIRX� JSV�ERSXLIV�

person to be 
able to per�
ceive or notice 
the effects.  
14(�ERH�SXL�
er agencies 
enforce that 
PE[� ERH� 3%+�
prosecutes it.  
This is as it 
should be.

 
 
When deter�
mining if there 
is enough evi�

dence for probable cause for an arrest the po�
lice focus on the totality of the circumstances.  
4SPMGI�SJÁGIVW�SV�PE]�TIVWSRW�VIP]�SR�SFWIVZE�
tions to determine if a person is under the in�
ÂYIRGI���)ZMHIRGI�SJ�E�HVMZIV¸W�MQTEMVQIRX�GER�
be established in a variety of ways, including, 
but not limited to Standardized Field Sobriety 
8IWXW��µ7*78W¶�Āþ  SFSTs, however, are not the 
SRP]� IZMHIRGI� YTSR�[LMGL� SJÁGIVW� VIP]�[LIR�
determining whether a driver is under the in�
ÂYIRGI�SJ�EPGSLSP�SV�HVYKW���

� 3JÁGIVW� SJXIR� VIP]� SR� ER]� RYQFIV� SJ�
driving behaviors in forming reasonable, artic�
YPEFPI�WYWTMGMSR�XS�GSRHYGX�E�XVEJÁG�WXST���*SV�
I\EQTPI��[IEZMRK�[MXLMR�XLI�XVEZIP�PERI�QMKLX�
indicate that an impaired driver is on the road.  
Failing to utilize headlights when driving at 

20  6HH�NHTSA DWI Detection and Standardized Field 
Sobriety Testing (2006) available at http://www.tdcaa.com/
VLWHV�GHIDXOW�¿OHV�SDJH�1+76$���6)67���6WXGHQW���
Manual%20200608.pdf. [hereinafter NHTSA Manual].
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night or driving on the wrong side of the road 
QMKLX�EPWS�FI�MRHMGEXSVW���3RGI�XLI�SJÁGIV�EPIVXW�
the driver to pull over, additional indicators of 
impairment might be displayed during the stop.  
*SV�I\EQTPI��E�WYWTIGXIH�MQTEMVIH�HVMZIV�QMKLX�
not pull over right away, might have a slow re�
WTSRWI�XS�XLI�SJÁGIV¸W�WMKREP��QMKLX�WXST�WYH�
HIRP]��SV�QE]�IZIR�WXVMOI�XLI�GYVF���3J�GSYVWI��
poor driving in and of itself will not lead to a 
(9-�EVVIWX�SV�GLEVKI��

3RGI�XLI�XVEJÁG�WXST�LEW�SGGYVVIH��LS[�
IZIV��XLI�SJÁGIV�QE]�QEOI�EHHMXMSREP�SFWIVZE�
tions that provide indications of impairment.  
3JÁGIVW� QE]� WII� E� HVMZIV¸W� FPSSHWLSX� I]IW��
open containers of alcohol inside the vehicle, 
or fumbling to locate the vehicle and driver 
MHIRXMÁGEXMSR� QEXIVMEPW�� � 3JÁGIVW� QE]� EPWS�
hear a driver’s slurred speech or admissions 
XS� HVMROMRK� EPGSLSPMG� FIZIVEKIW� SV� MRKIWXMRK�
HVYKW���*YVXLIVQSVI��SJÁGIVW�QE]�WQIPP�SHSVW�
of alcoholic beverage coming from the driver’s 
breath or odors of drugs, such as marijuana or 
TLIRG]GPMHMRI� �µ4'4¶�� �8LI� SJÁGIV� QE]� EPWS�
EWO� XLI� HVMZIV� XS� GSQTPIXI� HMZMHIH� EXXIRXMSR�
XEWOW��WYGL�EW�WMQYPXERISYWP]�EWOMRK�E�HVMZIV�XS�
TVSZMHI�LMW� PMGIRWI� ERH� VIKMWXVEXMSR�SV� EWOMRK�
questions about the date and time or where the 
HVMZIV�MW�GSQMRK�JVSQ�SV�LIEHIH�XS���1SVISZIV��
HVMZIVW�YRHIV�XLI�MRÂYIRGI�SJ�GIVXEMR�X]TIW�SJ�
HVYKW��PMOI�4'4��QE]�I\LMFMX�HMWXMRGXMZI�FILEZ�
iors.  The observations of impairment, com�
FMRIH�[MXL�PEGO�SJ�QIHMGEP�MQTEMVQIRX�MRHMGE�
XSVW��QE]�PIEH�ER�SJÁGIV�XS�WYWTIGX�E�HVMZIV�MW�
YRHIV�XLI�MRÂYIRGI�SJ�EPGSLSP�ERH�SV�HVYKW���

3JÁGIVW� QE]� EPWS� EWO� HVMZIVW� XS� TIV�
form SFSTs.  The SFSTs administered na�
XMSR[MHI� F]� XVEMRIH� PE[� IRJSVGIQIRX� SJÁGIVW�
are comprised of a series of tests, including an 
I]I� I\EQMREXMSR�� XLI�,SVM^SRXEP�+E^I�2]WXEK�
QYW� �µ,+2¶� XIWX� ERH� X[S� HMZMHIH� EXXIRXMSR�
XIWXW��XLI�;EPO�ERH�8YVR��µ;%8¶�ERH�3RI�0IK�
7XERH� �µ307¶� XIWXW� XLEX�� [LIR� EHQMRMWXIVIH�
and evaluated in a standardized manner, allow 
trained law enforcement to observe validated 
indicators of a subject’s impairment.  

,+2�VIJIVW�XS�XLI�MRZSPYRXEV]�NIVOMRK�EW�

the eyes gaze from side to side.  Alcohol and 
GIVXEMR�X]TIW�SJ�HVYKW�GEYWI�,+2���)EGL�I]I�MW�
tested in three different ways, each displaying 
R]WXEKQYW�SV�RSX��JSV�E�XSXEP�SJ�WM\�GPYIW���;LIR�
EHQMRMWXIVIH�GSVVIGXP]�� XLI� XIWX� WLS[IH�E�ąą	�
accuracy for detecting a subject’s BAC level 
EX�E��ÿþ�SV�LMKLIV�Āÿ  The two divided attention 
tests, the WAT and OLS, are also administered 
XS�XIWX�E�HVMZIV¸W�TW]GLSQSXSV�WOMPPWĀĀ  because 
the ability to divide one’s attention is essential 
[LIR�STIVEXMRK�E�QSXSV�ZILMGPI�WEJIP]���(VMZIVW�
must simultaneously control steering, accelera�
XMSR�ERH�FVEOMRK�[LMPI�VIEGXMRK�XS�XLI�GLERKI�
in roadway conditions and manipulating the 
various controls inside the vehicle and possi�
bly communicating with passengers and pro�
cessing other distractions.  Alcohol and certain 
drugs can impair a driver’s ability to perform 
HMZMHIH� EXXIRXMSR� XEWOW�� ;LIR� EHQMRMWXIVIH�
correctly, the WAT and OLS tests showed a 
ĄĆ	�ERH�Ąă	�EGGYVEG]�VIWTIGXMZIP]�JSV�HIXIGX�
MRK�E�WYFNIGX¸W�&%'�PIZIP�EX�E��ÿþ�SV�LMKLIV�Āā   

It is possible to administer a roadside 
breath test as suggested in D.C. DUI Disturbia.  
-R�XLI�(MWXVMGX��LS[IZIV��WYGL�XIWXW�EVI�RSX�EH�
missible at trial because of their limited reli�

21  6HH�NHTSA Manual, Session VIII, (FLWLQJ�Colorado 
Department of Transportation, $�&RORUDGR�9DOLGDWLRQ�6WXG\�
RI�WKH�6WDQGDUGL]HG�)LHOG�6REULHW\�7HVW��6)67��%DWWHU\, nAt’l 
highWAy trAffic sAfety AdMin�(Nov. 1995), available at 
http://www.drugdetection.net/NHTSA%20docs/Burns%20
Colorado%20Study.pdf); $�)ORULGD�9DOLGDWLRQ�6WXG\�RI�WKH�
6WDQGDUGL]HG�)LHOG�6REULHW\�7HVW��6�)�6�7���%DWWHU\, nAt’l 
highWAy trAffic sAfety AdMin�(1997), available at http://
www.duianswer.com/library/1997_Florida_Validation_Study_
of_SFST___Burns___Dioquino.pdf; Jack Stuster & Marcel-
line Burns, 9DOLGDWLRQ�RI�WKH�6WDQGDUGL]HG�)LHOG�6REULHW\�7HVW�
%DWWHU\�DW�%$&V�%HORZ�����3HUFHQW, nAt’l highWAy trAffic 
sAfety AdMin�(Aug. 1998), http://www.drugdetection.net/
NHTSA%20docs/Burns%20Validation%20of%20SFST%20
at%20BAC%20below%200.10%20percent%20San%20Diego.
pdf.
22  When administering the WAT test, the driver may 
exhibit one of more of the following: inability to  maintain 
balance while listening to instructions, starting the test too 
soon, stopping walking, inability to touch heel to toe, stepping 
off the line, using arms for balance, executing improper turns 
or taking the incorrect number of steps.  When administering 
WKH�2/6�WHVW��RI¿FHUV�PD\�REVHUYH�WKDW�WKH�GULYHU��VZD\V�ZKLOH�
balancing, uses his arms to balance, hops, or puts a foot down.
23   6HH�NHSTA Manual, Session VIII.
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ability and are thus not routinely used.ĀĂ  The 
breath test regulations referenced in the article 
pertain to evidentiary breath tests adminis�
tered at the police station after drivers are ar�
rested and informed of their rights.  The care�
JYPP]� GIVXMÁIH� MRWXVYQIRXW� VIUYMVIH� JSV� XLIWI�
tests should not be carried in squad cars and 
EHQMRMWXIVIH�F]�TEXVSP�SJÁGIVW�EX�XLI�WGIRI���

Based on all of the observations of im�
TEMVQIRX��ER�SJÁGIV�QYWX�QEOI�E�HIXIVQMREXMSR�
MJ�TVSFEFPI�GEYWI�I\MWXW�XS�EVVIWX�XLI�HVMZIV�JSV�
(9-���-J�XLI�HVMZIV�MW�TPEGIH�YRHIV�EVVIWX�JSV�ER�
impaired driving offense, he is typically trans�
ported to a police station for chemical testing to 

determine an alcohol concentration level.  The 
HVMZIV�MW�MRJSVQIH�SJ�LMW�VMKLXW�YRHIV�XLI�(�'��
Implied Consent Act and, if he afterwards con�
sents, submits to testing by providing a sample 
of his blood, breath, or urine.Āă  

As discussed above, prosecutions for 
(9-� GER� TVSGIIH� SR� X[S� HMJJIVIRX� FEWIW�� � E�
µTIV� WI¶� ZMSPEXMSR� ERH�SV� HIQSRWXVEXMSR� SJ�
impairment.ĀĄ� �*SV�E�µTIV� WI¶�GEWI�� ER�EPGSLSP�
concentration level at or above the per se level 
EPSRI� MW� WYJÁGMIRX� XS�TVSZI�(9-�� �*SV� MQTEMV�
ment cases, the government must show that 
XLI�TIVWSR�[EW�YRHIV�XLI�MRÂYIRGI�SJ�EPGSLSP�
ERH�SV�HVYK�W�XS�E�HIKVII�EFPI�XS�FI�TIVGIMZIH�
or noticed.  An alcohol concentration level, 
however, is not necessarily indicative of one’s 
degree of impairment when proceeding on an 
24  6HH D.C. Code §50-2201(b-1) (1) et. seq.  Although 
the United States Park Police (“USPP”) utilizes RBTs, neither 
the Metropolitan Police Department (“MPD”) nor the United 
States Capitol Police (“USCP”) currently use them.  
25  6HH D.C. Code §§ 50-2206.52 and 50-1904.02 
(2013).
26  6HH�D.C. Code § 50-2206.01 (2013).

impairment theory.  Impairment is affected by 
the individualized physical characteristics of 
the driver.  Accordingly, some individuals with 
alcohol concentration levels well above the per 
se level may have high alcohol tolerance and, 
therefore, still not display observable evidence 
of impairment.  Others with alcohol levels well 
below that amount are nevertheless unable to 
safely operate a motor vehicle.  

In low or zero alcohol concentration 
PIZIP�GEWIW��E�VIFYXXEFPI�TVIWYQTXMSR�I\MWXW�XS�
establish that the defendant was not under the 
MRÂYIRGI�SJ�EPGSLSP�Āą It then becomes the gov�
ernment’s job to overcome that presumption 

with other evidence of impairment. According 
XS� XLI� 2EXMSREP� 8VERWTSVXEXMSR� 7EJIX]� &SEVH��
QSWX�HVMZIVW�I\TIVMIRGI�E�HIGPMRI�MR�FSXL�GSK�
RMXMZI�ERH�ZMWYEP�JYRGXMSRW�F]��þă�&%'�ĀĆ�WMKRMÁ�
GERXP]� MRGVIEWMRK� XLI�VMWO�SJ�E�WIVMSYW�GVEWL�Āć  
6IGIRX�IZMHIRGI�JSYRH��JSV�I\EQTPI��XLEX�IZIR�
SRI�EPGSLSPMG�HVMRO�[EW�IRSYKL�XS�MQTEMV�XLI�
HVMZMRK�WOMPPW�SJ�SPHIV�HVMZIVW�EKIH�ăă�XS�ąþ�āþ 

1SVISZIV��ER�EPGSLSP�GSRGIRXVEXMSR�PIZIP�
QE]�RSX�EP[E]W�HMVIGXP]�VIÂIGX�E�HVMZIV¸W�MQTEMV�
ment level if a driver may also have consumed 
HVYKW���8LI�PE[�MR�XLI�(MWXVMGX�FVSEHP]�HIÁRIW�
HVYKW� XS� MRGPYHI� HVYKW� PMOI� 4'4� ERH� SXLIV�
commonly considered illicit substances, as well 
EW�TVIWGVMTXMSR� ERH�RSR�TVIWGVMTXMSR�QIHMGE�

27  6HH D.C. Code § 50-2206.51 (2013).
28  .05g/210L breath and/or .05g/100ml of blood.
29  Nat’l Transp. Safety Bd, 176%�8QYHLOV�,QWHUYHQWLRQV�
WR�5HDFK�=HUR�$OFRKRO�,PSDLUHG�&UDVKHV�(May 2014), http://
www.ntsb.gov/news/2013/130514.html.
30  Mary B. Marcus, 2OGHU�'ULYHUV�0D\�EH�,PSDLUHG�
$IWHU�-XVW�2QH�'ULQN, cBs neWs (Mar. 21, 2014), http://www.
cbsnews.com/news/older-drivers-may-be-impaired-after-just-
one-drink/.

IT IS ILLEGAL TO DRIVE AFTER CONSUMING ANY AMOUNT OF  

ALCOHOL OR DRUGS THAT IS SUFFICIENT FOR ANOTHER PERSON  

TO NOTICE THE EFFECTS; THERE IS NO “LEGAL LIMIT” BELOW WHICH 

IT IS ALWAYS LEGAL TO DRIVE.  THIS IS AS IT SHOULD BE.

http://www.ntsb.gov/news/2013/130514.html
http://www.ntsb.gov/news/2013/130514.html
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/older-drivers-may-be-impaired-after-just-one-drink/
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/older-drivers-may-be-impaired-after-just-one-drink/
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/older-drivers-may-be-impaired-after-just-one-drink/
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tions, and the impairing chemical substances 
found in inhalants.āÿ  The rebuttable presump�
XMSR� SJ� PEGO� SJ� MQTEMVQIRX� HSIW� RSX� ETTP]� MJ�
there is evidence of drug use.āĀ  It is not uncom�
QSR��JSV�I\EQTPI��JSV�E�TIVWSR�XS�HVMZI�EJXIV�IM�
XLIV�WQSOMRK�QEVMNYERE�SV�XEOMRK�TVIWGVMTXMSR�
SV�SZIV�XLI�GSYRXIV�QIHMGEXMSR� MR�EHHMXMSR�XS�
LEZMRK�E�HVMRO�SV�X[S���;LMPI�XLI�TIVWSR¸W�EP�
cohol concentration level may be low, they are 
clearly impaired and should not be driving in 
XLI�(MWXVMGX�

In response, the article shows little faith 
MR�XLI�GLIGOW�ERH�FEPERGIW�TVIWIRX�MR�EPP�TLEW�
es of a criminal case, from arrest to conviction, 
which prevent overzealous enforcement or 
prosecution.  An arrest for an impaired driving 
SJJIRWI�MR�XLI�(MWXVMGX�QYWX�FI�FEWIH�SR�TVSF�
able cause and a prosecution must not proceed 
YRPIWW�XLI�TVSWIGYXSV�ORS[W�XLEX�XLI�GLEVKI�MW�
WYJÁGMIRXP]�WYTTSVXIH�F]�XLI�IZMHIRGI�XS�IWXEF�
lish a TVMQE�JEGMI�showing of guilt.  A prosecu�
tor’s ethical duties require as much.āā  In addi�
tion, of course, a defendant must plead guilty, 
SV�E�RIYXVEP�NYHMGMEP�SJÁGIV�SV�NYV]�QYWX�ÁRH�XLI�
defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, 
in order for a conviction to result.  Therefore, 
XLI�EVXMGPI¸W�GPEMQ�XLEX� XLI�µ(�'��GVMQMREP� NYW�
tice system has allowed for arrests, charges, 
and even convictions of drivers who were ei�
ther driving within the legal limit, or who were 
RSX�YRHIV�ER]�MRÂYIRGI�SJ�EPGSLSP��SV�HVYKW�EX�
EPP¶āĂ could not be further from the truth.

The lives and safety of sober drivers, 
passengers and others are vulnerable to the 
QIREGI�SJ�MQTEMVIH�HVMZIVW���(MWXVMGX�WXVIIXW�EVI�
WEJIV�FIGEYWI�TSPMGI�SJÁGIVW� EGXMZIP]� WIIO�SYX�
these drivers and remove them from behind the 
[LIIP�EW�[IPP�EW�TVSWIGYXSVW�[LS�ÁKLX�JSV�NYW�
XMGI�IZIV]�HE]�MR�XLIWI�GEWIW���(YI�XS�XLI�HERKIV�
XLI]�TSWI��ER]SRI�HVMZMRK�[LMPI�MQTEMVIH�VMWOW�
arrest, prosecution, and a criminal conviction.  

31  6HH D.C. Code § 50-2206.01 (6) (2013).
32  6HH D. C. Code § 50-2206.51 (2013).
33  6HH D.C. Rules of Prof’l Conduct R 3.8(b) Special 
Responsibilities of a Prosecutor.
34  Mastellone, VXSUD�n. 2, at 71.
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Eight million American children 
live with at least one parent who is de�
TIRHIRX�SV�EFYWIW�EPGSLSP�ERH�Ā�ÿ�QMP�
lion children live with at least one par�
ent who is dependent or abuses illicit 
drugs.1� � +MZIR� XLIWI� WXEXMWXMGW�� QER]�
states began implementing Family 
8VIEXQIRX�(VYK�'SYVXW��*8('�XS�JS�
cus on parents whose children have 
been placed in the custody of Child 
Protective Services due to substance 
EFYWI���1SWX�TVSKVEQW�EVI�ZSPYRXEV]��
meaning that the parent must agree 
to participate. All dependency cases 
are civil, rather than criminal mat�
ters.  This distinction is critical to 
understand.  The generic phrase 
µHVYK�GSYVXW¶�MW�WSQIXMQIW�QMW�
understood because the term 
applies to several types of drug 
courts (i.e. criminal adult; juve�
RMPI�� GS�SGGYVVMRK�� ERH� QIR�
XEP�LIEPXL�GSYVXW�� �8LSYKL�EPP�
courts focus on drug and alco�
hol abuse, they have distinct 
remedies and goals. To date, all 
states have implemented such 
programs in their respective 
WXEXI�GSYVXW���%W�IEVP]�EW�ĀþþĄ��JSV�
I\EQTPI��XLIVI�[IVI�ÿćÿ�JEQMP]�HVYK�
GSYVXW�MR�STIVEXMSR�MR�EPP�ÁJX]�WXEXIW���
7MRGI� XLIR�� ETTVS\MQEXIP]� IMKLX]�
more courts have been established in 
other states and counties throughout 
the United States. 

This editorial provides a 
brief overview of the imple�
mentation and success of 
*EQMP]� 8VIEXQIRX� (VYK�
'SYVXW� MR�1EMRI�� � 7TI�
GMÁGEPP]�� MX�[MPP� JSGYW�SR�
XLI�TVSGIHYVIW�SJ�XLI�*EQMP]�8VIEXQIRX�(VYK�'SYVX�MR�0I[�
MWXSR��1EMRI�³�SRI�SJ�XLI�ÁVWX�HVYK�GSYVXW�MR�XLI�WXEXI��

1   office of APPlied studies, suBstAnce ABuse And MentAl heAlth 
services AdMinistrAtion, 7KH�16'8+�5HSRUW��&KLOGUHQ�/LYLQJ�ZLWK�6XEVWDQFH�
'HSHQGHQW�RU�6XEVWDQFH�$EXVLQJ�3DUHQWV�������WR����� (2009), DYDLODEOH�DW�
http://www.samhsa.gov/data/2k9/SAparents/SAparents.htm.
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8LI� *EQMP]� 8VIEXQIRX� (VYK� 'SYVX� MR�
0I[MWXSR��1EMRI�WIVZIW�E�TSTYPEXMSR�SJ�ETTVS\�
MQEXIP]�ÿÿþ�þþþ�PSGEP�VIWMHIRXW���(IQSKVETLMGW�
of the participants are mostly young, single 
mothers who have been addicted for a long pe�
VMSH�SJ�XMQI����8LI�SFNIGXMZI�SJ�0I[MWXSR¸W�*8('�
MW�XS�IJJIGXMZIP]�EXXEGO�TEVIRXEP�WYFWXERGI�EFYWI�
issues in order to reunify children with their 
parents in the shortest time period possible.  
This is achieved by establishing a treatment 
TPER�XLEX�GER�FI�QSRMXSVIH�[IIOP]�[MXL�EHHM�
XMSREP�MR�GSYVX�KVSYT�WIWWMSRW�X[MGI�TIV�QSRXL���
The treatment plan is created and administered 
by the drug court team, 
which is comprised 
of professional addic�
tion counselors and a 
full time case manager.  
8LI� 0I[MWXSR� *8('�
team consists of the 
JSPPS[MRK� MRHMZMHYEPW��
a drug counselor from 
the local mental health 
EKIRG]��E�(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�,YQER�7IVZMGIW�GEWI�
[SVOIV��XLI�GEWI�QEREKIV��XLI�TVIWMHMRK�NYHKI��
a parent attorney; and a representative of the lo�
cal hospital behavioral medicine department.2 

I.  Summary of Lewiston’s FTDC Procedures

%PP�GSYVX�ÁPIH�GEWIW�MRZSPZMRK�GLMPH�HI�
pendency are screened for substance abuse by 
XLI�NYHKI��GLMPH�TVSXIGXMZI�GEWI[SVOIV��ERH�XLI�
GSYVX�GPIVO���-J�XLIVI�EVI�EPPIKEXMSRW�SJ�WYFWXERGI�
abuse, the parent is referred by court order to a 
HVYK�GSYVX�MRJSVQEXMSR�WIWWMSR�[MXL�XLI�*8('�
case manager.  The court cannot mandate par�
ticipation in the program.  Should the parent 
volunteer to participate, he or she signs an 
agreement, in court and on the record, to vol�
YRXEVMP]�TEVXMGMTEXI�MR�XLI�*8('���%HHMXMSREPP]��
the parent must sign all relevant releases of 
treatment information that can be obtained by 
the drug court team.  

 
2   The hospital administers a detox and intensive out-
patient program for the members of the FTDC and others in 
the community.

 Upon entry into the program, the parent 
is immediately assessed and evaluated by a pro�
fessional addiction licensed specialist.  Subse�
quently, the team reviews the assessment and 
decides whether to accept the parent.  A parent 
QE]�FI�I\GPYHIH�HYI�XS�GPMRMGEP�SV�PIKEP�GVMXIVME��
such as serious chronic mental health diagno�
ses or serious criminal convictions.  If accepted, 
the case manager develops a treatment plan for 
the parent. Plans vary according to the degree 
of addiction and the choice of substances.  Cur�
rently, the program accepts those parents who 
EVI�FIMRK�XVIEXIH�[MXL�FYTVIRSVTLMRI��7YFS\�

SRI� SV� 7YFYXI\�� 8LMW��
however, is a controver�
WMEP�TSPMG]���7SQI�*8('�
programs do not accept 
parents who have been 
prescribed these drugs 
and feel that the goal is 
complete sobriety.  Fur�
XLIVQSVI�� 1EMRI� LEW�
legalized use of mari�

juana for medical treatment purposes.  Even 
XLSYKL�E�TEVIRX�LEW�E�QIHMGEP�GIVXMÁGEXI��XLEX�
parent must abstain from use if he or she wish�
IW�XS�TEVXMGMTEXI�MR�XLI�*8('�TVSKVEQ���

There are three phases or steps to reach 
graduation, with graduation being the ultimate 
KSEP� SJ� EPP� *8('� GPMIRXW�� 8LI� TVSKVEQ� PEWXW�
anywhere from twelve to eighteen months and 
IEGL� TLEWI� PEWXW� EVSYRH� XLVII� XS� WM\�QSRXLW���
0I[MWXSR¸W�*8('�TVSZMHIW�E�YRMUYI�STTSVXY�
RMX]�JSV�GPMIRXW�XS�TEVXMGMTEXI�MR�µ[VET�EVSYRH¶�
services recommended by the team.  In addi�
XMSR�XS� XVIEXQIRX�� XLI� XIEQ�EXXIQTXW� XS�EXXEGO�
collateral issues that arise in individual cases.  
'SQQSR� GSPPEXIVEP� MWWYIW� MRGPYHI�� LSYWMRK��
education, parenting education, mental illness, 
employment, and dental health (cocaine ad�
HMGXMSR�WMHI�IJJIGXW��EQSRK�SXLIVW���'S�HITIR�
dency raises its ugly head on a consistent ba�
sis. Certain parents are or have been subjected 
XS�XLI�µGMVGPI�SJ�HSQIWXMG�ZMSPIRGI¶�ERH�LEZI�E�
HMJÁGYPX�XMQI�XS�GYXXMRK�SJJ�YRLIEPXL]�VIPEXMSR�
WLMTW�� �8LMW� LEW� FIIR� E� HMJÁGYPX� TVSFPIQ� JSV�
many clients in the program. 

EIGHT MILLION AMERICAN 

CHILDREN LIVE WITH AT LEAST 

ONE PARENT WHO IS DEPENDENT 

OR ABUSES ALCOHOL
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The ultimate goal of parents in the pro�
gram is to successfully complete all require�
QIRXW�SJ�XLI�TVSKVEQ�ERH�SJÁGMEPP]�µKVEHYEXI�¶��
Some requirements include, but are not lim�
MXIH�XS��WM\�GSRWIGYXMZI�QSRXLW�SJ�RIKEXMZI�XIWX�
MRK��ER�SFXEMRIH�+)(�SV�LMKL�WGLSSP�HMTPSQE�
or another education program approved by the 
team, housing, employment, and appropriate 
child care. The fact of gradu�
ation is admissible in any fu�
ture dependency proceeding 
pertaining to the parent. Con�
versely, any dismissal is also 
admissible as evidence in the 
parents’ dependency case. 

-R� Āþþą�� 0I[MWXSR¸W�
*8('�[EW� XLI�QSWX� TVSHYG�
XMZI� SJ� 1EMRI¸W� *8('� TVS�
grams, processing more than 
WM\X]� TIVGIRX� SJ� VIJIVVEPW�� MR�
addition to having the high�
est retention and completion 
rate in the state based on the 
results of those evaluations. 3  
-R�XIVQW�SJ�GEWI�XS�GSYVX�GPS�
WYVI��0I[MWXSR¸W�*8('�GPMIRXW�
had their cases closed in less 
time than clients who did not 
TEVXMGMTEXI� MR� XLI� *8('�� � 1SWX� MQTSVXERXP]��
however, this meant that children spent sig�
RMÁGERXP]�PIWW�XMQI�MR�JSWXIV�GEVI��ERH�E�TIVQE�
nency plan was established faster for families 
[LS� TEVXMGMTEXIH� MR� XLI� *8('�� � 'PMIRXW� [LS�
KVEHYEXIH�JVSQ�XLI�TVSKVEQ�[IVI�QSVI�PMOIP]�
to regain custody of their children.  

(IWTMXI� XLI� WYGGIWW� SJ� XLI� 0I[MWXSR�
*EQMP]�8VIEXQIRX� (VYK� 'SYVX�� SRP]� ÿĆ�Ć	� SJ�
3  Hornby Zeller Associates, Inc. and students of Bates 
College have evaluated the Lewiston Family Treatment Drug 
Court. Past evaluations have primarily focused on what en-
ables clients to succeed in the program and what has resulted 
in program dismissal. In 2007, Hornby Zeller Associates, 
Inc. evaluated the FTDC program and compared the pro-
gram in Lewiston to similar Maine drug courts, while Ryan, 
Kern, Flatlow, and Naranja (2013) analyzed the Lewiston 
FTDC 2007-2012 raw data and came to conclusions about the 
program’s effectiveness. Both evaluations concluded that the 
Lewiston FTDC was a successful program overall. 

clients have graduated the program, and most 
SJ� XLI� HMWQMWWEPW� SGGYVVIH� MR� XLI� ÁVWX� TLEWI�
SJ� XLI�TVSKVEQ��āă�ą	��[LMPI�ĀĄ�Ā	�SJ�GPMIRXW�
[IVI�HMWQMWWIH�MR�4LEWI�Ā��ERH�ÿĂ�ā	�SJ�GPMIRXW�
[IVI�HMWQMWWIH�MR�4LEWI�ā�

II.  Key Components of Lewiston’s FTDC

A.  Providing Support to 
Pregnant Mothers

Since the inception of 
XLI�0I[MWXSR¸W�*8('�MR�Āþþă��
participants who are preg�
RERX�LEZI�FIRIÁXIH�JVSQ�XLI�
*8('�F]�KMZMRK�FMVXL�XS�HVYK�
free babies while still in the 
TVSKVEQ�� �1ER]�WXYHMIW�I\MWX�
XLEX� HMWGYWW� TVIREXEP� I\TS�
sure to drugs and its negative 
effect on future generations 
of babies and children.4  As 
WYGL��0I[MWXSR�*8('¸W�HVYK�
court team has been very en�
grossed in this problem and 
JSPPS[W� TVIKRERX� *8('�TEV�
ticipants very closely.  This 
MRGPYHIW� TVSZMHMRK� TVI�REXEP�
care, observations, and pri�

vate sessions with our case manger.

�0I[MWXSR¸W�*8('�LEW�VIGSVHIH�EX�PIEWX�
Ć� HVYK� JVII� FMVXLW� WMRGI� XLI� MRGITXMSR� SJ� XLI�
TVSKVEQ�MR�Āþþă��8LIVI�MW�E�UYEPMÁGEXMSR�XS�XLI�
TLVEWI� µHVYK� JVII�¶� � 8LSYKL� XLIVI� EVI� GEWIW�
where the parent is prescribed medication to 
XVIEX�WYFWXERGI�EFYWI��WYGL�EW�7YFYXI\��'EQ�
pral, and other antagonist medications that 
FPSGO� XLI� IJJIGXW� SJ� E� HVYK�� XLI� IJJIGXW� XLIWI�
drugs have on the fetus compared to heroin, 
cocaine, tobacco, and alcohol are negligible. 

 

4  6HH Florence F. Roussotte et. al., $EQRUPDO�%UDLQ�
$FWLYDWLRQ�'XULQJ�:RUNLQJ�0HPRU\�LQ�&KLOGUHQ�ZLWK�3UHQDWDO�
([SRVXUH�WR�'UXJV�RI�$EXVH��7KH�(IIHFWV�RI�0HWKDPSKHW-
DPLQH��$OFRKRO��DQG�3RO\GUXJ�([SRVXUH, 54 neuroiMAge 
2557, 3067-75 (2011); VHH�DOVR John M. Rogers, 7REDFFR�DQG�
3UHJQDQF\, 28 reProductive tech. 117, 152-60 (2009).
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 B.  Addressing Collateral Issues

)HYGEXMSR��8LI� *8('� TVSZMHIW� IHYGE�
tional information sessions to participants on 
XSTMGW� XLEX� [SYPH� FI� FIRIÁGMEP� XS� VIGSZIVMRK�
addicts.  This occurs one hour before the group 
meetings held twice a month.  These sessions 
MRGPYHI�WTIEOIVW�[LS�HMWGYWW�RYXVMXMSR��EJJIGXW�
of drugs, alcohol and tobacco on the fetus, and 
adult education opportunities for those who 
have not obtained their high school diplomas.  
There are plans to hold sessions on post sec�
ondary educational opportunities in the com�
QYRMX]�YXMPM^MRK�WTIEOIVW�JVSQ�GSQQYRMX]�GSP�

PIKIW�ERH�XLI�9RMZIVWMX]�SJ�1EMRI�GSQQYRMX]�
campuses. 

Mental Health��Untreated mental illness 
inhibits progressive behaviors towards success. 
It impedes the readiness to change behaviors, 
EW�QIRXEP�MPPRIWW�SJXIR�JSKW�PMJI�EJJIGXMRK�GLSMG�
IW���-X�MW�[IPP�VIGSKRM^IH�XLEX�OIITMRK�WYGGIWW�
ful clients in the program “[d]epends on mental 
health status… if you don’t identify [the mental 
health component], you’re not going to treat it, 
if you’re not going to treat it, then it [will] trig�
KIV� VIPETWI�ERH�EJJIGX�UYEPMX]�SJ� PMJI�¶� 5  Thus, 
adding a detailed mental health assessment or 
introducing a mental health provider to the 
team may reduce some of the unclear behav�
iors and provide treatment that will increase 
positive behaviors.  Though personality charac�
XIVMWXMGW�ERH�GSQTYPWMZI�XLMROMRK�EVI�GSQQSR�
side effects of substance dependency, they are 
also components of some undiagnosed mental 
MPPRIWWIW���;MXLSYX�QIXMGYPSYW�ORS[PIHKI�SJ�ER�
MRHMZMHYEP¸W�QIRXEP�LIEPXL�FEGOKVSYRH��E�GPMIRX�

5  Interview with Hartwell Dowling, State Coordinator 
for Maine’s Family Treatment Drug Courts. Interview con-
ducted by Aisling Ryan, October, 2013.  

may never be treated in a way that will reduce 
XVMKKIVW�� MRGVIEWI� WXEFMPMX]�� ERH� MRGVIEWI� WIPJ�
management.

 C.  Holding Team Members  
 Responsible

 
2S� *8('� TVSKVEQ� GER� FI� WYGGIWWJYP�

unless the individuals selected to be part of 
the team are highly motivated, conscientious 
and dedicated. The team is charged with moni�
toring the progress of each client. Lewiston’s 
*8('�QIIXW�[IIOP]�MR�E�XIEQ�WIWWMSR�XS�HMWGYWW�
each client’s treatment plan and their prog�

ress.  The team, when necessary, will decide on 
sanctions against a client if there are positive 
XIWXW��RSR�ETTIEVERGIW�EX�XLI�[IIOP]�QERHEXIH�
case manager meetings, or other violations of 
court’s policies and procedures.  In addition, 
team members attend continuous education 
TVSKVEQW�LIPH�MR�ERH�SYX�SJ�WXEXI���1SWX�XIEQ�
members attend the annual conference of the 
2EXMSREP�'SYRGMP�SJ�(VYK�'SYVX�4VSJIWWMSREPW��

 D. Utilizing Help from Local  
 Universities 

0I[MWXSR¸W� *8('� TVSKVEQ� LEW� EWWSGM�
ated itself with the local liberal arts college, 
&EXIW�'SPPIKI�PSGEXIH�MR�0I[MWXSR��1EMRI�ERH�
XLI� 9RMZIVWMX]� SJ� 1EMRI� 7GLSSP� SJ� 0E[� PS�
GEXIH� ETTVS\MQEXIP]� JSVX]� QMPIW� E[E]�� �8LIWI�
students provide invaluable support to the 
*8('��XLI]�VIZMWI�ERH�VIZMI[�SYV�TVSGIHYVIW�
and policies; and act as case management aides 
to the presiding drug court judge; and volun�
teer as interns for school credit.  It is highly 
recommended by these authors that all such 
HVYK�GSYVX�TVSKVEQW�QEOI�E� WIVMSYW�IJJSVX� XS�
collaborate with all local post secondary in�

SINCE THE INCEPTION OF LEWISTON’S FTDC IN 2005,  

PARTICIPANTS WHO ARE PREGNANT HAVE BENEFITED BY GIVING 

BIRTH TO DRUG FREE BABIES WHILE STILL IN THE PROGRAM
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stitutions in the area. We found enthusias�
tic support by these institutions in our area. 

 E.  Identifying what Motivates Parents  
 to Succeed

The motivation to live sober and care 
for children is potentially powerful enough for 
some parents to change their substance depen�
dent habits.  Other obstacles, such as, neuro�
logical effects of substance abuse, mental ill�
ness, environmental factors, and personality 
characteristics, impede the overarching goal of 
WSFVMIX]�� � (YI� XS� *8('� TVSKVEQ� STTSVXYRM�
ties, social support, and direct communication 
[MXL� (,,7�� *EQMP]� 8VIEXQIRX� (VYK� 'SYVXW�
have a tendency to instigate intrinsic motiva�
tion in clients.  The question of, “[L]�HS�-�[ERX�
XS�FIGSQI�WSFIV¶�is a challenging one that only 
arises when someone has accepted his or her 
RIIH�XS�GLERKI���0I[MWXSR¸W�*8('�JSGYWIW�SR�

MRXVMRWMG�TIVWSREP�WYGGIWW��WTIGMÁGEPP]�XLVSYKL�
heavy social support during drug court meet�
MRKW�� GSRWMWXIRX� MRXIVEGXMSR�� LMKLP]�QSRMXSVIH�
case management, and personal counseling 
sessions.

 F.  Ensuring Support and Input from   
 State Judicial Department 

Without question, the cooperation and 
WYTTSVX� SJ� XLI� 1EMRI� .YHMGMEP� (ITEVXQIRX¸W�
%HQMRMWXVEXMZI� 3JÁGI� SJ� XLI� 'SYVXW� MW� E� OI]�
stimulus for the success and continuation of 
XLI� TVSKVEQ�� � 8LI� .YHMGMEP� (ITEVXQIRX� ET�
proved and permitted judges at the drug court 
locations to preside over the court hearings 
ERH�XIEQ�QIIXMRKW���0IX�YW�OIIT�MR�QMRH�XLEX�
most family courts throughout the country are 
GSQTEVEFPI�XS�SYV�1EMRI�GSYVXW���8LIWI�GSYVXW�
are constantly over burdened with high case�
PSEHW� ERH�YRHIVWXEJJIH�'PIVO�3JÁGIW� XLEX� EVI�
trying to sustain the demands.  

It is the judges who are responsible for 
XLI�WYGGIWW�SV�JEMPYVI�SJ�ER]�µTVSFPIQ�WSPZMRK¶�
GSYVX��.YHKIW�[LS�EKVII�XS�XEOI�SR�XLMW�VIWTSR�
sibility are to be commended for their efforts.  
7YGL�NYHMGMEP�[SVO�GER�FI�XIHMSYW��HIQERHMRK��
and sometimes overwhelming due to the nature 
SJ�XLI�NYHMGMEP�ETTVSEGL�SV�QSHI�SJ�µNYHKMRK¶�
that goes with the program.  The concept and 
WOMPP�SJ�µQSXMZEXMSREP�MRXIVZMI[MRK�¶�JEGI�XS�JEGI�
confrontation with clients, the impositions of 
WERGXMSRW� JSV� RSR�GSQTPMERGI�� XLI� ORS[PIHKI�
SJ� XVIEXQIRX� QSHIW�� XLI� ORS[PIHKI� SJ� EZEMP�
able services within the community, and, of 
course, the full comprehension of legal and il�
legal drugs are only a few of the challenges that 
judges face in substance abuse programming. 

 
 
 
 

III.  Challenges of Lewiston’s FTDC 

 A. Sustainability 

9TSR� XLI� I\TMVEXMSR� SJ� ER]� HVYK� GSYVX�
KVERX��XLI�GLEPPIRKI�JEGMRK�XLI�I\MWXMRK�TVSKVEQ�
is enormous.  The drug court grant, contrib�
YXIH�F]�XLI�9RMXIH�7XEXIW�.YWXMGI�(ITEVXQIRX��
I\TMVIH�EX�XLI�IRH�SJ�Āþþą���4VMSV�XS�I\TMVEXMSR��
XLSWI�JYRHW�[IVI�YWIH�XS�JYRH�E�GSYVX�GPIVO¸W�
position, a full time case manager, judge time, 
a state drug court coordinator position, testing 
devices, funds for rewards and miscellaneous 
[VET�EVSYRH�WIVZMGIW��XVIEXQIRX�I\TIRWIW��ERH�
funds for payment of the costs of the local hos�
pital’s substance abuse services. 

 B. Team Communication

%R� MR�XSYGL� RIX[SVO� SJ� GEWI� QEREKI�
QIRX��GSYRWIPMRK��EXXSVRI]W��(,,7�GEWI[SVO�
ers, and treatment providers avoids unneces�
sary client confusion and immediate program 

REACHING PERMANENCY IS THE GOAL OF ALL CHILD DEPENDENCY CASES 
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JIIHFEGO� JSV� XLI� GPMIRX�� � )\GIWW� JVYWXVEXMSR�
from the client derives from imbalanced out�
GSQIW� JVSQ�TVSJIWWMSREPW�� � *SV� I\EQTPI�� GEWI�
management may address a drug test failure, 
[LMPI�E�(,,7�GEWI[SVOIV�TVSZMHIW�QSVI�GLMPH�
supervision time.  Imbalanced outcomes with�
SYX�TVSTIV�I\TPEREXMSR� PIEH�XS�GSRJYWMSR�ERH�
YRGPIEV�JIIHFEGO�EFSYX�[LEX�XS�GLERKI�HYVMRK�
treatment. Additionally, unclear team commu�
RMGEXMSR� I\XIRHW� XMQI� FIX[IIR� FILEZMSV� ERH�
reward or sanction, raising challenges for the 
clients to understand the behaviors they need 
to change. 
 

 C. Client Readiness to Change

)\TIGXMRK�WYWXEMREFPI�WSFVMIX]�� MR�EHHM�
XMSR�XS�E�GLERKIH�PMJI��[MXLMR�E�]IEV�MW�I\XVIQIP]�
ambitious for most clients.  For those who are 
not psychologically at a stage to change, suc�
GIWW�MW�MQTSWWMFPI���(VYK�GSYVXW�JEGI�XLI�GLEP�
lenge of recognizing whether a client’s mindset 
matches his or her behavior, such as recogniz�
ing when a client intends to use again after the 
program is successfully completed.  This chal�
lenge, however, can be improved through ap�
propriate rewards and sanctions, motivational 
MRXIVZMI[MRK�� IZMHIRGI�FEWIH� XVIEXQIRX�� ERH�
intense case management.

IV.  Future Direction

*VSQ�XLI�EYXLSVW �̧TIVWTIGXMZIW�ERH�I\TI�
riences, the placement of a parent and child in 
a structured and supervised residential setting 
is the ideal.  Change of environment, sophisti�
cated daily treatment, professional counseling, 
and parent education on the site is the way to 

go.  The costs may be prohibitive in some cases 
but it is certainly a worthy goal of substance 
abuse treatment policies by both state and fed�
eral governments.

The development and implementation 
of strategies to gain continued judicial support 
MW�GVMXMGEP���%�WSTLMWXMGEXIH�NYHMGMEV]�ORS[PIHKI�
able in the area of substance abuse is a must. 
&SXL�XLI�2EXMSREP�'SYRGMP�SJ�.YZIRMPI�ERH�*EQ�
MP]�'SYVX� .YHKIW� ERH� XLI�2EXMSREP�'SYRGMP� SJ�
(VYK�'SYVX�4VSJIWWMSREPW�SJJIV�JEQMP]�HVYK�GSYVX�
education as part of its educational programs.   
These programs focus on strategies needed 

to implement a family treatment drug court.   

Funding is always a critical issue among 
WXEXIW�� 1EMRI� LEW� IWXEFPMWLIH� E� ăþÿ�G�ā� RSR�
TVSÁX�SVKERM^EXMSR�IRXMXPIH�XLI�1EMRI�%PPMERGI�
JSV� (VYK� 8VIEXQIRX� 'SYVXW�� (SRSVW� XS� WYGL�
an organization can claim their donation as a 
charitable contribution under the Federal In�
XIVREP�6IZIRYI�'SHI���8LI�SVKERM^EXMSR¸W�JYRG�
XMSR��KSEPW�ERH��TYVTSWI�MW�XS�WIIO�KVERX�JYRH�
MRK�EMQMRK�XS�WYTTSVX�XLI�7XEXI¸W�I\MWXMRK�HVYK�
courts, both family and adult criminal, and to 
promote public understanding of how addic�
tion negatively impacts our communities.  An 
I\GIPPIRX�I\EQTPI�SJ�XLI�WYGGIWW�SJ�WYGL�SVKE�
RM^EXMSRW� MW� XLI� /EPEQE^SS� 'SYRX]� 1MGLMKER�
(VYK�8VIEXQIRX� 'SYVX� *SYRHEXMSR� PSGEXIH� MR�
/EPEQE^SS�� 1MGLMKER�� 8LI� SVKERM^EXMSR� LEW�
provided much of the funding for the county’s 
drug courts. 

One problem encountered in applying 
JSV�KVERXW�MW�XLI�PEGO�SJ�YRHIVWXERHMRK�F]�GIV�
tain state and national foundations regarding 

WITHOUT METICULOUS KNOWLEDGE OF AN INDIVIDUAL’S 

MENTAL HEALTH BACKGROUND, A CLIENT MAY NEVER  

BE TREATED IN A WAY THAT WILL REDUCE TRIGGERS,  

INCREASE STABILITY, AND INCREASE SELF-MANAGEMENT
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the function and purpose of drug courts and 
WMQMPEV� RSR�TVSÁX� SVKERM^EXMSRW�� � 8LIVIJSVI��
the need to educate the public and certain 
WXEOILSPHIVW� MW� E� ZIV]� MQTSVXERX� KSEP� JSV� EPP�
drug court programs. 

 
V.  Conclusion

Is a family drug court worth the time, 
GSWXW�ERH�IJJSVX#��1IEWYVMRK�XLI�[SVXL�SV�ZEP�
YI�SJ�WYGL�E�TVSKVEQ�MW�HMJÁGYPX�XS�HIXIVQMRI���
(S�[I� PSSO�EX� GSWXW�� XMQI�� IJJSVXW�� ERH�GSRXVM�
FYXMSRW� F]� TISTPI� MRZSPZIH� MR� XLI� HVYK�JVII�
TVSKVEQ#��'IVXEMRP]�XLI�ZEPYI�SJ�WEZMRK�WM\�FE�
bies and more is certainly persuasive.  Keep�
ing a pregnant mother free from drug use 
during her pregnancy is in itself a large cost 
saving when considering the costs of treat�
ment for an infant born drug affected.  Some 
of these medical costs are tremendous, particu�
larly if there are long term adverse affects on 
the fetus and after birth.  In addition, reduc�
MRK�XLI�XMQI�JSV�VIYRMÁGEXMSR�WEZIW�XLI�GSWX�SJ�
foster care and further treatment for the par�
ents. Overall, reaching permanency and do�
ing what is in the best interest of the child is 
the goal of all child dependency cases.  Fam�
MP]�8VIEXQIRX�(VYK�'SYVXW�WIIO�XS�TVSZMHI�EW�
sistance to parents throughout this process. 
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TSWMXMSR��7LI� MW�RS[�4VIWMHIRX�SJ� XLI�1EMRI�%PPM�
ERGI�*SV�(VYK�8VIEXQIRX�'SYVXW��

%PWS�XLERO�]SY�XS�&EXIW�'SPPIKI¸W�4W]GLSPS�
K]�HITEVXQIRX¸W�GS�STIVEXMSR�MR�TVSZMHMRK�WXYHIRXW�
XS�IZEPYEXI�XLI�*8('�MR�Āþÿā��;I�XLERO�4VSJIWWSV�
%Q]� &VEHÁIPH�(SYKPEWW�� 4L(�� JSV� WTIEVLIEHMRK�

this evaluation and providing us with the students 
who completed the evaluation. Educational institu�
tions, such as Bates College, are of great value to 
SYV�GSYVXW�ERH�WLSYPH�FI�µXETTIH¶�QSVI�SJXIR��-R�
EHHMXMSR��[I�XLERO�XLI�PE[�WXYHIRXW�JVSQ�XLI�9RM�
ZIVWMX]�SJ�1EMRI�7GLSSP�SJ�0E[�[LS�LEZI�GSRXVMF�
YXIH� XLIMV� XMQI� ERH� IJJSVX� XS� XLI�*8('�TVSKVEQ��
8LI�YRMZIVWMX]�LEW�ER�I\GIPPIRX�I\XIVRWLMT�TVSKVEQ�
that allows students to gain credit by interning at 
SYV�(MWXVMGX�'SYVXW��

8S� Q]� GS�EYXLSV�� %MWPMRK� 6]ER�� &EXIW¸ÿĂ��
XLEROW� JSV� ZSPYRXIIVMRK� XS� [SVO� SR� XLMW� EVXMGPI�
with me. Aisling was one of the Bates students who 
IZEPYEXIH�XLI�*8('�ERH�GSRXMRYI�SR�[MXL�JYVXLIV�
study helping the drug court team and writing her 
WIRMSV�GSPPIKI�XLIWMW�SR�XLI�0I[MWXSR�*8('��

1]�GSPPIEKYIW��XLEROW�JSV�PIXXMRK�QI�TIVWMWX�
MR�Q]�TEWWMSR�JSV�XLI�*8('��EPPS[MRK�QI�XLI�XMQI�
XS�TVIWMHI�SZIV�XLI�*8('��ERH�[SVO�[MXL�XLI�HVYK�
GSYVX� XIEQ��8S� (ERMIPPI� (ERJSVXL�� 07%'�� 2MGSPI�
+EVERX�� 07%'�� ERH�%KE� 1EXYWMEO�� 0'7;´XLVII�
wonderful clinicians who continue to provide the 
HVYK� GSYVX� [MXL� XLI� I\TIVXMWI� RIIHIH��3J� GSYVWI��
EPWS� XS�,ERREL�'SVFMR��SYV�GEWI�QEREKIV�[LS�EX�
XMQIW�WTIRHW�QSVI�XLER�XLI�VIUYMVIH�LSYVW�[SVO�
ing with our many clients and administering all the 
HVYK� XIWXW�� -R�EHHMXMSR�� XS�)VMOE�&VMWXSP��)WU��[LS�
EW�E�TEVIRX¸W�EXXSVRI]�ERH�Q]�JSVQIV�PE[�GPIVO��LEW�
provided great insight in discussions involving our 
GPMIRXIPI�EX�EPP�XIEQ�QIIXMRKW��8S�XLI�GEWI[SVOIVW�EX�
XLMW�HMWXVMGX¸W�(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�,YQER�7IVZMGIW�'LMPH�
4VSXIGXMZI�(MZMWMSR�[LS� LEZI� FIIR� MR� EXXIRHERGI�
at all meetings and provided the necessary input 
concerning a client’s progress through the child 
HITIRHIRG]�TVSGIWW�� -� GMXI�/IPP]�1EWSR�ERH�0EY�
VIP�7EQTWSR��(,,7�GEWI[SVOIVW�[LS�RIZIV�ORS[�
when to stop. 

8LEROW� XS� SYV� .YHMGMEP� (ITEVXQIRX�� TEV�
XMGYPEVP]� XLI�*EQMP]�(MZMWMSR¸W�TVIWIRX�7XEXI�(VYK�
'SYVX�'S�'SSVHMREXSV�,EVX[IPP�(S[PMRK��0'7;��

*MREPP]�� XS� 1IKER� 4IXV]� Q]� JSVQIV� MRXIVR�
and Bates College graduate, for encouraging me to 
TYVWYI�[VMXMRK�XLMW�EVXMGPI���1IKER�[EW�E�ZMXEP�TEVX�SJ�
XLI�*8('�LIPTMRK�[MXL�XLI�MRMXMEP�MQTPIQIRXEXMSR�
SJ�XLI�*8('�LIVI�EX�XLI�0I[MWXSR�'SYVX��
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Aisling Ryan� KVEHYEXIH�&EXIW�'SPPIKI� MR�0I[MWXSR��1EMRI� MR� ĀþÿĂ�� 7LI�
WXYHMIH�4W]GLSPSK]�ERH�QMRSVIH�MR�1YWMG�ERH�)HYGEXMSREP�7XYHMIW��%MW�
PMRK�FIKER�VIWIEVGLMRK�XLI�*EQMP]�8VIEXQIRX�(VYK�'SYVX�[MXL�XLVII�SXLIV�
GPEWWQEXIW�MR�1E]�Āþÿā��-R�7ITXIQFIV��WLI�GSRXMRYIH�[MXL�XLI�*8('�JSV�
LIV�XLIWMW�[SVO��VIWIEVGLMRK�GPMIRX�QSXMZEXMSR�FILMRH�*8('�WYGGIWW���%MW�
PMRK�LEW� GSRXMRYIH�LIV� MRXIVIWXW� MR� GSQQYRMX]�FEWIH� VIWIEVGL� EW� E�6I�
WIEVGL�%WWSGMEXI�EX�)RHTSMRX�ERH�3YXGSQIW��00'�MR�&SWXSR��1EWWEGLY�
setts.

Judge John B. Beliveau� MW� E� KVEHYEXI�SJ� XLI�9RMZIVWMX]�SJ�2SXVI�(EQI��
&EGLIPSV¸W�HIKVII�ÿćăă��,I�VIGIMZIH�LMW�1EWXIVW�MR�&YWMRIWW�%HQMRMWXVE�
XMSR�JVSQ�2I[�=SVO�9RMZIVMX]¸W�7XIVRW�7GLSSP�SJ�&YWMRIWW�ÿćĄĀ�ERH�LMW�.�(��
HIKVII�JVSQ�+ISVKIXS[R�9RMZIVWMX]�7GLSSP�SJ�0E[�ÿćĄĂ��

.YHKI�.SLR�&��&IPMZIEY�TVEGXMGIH�PE[�MR�E�TVMZEXI�ÁVQ�MR�0I[MWXSR��1EMRI�
YRXMP�LMW�ETTSMRXQIRX�XS�XLI�1EMRI�(MWXVMGX�'SYVX�MR�7ITXIQFIV�SJ�ÿćĆĂ��
Prior to his appointment to the Judiciary, he was elected and served as 
1E]SV� SJ� 0I[MWXSR�� 1EMRI� �ÿćĄć�ąþ�� � ,I� EPWS� WIVZIH� EW� %RHVSWGSKKMR�
'SYRX]�%XXSVRI]�JVSQ�ÿćąÿ�ąĀ���.YHKI�&IPMZIEY�GLEMVIH�XLI�1EMRI�'%7%�
%HZMWSV]�'SQQMXXII�JVSQ�ÿćĆă�ćą��[LMGL�MQTPIQIRXIH�ERH�SVKERM^IH�XLI�
.YHMGMEP�(ITEVXQIRX¸W�'SYVX�7TIGMEP�%HZSGEXI¸W�TVSKVEQ���,I�[EW�EPWS�E�
XIEGLIV�XVEMRIV�SJ�'%7%�ZSPYRXIIVW��*VSQ�ÿććă�ÿććć��LI�GLEMVIH�XLI�'SQ�
QMXXII� XS�7XYH]� XLI�6SPI�SJ� XLI�'SYVXW� MR�4VSXIGXMRK�'LMPHVIR�ERH�[EW�
MRWXVYQIRXEP�MR�HVEJXMRK�PIKMWPEXMSR�EQIRHMRK�XLI�1EMRI�'LMPH�4VSXIGXMSR�
laws to comply with Federal mandates contained in the Adoption and Safe 
*EQMPMIW�%GX��ÿććą��

-R�Āþþă��.YHKI�&IPMZIEY�SVKERM^IH�ERH�MQTPIQIRXIH�E�*EQMP]�8VIEXQIRX�
(VYK�'SYVX�EX�XLI�0I[MWXSR�(MWXVMGX�'SYVX���%�*IHIVEP�KVERX�[EW�E[EVHIH�XS�XLI�GSYVX�MR�ĀþþĂ���*8('¸W�RS[�I\MWX�
MR�X[S�SXLIV�(MWXVMGX�'SYVX�PSGEXMSRW�MR�1EMRI���.YHKI�&IPMZIEY�TVIWMHIH�SZIV�XLI�0I[MWXSR�*8('�ERH�GLEMVIH�
XLI�*EQMP]�8VIEXQIRX�(VYK�'SYVX�7XIIVMRK�'SQQMXXII���,I�MW�E�QIQFIV�SJ�XLI�2EXMSREP�'SYRGMP�SJ�.YZIRMPI�ERH�
*EQMP]�'SYVX�.YHKIW�ERH�LEW�WIVZIH�SR�WSQI�SJ�XLI�SVKERM^EXMSR¸W�GSQQMXXIIW�WMRGI�ÿććĂ�� MRGPYHMRK�XLI�4IV�
QERIRG]�4PERRMRK�(MZMWMSR¸W�%HZMWSV]�'SQQMXXII���,I�MW�EPWS�E�TEVX�SJ�XLI�2EXMSREP�%WWSGMEXMSR�SJ�(VYK�'SYVX�
TVSJIWWMSREPW��Āþþă�TVIWIRX���.YHKI�&IPMZIEY�MW�RS[�%GXMZI�6IXMVIH�ERH�[SVOW�EX�XLI�GSYVX�TEVX�XMQI��

.YHKI�&IPMZIEY�MW�ER�EZMH�PIGXYVIV�SR�*EQMP]�8VIEXQIRX�(VYK�'SYVXW���,I�TVIWIRXIH�EX�XLI�Āþÿþ�ERRYEP�WYQQIV�
GSRJIVIRGI�MR�&SWXSR��1EWWEGLYWIXXW��QEHI�WIZIVEP�TVIWIRXEXMSRW�XS�GMZMG�KVSYTW�SR�GLMPH�TVSXIGXMSR�MWWYIW�ERH�
XLI�ZEPYI�SJ�XLI�*EQMP]�8VIEXQIRX�(VYK�'SYVXW��ERH�TVSZMHIW�TVIWIRXEXMSRW�XS�TVSJIWWMSREP�QIRXEP�LIEPXL�ERH�
substance abuse providers concerning the issue of parental addiction and its impact on the family.
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WE HAVE FUNDAMENTALLY 

DIVERGENT INTERESTS IN AN 

ADVERSARIAL SYSTEM.  HOWEVER, 

CIVILITY AND HONESTY AMONG 

COLLEAGUES, EVEN OPPOSING COUNSEL, 

GO A LONG WAY TOWARD 

AMELIORATING THE PROBLEM 

OF DISCOVERY.
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On Professionalism,  
Civility, & Discovery

F]�/EXLV]R�8SHV]O

Criminal trials in Virginia are conducted 
by ambush; only a small portion of the evidence 
in a case must be disclosed to the defense by 
the police and prosecutor.  And, although the 
Supreme Court of Virginia is currently con�
sidering amending the discovery rule, the 
Virginia Association of Commonwealth’s At�
torneys vehemently opposes the amendments 
proposed by the Virginia State Bar’s Indigent 
(IJIRWI�8EWO� *SVGI�� �%PP� XLI� [LMPI�� EXXSVRI]W�
are contentiously litigating 
the current statutory discov�
ery scheme.  Colloquially, 
defense attorneys and pros�
ecutors refer to this ongoing 
HMWTYXI� EW� µ(MWGSZIV]�;EVW�¶� 
 
 One of the battles 
centers the requirement that 
written discovery responses, 
including copies of docu�
ments and videos subject to 
discovery, are not being uni�
formly complied with throughout the Com�
monwealth.  I have heard from defense at�
torneys who, when requesting the minimum 
discovery provided by rule, receive a response 
stating that the attorney may view the applica�
ble discovery at the prosecutor’s convenience.  
Such a response can be onerous because while 
a prosecutor may cover a single or limited geo�
graphical jurisdiction, defense attorneys often 
cover multiple jurisdictions and may not reside 
in the city or county where the discovery ma�
terial is located.  As Onerous as it is, however, 
some prosecutors believe that this constitutes 

ample compliance with the rule.  It should be 
noted that some jurisdictions and Common�
[IEPXL¸W�%XXSVRI]¸W�3JÁGIW� JSPPS[�FIXXIV�TVEG�
tices than others.

Another questionable discovery re�
WTSRWI�JVSQ�TVSWIGYXSVW�XEWOW�HIJIRWI�GSYRWIP�
with contacting the police department to see if 
there is any information, documents, videos, or 
other tangible evidence that may be the sub�

ject of discovery or Brady v. 
Maryland.  While I empathize 
with those prosecutors who 
HS� RSX� LEZI� E� KSSH�[SVOMRK�
relationship with their re�
spective police departments, 
WYGL� E� PEGO� SJ� VETTSVX� HSIW�
RSX� I\GYWI� ZMSPEXMRK� XLI� VYPI�
and passing the responsibility 
to the defense counsel.  It is 
XLI�TVSWIGYXSV�[LS�MW�XEWOIH�
with reviewing information to 
determine whether material 

MW�I\GYPTEXSV]�ERH�HMWGSZIVEFPI��ERH�XLI�TVSW�
ecutor must be held accountable.

One of the reasons cited by the Vir�
ginia Commonwealth’s Attorneys Association 
for their opposition to increased discovery is 
[MXRIWW� WEJIX]�� � ,EZMRK� [SVOIH� MR� E� NYVMWHMG�
XMSR� ORS[R� TVMQEVMP]� JSV� MXW� KERK� ZMSPIRGI�� -�
VIGSKRM^I�XLMW�EW�E�VIEP�GSRGIVR���,S[IZIV��XLMW�
particular concern applies in a minority of cas�
IW�� �3YXWMHI�SJ�Q]�S[R�I\TIVMIRGI�� -�[EW�YR�
EFPI�XS�ÁRH�ER]�WXYHMIW�SR�XLI�RYQFIV�SJ�GEWIW�
in which witness safety is an integral issue in 
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XLI�TVSWIGYXMSR�� �(IJIRWI� EXXSVRI]W�� LS[IZIV��
are sensitive to this issue, and revised ethical 
guidelines permit discovery without disclosing 
witness addresses.  Additionally, this informa�
tion is easy to redact from written discovery, 
and there can be an agreed order to prohibit 
XLI�HMWWIQMREXMSR�SJ�XLEX�MRJSVQEXMSR�MR�STIR�
ÁPI�HMWGSZIV]�� � -R� WYGL� GEWIW�� XLIVI�QYWX� EPWS�
FI�ER�EKVIIH�MRHI\�ERH�SVHIV�JSV�XLI�TYVTSW�
es of appeal.  Prosecutors, however, decry this 
approach claiming that redacting discovery is 
time consuming.  But, consider the defense 
TSWMXMSR��HIJIRWI�EXXSVRI]W��TEVXMGYPEVP]�TYFPMG�
HIJIRHIVW��GER��PMOI�TVSWIGYXSVW��GEVV]�E�GEWIP�
SEH�JVSQ�ÿþþ�XS�Āăþ�STIR�GEWIW���7YGL�E�GEWIP�
SEH��GSYTPIH�[MXL�MR�SJÁGI�GPMIRX�QIIXMRKW��NEMP�
visits, and witness interviews, leaves little time 
XS�ZMWMX�TVSWIGYXSVW �̧SJÁGIW�XS�VIZMI[�XLIMV�ÁPIW�
SV�GERZEWW�PSGEP�TSPMGI�HITEVXQIRXW�PSSOMRK�JSV�
discoverable material.

So, why is there so much controversy 
and discord?  Unfortunately, it is not as simple 
EW��µGER¸X�[I�EPP�NYWX�KIX�EPSRK#¶��;I�LEZI�JYR�
damentally divergent interests in an adversarial 
W]WXIQ�� �,S[IZIV�� GMZMPMX]� ERH�LSRIWX]� EQSRK�
colleagues, even opposing counsel, go a long 
way toward ameliorating the problem of dis�
covery.  This means that the level of candor one 
should pay towards opposing counsel is the 
same as you would owe to the court.  Courtesy 
ERH�LSRIWX]�F]�GSYRWIP�QEOI�RIKSXMEXMSRW�IEW�
ier in an overburdened criminal justice system.  
-�LEZI�JSYRH�XLEX�E�KSSH�[SVOMRK�VIPEXMSRWLMT��
predicated on one’s honesty and reputation 
EW� HIJIRWI� GSYRWIP�� QEOIW� TVSWIGYXSVW� QSVI�
forthcoming with discovery.  Similarly, police 
SJÁGIVW�EVI�QSVI�PMOIP]�XS�EHZMWI�HIJIRWI�GSYR�
WIP�SJ�MRJSVQEXMSR�MJ�XLI]�VIWTIGX�ERH�ORS[�XLEX�
the attorney deals with them and other wit�
nesses fairly and honestly.

In addition, ethics should prompt pros�
ecuting attorneys to be more forthcoming with 
HMWGSZIV]��*SV�I\EQTPI��TVSWIGYXSVW�WLSYPH�FI�
encouraged to go beyond the scant statutory 
rule by providing additional inculpatory infor�
mation, and early disclosure of Brady material 
�I\GYPTEXSV]��QMXMKEXMRK��ERH�MQTIEGLMRK�MRJSV�

QEXMSR���-R�TVSZMHMRK�WYGL�MRJSVQEXMSR�TVMSV�XS�
trial, the prosecutor will have less to fear from a 
wrongful conviction or reversal.  Furthermore, 
increased information sharing will foster plea 
EKVIIQIRXW�ERH�IEWI�LIEZ]�HSGOIXW��[LIR�ET�
propriate.  It is no secret that it is much easier 
to advise a client about his or her options (tri�
EP� SV�TPIE�� NYV]�� SV�FIRGL� XVMEP��[LIR�HIJIRWI�
GSYRWIP�ORS[W�EPP�SJ�XLI�IZMHIRGI�PMOIP]�XS�FI�
presented at trial.

Ultimately, it is in everyone’s best in�
terest to be honest with all parties involved in 
criminal litigation, to provide, at a minimum, 
the statutorily required discovery and Brady 
material well in advance of trial, and to main�
tain one’s reputation for professionalism, hon�
esty, and civility.  In my opinion, open discovery 
GER�SRP]�JYVXLIV�XLIWI�IRHW�ERH�[MPP�FIRIÁX�YW�
EPP�EW�[I�WIIO�XS�YTLSPH�SYV�SEXLW�XS�TVSZMHI�
competent, zealous representation to our re�
spective clients.
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Kathryn Todryk is an Assistant Public 
(IJIRHIV�MR�:MVKMRME�JSV�XLI�'MX]�SJ�*VEROPMR�
and the counties of Southampton and Isle 
SJ�;MKLX�� 4VMSV� XS� GSQMRK� XS� *VEROPMR�� WLI�
[EW� ER�%WWMWXERX� 4YFPMG�(IJIRHIV� MR� 6MGL�
mond, Virginia, and an Assistant Common�
[IEPXL¸W�%XXSVRI]� MR�2I[TSVX�2I[W� JSV�SRI�
year. She is an active member of the Virginia 
%WWSGMEXMSR� SJ� 'VMQMREP� (IJIRWI� 0E[]IVW��
XLI�2%'(0��ERH�^IEPSYWP]�EHZSGEXIW�JSV�XLI�
rights of all those charged with crimes, but 
has a particular interest in juvenile justice 
and mental health.
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE

The 'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV will secure a copyright on the copyrightable mate�
rial when the article is published.  If any part of the article has been, or is about to 
be, published elsewhere, the author must inform the 'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV at 
the time of submission.  The 'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV reserves the right to deter�
mine the time, place, and manner in which the articles may be copied or reprint�
IH�� �2S�TSVXMSR�SJ� XLI�'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV�QE]�FI�VITVMRXIH�[MXLSYX� XLI�I\�
press written permission of the 'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV.  All correspondence and 
VITVMRX�VIUYIWXW�QE]�FI�WIRX�XS�� �'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV, Washington College of 
0E[��%QIVMGER�9RMZIVWMX]��7YMXI�ĀĀą��ĂĆþÿ�1EWWEGLYWIXXW�%ZIRYI�2;��;EWLMRKXSR��
('�ĀþþÿĄ���8LI�ZMI[W�I\TVIWWIH�MR�XLMW�TYFPMGEXMSR�EVI�RSX�RIGIWWEVMP]�XLSWI�SJ�XLI� 
editors or of American University Washington College of Law.

MISSION STATEMENT

The 'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV�MW�HIHMGEXIH�XS�TVSZMHMRK�TVEGXMGI�SVMIRXIH�EVXMGPIW�SR�
LMKLP]�PMXMKEXIH�ERH�TVIZEPIRX�XSTMGW�MR�GVMQMREP�NYWXMGI���3YV�TYFPMGEXMSR�MHIRXMÁIW�
OI]�MWWYIW�ERH�VIGIRX�HIZIPSTQIRXW�MR�GVMQMREP�PE[�ERH�EPWS�TVSZMHIW�KYMHERGI�SR�
how to address these issues in practice.  The 'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV, published bi�
annually, promotes the scholarship of criminal practitioners and current students at 
American University, Washington College of Law. 
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The 'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV�MW�TYFPMWLIH�JSV�EPP�FYW]�TVEGXMXMSRIVW�MR�XLI�ÁIPH��MR�
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nal law into practical guidance.  To submit an article, please refer to our website 
�[[[�GVMQPE[TVEGXMXMSRIV�GSQ�JSV�SYV�WX]PI�KYMHI�ERH�XSTMG�TVSTSWEP�JSVQ�ERH�WIRH�
XLI�ÁREP�ZIVWMSR�XS�GVMQPE[TVEGXMXMSRIV$KQEMP�GSQ�[MXL�µ%VXMGPI�7YFQMWWMSR¶�EW�XLI�
subject of your email.

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION 

If you are interested in subscribing to the 'VMQMREP�0E[�4VEGXMXMSRIV, please send 
ER�IQEMP�XS�GVMQPE[TVEGXMXMSRIV$KQEMP�GSQ�[MXL�µ7YFWGVMFI¶�EW�XLI�WYFNIGX�ERH�MR�
clude your name and mailing address.  Copies are complementary, and once on our 
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prefer to receive an electronic copy, one may be provided if you include your email 
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